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Abstract 

The records of assault in London, 1680- J 720, are explored in two ways: first, as 

evidence of the agency of prosecutors, and second, as descriptions of violent 

misbehaviour. In the former, the voices of litigation can be heard, telling of men and 

women empowered as victims, by prosecuting the assault and stressing the severity of the 

offence. In the latter, the voices of resistance are audible, because the records of 

prosecution offered details of the vanous forms the violence took. In both cases, 

contemporary constmctions of gender emerged. Sometimes, the differences between 

eighteenth-century rnasculinity and femininity were prominent, but they were just as 

ofien blurred in the assault records, revealing both the limitations and fieedoms brought 

by gender. 

Using the recognizances binding individuals charged with assault to appear at the 

Westminster Quarter Sessions as its main primary source, this dissertation focuses upon 

middling men and women's use of the Iower courts. Unlike histories that stress the 

power of the courts in early eighteenth-century England, this dissertation emphasizes the 

power of the prosecutor, and the relatively high level of cooperation between justices of 

the peace and litigants. The cast of characters includes pregnant women, battered wives, 

servants, the Societies for the Reformation of Mamers, and a group of élite male rakes, 

known as the Mohocks. These chapters underscore the way that the voices of litigation 

brought empowerment-most significantly, in this patriarchd society, to female 

prosecutors. 



A quantitative analysis of the Westminster recognizances, examining the forms 

and environments of assault, shows that women could be physically aggressive, in 

contrast to histories that depict women as exclusively verbal and only men as physical. 

The assaults on officiais (constables, watchmen, JPs, bailiffs, and marshal's men) were 

much more masculine. Women only seem to have participated in this special form df 

resistance in a minor, though interesting capacity: as rescuers of men. The many forms 

of Londoners' physical resistance are examined in these chapters. 

As perpetrators and prosecutors of assault, both men and women acted in a variety 

of ways, alternately finding limitation and empowerment, ofien-though not always- 

depending on their gender. 
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Textual Notes: 

Al1 dates are in the old style, but the years are interpreted as if they begin on 

January first, using the Julian calendar. The spelling of primary source quotations has 
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OBSP The various titles of the Old Builey Sessions Proceedings 

OED Oxford English Dictionary 

R Recognizance, used in the footnotes following the archival 
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Chapter One: Introduction: Contexts and Sources 

A substantial portion of the interaction between Londoners and the law took place 

outside of the forma1 jury trials that typically corne to mind when one thinks of the 

prosecution of crime in Augustan London. Many perpetrators of petty violence were not 

deemed worthy of the expense of formai prosecutions, but were nevertheless chastised by 

being brought before a magistrate. Poorer offenders might be thrown into gaol, but many 

middling defendants entered into recognizances, being bound over to answer the charges 

at the next quarter sessions.' Their punishment was really only the inconvenience and 

infamy of an appearance at quarter sessions, yet the consistent use of this prosecution 

technique suggests that it must have been highly effective. The success of this fonn of 

discipline depended upon the cooperation of civilians with legal officials, and records 

produced by this interaction offer a rare insight into the popular rnenralité of London 

Society at this time. At this level of the legal system, magistrates were least constrained 

by legal forrnalities, even in the words they chose to describe the offence? The types of 

complaints that were brought to legal oficials (having been given legitimacy as soon as 

the document was drawn up) reveal the deeply-held perceptions of misbehaviour that 

were shared by private citizens and magistrates alike. In addition, the mere act of 

prosecution reveals a confidence and assertiveness among the middling sort, which is 

most significant due to the large numbers of female plaintiffs. Indeed, the involvement of 

women on both sides of these low-level prosecutions has enabled an in-depth 

I The status of  the parties named in recognizances is discussed below. It should be noted that 
recognizances, as documents largely relating to the rniddling sort, depict "popular" culture in the sense of 
"non-élite" culture. 
' This argument will be developed in the section on recognizances, below. 



investigation of fernale participation in the taw, and by extension an exploration of 

gender in London Society, 1680-1 720, which c m  be substantiated in the contemporary 

literature and records of other courts. 

This thesis accepts that the great majority of the Iegal documents of this period 

have two significant dimensions: first, they are records of private prosecutions, and 

second, they are evidence of general patterns of transgression. The latter are socially- 

accepted forms of misbehaviour-the crimes (in this case assaults) which both prosecutor 

and legal officiais can believe the accused capable (even remotely) of committing. The 

most obvious example of these perceptions of misbehaviour at work, is the miniscule 

number of women prosecuted for beating their husbands.' Even the unknown proportion 

of cases that were actually based on malicious and unfounded charges will reveal popular 

perceptions of misbehaviour, because the prosecutor needed his or her case to be 

believable. 

When legal records are examined as records of private prosecution, they reveal a 

private person who took offence to a perceived wrong, and sought satisfaction. The 

opportunity to present oneself as the offended Party, the victim of a crime, was 

empowering, even when the outcome was not in the plaintiff s favour-or was simply not 

known, as in most of the cases studied here. The first three chapters discuss the Voices of 

Litigation, and focus upon the victim's initial entry into the legal system. Chapter Two 

reveals the role of private individuals in the many aspects of misdemeanour prosecution, 

both in identifiing wrongs on the streets, constmcting narratives of victimhood, or 

- 

3 For the number of such assault recognizances, see Ch. 3. 



bearing witness to such events, and in negotiating a description of the offence with legal 

officials. Sometimes prosecutions were significant because they contradicted one 

another, and the final section in the chapter explores the conflicting perceptions of 

victimhood that essentially represent a cornpetition for power, arbitrated by the 

magistrates. Gender, here. is significant by its absence. Though victimhood has often 

been gendered female, Chaprer Two stresses the potential for empowerment for both 

males and fernales as victims. Chapter Three uses the insights from the previous chapter 

to explore two specific instances of female victimhood that have traditionally been seen 

to underscore women's powerlessness: assaults on pregnant mothers and abuse of wives 

by their husbands. This chapter concludes that the fact that these violent events, though 

ofien tragic, were prosecuted at al1 shows that women were not entirely oppressed by the 

patriarchy of eighteenth-century London. They were able to take advantage of popular 

distaste for overly domineering husbands, or the mysteries and veneration surrounding 

rnotherhood. to launch prosecutions against those who had wronged them. In Chaprer 

Four, the discussion of the Iimits on masculinity continues, and broadens from suits 

largely brought by women, to a look at the ways in which community perceptions as a 

whoIe could curb male behaviour. The records of prosecution in the Old Bailey, and 

even more in the Westminster Quarter Sessions, show that rape prosecutions constrained 

men in very subtle ways, while sexual assault prosecutions constrained men more 

formally. A detailed study of the Mohock scare of l7I  2 and the operations of the 

Societies for the Reforrnation of Manners reveal the ways that societal fears of moral 

decay can occasionally target masculinity. The first half of the dissertation thus explores 



the power of male and femde prosecutors, working assertively with law offkials, to gain 

the advantage over their opponents, the defendants. 

The second half, Voices of lesistance, turns to focus upon the defendants' 

experience as evidenced in the tegal records. Chapter Five investigates whether certain 

forms of violent misbehaviour were gendered, using the descriptions of assault in the 

thousands of recognizances brought by Westminster Quarter Sessions. The chapter 

details the various forms of assault committed by female, compared to male, defendants, 

and attempts to categorïze them as physical languages of assault. Women were descnbed 

as "violent" in almost as high a proportion of cases as men; both women and men 

punched, scratched. and bit in similar numbers, according to assault recognizances. 

Records of alleged riots aiso show women to have been in positions of leadership over 

men in as many cases as men leading women. Along witli the wide range of physical 

language avaiIable to women, the analysis shows that both sexes experienced limitations 

through judicial attitudes to temporal and geographic space. Chapter Six focuses upon an 

area of violent disobedience much more exclusive to men: resistance to the law, in the 

form of direct assaults on constables, rescues of prisoners, impertinence to Justices, and 

antipathy toward bailiffs and Marshalsea officers. Here, gender divisions are much more 

apparent. Far more men than women were charged with assaults on constables. In many 

cases, women defied the law as a result of the natural extension of their feminine roles, as 

wives rescuing husbands, sons or brothers. There were also few cases of insolence 

toward Justices prosecuted against women, compared with the much larger number of 

records of male insults to JPs. Thus, the second portion of the dissertation reveals the 



gendered patterns of the various forms of resistance prosecuted in the early eighteenth- 

century metropolis: both in the assaults generated from day-to-day interaction, and in the 

more formal defiance of legal officiais. 

The investigation will thus make clear that the voices of litigation and the voices 

of resistance were available to women in eighteenth-century London, though their 

femininity constrained their involvement in certain ways. At the same time, though to a 

lesser degree, masculinity also figured as a factor in male activity, and imposed its own 

restraints. Occasionally however, gender was simply of little consequence to men or 

women, in determinhg their behaviour or their reception before the courts. Hence, this 

study of the construction of gender in London's court records is as significant for 

underscoring the areas where it retreats in importance as it is for revealing the situations 

where it was prorninent. 

This chapter will lay the contextual framework for the dissertation, by first 

discussing how it fits within a broad historiography, and then giving a bnef outline of the 

history of the metropolis during this period, especially the structure of the courts whose 

records have been used extensively in the thesis. The final section will describe the 

major sources, with a detailed discussion of the way in which recognizances were 

generated, and their value as a source in their own right. 

Con f exts 

Historiogra~hv 

This dissertation seeks to supplement, rather than correct, past work on early 

modem gender, violence and crime, or the law as an agent of social control. Its aims are 



to broaden and complicate, not to replace, histones that focus upon violence directed at 

women, male oppression, patriarchal power, or the hegemonic control of England's legai 

system. The arguments that follow rnust be read with such previous work in mind. 

Mascutinity, a relatively new historiographicai field, is m e r  developed here. This 

study also contributes to work on women as defendants at the criminal courts, and female 

victims of crime. Its findings are also relevant to scholarship surrounding the impact of 

the law courts upon society, and especially middling use of the lower courts in London. 

Men have really only recently been brought into the histones that recognize the 

socially-constructed nature of gender; historians have written much more about 

femininity on this topic. There are, however, several valuable studies of masculinity in 

early modem England. Elizabeth Foyster's examination of manhood is one of the few 

book-length studies, but many articles have been published on a wide range of relevant 

subjectsS4 Her focus on the importance of respectability to married men has also been the 

thnist of Bernard Capp's arguments, in his attempt to revise, slightly, historians' 

perception of the sexual double standard.' Anthony Fletcher has noted that self-control 

was an integral part of manhood, and was inculcated very early, in the instructions given 

to boys in the seventeenth century! Mark Breitenburg and Judith C .  Mueller have both 

written on early modem men's sexual insecurities, the former in an analysis of sexual 

jealousy in contemporary literature, and the latter in an investigation of the importance of 

things like penis size and sexual performance to the 'ideal man' of the eighteenth 

4 E. Foyster, Munhood in Early Modern England: Honour, Sex and Murriuge (London: Longman, 1999). 
5 B. Capp, "The Double Standard Revisited: Plebeian Women and Male Sexual Reputation in Early 
Modem England" Pasr and Presenr no. 162 ( 1999), 70- 100. 



century7 Histonans of  masculinity have not focussed exclusively upon sexuality, of 

course, and interesting work has been done to link discourses of manliness with 

nationalism, or to show the ways in which religion attempted to shape r n a s c ~ l i n i t ~ . ~  The 

main thnist of al1 of these authors, that men were subject to a range of behavioural 

constraints dictated by their gender, will be reinforced in the following chapters. 

Though this study devotes a section to fernale interpersonal violence, histonans 

have not generally focussed upon women as perpetrators of crimes. When they have, 

they tended to dismiss the possibility that women were involved in violent crimes, 

focussing instead upon crimes like theft and defamation. A recent article by Peter King 

explored the judicial attitudes toward women on trial for feIonies and mentioned 

infanticide and murder, but his main focus was upon property crimes9 John Beatîie 

acknowledged women's potential for violence, but his examination of the Surrey Assize 

records was more interested in the fact that women were more likely to be prosecuted for 

thefi than for assault." Studies of defarnation stressed the verbal violence of women over 

A. Fletcher, "Manhood, the Male Body, Courtship and the Household in EarIy Modern England" History 
84, no. 275 (1 999), 4 19-36. 
7 M. Breitenburg, "Anxious Masculinity: Sexual Jealousy in EarIy Modem England" Ferninist Studies 19, 
no. 2 (1993), 377-98 and J. C. Mueller, "Fallen Men: Representations of Male Impotence in Britain" 
Studies in Eighreenrh-Centur-y Culture 28 ( 1999)- 85- 1 02. 
8 See Michéle Cohen's "Manliness, effeminacy and the French: gender and the construction of national 
character in eighteenth-century England" and Jererny Gregory's "Homo religious: masculinity and religion 
in the long eighteenth cennuy," in T. Hitchcock and M. Cohen, eds., English Masculinities, 1660-1800 
(London: Longman, 1999). 44-62 and 85- 1 10, respectively. 

P. King, "Gender, crime and justice in late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century England," in M. L. 
Arnot and C. Usborne, eds., Gender and Crime in Modern Europe ( London: U C L  Press, 1999), 44-74. 
10 J. M. Beattie, "The Criminality of Wornen in Eighteenth-Century England," Journal of Social Hisroty 
viii (1975), 89. On fernale thieves in the seventeenth century, see Garthine Walker, "Women, theft and the 
world of stolen goods," in J. Kermonde and G. Walker, eds., Wornen, Crime and the Courts in Early 
Modern Engiand (London: UCL Press, 1994), 8 1 - 105. 



the physical." Susan Amussen, looked at femaie violence as part of her broader 

investigation of "the social meaning of violence in early modem England," but examined 

women's physical aggression only in the context of witchcraft.I2 In many cases, of 

course, this reluctance to focus upon women's violent activity in its own nght is 

especially necessary. Though there have been several investigations of infanticide, for 

example, historians have been understandably disinclined to use them as an illustration of 

the violent tendencies of femininity.I3 Several historians have investigated popular 

pamphlet and broadsheet depictions of female murderers and other ferninine 

transgressions, revealing an image of wornen as powerful-though the fears evoked by 

such literature rnay have paradoxically resulted in women's furthet suppression.14 In 

exarnining female defendants in lower-court cases of assault, then, this dissertation 

returns the emphasis to the misbehaviour itself, and explores the way in which the actual 

physical forms of violence were gendered, and the areas where women and men might 

have behaved similarly. 

Histories of female victimization have been much more common than those of 

female crirninality. There have been many studies of rape, domestic violence, and similar 

- - - - - 

" See, for example, Laura Gowing's Domestic Dangers: Women. Wordr andSex in Early Modern London 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996) and "Gender and the Language of Insult in Early Modem London" 
History Workshop Journal 35 (1 993)- 1-2 1. 
I2 See S. Amussen, "Punishment, DiscipIine & Power: The Social Meaning of Violence in Early Modem 
England" Journal of British Studies 34 (Jan 1999, especially pages 27-3 1. 
l3 R. Malcolmson, "Infanticide in the Eighteenth Century," in J. S. Cockburn, ed., Crime in England, 1550- 
1800 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1977)- 187-2 10; M. Jackson, New-born ChiId Murder: Women, 
Iliegitirnacy. and the Courts in Eighreenth-Century England (Manchester: Manchester UP, 1996); A. May, 
"'She at first denied it' Infanticide Trials at the Old Bailey" V. Frith, ed., Women and Hisrory: Voices of 
Eurh Modern England (Concord, On.: Irwin Publishing, 1997), 19-49; L. Gowing, "Secret Births and 
Infanticide in Seventeenth-Century England," Past and Present no. 156 ( 1  997), 87- 1 15. 



crimes against women in early modern England." These investigations relied heavily on 

records of court prosecutions, yet the resulting accounts focused almost exclusively upon 

the perpetration of the crimes, virtuaily ignoring the fact of their prosecution. Anna 

Clarke's book on rape, for example, used court depositions and other records of 

prosecution as the majority of her evidence of the crime, but was almost totally 

dismissive of the fact that most of the raped women she studied had actively solicited the 

courts' involvement. Clark stressed, rather, the court's apathy and the femaie 

prosecutors' exceptionality, "in their bravery, anger, and ability to articulate their 

e~~er iences . ' "~  This dissertation instead draws attention away fiom the violent episode, 

to look at what must have rnotivated many of these women to seek retribution for the 

crimes against them.17 Nevertheless, this reading needs to be set against the backdrop of 

scholarship that recognized that women had to operate in a patriarchal society, where 

their likelihood of being believed and vindicated was in no way assured. Indeed, their 

prosecutions of rape and husbandly violence faced ovenvhelming obstacles, launched as 

they were in a society where sexual double standards and ideas of the appropriateness of 

-- -- -- 

'' F. Dolan, Dangerous familiars: representations of domestic crime in England, 1550- 1 700 (1 thaca, N. Y .: 
Comell UP, 1 994) and J. Wiltenburg, Disorderly Women and Female Power in the Street Literature of 
Early Modern England and Germany (Charlottesville: UP of Virginia, 1992). 
15 See, for examp le, A. Clark, Women 's Silence, Men S Violence: Sexual Assault in England, 1 770- 1 845 
(London: Pandora, 1987); M. Chaytor, "Husband(ry): Narratives of Rape in the Seventeenth Century," 
Gender and History 7 (1995), 378-407; M. Hunt, "Wife Beating, Domesticity and Women's Independence 
in Eighteenth-Century London" Gender and History 4 ,  no. 1 (1992), 10-33; S. Arnussen, '"Being Stirred to 
Much Unquiemess': Violence and Domestic Violence in Early Modem EngIand" Journal of Women S 
History 6 ,  no. 2 (1 994), 70-89; and E. Foyster, "Male Honour, Social Control and Wife Beating in Late 
Stuart England" Transactions ofthe Royal Historical Society, 6th Series 6 ( 1996), 2 15-24. 
l6 Clark, 15. 
17 Many, though not al1 of these women, because some women listed as plainants rnay represent a 
prosecution that was primady launched by their husbands or masters. This has been taken into 
consideration in this dissertation, particularly in Ch. 3, where it is noted that the wording of some 
recognizances suggest that the husbands were prosecuting the attack on their wives because their progeny 
had been endangered. 



physical chastisement of wives existed in varying degrees. In fact, feminist 

historiography has recognized the importance of female resistance to patriarchal 

aggression-in the words of one scholar, "without such activity by wornen, complex 

mechanisms of male control over women would be ~u~erfluous." '~ It is not surprising, 

then, that more studies have been done on the areas where these complex gendered values 

have disempowered women. Nevertheless, the simple fact that women brought 

prosecutions at all, for crimes Iike rape and domestic violence, means that eighteenth- 

century law and society must have held some incentives for women as victims, and the 

chapters that follow explore this m e r .  

Studies of the eighteenth-century English courts as a vehicle for private 

prosecution have their own varied histories. The prominent and useful work done by E. 

P. Thompson and his students in the late 1970s focused upon the English legislation 

ending customary rights and perquisites, especially the laws against poaching.lg Unlike 

Sir Leon Radzinowicz's celebration of the development of the criminal courts into an 

instrument of rational, fair justice, the Thompson group argued that the law worked as a 

tool of the propertied classes to curb the fieedom of the poor.20 Douglas Hay theorized 

that the belief in the law as "the guardian of a11 Englishmen.. . .gave the ideology of 

justice an integrity which no self-conscious manipulation could alone sustain," and 

exposed the way in which the courts used a mixture of mercy, majesty and terror to mask 

'' M. Hester, "The Dynarnics of Male Domination using the Witch Craze in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth- 
Century England as a case study" Women S Studies International Forum 13 (I990), 1 1. 
l9 D. Hay, et al., eds., Albion S Fatal Tree: Crime and Society in Eighteenth-Century England (London: 
Allen Lane, 1979, and E. P. Thompson, Whigs and Hunters: The Origin ofthe Black Act (London: AIlen 
Lane, 1975). 



its true concern, which was "upholding a radical division of property."21 John Beattie 

subsequently bnghtened this dark image slightly, by underscoring the courts' movement 

away from capital sentences in favour of transportation, and the occasional oppomuiities 

for cornmon people to find redress under the  la^.^^ The end result of the work of 

scholars like Thompson, Hay, and Beattie, was an overall picture of an English legal 

system motivated by anxieties around property and the maintenance of the social order, 

yet simultaneously concemed with having an appearance of faimess, legitimacy, and 

accessibility. This thesis will focus upon the latter. 

The theme of the English law's accessibility has been even more popular in 

subsequent scholarship. Rich social histones have been wrinen about popular 

involvement in litigation, often based upon church court  record^.^ The most prominent 

work on the secular courts of relevance to this study is undoubtedly Robert Shoemaker's 

work on the Middlesex Quarter Sessions records.24 His thesis that recognizances were a 

significant tool in the prosecution of misdemeanours has been a valuable building block 

here. and his exposure of the extensive involvement of women in the courts at this level 

is also reflected in the following chapters. Margaret Hunt's investigation of family life 

for the middling sort also used court records, and noted that "middling people.. ..resorted 

fiequently to the courts to resolve business disputes, to combat crimes against their 

" DL. Radzinowicz, A History ofEngIish Criminal Law  and irs Administrationfrom 1750 4 Vols. (London: 
Stevens and Sons, 1948-68). 
" D. Hay, "Property, Authority and the Criminal Law," in Albion's Fatai T m ,  35. 
" J.  M. Beattie, Crime and rhe Courts in England. 1660-1800 (New Jersey: Princeton UP, 1986). 
23 See, for exarnple, Gowing, Domestic Dangers, and most recently, T. Meldrurn, Domestic Service and 
Gender. 1660-1 750 (New York: Pearson Education, 2000). 

R. Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishmenr: Petty crime and the law in London and rural Middlesex, c. 
1660- 1 725 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 199 1 ). 



property, to extricate themselves from bad rnarriages, and to adjudicate problems having 

to do with inheritance, mariage settlements, guardianship, and debtsV2' Timothy Stretton 

has written on women7s involvement in the Elizabethan civil law courts, most 

appropriately titled Women Waging ~ u w . ~ ~  This dissertation supplements their work, 

showing the ways that men and women were empowered in their prosecution of crime in 

the capital-most especiaily the non-felonious crime of assault. 

London- 1680- l72@ 

One of the most prominent features of London in this period was its burgeoning 

population. Wrigley estimated that the metropolis had grown "from about 200,000 in 

1600, to perhaps 400,000 in 1650, 575,000 by the end of the century, 675,000 in 1750 

and 900,000 in 1800."'~ By 1700, the population of greater London was ten per cent of 

the population of England and Wales as a wh01e.~~ These figures are even more 

significant when it is considered that the population was fùndamentally fùelled from 

without, rather than within, by huge waves of migration--London's high mortality rate, 

combined with the substantial exodus of disenchanted Londoners, had to be exceeded by 

a high rate of migration into the cityS3O This demographic growth inevitably affected 

London's geography, and, while the City 's population changed very little during this 

penod, the suburbs to the north of the Thames expanded drarnatically, making the City 

'' M. Hunt, The Mddling Sort: Commerce, Gender and the FamiIy in England, 1680-1 780 (Berkeley: U 
of California Pl 1996). 9. 
' 6  T. Stretton, Women Wuging Law in Elkaberhan England (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1998). 
" Unless otherwise stated, 'London' has been used to refer to the metropolis, rather than only to the City. 
'' E. A. Wrigley, "A simple mode1 of London's importance in changing English society and economy, 
1650- 1750," Past and Presenr 37 (1967). 44. 



less than one-third of the rneîropolis by 1700.~' The most significant product of the new 

urban sprawl was the emergence of the West End as a fashionable suburb. The 

Restoration saw an upsurge in the numbers of the landed elite requiring residences in the 

capital, which coincided with the growing duties of courtiers and parliamentarians, and a 

need among the newly-emerging mercantile class to house themseives in the sarne areas 

as the gentry.32 Westminster was not entirely homogenous, however, and Nicholas 

Rogers described nurnerous levels of society who found a home in the West End, which 

included, of course, the retainers and servants of the gentry, but also "the artisans, inn- 

keepers, and traders of a burgeoning luxury-economy, even a few unskilled labourers 

who had established semi-permanent dwellings in its poorer courts and a ~ l e ~ - w a ~ s . " ~ ~  In 

contrast to Westminster, the East End was characterïzed by the distilling, sugar-refining, 

and brewing industries, and even the City was more industrial as well, having, potters, 

glass-blowers, blacksmiths, gunsmiths, and dyers, among other tradesSJ4 

London's large artisan and gentry population was sustained by, and 

simultaneously fuelled, a vibrant economy in this penod. It exerted incredible power 

over the economy of the entire country, and Penelope Corfield described London's 

"economic tentacles," which caused regional specialization across England: "North- 

country coals, Cheshire cheese and salt, Midlands cattle and grain, east coast malt and 

' 9  L. Stone, "The Residential Development of the West End of London in the Seventeenth Century," in B. 
C. Malament, ed., AJer the Reformation. essays in honor olJ.H. Hexter (Pennsylvania: U o f  Pennsylvania 
P, 1980), 168, table 1 .  
3 0  Wrigley, 46-9. 

F. Finlay and B. Shearer, "Population growth and suburban expansion." in A. Beier and R. Finlay, eds., 
London 1500- 1700: The Making of the Metropolis (New York: Longman, l986), 42-3. 
32 Stone. 176-7, and R. Poner. London: A Social History (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 1995). 134. 



grains, Norfolk turkeys, Yarmouth hemngs, [etc.] .... were al1 brought into London by 

road, river and ~ea."~ '  Aside fiom importing the nation's produce, London was also the 

main port of entry for international goods at this point, and in 1700 handled 76 per cent of 

English foreign t ~ a d e . ~ ~  As the centre of law and government, the metropolis had more 

lawyers than the rest of England together, and a similarly high proportion of the nation's 

doctors, and throughout the eighteenth century London remained a strong centre for 

trade, fashion, and service-related industries.'' Of course, the picture was not entirely the 

positive one depicted here: the bustling 5conorny was accompanied by many downturns, 

the spreading metropolis piagued by the stench of pollution and waves of epidemics, and 

the many middling tradespeople constantly in fear of moral and financial nh3* 

London's vibrant economy and its resuiting in- and out-migrations gave the city a distinct 

character which set it apart from the rest of England. 

The situation in the metropolis was M e r  complicated by a municipal goveming 

system described by Roy Porter as "a fiagmented historical relic, divided between 

hundreds of bodies, mutually distrusmil and antagonistic."3g The metropolis housed, 

collectively, the borders of two counties, Middlesex and Surrey, along with the Cities of 

Westminster and London, the borough of Southwark, and numerous out parishes. Each 

of these separate territories had their own goveming system, and ofien vied with one 

33 N. Rogers, W i g s  and Cities: Popuiar Politics in the Age of Walpole und Pitt (Oxford: Clarendon P, 
1989), 168. 
34 Porter, 96, 140. 
35 P.J. Corfleld, The impact ofEnglish rowns, 1700- 1800 (Oxford: Oxford UP, I982), 70. 
36 S. Inwood, A History of London @iew York: Carroll & Graff Publishers, Inc, 1998), 3 17. 
37 L. D. Schwartz, London in the age of industrialization: Entrepreneurs, labour force and living 
conditions, 1 700-1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1992), 4. 
38 On the latter, see Hunt, Middling Sort, especially Chs. 1-4. 



another for control of overlapping jurisdictions. The rivdry among the various governing 

bodies is exemplified in the fact that Westminster was governed by twelve life-appointed 

burgesses, because "neither [the City ofl London, nor the Court nor Parliament had ever 

wished to have to deal with a Lord Mayor of ~ e s t m i n s t e r . ? ~ ~  "In short," George Rudé 

has concluded, "the government of the capital may be examined under four heads: the 

Corporation of the City of London; the Court of Burgesses of Westminster; the justices of 

Surrey and Middlesex; and the innumerable parish vestries (sorne 200 by 1801) that 

enjoyed a greater or fesser degree of authonty within the r n e t r ~ ~ o l i s . ' ~ ~  It is ironic that 

the city that was home to parliament, England's centre of national governrnent, itself had 

the most de-centralized and fragmented governing system of the nation. 

Not surprisingly, this jurisdictiond diversity had an effect on London's legd 

system, which was as unique as its system of government. Where the counties in the rest 

of England had quarter sessions for minor crimes, which usually met four times a year, 

and assizes for more senous crimes, which were presided over by travelling circuit judges 

and met twice a year, Middlesex county was much more c ~ m ~ l e x . ~ ~  The metropolis had 

three separate commissions of the peace conducting quarter sessions. The city of 

Westminster held quater sessions at Westminster Hall, and the City of London and the 

rest of the county each held eight quarter sessions per year, with the Middlesex Quarter 

Sessions meeting at Hick's Hall in Clerkenwell, and the City Quarter Sessions at the 

- - -- - 

39 Porter, 152. 
JO G . M. Trevelyan, Illusrrared English Social Hisrory, Volume Three: The Eighteenrh Cenrwy (London: 
Longmans, Green and Co., 1942), 42. 
'' G. Rudé, Hanoverian London. 1714-1808 (London: Secker & Warburg, 197 1 ), 1 19. 



~ u i l d h a l l . ~ ~  As the centre of govemment, the metropolis housed King's Bench, the 

highest crirninal court, which enjoyed uniimited jurisdiction by this period." It was, 

ironically, the presence of King's Bench that released Middlesex Quarter Sessions from 

having four sessions a year, oniy to double its workload because "King's Bench tried so 

few criminal cases.'*5 The higher court did allow for a potential check on the lower 

c o ~ s  however, and defendants before quarter sessions could choose to have their case 

removed to King's   en ch.^^ The quarter sessions' officiais, acting both in and out of 

sessions, served as a point of entry for Londoners with a criminal cornplaint, and, if the 

alleged crime against them were a serious one, their case would most likely be passed on 

to the Old Bailey. 

The Old Bailey was to the Westminster, City, and Middlesex Quarter Sessions 

what the assizes were to the counties' quarter sessions in the rest of England. Those 

accused of felonies and imprisoned by the magistrates were sent from the various county 

prisons to Newgate gaol, which was adjacent to the Old Bailey, at the time of each 

sessions." Like the assizes, the Old Bailey had the power to hold the sessions of oyer 

and terminer, and gaol delivery for "al1 charges involving the taking of property (as well 

as violent offences that could result in a sentence of death, and occasional matters 

" The assizes for Cumberiand, Northumberland and WestmorIand are the exception, being hefd only once a 
year, until the nineteenth century. J. S. Cockburn, A Hisros, of English Assizes, 1558-1713 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 1 972), 19.45. 

J. H. Baker, "Crimina1 Courts and Procedure at Cornmon Law 1550-1 800," In Crime in England. 30-1. 
44 J.A. Sharpe, Crime in Early Modern England 1550-1750 (London: Longman, 1984). 21-2. 
4s Baker, "Criminal Courts and Procedure," 30. 
46 The relationship between King's Bench and the Westminster Quarter Sessions is dealt with in more detail 
in the section on recognizances. 
j7 J. M. Beattie, Policing and Punishment in the City of London, 1660- 1 750: Urban Crime and the Limits of 
Terror, forthcoming, 17. 1 am gratefül to Dr. Beattie for allowing me to read and cite this. 



involving particular interest or diff ic~l t ies) . '~~ The City of London was a county by its 

charter, and from 1327 its Lord Mayor, Recorder, and Aldermen had had the right to 

preside over the Old Bailey Sessions, dong with the judges of the high c o u r d 9  This 

was actually a point of contention for the magistrates of the other commissions of the 

peace in the county, for JPs fiom Westminster and Middlesex were excluded. This may 

have been because of their social differences. John Beattie has suggested that, because 

the meetings of the Old Bailey (like the assizes in the counties) were prominent social 

occasions, the City magistrates and their families may have been motivated by distaste in 

associating with the families of the Westminster and Middlesex Justices whom they felt 

to be their i n f e n ~ r s . ~ ~    si de fiom the officiais presiding being from the City however, 

the cross-section of people at the Old Bailey-defendants, plaintiffs, constables, etc.- 

represented the entire metropolis. 

A small range of London's more minor crimes might also be tried in the Bishop of 

London's Consistory Court, which met at the Long Chape1 of St. Paul's with the vicar- 

general acting as judge? Those convicted would face several possible punishments, 

"such as Monition, Penance, suspension fiom participation in the rites of religion, and 

even Excommunication," according to a nineteenth-century treatise on the church 

58 Ibid., 16. However, pages 20-1 show how, unlike the assizes, the sessions of the peace for the City and 
Middlesex county, were integrally connected to the OId Bailey sessions of oyer and terminer and gaol 
detivery. 
49 W. Holdsworth, A Hisfory ofEngIish Law Vol. 1.7' edn., A. Goodhart and H. Hanbury, eds., (London: 
Methuen & Co., I956), 285. 

Beattie, Policing and Punishtnenr, 18- 19. 
'' Gowing, Domestic Dangers, 30-2, provides an overview of the structure of the church courts. 



courts." The same author did, however, grudgingly admit that they "are punishments 

which affect only the mind and conscience; they have little influence upon persons who 

have no respect for Ecclesiastical law in the diocese of London was 

administered by the consistory, the lower commissary, and the Archdeacon's courts, but 

the consistory court saw the overwhelrning majority of defamation ~i t i~at ion . '~  Litigants 

might corne from anywhere in the metropolis on the north side of the Thames, as well as 

Southwark, and from parts of Essex, Surrey, Kent, and ~er t fordshi re .~~ Above the 

consistory and archdeacon's courts were the courts of arches, which dealt with appeals 

for the entire province of ~ a n t e r b u r ~ . ' ~  Crimes, such as drunkemess on the Sabbath, 

bigarny, or specific forms of defamation, could be prosecuted in the church court or the 

secular courts, so eighteenth-century litigants had a choice of where they would prosecute 

those offences. The City of London, theoretically, was an exception, as defamation of a 

sexual nature was actually supposed to be prosecuted through the mayor's court, but the 

rule was largely ignored and city dwellers took their suits to the church court along with 

the rest of the rnetr~~olis .~ '  Though the consistory courts' business had suffered since 

their closure during the civil war, and was declining overall in the eighteenth century, a 

significant number of defamation suits were brought before the Bishop of London's 

" W. Hale. ed., A Series of Precedenrs and Proceedings in Criminal Causes.. . (first printed 1 847, 
Edinburgh: Bratton Publishing Ltd., 1973), 50. "Penance," here, meant "the penalty o f  shaming by public 
apology." T. Meldrum, "A Wornan's Court in London: Defamation at the Bishop o f  London's Consistory 
Court, 1700-45" London Journal 19, no. 1 ( 1994), 4. 
53 Hale, 50. 
54 Gowing, Domestic Dangers, 50- 1 . 
s5 However, Shoemaker caIculated that 88 percent of  the business of the London Consistory court came 
from the metropolis. "The Decline o f  Public InsuIt in London 1660- 1800," Pmt and Present no. 169 
wovernber 2000). 9911. 
56 Gowing, Domestic Dangers, 30. 
'' Shoemaker, "The DecIine of Public Insult," 99n. 



Consistory courts in this penod, and form one of the principle sources of the dissertation. 

Like the secular courts, prosecutions at the church courts had to be initiated by private 

prosecution. and Tim Meldrum found that 346 people brought defamation suits between 

1700 and 171 In addition, ninety-five percent of defamation producents (plaintiffs), 

who came before the Bishop of London's Consistory Court, 1700-45, were fernale, 

prompting Meldnim to label it "a woman's court."s9 Clearly, some Londoners found the 

Church Court a favourable alternative to secular justice, making the records of 

defamation prosecuted here valuable evidence of the tensions between men and women 

in the metropoh, and their resulting use of the law. 

Though the accounts from the Old Bailey and the Bishop of London's Consistory 

Court will figure prominently arnong the sources used in the dissertation, the principal 

source is the Westminster Quarter Sessions. Westminster has been chosen among the 

three such courts in the metropolis because its lesser number of annual meetings allows a 

full and complete collection of recognizance data, rather than only a sampling. In 

addition, no histories exist, to rny knowledge, which focus solely on Westminster Quarter 

This history will not seek to portray its uniqueness however, because 

Westminster Quarter Sessions' business does not appear to have been very different from 

other urban jurisdictions, especially with regard to assault. Most often, the JPs in the 

commission of the peace for Middlesex also served in the commission of the peace for 

- - 

58 Meldmm, 2, table 1 .  Sharpe, pages 26-7 and 85-6, argued that the church courts were similar to the - - -  

manorial courts in their grassroots popularity, though hi focused on the pre-restoration era. 
59 Ibid., 6,  table 2. 
60 Robert Shoemaker used both Westminster and Middlesex records in his study of quater sessions 
criminal procedures, though there was more weight placed on Westminster sources in his discussion of the 
reforrnation o f  manners campaign. S hoemaker, Prosecution und Punishment, ch. 9. 



~es t rn ins ter .~ '  This common judiciary made the activities of the Westminster Quarter 

Sessions similar to that of Middlesex, and vice versa. One characteristic that 

distinguished the quarter sessions in the metropolis ftom the rest of England, was the 

generally-perceived lower status of their magistrates, alluded to above. Because London 

had so many JPs on the various commissions, Robert Shoemaker has argued, there was a 

wide range social backgrounds among them, and 'ijustices must have acquired 

reputations, based in part on their own status and background,. . ..and it appears that some 

litigants sought out justices accustomed to dealing with people like thernsel~es."~~ 

Another anomaly of Middlesex County was that the grand jury swom in to examine the 

bills of indictment at quarter sessions was nunoured to also have "its inferior elements," 

due to the corruption of the sherïff s oEcers, whose duty it was to assemble the j ~ r o r s . ~ ~  

Clearly, the secular courts of the metropolis had a different character, were subject to 

more suspicion and scrutiny, and rnay have in fact involved more of the so-called 

'middling sort'-artisans, trades people and shopkeepers-than anywhere else in the 

country. 

Similarly, the informa1 controls that existed in the closed social hierarchies of 

rural EngIand were virtually impossible to maintain in London. Douglas Hay's seminal 

article detailing the hegemony of the English courts was careful to assert that his 

6' E. A. Reynolds, Before the Bobbies: The Night Waich and Police Reform in Merropoliian London, 1720- 
1830 (Stanford, California: Stanford UP, 1998), 1 1. 
'' Shoemaker, Prosecudon and Punishment, 230. The issue of the potential corruption of  less-wealthy .iPs 
is addressed in the section on recognizances, below, and in Ch. 2 and Ch. 6. 
'' S. and B. Webb, English Local Government, Volume 1: The Parish and the County (London: Frank 
Cass and Co., 1906, repnnted, 1963), 447. 



arguments applied only outside the rnetropolis.~ Seen through the court records of 

London as opposed to the rest of England, women were much more autonomous. John 

Beattie found women more likely to be accused of assault or thefi in the city due to the 

existence of far greater "community pressures and .... restraints" on women in the country, 

where "the figures of authority-the parson, and especially the magistrate were more 

irn~nediate."~~ As victims of assault, Robert Shoemaker's study concluded that women 

were more likely to appear in London court records than in rural ones, simply because far 

more crimes were prosecuted by recognizance in the city. In the country, Shoemaker 

posited, more cases were probably senled i n f o r r n a ~ l ~ . ~ ~  Norma Landau emphasized the 

unique efficiency of the metropolitan quarter sessions procedure that encouraged 

prosecutors to pursue recognizances in much greater proportions to the rest of ~ n ~ l a n d . ~ '  

The penod under study also seems to have contributed to London's uniqueness. 

John Beattie has found that the absolute number of women prosecuted for theft in the 

capital was actually higher than men in 1690- 17 13 .68 Beattie explained his fîndings as 

evidence of women's poor economic position, concluding that they were stealing mainly 

out of basic need.69 He also accords significance, to a lesser degree, to public fears of 

64 Hay, "Property, Authority and the Criminal Law," 55. 
65 Beattie, "The CriminaIity of Women," 97-8. 
66 See R. B. Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishment: Pers, Crime and the Law in London and Rural 
Middlesex, c. 1660-1 725 (Cambridge, 199 1 ), 284-8. 
67 N. Landau, "Appearance at the Quarter Sessions of Eighteenth-Century Middlesex," London Journal 23, 
no. 2 ( 1  998), 33. 
68 Beattie, Policing and Punishment, table 1.4. 
69 Beattie did not offer an explanation as to why the numbers of women charged with theft decreased in the 
decades after 17 13, when the unemployment associated with demobilisation would hardly have made 
women's economic position better. M. Feeley and D. Little have discemed an overall long-term decline in 
the number of females accused of felonies at the Old Bailey over the eighteenth century, but their figures 
show a slight rise between 1687 and 1735, before the gradua1 decrease begins. M. Feeley and D. LittIe, 



growing female indiscipline. Paula Humphries' study of female servants at this time 

acknowledged a strong sense in the metropolis that "these wage-earning women, with 

their discretionary incomes and ability to come and go, had accelerated the erosion of 

[society's] control" over ~ o r n e n . ~ ~  It would seem that this growing public need to curb 

women would have had an impact on the level of assaults prosecuted against women at 

this time as well. However, the Westminster recognizances for assaults by women 

actually decrease in cornparison to men for 1690- 17 13 (Tab. 1.1 ). 

I t  is difficult to explain why this is the case. When thefis were involved in the assault, the 

Table 1.1 : 
Total Nurnber of ~ssai lants :~  

proportion of women charged rose over the same penod, probably because of the greater 

Y ears 
1685- 1689 

1690-1713 

1714-1720 

numbers of men shipped off to war (Tab. 1 .2).71 

'Recogniunces to prosrcute assault have not been includcd. 

"The Vanishing Female: the decline of wornen in the criminal process, 1687- I 9 1 2" L m  and Society 
Revierv 25, no. 4 (199 l), 7 19-57. 
70 Paula Humfrey, "Female Servants and Women's Criminalis, in Early Eighteenth-century London," in G. 
T. Smith et al., eds., Criminal Justice in the Old World and the New: Essays in Honour of J. M. Beartie 
(Toronto: Centre of Criminology, University of Toronto, 1998), 67. 
7 1 Feeley and Little, 739-40, have noted the impact of war on the proportion of female offenders. It  is still 
important to note, however, that the number of female defendants in the assault recognizances involving 
property loss never exceeded the number of male defendants, in contrast to Beattie's findings. 

Table 1.2: 
Assaults Connected with a Loss of property:* 

Total@=) 

842 
4076 
2556 

Femalc Assailants 

267 
1239 
913 

% female 

32 
30 
36 

Y e m  
1685- 1689 

1690-1713 

1714-1720 

Male Assailants 

575 
2837 
1643 

% male 

68 
70 
64 

'Recognizanccs to prosecute assault have not k e n  included. 

Female Ast \/then 

7 
47 
17 

% female 

33 
37 
27 

Male Ast w/thefl 

14 
8 1 
47 

% male 

66 
63 
73 

Total(n=) 

21 
128 
64 



Beattie surmised that young men accused of thefi "might have been dealt with by their 

accusers by being forced into the army or navy as an alternative to prosecution."72 The 

lower penalties for the many nui-of-the-rnill assaults prosecuted by recognizance meant 

that forced military service would not have been an option for victims of assault to the 

degree that it was available to victims of theft, making the numbers of men formally 

prosecuted higher in assault cases than in property offences. In addition, assauits by 

women were generally prosecuted by ~ o m e n . ' ~  Perhaps these female prosecutors were 

not as eager to launch prosecutions because they were not swayed by fears of feminine 

unniliness. Alternatively, the same poverty that Dr. Beattie assumed made many women 

steal during this period may also have prevented them from taking forma1 legal action for 

assaults against them during the lean war years. It is also possible that the over-crowding 

during the demobilization period after 171 3 created fertile ground for neighbourhood 

disputes which escalated into violence. The political upheavals in the city which 

occurred in the penod before and afier the wars-William of Orange's challenge to 

James II in 1688, Coronation riots in 17 14, the Jacobite rioting of 17 15, and the 17 19 

riots led by London weavers-rnight also have driven up the levels of violence, but it 

seems unlikely that they would have affected the levels of women's violence more than 

men's. Clearly, explanations for the chronology of assault prosecutions must be highiy 

speculative. The Westminster recognizances are most reliable when viewed as a whole 

over the thirty-five years. As evidence of the middling people who came before the 

Beattie, 1 15, n 189. 
73 For the greater likelihood of women to prosecute other women for assault, see Ch. 5 .  



courts to settle relatively minor disputes, the Westminster Quarter Sessions recognizances 

are a valuable source of cornmonly held perceptions of gender in the eighteenth century. 

Sources 

Recognizances for Assault at Westminster Ouarter Sessions 

As a public wrong, assault was a misdemeanour, rather than a felony. Certain 

types of assaults were labelled felonious however, and were subject to harsher penalties.74 

Misdemeanoun were considered less senous offences than felonies, and were punished 

with fines or imprisonrnent, in contrat to the capital punishment that might face those 

accused of felony. Unlike victims of misdemeanour, the victims of a felony were legally 

required to prosecute. Felonies could not be informally mediated either; they had to be 

prosecuted by indict~nent.'~ The recognizances for assault returned to the Westminster 

Quarter Sessions between 1 68576 and 1720 are the pnnciple source of this dissertation; 

the insights gained fiom a detailed study of these records fom the parameters for the 

investigation of al1 of the other sources. It is important, at the outset, to understand the 

variety and meaning of these legal documents in order to use them as an historical source. 

Recognizances relating to misdemeanours came in five basic forms, binding individu& 

(or groups), with sureties, for many different purposes: a) to appear at the next quarter 

" For example, rnayhem, which was an assault of particular violence "with intent to mairn or disfigure" the 
victim, was a "felony without benefit of clergy." Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of 
England in Four Books, Book Four (reprint, Philadelphia: Geo. T. Bisel Co., 1922), 207. See Ch. 5 for 
occurrences of mayhem in the recognizances. 
'' Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishment, 6-7. 
76 Note that there are no extant recognimces for Westminster between 1680 and 1685; after that date 
however, there is a virtually complete set. 



sessions and answer a charge; b) to appear and prosecute or give evidence; 77 C) to appear 

at the next (or some other specified) quarter sessions and keep the peace (to an individual 

or the king);78 d) to appear and be of good behaviour in the interîm;79 e) to appear to 

answer a charge and 'hot depart the court without licence;" or f) to appear and answer an 

offence for which the defendant was also prosecuted by indictment. A) and c) or  d) were 

sometimes combined, resulting in recognizances where the defendant was asked to 

appear to answer a charge and to keep the peace or be of good behaviour in the interim. 

77 Recognizances for prosecutors or wimesses to appear in assauit cases are fairly rare, probably because 
they were only used for very serious cases, and thus exist in greater numbers for felonies, as Shoemaker 
notes. R. Shoemaker, "Using Quarter Sessions Records as Evidence for the Study of Crime and Criminal 
Justice," Archives XX, no. 90 (October, 1993), 147. 

The Westminster recognizances for the peace clearly show that certain P s  would bind a penon to keep 
the peace unto the king and his subjects, while others would specifically name the plainant. In other words, 
the mention of a specific plainant in recognizances for the peace depended more upon the proclivities of the 
JP than any legal consideration. 
" A recognizance for the peace or good behaviour was often referred to in the justicing handbooks as a 
"surety" for the peace or good behaviour. In lay terms, an eighteenth-century Londoner might also be said 
to "swear the peace against" someone when binding hirn or her to keep the peace. Subsequent paragraphs 
address other aspects of recognizances for the peace and good behaviour in more detail. 



Figure One: Proportions: Recognizances to Appear and Prosecute vs. Recognizances to 
Appear and Answer Assauk. broken down by Type 

Figure la: Types of Recognizances Binding Plainants to Appear 

Figure I b: Types of Recognizances Binding ûefendants to Appear 
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Figure 1 shows the proportions of the recognizances for assault at the Westminster 

Quarter Sessions in this period that fell into each of these categories. With a total of 

7,129 binding defendants to appear and answer a charge or plead to an indictment, 

recognizances for assault clearly cornprised a significant portion of the court's business, 

and it is upon these recognizances which the dissertation will base many of its 

concIusions. Using justicing handbooks--the reference manuals used by the P s  in their 

work, and the recognizances themselves, this section wiIl reconstruct the legal processes 

that generated recognizances, in order to arrive at an understanding of their meaning and 

significance in early eighteenth-century London. 

Recognizances are only one of several prosecutorial options for assault plaintiffs 

before the Westminster Quarter Sessions, but they are a valuable histoncal source on 

their o ~ n . ' ~  Eighteenth-cenniry plaintiffs could have their case settled informally by the 

JP, or they could choose to prosecute by indictment, which was fairly expensive, but 

would result in a trial if the evidence were deemed suacient. A final option was to bind 

the offender over to answer for the offence at the next sessions, documented by a 

recognizance. The latter two options were not mutually exclusive; occasionally, 

prosecutors asked that sorneone be bound to appear and then decided to bring an 

indictment against them as we11.~' A recognizance was generated when an alleged victim 

came before a Justice of the Peace with a cornplaint. If the JP believed the charge to be 

For a more detailed analysis of  the prosecutorial options at quaner sessions, x e  Shoemaker, Prosecurion 
and Punishmenr, ch. 2 and 5.  
8 1 Norma Landau presents evidence to show the uniikelihood that "at the time the complainant demanded 
that his opponent be bound in a recognizance, the complainant had already decided whether he would 
proceed to indictment." N. Landau, "Appearance at the Quarter Sessions," 47, note 19. 



sufficiently plausible, he could ask the defendant to enter into a recognizance. If the 

defendant were unable to find acceptable sureties, he or she would instead be irnprisoned. 

Though not a record of every assault prosecution in Westminster at this time, the 

recognizances for assault are arguably the most comprehensive source among the records 

of assault produced by quarter sessions. Though many assaults were probably settled by 

informai mediation, and both magistrates and constables were encouraged to help the 

parties corne to an agreement, rather than tie up the court's time with petty squabbles, 

such informal activities were very rarely recordedes2 Indictrnents exist in greater 

numbers, but were not as prevaient as recognizances, due to their higher cost. In 

addition, the descriptions of assaults in indictments were highly formulaic in comparison 

to r e c ~ ~ n i z a n c e s . ~ ~  Those who were charged with assault but were unable to enter into a 

recognizance (because they did not have connections in the community to act as their 

sureties) might appear in the Gao1 Calendars--records of those in prison at the time of 

each quarter sessions. However, these Calendars served as wrappers for the sessions' 

rolls, and are in very poor condition-much too illegible to provide a reliable indication 

82 John Beattie's data from the London Justice Roorn Charge Book (Oct. 1729- 1730) shows 172 @lus an 
additional 3 involving assaults on officers) of a total of 234 persons accused of assault having 'settled' their 
cases. Though the table deals only with those assaults that went to indictment, were settled, or where the 
charges were disrnissed (not giving numbers of assaults that were bound over to alIow for a comparative 
reading), it is still clear that a substantial nurnber of assauIt cases could be dealt with informally. Beattie, 
Policing and Punishmenr, tabIe 2.2. and page 1 58. 
83 However. evidence has been found to indicate that the mles regarding the wording of indictments were 
not as strictly followed and policed as the handbooks recommended. See J. S. Cockbum, "Trial by the 
Book? Fact and theory in the criminal process 1558-1625," in J. H. Baker, ed., Legal Records and the 
Hisiorian (London: Royal Historical Society, 1 W8), 60-79; and J. H. Baker, "The Refmement of English 
Crimina1 Jurisprudence, 1500- 1848," in L. Knafla, ed., Crime and Criminal Justice in Europe and Canada 
(Waterloo: Wilfied Laurier UP, 1979), 17-42. 



of the numbers and types of assaults prosecuted in this way." Thus, in contrast to the 

absence of records of summary convictions, and the more expensive, fonnulaic-and far 

less numerous-indictments, recognizances offer a rich source of insight to historians of 

gender in middling society. 

The focus of this thesis, so far as it relies on recognizances, is Iimited to middling 

society because recognizances were most accessible to this group of people. When 

plainants had convinced a JP to bind someone for assaulting them, the justice of the peace 

would issue a warrant for the accused to be brought before him, along with at least two 

sureties, each being required to pledge one half of the sum of the accused to guarantee his 

or her appearance at the next quarter sessions, and, often, to keep the peace or be of good 

behaviour in the interim. Usually the defendants were bound for £40 and the sureties 

then promised to pay £20. For Middlesex County as a whole, Norma Landau found that 

"64 per cent of those who were the principals [defendants] in recognizances were bound 

on their own recognizance, 95 per cent for at least £20, as were 60 per cent of their 

sureties."** Some, though not all, fernale defendants who were bound on their own 

recognizances were bound sup ' impr (on pain of imprisonrnent) rather than listing a 

monetary sum. In other recognizances, defendants did not appear among the sureties, 

most ofien because they were too poor, but their sureties were still usually b o n d  for at 

84 Beattie's work on Lord Mayor Ashurst's charge book found 14 of 33 alleged assailants (42 percent) 
conimitted for want of sureties in January-June 1694. Beattie, Policing and Punishmenr, tables 2.1 and 2.2 
respectively. Beattie noted (page 147) that Ashurst's work was "clearly only a fraction" of the assaults in 
the city of London at this tirne. Douglas Hay's study of the extant Staffordshire Assize and Quarter 
Sessions Goal Calendars (1 752-1 802) found only 9 of 183 indicted assaults (4.9 per cent) that were not 
bailed and were comrnitted to gaol before trial. The proportion rises to 10.5 percent in 1806- 18 17. 1 am 
grateful to Dr. Hay for sharing this evidence. In this dissertation, Gao1 Calendars have only been used to 
supplement the evidence of those prosecuted by the Society for the Reformation of Manners in ch. 4. 



least f 2 0 . ~ ~  The totals for which sureties were bound were dependent on the laws and 

principles goveming bail. Minimum arnounts were stipulated for capital crimes, but the 

maximum for which sureties could be bound was Ieft entirely to the discretion of the 

presiding official, who was to consider "the ability and quality of the prisoner, and the 

nature of the offence," with the warning that "justices must take care, that.. . they do not 

make so excessive a demand, as in effect arnounts to a denial of bail."s7 In the case of "a 

poor man," for exarnple, Chief Justice Holt found that the recornmended amount "would 

be a perpetual imprisonment to him.. . [and] he was ordered to find two that would swear 

themselves worth f 25 each, and himself to be bound in £ 100 ."~~  Though the arnounts 

sureties were bound in misdemeanour recognizances rarely approached such leveis, the 

variations within the amounts on the Westminster Quarter Sessions recognizances for 

assault attest to the discretionary power of the JP. Victualler's servant Paul Haynes, for 

example. was bound for the customary f 20, for assaulting a pregnant woman "and 

throwing her down upon the paved stones," while William CIements, a coachrnan, had to 

pledge f 40 for "assaulting & beating" John ~ i b s o n . ' ~  Gentleman Cuthbert Cornforth 

was bound for a staggering £200, for "an assault with an endeavour to c o m i t t  

s o d o ~ n ~ . " ~ ~  Even the standard arnounts tended to exclude the poor and friendless from 

entering into recognizances. Plainants, too, were not likely to be from among the poor, as 

the warrant usually required to begin the binding-over process could cost 2 S.-a 

85 Landau, "Appearance at the Quarter Sessions," 33. 
86 77% of this type of recognizance in Landau's study had sureties who were bound for at Ieast £20. Ibid. 
87 Manhew Bacon, A New Abridgement of the Law, Vol. 1,7& edn. (London: A. Strahan, 1 83 1 ), 494-5. 
" Charles Viner, A Gened Abridgement o f L m  and Equiry. Vol. 3 (Hampshire, 174 1). 467. Duke of 
Schornberg v. Murrey, 12 Mod. 420.Mîch. 12. W.3. 
" MJISR2093 RSO, 9 May 1707 and MJISR2230 R82, 14 May 1714 respectively. 



prohibitive amount for a labourer who might have e m e d  20 d. per day in 1700.~' As a 

result, recognizances tended to involve the middling sort and those higher in the social 

order. Among this group, recognizances seem to have been very popular, and women 

made use of this binding-over method (recognizances of types a), c), and d)), in fairly 

high n~rnbers.~' 

As a misdemeanour, assault comprïsed a significant portion of the business of the 

lower court. At the beginning of quarter sessions, an eighteenth-century Jury might be 

informed that, arnong other things, "We are in this Court to enquire into Assaults 

committed; and in Assaults, a Man may not offer Violence to another, unless it be in 

Defence of his own person," and "Persons committing.. .Assaults.. .are to be bound over 

to appear at the ~ess ions . "~~  The majority of assault prosecutors in London seem to have 

chosen the binding-over method of prosecution, s h o w  by Robert Shoemaker's study 

which found more than half of his sample of assault cases that appeared only in 

re~o~nizances.~ '  Legally defined, "Assault," could be as minor as aggressive talk. For 

exarnple, Dalton's Countrey Justice asserted that "to strike at, or offer to strike at a man, 

MJ/SR2300 R233, 15 Dec. 1717. 
9 1 The money wage of a building labourer. Schwartz, 170. 
" "It is probable that women used recognizances more fiequently than any other type of legal procedure in 
the secular courts." R. Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishment, 207. For lists of  allowable fees charged 
by the JP and clerk, see, for exarnple, W.T., The Oflce ofthe Cferk of Assize ... Together with the OBce of 
the Crerk of the Peace ... 2" ed. (London: Printed for Henry Twyford, 1682), 250-25 1, and J. Bond, A 
Cornpieor Guide for Justices of the Peace (London, 1 707), 93. 
93 Giles Jacob, The Modern Justice (London, 1720), 396, describing the charge to the jury at quarter 
sessions. Though the Jury only dealt directly with indictments, the charge seems to have been a more 
general overview of al1 of the business of quarter sessions. For more examples of charges, see Georges 
Lamoine, ed. Charges ro the Grand Juty, 1689-1803 Camden Fourth Series, V. 43 (London: Royal 
Historical Society, 1992). However, Douglas Hay's review of the book was highly critical of Lemoine's 
introduction and selection of material. D. Hay, rev. of Charges to the GrandJury, 1689-1803 ed. by 
Georges Lamoine, Albion 26, no. 3 (I994), 52 1-4. 
94 Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishment, Table 3.5,58-9. 



although he never hurt, or hit him, this is an a s s a ~ l t . " ~ ~  A clerks' handbook began with 

assault in a breakdown of the various "trespasses against the peace," and went on to 

describe "Battery,. . .where any person hath violently stnick another;" 

"Bloodshed,. . . where upon any such Battery BIood hath been shed," and "Maihem," 

which involved mutilations of various k i n d ~ . ~ ~  Nevertheless, as the initial attempt to 

ham. assault was the basic charge, and, as B m  succinctly stated, "every battery includes 

an a~sault."~' The Westminster recognizances show the variety of violence that fell under 

the assault rubric, and JPs seem to have enjoyed great latitude in descnbing such acts and 

classifying them as a~saults.~' Terms Iike 'battery', 'mayhem', and 'bloodshed' were not 

present in many of the assault recognizances that bore descriptions appropriate to such 

offences. 

The recognizances for this dissertation were chosen on the basis of their use of the 

word 'assault', and represent a virtually comprehensive set of al1 such recognizances 

brought before the Westminster Quarter Sessions for 1685-1 720. A total of 7,234 

recognizances, including 105 of type b), to appear to prosecute an assault, were organized 

into a database. Of the 7,129 recognizances to appear to answer a charge of assault, nine 

percent also bound the defendant to keep the peace (combining types a) and c)), 2 1 per 

cent were to be of good behaviour (combining types a) and d)), and 32 per cent simply 

added the condition that the defendant was not allowed "to depart the court without 

" Michael Dalton, The Counrrey Justice (London, 1655), 203. 
96 W.T., The W c e  of the CIerk ofAssize, 127. For a more comprehensive description, see Blackstone, 
Book Three, 1 20-2. 
97 R. Burn, The Jusfice ofthe Peace. and Parish Oflcer, Vol. 1 ,  24h edn., (London: A. Strahan, 1825), 226. 
See also E. H. East, A Treatise of the PIeas of the Crown, Vol. 1, (London: A. Strahan, 1803). 406. 



licence" (type e)). Of the remaining recognizances, 14 per cent bound the defendant for a 

combination of keeping the peace, good behaviour, or not departing the court without 

permission, leaving 24 per cent where there was no extra condition other than to appear 

to answer the assault charge (type a)).99 While, in theory, recognizances for maintainhg 

good behaviour were more senous than those for the peace, in practice there was little 

distinction between the two and they seem to have been used rather arbitrarily, at the 

discretion of each individual JP, as Robert Shoemaker found in his study of the 

Westminster and Middlesex records. 'O0 In addition, Norma Landau argued that they were 

not as significant as the part of each recognizance which demanded appearance, because 

the mechanism which ensured appearance was much more efficient than that which 

punished a breach of the peace or good behavio~r. '~'  Quite often, assault prosecutors 

seem to have found that the recognizance to appear, in and of itself, was sufficient, as 

only ten percent of these prosecutions had probably moved on to bring an indictment 

against the offender--an even lesser nurnber than was likely for quarter sessions' business 

as a whole, judging by Robert Shoemaker's findings.lo2 Indictments were more 

98 For a discussion of the variety of acts descrïbed in assault recognizances, see Ch. 5. A subsequent 
rragraph in this section will elaborate on JPs' freedom in writing recognizances. 

The raw numbers are: 636 recognizances to keep the peace, 1,527 to be of good behaviour, 2,301 not to 
depart the court without permission, and 1,002 with a combination of the three (Le. 'to keep the peace and 
be of good behaviour', or 'to keep the peace and not depart the court without licence', etc.). 
100 Shoernaker, "Using Quarter Sessions Records," 15 1. 
I O !  N. Landau, "Appearance at the Quarter Sessions," 34. 
' O 2  This is recognizances of type f ) ,  those which bound a defendant to answer an assault, who was also 
prosecuted by indictment for the sarne offence. There are 679 recognizances (10 per cent of al1 
recognizances to appear) which probably went to indictment, because they bear clerical annotations in their 
margins which mention an indictment. However, not al1 recognizances that went to indictment may have 
consistentiy recorded this fact, and only 88 per cent (6,280) in total bear Iegible clerical annotations. 
Shoemaker's study of the recognizances as a whole for the county found that "28 percent of the defendants 
who were bound over to appear at quarter sessions were also indicted," and added 5 per cent to "account 
for the fact that the clerks did not always record the existence of indictments in the relevant recognizance." 
Prosectrrion and Punishmenr, 3 1. 



expensive, and those for assault were probably not as likely to be f o n d  ' m e  bills' by the 

grand jury in comparison to those for felonies. 'O3 Parties may have settled their 

differences after the recognizance had been generated, or the prosecutor may have lost bis 

desire for retribution after the initial emotions had cooled. Despite assault prosecutors' 

diverse reasons for not moving M e r ,  they certainly made use of this initial stage in 

significant numbers. Recognizances, therefore, are the best way to study assault among 

the middling sort. 

The value of these recognizances becomes more contentious however, when 

historians wish to know the punishments meted out to the assailants prosecuted by this 

method. Thirteen percent of the recognizances are missing the marginal Latin inscription 

which identified their outcome, and even among the remaining 87 per cent, more than 

half read only "ven & exon" (venit et exoneraiur), simply that the defendant had appeared 

and met the conditions of his binding over.'04 In and of thernselves, it can be argued, 

recognizances offered no punishrnent at al1 to the vengehl prosecutor, and Susan 

Amussen dismissed them compIetely as a source for her study of domestic violence 

prosecutions, questioning "their effectiveness" against abusive h u s b a n d ~ . ' ~ ~  Although 

Peter King at least acknowledged their importance to contemporaries as a prosecution 

-- 

1 O3 For exarnple, Hay discovered that over half of the indictments for assault in late eighteenth-century 
Staffordshire were not found to be tme bills by a grand jury, suggesting that this was because the j u ~  
dismissed them as either vexatious or more civil than criminal prosecutions. "Prosecution and Power: 
Malicious Prosecution in the English Courts, I75O-I8SO9" in D. Hay and F. Snyder, eds. Policing and 
Prosecution in Britain 1750-1 850 (Oxford: Clarendon P, l989), 362n. 
1 0 1  Venir & exonerafur means "he/she came & was/is exonerated." 1 am grateful to Bridget HowIett (of the 
L.M.A.), Ian Gentles, and Norrna Landau for their help with translating my abbreviations. 3,748 
recognizances for assault bore the clerical annotation "ven & exon." Another 904 said that the 
recognizance had been "respited," usually meaning that the recognizance was carried over into another 
sessions because the plainant had a Iegitimate excuse for not proceeding at that point in time. 



strategy, he nevertheless chose to look only at indictrnents "because they record the 

verdict and the punishrnent."106 Despite the fact that they almost never list a verdict or 

punishment. recognizances' unquestionable popularity arnong eighteenth-century assault 

victims suggests that this prosecution method must have held more possibiiity for 

satisfaction than the records themselves express. East's 1803 Treatise of the PZeas of the 

Crown explicitly counted "finding sureties" as one of the punishments for assault, along 

with fines and impnsonment.107 Joel Samaha studied the use of the recognizance in 

Elizabethan Colchester. and discovered it to be effective both in punishing and 

preventing crime, though he believed the effectiveness relied on Colchester's compact 

~ 1 0 8  geography allowing "close supervision in the community. Even in the metropolis, 

centuries later, the recognizance was enforceable, however. Norma Landau has studied 

the Middlesex Quarter Sessions extensively, and uncovered a remarkably efficient 

bureaucratic system that ensured the appearance of those bound. When bound over by 

recognizance, accused assailants were "threatened with entanglement in the clencal 

~ 1 0 9  machinery of Quarter Sessions. Should they fail to appear, their recognizance could 

be estreated, and they and their sureties would have to scrarnble to pay the resulting fines 

in order to avoid being liable for their very expensive bonds and if the accused assailants 

were unable to cornply at any stage in the process, they nsked imprisonment. If they did 

- - - - - - - - -- - 

105 Amussen, "'Being Stirred to Much Unquietness'," 80. Chapter Three questions this aspect o f  her 
interpretation of  domestic violence more directly. 
'O6 P. King, "Punishing Assault: The Transformation of  Attitudes in the English Courts" Journal of 
lnterdisciplinary History XXVII, no. 1 (Sumrner, 1996), 48. 
1 O 7  East, 406-7. 
1 O8 J.  B. Samaha, "The Recognizance in Elizabethan Law Enforcement" American Journal ofLegaf Hisros) 
xxv, no. 3 (198 l ) ,  197. J. S. Cockburn has been critical o f  Samaha's findings. See for example, "Trial by 
the Book," 63. 



appear, they still had to pay a fee--though a smaller amount--which went to the quarter 

sessions clerk. ' 'O  By guaranteeing appearance, recognizances were at the very least an 

inconvenience to the defendant, and-depending on the abiiity of the court to instil a 

sense of the seriousness of the offence-they may have constituted a satisfying form of 

justice in the eyes of the prosecuting victim. In 1680-1 720, recognizances seem to have 

been a fairly potent avenue for retribution, because, as Landau said, "Quarter Sessions 

kept the peace through sausion, exhortation, and the power to awe.""' Perhaps 

recognizances were valuable to prosecutors as an inexpensive way of affirming their 

victimhood in the comrnunity, and making the wrong done to them part of the official 

record, an argument developed in Chapter Two. 

A recognizance represents an interaction between a Justice of the Peace and a 

prosecutor, and can thus reveal much about the role of the courts in everyday life, and, 

simultaneously, the influence of popular culture upon the courts. When a prosecutor 

brought an indictment for an assault, he or she simply went before a clerk, paid the 

appropriate fee, and had one drawn up based on a very strict formula, but, to have 

someone bound over, the plainant had to go before the JP directly and convince him that 

the prosecution was legitimate. ' l 2  Though some initiative rested upon the prosecutor in 

rejecting indictment as a course of action, the Justice of the Peace also played a 

significant role in generating the recognizance. A JP might have instead mediated 

. -  

'O9 N. Landau. "Appearance at the Quarter Sessions," 40. 
' 'O The fee was 2s.. plus an additional 4d for the town crier. Ibid., 35,4711. 
'" Idem, The Justices ofthe Peace. 1679-1 760 (Berkeley: U of  California P, 1984). 245. 
"' Those who were prosecuted by indictments were almost always bound to appear and answer the charge, 
or irnprisoned if they were unable to provide suitabie sureties. In addition, prosecutors could go  to a 



between the quarrelling parties and arranged an informa1 settlement, but greed may have 

prompted JPs to draw up a recognizance--collecting the requisite fee, rather than helping 

the parties to settle in for mal^^.'^^ Contemporaries were certauily inciined to believe the 

latter, accusing 'trading justices' of actively stirring up tensions between people in order 

to profit fiom the resulting litigation.' l4 Trading justices were seen to be most prevalent 

in London, where they could drum up "a perpetual flow of business" uid make "the 

administration of justice self-supporting by exacting a fee for every act that was 

r r 1 1 5  performed. In fact, Norma Landau has found that the introduction of stipends for JPs 

in 1 79 1 drarnatically reduced the number of recognizances returned to the Middlesex 

Quarter Sessions, suggesting that the use of the recognizance as a prosecutoria1 tool was 

significantly influenced by the pecuniary needs of the Ju~t ices ."~  Nonetheless, 

recognizances must have represented a mutual benefit to prosecutors and JPs alike, as 

thousands of Londoners brought their cornplaints to the Westminster Justices in 1685- 

1720, and the JPs seem to have taken these prosecutors senously, and spent some energy 

in describing the exact nature of the offences against them in the recognizances binding 

their assailants. 

lawyer, instead of a clerk, for an indictment, but this was a more expensive route, and as a result was 
probably rarely used. 1 am grateful to Douglas Hay for this information. 
I l 3  Though there were many areas where a JP was prohibited frorn informal rnediation. .iPs were 
encouraged to deal with assault cases in this way. Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishmenf, 24. 
' '' Landau, The Justices of the Peace, 1679-1 760, 1 84-5. 
I I 5  Webb, 324. 
' l6 "In 179 1. the year before the institution of stipendiaries, 7322 recognizances were returned to these [the 
Middlesex] sessions. In 1793, the year afier the institution of stipendiaries, only 2752 recognizances were 
so retumed, and the stipendiaries adherence to those judicial practices which produced a smaller number of 
people entangled in the law became a hallmark of their conduct." N. Landau, "The Trading Justice's 
Trade," in idem, ed., Law. Crime and English Sociery 1660-1840 (forthcoming, Cambridge UP). 1 am 
grateful to Dr. Landau for allowing me to cite this artide. 



The law did not impose many restrictions upon the form and wording of 

recognizances for assault, unlike indictments. This gave .JPs and, indirectly, plainants, a 

fair amount of freedom when drawing up a recognizance. In form, the recognizance was 

a small slip of parchment bearïng the JP's signature, naming the sureties, and announcing 

that the defendant must appear at the next sessions to answer the supposed victirn (or a 

proxy), and offerhg a description of the alleged offence, to a maximum of a few lines. 

By the end of the eighteenth century, Westminster Quarter Sessions was using pre- 

printed forms with small spaces Ieft for names and a word or two recounting the 

misconduct. probably because business had grown to such an extent.'" In 1685-1720 

however, each new recognizance was still drafied in its entirety, making the potential for 

digression into detail much greater. Shoemaker considered recognizances "a difficult 

source to interpret.. . because the level of detail.. . was so dependent on the whim of 

individual justices (or their clerk~).""~ He went on to Say that "each justice had his own 

approach;" falling into one of two categories.'lg Either the JP had a propensity to state 

only "that the defendant was bound over for no more than 'to answer what shall be 

objected against him', 'to keep the peace', or 'to be of good behaviour'," or he would 

9,120 instead be more inclined to "spell out the objectionable behaviour. In fact, none of 

the prominent Westminster JPs or clerks writing recognizances for assault in 1685- 1720 

consistently abandoned detail. During this penod, 23 of the 153 JPs in the database 

I l7 Norrna Landau cites 6432 recognizances at Middlesex Quarter Sessions in 170 1-5 (Iess than 1300 per 
year), increasing to 207 1 in 1734, but rising stiil more drarnatically to approximately 5650 a year in the late 
80s (22593 in 1788-9 1 ). "Appearance at the Quarter Sessions," 45, Table 1 .  
l t 8  Shoemaker, "The Decline of Public InsuIt," 104. 
" 9  Ibid. 
I2O Ibid. 



issued more than 100 recognizances for assault apiece. 12' Rather than simply writing 

"assaulting," or "assaulting and beating," in every case, all of these JPs (or their clerks) 

used additional description at some time or other, despite their higher workloads. Ten of 

them-almost haif-veered fiom this standard terminology in at least 40 per cent of their 

assault recognizances. Of the 7,133 recognizances to appear to answer a charge of 

assault in the database, almost one third defied simple classification because they used 

different wording or added detail.'" What caused these variations in description? 

At times, certainly, their digression from simply classifying the offender as 

'assaulting' was probably dictated by the law. Though there are no prominent rules in 

justicing handbooks about the wording of recognizances, much is made of the process 

behind writing indictments and warrants, and it is possible that the composition of the 

recognizance was informed by the warrant which preceeded it, or in anticipation of the 

indictment which may follow. Particular types of assaults were punishable by statute in 

more severe ways, and some were in fact made felonies, such as assaults which took 

place in a churchyard, or which severely disfigured the victim, so they would necessarily 

have to be described cleariy in either a recognizance or an indictment.lZ3 There was 

rnuch more potential for variety in the former, however. Indictments were entirely in 

Latin until 173 1 (4 Geo. 2 c. 36),  and subject to petty conventions, such as: "if the Words 

'" This group, therefore, is responsible for 4,717 recognizances. or 66 per cent of the total. 
"' 2,265 recognizances for assault bore descriptions that could not be classed under one of the 275 
categories created for the database without speciat clarification. 
'= On the authority of statutes 5 & 6 Ed 6 c. 4; 22 & 23 Car. 2 c. 1; and 5 H. 4 c. 5, respectively, a person 
caught drawing a weapon in a church or churchyard "shall forfeit one of his ears," and an assailant who 
"malitiously cut out the tongue, put out the Eye, slit or cut off the Nose, or disabled any Member of 
another, with intent to disfigure him, that Fact is Felony without Clergy, and the Offender shall suffer the 



Vi & Armis.. .are not put immediately before the InsuZturn Fecit,. . .the Endictrnent is 

,Y 124 naught, though these words are in the beginning of it. Beyond recounting the assault 

to the point that the recording official could select an appropriate formulait charge, the 

role of the plainant was passive. ï h e  process behind the creation of a warrant, on the 

other hand, was more interactive. When the JP issued a warrant to summon the accused, 

with sureties, before him, one manual strongly recommended that he "read" the proposed 

text of the warrant "to the Complainant, that if any Mistake has been made,. . .it may be 

re~tified."'~' In other words, should an individual feel that the .JP missed a significant 

factor in describing his or her cornplaint, he or she could actively solicit an addition. 

Though none of the manuals explicitly depict JPs using the text of the warrant in drawing 

up the resulting recognizance (and no warrants have been preserved to be viewed 

directly), it seems likely that this document which was formed at the initiation of a 

prosecution would be helpful in the subsequent stage, and this suggests that prosecutors 

had a cooperative role in the creation of the text of recognizances that was missing for 

indictments. 

In contrast to indictrnents, the process behind the drafeing of a recognizance 

included a significant oral component. Recognizances had only the names, addresses and 

occupations of the principal and sureties in Latin, and the condition-the part that 

pain o f  death." W.T., The 08ce  of rhe C h k  oflssize, 12 1 ,  127-8 respectively. See also Bond, 73. For 
more on these types of  assaults, see Ch. 5. 
'" W. Nelson, The Osce and Aurhoriry of a Justice of the Peace, 5" edn. (London, I750), 59. The 
importance o f  including "Vi & Armis" had continued in practice, though in fact, the phrase was actually not 
essential afler a statute of  1545. Baker, "The Refinement," 23.40 note 29. 
12s E. Bohun, The Jusfice ofPeace his Calling and Qual~~cations (London: p i n  ted for T. Salus bury, 
1693)- 150. Note also that "In every Warrant.. .where sureties are to be found or required, the Warrant 



described the offence for which the principal was bound-in English. There would not 

have been any point in reciting a Latin indictment to the defendant, but when a 

recognizance had been drawn up, the JP was expected to "read the condition to the 

Parties bound," asking them to "acknowledge to owe unto our Sovereign Lord the King" 

the full amount of the bond, if the condition was not met.126 Possibly, when plaintiffs 

were also present at this time, wording on the condition may have been changed slightly, 

and such additions are visible in some of the Westminster re~o~nizances. '~'  Such 

evidence is very rare, however, and it is likely that the interaction between plaintiffs and 

recording officials occurred more ofien during the drawing up of the warrant. Certaidy, 

it seems to have been in the JP's own interest to ensure that recognizances gave a 

relatively full and detailed account of the offence, as one manual warned justices that 

they were expected to "not only.. .appear and r e m  such Recognizances and 

Examinations as they have taken since last Sessions, but [also] give Information touching 

7, 128 Persons and Things to facilitate the Prosecutions. If a JP did not keep a notebook 

recording his daily business (and it seems likely that many did not, given the small 

ought to contain the special cause or matter," unless "it be fore some great Crime." W. Shepard, The 
Justice ofPeace, His CIerks Cabinet (London: John Steater et al, I672), 5.  
"' Ibid., 354. See also Nelson, 484. 
'" Words and phrases have been added. above the line of text, in a few recognizances, to suggest 
afierthoughts on the part of the recorder-perhaps prompted by the prosecuting victim. For some 
examples, see ch. 3. 
'" Jacob, 406. See also Bond, 25 1. It is important to note that an historiographical debate exists as to 
whether the JPs actually performed  suc!^ duties, though the argument focuses upon the late sixteenth- 
century assizes. John Langbein asserted that the .iP had to "prepare himself to assume where necessary the 
forensic role of prosecutor at trial," Prosecuting Crime in the Renaissance: England, Germany, France 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, I974), 35. 1. S. Cockbum has since disagreed with him, arguing that the 
anendance lists from the assizes revealed that a "majority" of Justices regularly failed to appear, "Trial by 
the book," 70. Nevertheless, Cockbum's argument does not seem to apply as clearly to Our purposes, as 
JPs' attendance at quarter sessions would have been better than at assizes, especially in London where 
travel distances were not as great. 



numbers which have survived), the few short lines in the recognizance may have been 

enough to trigger his mernory, and allow him to adequately perform this function at 

quarter sessions. Detailed recognizances may have even substituted for the JP himself. 

Robert Shoemaker has found that some of the Middlesex and Westminster JPs who were 

active in issuing recognizances did not even regularly attend quarter sessions.129 'In this 

case, presiding oficials would have been grateful for the recognizance which provided 

sufficient detail to allow thern to effectively admonish the defendant, and ensure that he 

or she did not commit the sarne offence in the 

The activities of a Justice of the Peace were theoretically monitored by the higher 

courts. In practice, however, historians have found that parliamentary statutes and King's 

Bench served at least as ofien to broaden JPs' autonomy, as to curb it.I3' JPs in London 

probably would have felt the most vulnerable to such prosecutions, due to their greater 

amounts of business, not to mention their physical proximity to King's Bench, and Sir 

Thomas Deveil wrote a handbook "intended for such gentlemen as design to act for 

Middelex [sic] or Westminster," warning extensively of the dangers of overstepping 

one's a ~ t h o r i t ~ . ' ~ ~  Several writs govemed justices' activity. Defendants summarily 

convicted before individual JPs might have chosen to obtain a writ of certiorari, to 

question the validity of the Justice's decision at King's Bench. A defendant could also 

I z 9  Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishment, 234. 
I 3 O  For the low rate of recidivism suggested by the assault recognizances, see Ch. 2. 
1 3 '  Landau, The Justices ofthe Peace, 1679- 1760,345-59 and D. Hay, "Dread of the Crown Office," in N. 
Landau, ed., Law, Crime and English Sociew 1660-1840 (forthcoming, Cambridge UP). 1 am gratefiil to 
Dr. Hay for allowing me to read and cite this article. 
13* Sir T. Deviel, Observations on the practice ofa Justice of the Peace, (London, 1747). frontspiece. See 
pages 1 - 19 for areas where JPs were vuherable to prosecution. See ako  I. Harvey, A Collection of 
Precedents Relating to the Ofice of a Justice ofPeace ... (London, 1730), vi. 



use this w i t  to remove hisher indictrnent fiom quarter sessions to King's Bench, but this 

was usually motivated more by the desire to increase plaintiff s costs to the point where 

he or she dropped the prosecution, than to impose any restraints on the justice of the 

peace.'33 Recognizances were affected by this writ only penpherally. Defendants 

seeking certiorari had to enter into a new recognizance, to guarantee their appearance at 

King's  enc ch.')' In any case, the indictments which led to a certiorari were rare.I3' 

Twenty-eight of the Westminster assault recognizances during this period, including 

eight wornen and seven gentlemen, bore the Latin inscription ind Br allocat cerciorari to 

indicate that the defendants had been indicted and had obtained a writ of certiorari to 

remove their cases to King's I 3 e n ~ h . l ~ ~  This higher court could also issue a writ of 

mandamus, which forced a IP to act in a ministerid, rather than judicial fashion, 

operating entirely on the dictates of the higher court without any personal discretion. 

Norma Landau said, however, that it was "unlikely that many judicial actions, or failures 

,7137 to act. were reviewed by mandamus. Similarly, the writ of habeas corpus could be 

issued against JPs, but it only served to check their errors in writing warrants, and only 

those resulting in impnsonment.138 When it did tum its attention to the nation's Justices 

of the Peace, King's Bench focussed overwhelmingly on summary convictions, 

'33 Shoernaker, Prosecurion and Punishment, 143. 
13' Statutes 5 & 6 Wm & Mar. cc. I I  and 8 &9 Wm III c. 33 discuss the necessity of a recognizance so that 
defendants seeking certiorari do not do so just to force their prosecutor to &op his or her case. Statute 21 
Jac. I c. 8 also demanded that defendants enter recognizances "to pay the costs of the prosecution" if their 
indicment is upheld. 

For example, Douglas Hay found only 23 writs of certiorari on indictments out of about 4900 cases at 
Staffordshire Quarter Sessions and Assizes for 1740-1799. 1 am gratefiil to him for this information. 
"' On the role of a writ of certiorari in relation to recognizances, see Bond, 69-72, and on the increased 
likelihood of gentlemen to obtain writs of certiorari, see Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishrnent, 144. 
13' Landau, The Justices of the Peace, 1679-1760,345n. 

Ibid. Of course, warrants that resulted in imprisonment were not comected with recognizances. 



indictrnents and warrants, and seems to have played almost no role in censuring the 

drawing up of recognizances, a substantial proportion of JPs' activities. 

The closest mention of recognizances is with the writs of supersedeas or 

supplicavit. The use of the former in relation to a recognizance simply meant that a 

defendant had already been bound before another justice for the identical offence, and 

had obtained the writ of supersedeas to prevent a second JP f?om forcing him to enter 

into another rec~gnizance."~ The writ of supplicmit. on the other hand, "is a cornmand 

out of the Chancery of upper Bench, to one or more Justices of the Peace, to binde some 

99 140 person or other to the Peace or good Behaviour. These writs had very specific 

instructions on how the recognizances should be drawn up, the amounts and length of 

time for which the sureties should be bound, etc., and JPs had to follow them to the letter. 

However, a writ of suppkavit was probably rarely used, and thus would not have 

affected the recognizances in this study.14' Thus, it is clear that thousands of 

recognizances were created by JPs acting on their own judicial authority, subject to very 

few constraints. This lack of strict regulation in writing recognizances meant that the JP 

had more freedom to Iisten to the plainant and endeavour to describe the offence as 

accurately as possible. JPs' autonomy seems to have been curbed more, then, by the 

public with whom they were in direct daily contact, than the higher courts. Joel Samaha 

certainly found that "public opinion limited the magistrates' exercise of power" in 

'39 See, for example, W. Sheppard, The 0 B c e  ofa Jusrice ofPeoce (London: printed for W. Lee et al, 
1662). 84.22 1. 
I4O Ibid., 223. 
1 4 '  According to Earl Jowitt, ed., The Dictionary of Engfish Law, Vol. I I  (London: Sweet & Maxwell Ltd., 
1959), 1706: "this writ was seldom used, for when application had been made to the superior courts, they 
had usually taken the recognizances there, under the statute o f  1623,ZZ Jac. 1, c. 8." 



Elizabethan Colchester, and this dissertation wiII show the ways in which-as 

prosecutors and defendants-the public helped to define assault in its varying degrees of 

crirninality. 142 

In fact, recognizances to appear to answer an assault charge were probably one of 

the most autonomous activities for a Justice of the Peace, and thus held the most potential 

for public influence. Some recognizances, such as those binding alehouse keepers, 

required two justices' signatures, and three to bind over someone who "depraved the 

sacrament," but a single justice acting alone could bind someone over to answer for an 

assault at the next quarter sessions.'43 Similarly, unless acting on a writ of suppIicavit, a 

JP had complete responsibility for ascertainhg the reliability of the sureties presented by 

the defendant, and setting the amount and the tirne in which they were to be bound. He 

could even demand the bond money up front, to be kept "in deposito" until the conditions 

of the recognizances were met.'" Such responsibilities came with a pnce however: if 

the defendant failed to appear, the JP who bound him risked a fine for not ensuring the 

adequacy of his or her ~ureties.'~' When these powers were explicitly granted in the 

justicing handbooks, it is less surprising-given that the information surrounding the 

sureties was the most significant part of the recognizance, from a legal perspective (this is 

the portion laid out explicitly in the handbooks, written in Latin with a standard format)- 

that the vemacular portion descnbing the offence rarely bears mentioning. William 

Shepard's handbook for clerks gives a series of examples of the Latin section on the 

'" Samaha. 20 1. 
143 W .  S[hepard], A New Survey of the Justice of Peace his Oflce (London: J.S., I6S9), 16 and idem, The 
Oflce o/a Jusrice offeace, 2 1 9-20. 
'j4 See. for example: Nelson, 93 and Jacob, 354. 



sureties, and explains that "by these [samples] al1 other recognizances may be made, for 

9,146 they are after one form, and the difference is in the conditions. The section which 

follows only vaguely describes the wording for the various offences which may appear in 

a recognizance, significantly stating that a P could draw up his recognizances "after the 

same manner [as the samples], by changing only that which is ro be changed. ,,147 

William Lambard said that there were "many other waies.. d e r  which the Justice of 

Peace may walke in taking of [a]. . .Recognizance," but he offered a few e~arnp les . '~~  

Again. however, he included only the Latin portion dealing with the sureties' 

information, and alluded vaguely to "a condition added or endorsed in English. Y, 149 

Similarly, James Harvey's demonstration of how a recognizance to appear should be 

worded had only an "&c." where the specifics of the offence would appear.''' Though 

many of the handbooks used by early eighteenth-centuy JPs and clerks included 

examples of recognizances' texts, their vagueness in describing offences reveals the 

freedorn JPs must have had in phrasing their r e~o~n izances .~~ '  In addition, many of those 

handbooks focused on the wording of recognizances for the peace or for good behaviour, 

but did not offer examples of recognizances that mentioned assaults of any kind.152 Such 

14s Shoernaker, Prosecution a n d  Punishment, 25, 1 18. 
146 S hepard, The Justice of Peuce, His Clerks Cabinet, 100, 104. 
147 Ibid., 104, emphasis added. 
148 William Lambard, Einrarcha ... (London, 16 14), 1 05. 
IJ9 Ibid., 107. 

Harvey, 19 I . 
15' See also, Nelson. 390; Robert Gardiner, En(c]hiridÏon dericale, (London, 17 12). 18; Joseph Higgs, A 
Guide IO Justices: being modern English precedents.. . (London, 1 734), 1 28, 1 68; Edward Crocker, The 
Young Clerk's Turor Enlarged, 14th edn. (London, 1700), 7-13. 
"' For example, Giles Jacob (page 42) included forms for an indicment and a warrant for assault, but not 
for a recognizance. MichaeI Dalton offered forms for recognizances for the peace, good behaviour, to 
appear (again with "&c" for the offence), or even "for him that hath dangerously hurt one," but none which 
explicitly mentioned assault. M. Dalton, The Countrey Justice (London, 1655), 439-44. W. Stubbs and G. 



freedom enabled contemporary ideas and popular perceptions to find their way into the 

recognizances for assault studied here, and makes them v e v  valuable for histonans, both 

as evidence of the active role of prosecutors and popular perceptions of violence and 

authori ty . 

Old Bailey Sessions Proceedin~s and Defamation De~ositions at the Bishop of London's 

Consistorv Court 

The Old Bailey Sessions Proceedings (hereafter referred to as OBSP or 

Proceedings) and defamation depositions at the Bishop of London's Consistory Court 

form the next largest collection of primary documents used in the dissertation. Many 

other pnmary sources, such as pamphlet literature, persona1 correspondence. sessions 

papers, rnedical manuals, and conduct literature, enrich the discussion of specific issues, 

but were used more sporadically. The OBSP broaden the investigation throughout, 

ihstrating the more serious manifestations of assault and violent crimes, and the 

defamation depositions supplement the assault recognizances by offenng rich 

descriptions of the circurnstances behind minor squabbles and neighbourhood conflicts. 

Thus key patterns and insights that emerged fiom the intensive study of the Westminster 

recognizances for assault have been followed, in a less systematic fashion, using the 

OBSP and the defamation depositions of the Bishop of London's Consistory Court. This 

section will give a bnef history and outline the parameters for investigation of these 

sources. 

Talmash, The Crown Circuit Cornpanion ... ,5' edn. (London, l783), 106-1 6, laid out forms of indicmient 
for a wide variety of assaults, ranging fiom "common assault" to "an assault and beating out an eye," but 
did not include a simitariy systematic treatment of assault recognizances. 



From the last quarter of the seventeenth century, virtually every individual tried at 

each session of the Old Bailey was mentioned in the diverse pamphlets published under a 

range of titles, known commonly to historians as The Old Bniley Sessions Pr~ceedings.'~~ 

The OBSP were a central source for John Langbein's study of the early eighteenth- 

century criminal trial, and he testified to their accuracy. arguing that they were a popular 

source of information from the mid-1680s, and are certainly the best reports we have 

today of eighteenth-century criminal trials at this level.'j4 Though the actual authors of 

the papers are difficult to determine, it is clear that they were hired by a fairly diverse 

group of publishers, ranging from "fairly low-key individuals" to the more established, 

based around the OId Bailey and nearby Fleet Street, some of whom plied their trade 

within the halls of j ustice themselves. ls5 The contents of the OBSP were regulated "as 

early as 1678," when "the Court of Aldermen agreed that nothing should be published 

,7156 without the assent of the Lord Mayor and the other Justices present. As to their 

readership. the Proceedings seem to have been popular among a wide audience, though it 

was probably more weighted among the legal community. John Beattie descnbed a 

situation where a "Devon country gentleman," who also happened to be a JP, employed 

an agent in London "to buy books and keep him informed of the doings in the capital." 

153 "By the 1680s the ...p amphlets published afier each session of the court included a substantially 
complete record of al1 the cases that had been tried, revealing for the first tirne in a systematic way the 
numbers of men and women convicted and acquitted, and the range of punishments imposed on the guilty." 
Beattie, 4. On their dramatically increased breadth and accuracy at the end of the eighteenth century, see S. 
Devereaux, "The City and the Sessions Paper: 'Public Justice' in London, 1770- 1800," Journal ofBritish 
Srudies 35 (October 1 W6), 466-503. 
I 54 See J. Langbein, "The Criminal Trial Before the Lawyers," The University ofChicago Law Review 45, 
no. 2 (winter, 1978), especially pages 267-272. 
lS5 M. Harris, Tria ls  and Criminal Biographies: A Case S ~ d y  in Distribution," in R. Myen and M. 
Harris, eds., Sale and Distribution ofBooksfiorn 1700 (Oxford: Oxford Polytechnic Press, 1982), 5 and 
28, note 4. 



He was regularly sent information fiom the OBSP, either in the text of a letter, or entire 

copies.'57 Those outside of the direct administration of justice were also interested in the 

contents of the Proceedings however, and Langbein cited the example of a reader who, in 

1684, referred to "the Monthly Newsfiorn the Old Bailey" in a sermon. 15* Perhaps the 

most convincing evidence of their popularity was the fact that the publishers annually 

paid £ 100 for the rights to publish them-they cIearly must have anticipated high profits 

fkorn the sale of about sixteen issues at around 6 d. per issue.15g While they probably did 

not have universal popular appeal, it is nevertheless likely that they enjoyed a substantial 

non-legal readership, given that, as Langbein said, "OId Bailey trials were well-attended 

public spectacles.'60 Beattie, too, considered the Proceedings to be sufficiently popular 

to have an impact on public perceptions of crime.161 

Versions before 1729 have swived  only sporadically. The earliest are in the 

Guildhall Library, but a few issues between 1680 and the early 1700s are dispersed 

among the colIections of the British Library and the Bodleian Library at Oxford as 

we11. '~~ These have been catalogued in Wing and the ESTC, and a few dozen have been 

subsequently microfilmed in the English Short-title Catalogue. Harvard University's 

collection, which includes issues dating back to 17 14, has also been microfilmed. Thus, 

the evidence used here has necessarily been a sampling, the parameters of which have 

' 5 6  Ibid., 7. 
157 Beattie, Policing und Punishment, 28. 

John Newton. The Penitent Recognition ofJoseph *s Brethren: A Sermon Occasioned by Elizubeth 
Ricfgewqv i i i ,  (London, 1684), quoted in Langbein, "The Criminal Trial," 269. Emphasis in original. 
'59 Harris, 13. Harris gives no explanation of why the Proceedings might genarate sixteen issues, when 
there are only eight sessions of  the OId Bailey in a year. 
1 6 0  Langbein, "The Criminal Trial," 27 1 .  



been defined by those issues of the Proceedings that exist in microform. In total, 69 

papers have been used for their accounts of violent crime, consisting of 204 cases.163 The 

form of the issues varied over time, with the earliest being more sensationaiistic and like 

chap-books in appearance. To comply with the stamp tax and ensure its classification as 

a pamphlet, the publishers changed from a single-leaf to a six to eight folio page fomat  

in 1 7 1 2 . ' ~ ~  AS time went on, the OBSP more completely covered the cases tried at each 

sessions, giving the names of the defendants and an account of the crimes cornmitted, 

usually with a summary of the evidence brought by each side and always with the verdict 

and sentence. Because the Old Bailey dealt with felony cases, a much larger range of 

socio-economic groups are represented in the Proceedings. PlaintifEs were obligated to 

prosecute felonies, once reported, though it is likely that many may have been deterred by 

potential court costs fiom even reporting, as it was not until the latter half of the 

eighteenth century that victims of felony were compensated for their prosecution costs.16' 

Nevertheless, the extremity of wrongs tried by the Old Bailey in contrast to quarter 

sessions must often have encouraged even the poorer victims to seek justice. Soldiers, 

peddlers, and servants, among others, appear in the pages of the OBSP as victims of 

violent crimes, and as witnesses to them. Defendants, Iikewise, c m  be found fiom 

arnong al1 walks of life, fiom gentleman to labourer. 

16' Beattie, Poiicing und Punishment, 30. also refers to the OBSP, the Ordinary o f  Newgate's account, and 
other pamphlets as "having shaped the public's sense of crime as a growing social problem." 
16' Langbein, "The Criminal Trial," 268-9n. 

~ o t e  that there could be several publications of the sarne sessions. especially in the earlier yean, and 
thus these numbers will be higher than the actual number of cases. 
164 Harris, 9. 
165 J. M. Beattie, "Judicial Records and the Measurernent of Crime in Eighteenth-century England," in L. 
Kna fla, ed., Crime and Criminai Justice in Europe and Canada, 1 29. 



The dissertation also uses consistory court depositions for 45 defamation cases 

heard at the Bishop of London's Consistory Court. Like the OBSP, they are too 

nwnerous for every case to be reviewed, and the 45 have been taken randomly at five- 

year intervals fi-om the collection of depositions for urban parishes in Midd1e~ex.I~~ The 

depositions could also be quite lengthy, giving detailed statements of îhe circumstances 

behind the slander fiom as many as five different witnesses. It is important to note that 

the direct statements of the plaintiff (called the producent in canon law) and the defendant 

(known as the ministrant) are not recorded in these depositions, which were a later stage 

in the process.I6' Only the evidence of the witnesses to the defamatory speech was 

recorded here. Occasionally, the case documents rnight also include interrogatories, a list 

of questions formulated fiom the ministrant's story of the event-some of which have 

been found and included here, or ministrants might launch either a "counter-allegation," 

with co~~esponding statements fiom witnesses, or an "exception," which questioned the 

character of the producent's witnesses altogether.16* The depositions list witnesses' 

narnes, addresses, and occupations or marital status, but do not formally list those of the 

producent and ministrant. In fact, the socio-economic status of the parties in the 

defmation cases at the Consistory Court is as difficult to ascertain as that for the 

prosecutors and defendants before quarter sessions. Tim Meldnim estimated that to 

166 Selection criteria consisted of (1)a defamation case recorded in the Allegation, Libel and Sentence 
books, which (2)gave more description of the insult than simply "whore," (3)was not from the parts of the 
diocese outside the metropolis, and (4)had progressed to the point where depositions had been generated. 
When the four conditions had been met for five cases in each of the years sampied (1680, 1685, 1690, and 
so on including 1720), the sarnple was considered to be sufficient. 
16; The producents would begin their suit with a Iibel, consisting of a Iist of points stating their position, and 
the ministrants would answer each of the points, "usually with a deniai." The depositions were the next 
stage in the process. Gowing, Domestic Dongers, 38. 



prosecute in the eighteenth-century church courts one might need as much as £1 0, and 

assurned that the rnajority--both litigants and witnesses, came fiom the middling sort. 16' 

Indeed, it is not surprising that costs could mount up quickly. Martin Ingram's list of fees 

for seventeenth-century Salisbury showed that plaintiffs were charged 5s. just to draw up 

the initial li bel, and that separate charges were levied for each stage of the process, 

including the examination of each of the witnes~es."~ Al1 in all, a defamation suit would 

generally have taken about a year-if producents saw it through until the end. The fact 

that few litigants actually pursued their suits to a sentence suggests that they probably 

came before the Bishop of London's Consistory court with a similar goal to those 

prosecuting by recognizance at the Westminster Quarter Sessions: to make public the 

offence against them, and cause the offender to experience embarrassrnent and 

remorse. 17 1 

The depositions were a mediated source, taken by trained scribes, (usually 

registrar's deputies), and no doubt influenced by the c'ecclesiastical lawyers, proctors, and 

advocates" who were regularly involved in church court ~ i t i~a t ion ."~  They undoubtedly 

do not represent the direct words of the witnesses; the text is peppered with phrases such 

as "the deponent saith," and the voice of the clerk is apparent throughout. Each 

deposition represents a question and answer session between the scribe and the witness 

that sets the structure of the narrative, yet this structure was masked by the written text's 

168 Ibid., 38-9. 
169 MeIdmm, 3, 7. 
170 M .  Ingram, Church Courts, Sex and Marriage in England 1570-1640 (Cam bridge: Cam bridge UP, 
1987). 56. Table 1. ,. . "' On the likelihood of few cases continuing to the point of sentenchg in the sixteenth century, see 
Gowing, Domestic Dangers, 39 and 6 1. 



appearance as a monologue. Nevertheless, the gist of their stories must certainly have 

been originated by the witnesses themselves, and the slanderous words at the heart of the 

dispute were probably recorded directly as the witnesses said them. Even these words 

can be misleading however, for it is important to remember that oniy certain types of 

defamation fell under the jurisdiction of the ecclesiasticaI courts. Defamation, here, was 

a crime because it was considered "a breach of Christian  har rit^."'^^ According to 

Blackstone, insults "which concern matters merely spiritual, as to cal1 a man heretic or 

adulterer, are cognizable only in the ecclesiastical court."17" The offence was limited to 

"these or the like words: Thou art an unhonest Liver, or thou art a Lier, and carest not 

what untruth thou aftirmest; or thou art no more to be trusted upon thy ivord than a Dog: 

Thou art an Arrant Knave; or thou art a Drab, or a Scozdd, a Jade, ajZthy feZZow, 

&c.m175 Not included in this list was the word "whore", though it figured very 

prominently in the actual defamation depositions.'76 Attention to the changing 

significance of language and the power of words to hurt is not exclusively held by the 

'political correctness' movement in the later twentieth-century, either. Henry Conset's 

treatise on the ecclesiastical laws noted that "although formerly, this word Knave was not 

reproachful, but only signiQing Male-kind, yet it is othenvise now, being accounted by 

,3 177 all a reproachful word. Though the church courts could hear cases of defamation 

17' Ibid., 45,38. respectively. 
173 Sharpe, 27. 
"' Blackstone, Book III, 124-5. See also HoIdswonh, Vol. VIII, (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1926), 
348. 
175 H. C[onset], The Practice of the Spiritual or Ecclesiastical Courts (London: for T. Basset, I68S), 18. 
17' Two thirds of a11 of the slander pmsecuted by women, 1700-45 was for calling them "whore" Meldrurn, 
9, table 3. 
'77 Conset. I S. 



beyond purely sexual insult, eighteenth-century Iitigants tended to only bring sexual 

slander before them. This did not necessarily mean other types of insuit did not exist or 

were not considered equally damaging, but rather that the church court seems to have 

been considered to be exclusively concerned with sexual defamation, in the eyes of those 

who chose to pursue justice there. Laura Gowing has written insightfully upon the way 

in which the witnesses making their depositions c m  be seen as consciously constmcting a 

legal narrative, complicated by recollection, moral judgement, and personal c ~ n c e r n s . ~ ' ~  

Clearly, these church court depositions must be read with an awareness of their 

complexity . 

ConcZusion 

The chapters that follow will explore the constructions of gender in the records of 

assault from Westminster Quarter Sessions recognizances, the Bishop of London's 

Consistory Court depositions, the Old Bailey Sessions Proceedings, and a host of other 

popular and legal publications. This chapter has shown the importance of placing this 

study in the context of previous work on the patxiarchal nature of eighteenth-century 

society, and remembering London's cultural and legal uniqueness, as well as the complex 

processes which generated the legal sources used here. 

"* Gowing, Domestic Dangers, 4 1-8. 



Chapter Two: A Litigating Society: The Courts at Street-Level and the Assertion of 

Victimhood 

In an article on malicious prosecution, Douglas Hay discerned the symbiotic 

connection between prosecutors and courts. Together, England's people and its legal 

system cooperated in a process which simultaneously lent credibility to the grievances of 

the former, while upholding the reputation and authority of the latter. Hay noted that the 

eighteenth-century English courtroom had "the power to withhold legitimacy, or to create 

its appearance" for litigants.' The courts were embodied in the judges who presided over 

thern, wielding substantial amounts of power over the jury2 In quater sessions, Justices 

of the Peace could grant legitimacy in the preliminary stages of prosecution, by agreeing 

that a plaint was sufficient and issuing a recognizance.' 

However, in a private system of prosecution, JPs' power was also always 

dependent upon those seeking legitimacy. Justice Henry Fielding's Enquiry into the 

Causes of the Late Increase of Robbers lamented the reluctance of Londoners to 

prosecute. acknowledging the dependence of the system upon public cooperation. 

According to Fielding, "he who prevents or stifles ... Prosecution, is no longer an innocent 

Man, but guilty of a high Offense against the Public ~ o o d . " ~  In his study of theft cases, 

Peter King has noted that "prosecutors made a large number of discretionary choices and 

' D. Hay. "Prosecution and Power: Malicious Prosecution in the English Courts, 1750- 1850," in D. Hay 
and F. Snyder, eds., Policing and Prosecution in Brirain 1750-1850 (Oxford: Clarendon P, 1989), 354. 

On Assize judges' influencing juries, see J. Langbein, "The Criminal Trial before the Lawyen," The 
University ofChicago Law Review 25. no. 2 (1978). esp. 284-300. 
' In the case of  indictments, legitimacy was granted at the point where a grand jury found sufficient 
evidence to suppon a trial, and declared an indictment a true bill. 

H. Fielding, An Enquity info rhe Causes of the Lare Increcrse of Robbers (London: A Millar, 1751), 108. 
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were vitally important, since without their initiative the rest of the judicial system would 

lie virtually dor~nant."~ In fact, the administration of justice was the result of a complex 

process of negotiation which occurred between prosecutors and legal officiais, informed 

by broader social noms. In bringing prosecutions to a system dependent upon private 

initiative, litigants reinforced perceptions of the usefulness and efficacy of England's 

courts. The endless Stream of claimants gained power at the very moment their 

allegations were deemed plausible, and worthy of examination, well before guilt had been 

fully a~cextained.~ 

This chapter expfores this prosecutorial initiative--investigating victims at the 

point at which they approach the court, and the process by which a complaint becomes 

part of the legal record. Using the Westminster Quarter Sessions Recognizances, the Old 

Bailey Sessions Proceedings, and depositions fiom the Bishop of London's Consistory 

Court, it examines evidence of Londonen' knowledge of the law and the potential 

advantages to be gained through prosecution. It may seem incomplete to address the 

issue of prosecutorial power without looking at the eventual success of a suit, but a s  

many records of non-felonious prosecutions in the courts of Augustan London end before 

a trial ever took place, it must be assumed that trial verdicts were not the prosecutorial 

goal when minor offences were involved. The brunt of the punishment of the binding- 

over method of prosecution was most likely in the infamy of having to appear before 

P. King, "Decision-makers and Decision-making in the English Criminal Law, 1750- 1800," The 
HisroricalJournal 27, no. 1 (1984), 52. 
6 Though an indicment before a grand jury could still result in an acquittai, middling defendants at this 
stage had already lost honour in the eyes of their contemporaries. Hay, 369. 
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quarter sessions, and thus, indirectly, recognizances epitomize Iaw at the level of the 

community. 

The chapter is divided into two sections. The first investigates the law at 'street 

1evel'-the ways in which an awareness of legal recouse was visible in the everyday life 

of London's sueets. The JPs of the metropolis interacted with the higher court of King's 

Bench, but unlike King's Bench officiais, they were also involved with Londoners on a 

much less formal level. Acting outside quarter sessions, the Westminster Justices of the 

Peace c m  be seen as a vital component of the operation of the law at street level. Along 

with the constables and watchrnen patrolling the wards, P s  were on the front lines in 

assault litigation. They heard complaints, issued warrants, examined defendants, and 

often penonally arbitrated disputes, helping the parties in conflict find resolution. 

Londoners participated in the law at street level in many ways. As prosecutors, 

defendants, witnesses, or even by gossiping about a neighbour's serving in one of these 

capacities, Londoners were aware of the mechanics of the law at this level. The assault 

recognizances provide evidence of this awareness. 

At the time of initiating a suit, prosecutors simply sought a record of the offence 

against them. The various methods by which complainants could have an impact upon 

these records are discussed below. Litigants prosecuting by recognizance benefited from 

a magistracy who occasionally dispensed justice in tavems and homes, and at this level of 

the legal system a certain arnount of judicial discretion was visible. This often worked to 

the advantage of the prosecution, who could anticipate civil damages for ostensibly 

criminal suits. Women, especially, seem to have made use of recognizances to pursue 



suits which, by the laws of coverture, might have been denied them. The second section 

investigates power of victirnhood, by showing the ways in which prosecutions were 

justified by underscoring the innocence and weakness of the injured Party. Findly, the 

chapter discusses the relatively prevalent phenornenon of suits being brought in 

retribution for similar suits, ofien labelled vexatious prosecutions, but--as will be argued 

here--more appropriately understood as a competition for victimhood. 

Law in the Streers 

The Record of Prosecution 

This section explores the ways in which victirns of crimes bore a key role in 

creating a record of the offence. As potential litigants, Londoners often announced the 

crime against them, or its attempt, almost as soon as it had occurred, by shouting "stop 

thief', or "murther". In certain cases, even the words "bear witness" might be uttered, to 

warn bystanders that a suit might be filed for which they may have to give testimony. 

Once a suit had been launched, prosecutors could sometimes have a visible impact upon 

the formal, legal record. The Westminster recognizances reveal this, especially in cases 

where threats or defamation were alleged to have accompanied the assault. Plainants' 

accounts of the exact words used against them ofien found their way into recognizances. 

The discussion then explores the close connection between femininity and litigiousness in 

this penod. The image of the litigious woman could be simultaneously an insult and a 

tribute, as its pejorative connotations may have masked a relationship between women 

and the courts which was tmly empowering. Thus, as prosecuting victims, both men and 



women can be seen to have operated with a certain arnount of agency, and left their 

impact upon the record in various ways. 

Knowledge of the mechanics of the law and prosecution operated very visibly in 

the streets of the greater metropolis. In the depositions for defamation cases, it was not 

uncommon for witnesses to describe the prosecutor as calling out "bear witness" 

irnmediately afier the defamatory language was spoken. Mary Hall, for example, had a 

very heated verbal exchange with her former employer Phillip Ruggsby, and when he 

"called the sayd Mary Damme theevish whore," a witness deposed that Hall then "bid" 

bystanders to "bear witness."' Catherine Hartilt, a witness for Beth Clarke's prosecution 

against Jane Barnes, testified that she remembered Bames' insulting words specifically 

because of Clarke's "calling out to Beare witne~s."~ Litigants such as Mary Hall and 

Beth Clarke anticipated bringing their opponent before the courts and warned their 

neighbours that they would be expected to testify. Two men waiking "in a Field between 

Islington and Holloway ... heard a woman calling out for help, or else her husband would 

bee murderd," and Elizabeth Webster deposed that when she was attacked while walking 

down a London Street, she "cryed out murder m ~ d e r . " ~  Both incidents resulted in 

outside assistance, and apprehension of the accused assailants. The power inherent in 

crying "murder" certainly seems to have been believed by those it targeted. A 

recognizance claimed that because Rebecca Baldwin "Cry'd out Murder," she "was 

' DL/C/244 f 264, Hall c. Ruggsby, 15 Jan. 1694/5. 
DL/C/25 1 f 438, Clarke c, Bames, 16 June 17 10. 
MSP 1705 Ap/52, The Informacon of Job Fomworth of the Parish of St. James, dated 12 Apr. 1705, and 
MSP 1697 Ded27-29, ff 27, The Informacon of EIizabeth Webster daughter of Mathew Webster, dated 1 
Nov. 1697, respectively. 
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assaulted and beaten for't," and testimony at an Old Bailey triai for robbery depicted the 

robber saying to his victim "do you cry out Murder? Damn you, 1'11 teach you to say 

murder," and then beating him.l0 

"Bear witness7' and "murder" were not the only catalysts when the law intersected 

with everyday life. When a woman was accosted in the Street, ShorIand Adams claimed 

that "the watch cned out stop theife," the words which prompted him to "seize" the 

accused man. ' ' In the same vein, James Mortimer, a Middlesex "Cowkeeper," spotted a 

man talking at length with a woman whom he remembered "was reputed to entertain & 

harbour Theeves .... Whereupon the sd James Mortimer suspecting [the man] to be a 

Horsestealer ... desired some Hayrnakers thereby to assist him in apprehending" the 

alleged horsethief. l 2  The cowkeeper's suspicions were confimed when they discovered 

a halter, a "set of Picklock Keys," and various weapons on the man, resulting in his arrest 

for hor~etheft . '~ Sirnilar assertiveness was visible in the reports of an assault and thefi 

tried at the Old Bailey. Hester Pepper deposed that a man tore her pocket and ran away 

with it, but she followed him, grabbing hold of him and tearing his sleeve. Though he 

eluded her twice, she kept the tom cuff and crkd "stop theif," and other Londoners came 

to her aid. As with the capture generated by James Mortimer, Hester Pepper's tenacity 

resulted in the accused thief being "taken and carry'd before a Justice, where the Cuff 

'O MJlSR2270 R155, 18 June 17 16 and OBSP, 15- 19 Jan. 17 1819 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. 
Jenour), 4-5 respectiveiy. 
" MSP 1707 Sept/I 6, The Infornacon of  Shorland Adams. dated 28 Aug. 1707. 
" MSP 17 1 1 Jy/7 1 .  Informacon of James Mortimer of  Kingsland Cornon in the Parish o f  St. Mary 
Islington, dated 2 June 17 1 1 .  
l3 Ibid. 
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was produc'd and agreed with his coat."" These accounts illustrate the prevalence and 

effectiveness of shouts of "bear witness," "murther," and "stop theif' on the city streets, 

and offer a window into the ways in which the law was closely intertwined with daily 

life. 

In order to have an assailant bound to appear at the Westminster Quarter Sessions, 

prosecutors had to give the JP a credible account of the offending actions or words. 

Though the resulting recognizance was written by the clerk or Justice of the Peace, the 

essence of its information had to corne from the plainant him or herself. This is 

especially visible when the assault included threats or defamatory remarks. Eliza Saddler 

allegedly issued a threat "to pull Downe the house in which [her victims] live," and 

Elizabeth Bullet was said to have sworn that Jane Paine "sh[oul]d Never Live at Ease and 

~uiett."" Similarly, Joseph and Anne Uttin's recognizance must have relied upon Anne 

Newman's testimony when it said "they boath threaten to be reveng'd of her wheresover 

they meet with her," and that they were "very desperate persons."'6 In several cases 

where the assault included defamation, the plainant was provided with an opportunity to 

catalogue the exact words spoken by the alleged assailant, and have them written into the 

recognizance. Anne Bennett was reported to have called Letitia Moms "whore, saying 

her child was a Bastard," and Rosomond Middleton's accusations bound Ann Sheen for 

"caling her pockie ~itch."" The description of Catherine Powell "Calhg [Elizabeth 

Whitehead] Toade & DiviIl and [saying] that she hoped her next Child w[oul]d be a 

14 OBSP, 27-29 Apr. 1720 (London, printed for E. Symon by M. Jenour), 4. 
l5 MUSR2 1 13 R98, 10 June 1 708 and MUSR2 1 13 R99, 7 June 1708 respectively. 
l6 MJ/SR2088 R6, 6 Feb. 1706/7. 



Toade," could only have corne from Whitehead's recounting of the supposed offence.'' 

Another recognizance binding John LeTourey on the plaint of Richard Washington "for 

assaulting him and calling him villain Rascall and Coward" reveals the masculine side of 

defamation.lg When insults and threats were a component of the assault charge, plainants 

were able to have the exact words of their own rendition included in the recognizance. 

The above examples of defamation mainly involve women, and studies of the 

ecclesiastical courts have found that women figure among the majority of defendants, 

especially in defamation cases." Women did not prosecute as ofien in secular courts, but 

Robert Shoemaker' s study of petty crime in the metropolis has found that women 

enjoyed a fairly high level of participation in the binding-over method of prosecution.*' 

In fact, of the 7,129 recognizances to answer for assault issued in 1685-1 720, just over 

fi@ per cent (3,6 18) named at Ieast one female plainant. Contemporaries seem to have 

viewed litigiousness as a feminine--and thus a negative--trait. A 1709 periodical 

described a solicitor who was so busy, it was "as if he were sollicitor to ali the litigious 

widows in the kingdom," and a separate issue, more vaguely, referred to "the 

impertinence of some litigious women that know n ~ t h i n ~ . " ~ ~  A few of the Bishop of 

London's Consistory Court interrogatories (produced at the behest of the accused) sought 

to discount prosecutions by asking witnesses to speculate upon the "litigiousness" of the 

" MJISR2255 R98, 10 Aug. 17 15 and MJlSR2265 R58, 10 Mar. 1716. 
l 8  MJ/SR2 1 13 R95, 17 June 1708. 
l9 MJ/SR2275 R17-6 July 17 16. 
" For London in this period, see T. Meldrum, "A Wornan's Court in London: Defamation at the Bishop o f  
London's Consistory Court, 1700- 1745" London Journal 19, no. 1 (1 994), 1-20. 
" R. S hoemaker, Prosecution and Punishment: Petty crime and the law in London and rural Middlesex, c- 
1660- I 725 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 199 l ), 207. 
77 - The Female Tatler, 22-24 Aug. 1709, and 10- 12 Aug. 1709, respectively. 
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female prosecutor. In one case, witnesses of a defamation suit were asked "1s not the 

prod[iicen]t Iprosecutor] of a very Iitigious & vexatious temper ... ? 1s she not a wornan of 

a loose infarnous ~harac ter? '~  Interestingly, the court officiais in this case must have 

received affirmative responses, as they dismissed the testimony of her witnesses and 

ruled in favour of her opponent. Similady, the charge of barratry (excessive or maiicious 

litigation), was often Ievelled at women, and compounded, or considered synonymous, 

widi ~ c o l d i n ~ . ~ '  Women operated very visibly before the London courts, to the extent 

that a charge of "1itigiousness"--excessive, pestering litigation--was an insult that could 

be convincingly levelled at women. 

The Old Bailey Sessions Proceedings also reveal an awareness of women's 

comfort with the tools of litigation. Several defendants tried at the Old Bailey seem to 

have benefited fiom the jury's ability to believe women capable of manufacturing suits, 

and using the Iaw to gain vengeance. When Ann Hall was indicted for murdering a 

tenant of Mrs. Lisle's, one defence witness deposed that "she heard Lisle Say, she would 

not trouble [Hall] if she would pay the Charges of the Coroner," and another that "she 

heard Lisle Say, that if her [Lisle's] mother died within a Year and a Day, she would hang 

the ~risoner."~' Defence testimony in a prosecution by Susannah Anderson against 

Margaret West alleged that "because [West] would not give [Anderson] a shilling," 

Anderson had menacingly promised that "she would make it cost her ten," and shortly 

" DL/C/158 f 44 1 ,  Archer c. Crump, 5 Nov. 1720, Interrogatory. 
'' G. Walker and J. Kermode, eds., "Introduction," in Women, Crime and the Courts in Early Modern 
England (London: UCL Press, 1994), 17. 
OBSP, 2-3 June, 1720 (London, printed for E. Symon by M. Jenour), 5-6. 
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thereafier prosecuted West for robbing her of seven guineas.26 The jury acquitîed West, 

apparently feeling that Anderson's words constituted a veiled threat to invent a charge 

against her. Another woman's litigious threat was recounted when John Wentin was 

"indicted for Assaulting Mary Hendon, Spinster, putting her into Bodily Fear, and 

feloniously taking from her three ~uineas."~ '  In his defence, Wentin testified "that this 

Prosecution was set on foot because he would not Marry" Hendon, and "that she had 

often said if he would not many her she would disgrace him every ~ h e r e . " ~ '  A witness 

deposed in corroboration that, even after the trial began, Hendon professed her love for 

Wentin "beyond al1 the Men in the World; but was now bound to prosecute h i ~ n . " ~ ~  

Again, the jury agreed with the defence, and acquitted Wentin. Regardless of the tmth of 

Hall, Hendon and Wentin's allegations, the court found it highly plausible that women 

could manufacture charges to get revenge upon them. Though male prosecutors were not 

exempt from such defence claims, there appear to be more accounts of  women guilty of 

maiicious prosecution in The Proceedings, seen especially in rape trials.30 This may be 

symptornatic of the tendency to equate litigiousness with femininity in eighteenth-century 

socieiy. 

However, the anxiety associated with women's activity in the courts might also 

indicate a real power available to women through the law. Though they may have been 

" OBSP, 23-25 Apr. 17 18 (London, printed for J.  PhiIlips by M. Jenour). 6. 
" OBSP, 8- 10 Juiy 17 19 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 4. 
'' Ibid. 
29 Ibid. 
30 This is a qualitative impression, rather than a quantitative observation, based on a sampling, not a full run 
o f  the OBSP.(See Ch. 1 )  For a case where a male prosecutor was believed to have brought his suit 
maliciously, see, for exarnple, the account of John Purceil's trial for assault and robbery: OBSP, 10, I 1 ,  15 



more prone to charges of rnalicious prosecution, women did take their grievances before 

the London courts in relatively high numbers. Women emerged victorious in substantial 

numbers before both the Old Bailey and the Consistory courts. The mere fact that 

women had a fairly large prosecutorial initiative in the early eighteenth-century 

metropolis is significant. Because they recount this prosecutor-ial initiative almost 

exclusively (shedding little or no light on a final outcorne), the Westminster Quarter 

Sessions recognizances present an image of female credibility and empowerment before 

the law. Mary Wilkins brought a plaint before Justice Bealing against Magdalen Walsh, 

which bound her to appear "for assaulting [Wilkins], or any other matter she has to 

charge her with."" Though recognizances did not offer severe punishment to those they 

bound. they presented female plainants with an opportunity to convince a JP of their 

suffering and cause their enemies an inconvenience, at the very least. The resulting 

records ofien reveal judicial sympathies to lie with the female prosecutor. For example, 

Ann Atkinson's plaint of an assault perpetrated by Dorothy Passage produced a 

recognizance asserting that Passage had assaulted "her a second time" and was already 

"bound over ... for a former assault" in a recognizance taken by another 

Recognizances were "far less expensive to prosecute" than indictments, and women may 

have brought suits at that level which they could not afford to prosecute by other 

methods.)) Married or single, women seem to have operated with assertiveness before 

Jan. 17 1718 (London, printed for J. Phillips by S. Palmer), 7. See Ch. 4 for a discussion of Old Bailey rape 
cases with defences alleging malicious prosecution. 
" MJ/SR2270 R2 19,6 June 17 16. 
l2 MJ/SR2 123 R9 1,28 Dec. 1708. 

Shoemaker, 28 1 .  
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the Westminster Quarter Sessions officials, as is demonstrated by a letter attached to a 

recognizance binding Elizabeth and her husband "Ralf' Venables for violently assaulting 

and beating Margaret Langetrapp. According to the letter, Elizabeth Venables gave the 

court crier "the sume of nine shillings and fourpence for withdrawing a Recognizance 

between9 the Venables and Margaret ~ a n ~ e t r a ~ ~ . "  Though her husband's signature is 

also on the letter, Ralph Venables was not depicted as the key actor in the transaction; 

Elizabeth Venables operated with apparent comfort and authority on her own and her 

husband's behalf before the Westminster Quarter Sessions officials. Clearly, women 

were often credible, worthy opponents in legal battles. 

Mechanics of the Court 

The London court records reveal many instances where retribution was sought 

and justice dispensed at an informal, street leveI. The persona1 interaction between the 

Londoners and their JPs is most visible in the record of a Consistory Court suit brought 

by a Chelsea alehouse keeper against a justice of the peace for defamation. The kind of 

judicial partiality and prosecutorial initiative displayed in that case was present in the 

recognizances in a number of ways. Ambitious prosecutors could sometimes get more 

mileage from their suits, by voicing extra concerns about the defendants' likelihood to 

appear or benefiting from the JP's knowledge of the defendant's past offences. Plainants 

might also approach the Westminster Quarter Sessions with goals more cornrnonly 

associated with civil suits. In these ostensibly criminal prosecutions for assault, 

recognizances record loss or damage to property, and prosecutors were likely seeking a 

'' MJ/SR2088 R46, 26 Mar. 1707 (the attached letter is dated 5 July 1707). 



monetary award. The quarter sessions records also support Amy Erickson's findings on 

the ways in which women were able to circumvent the legal principle offerne c o ~ e r t e . ~ ~  

Many recognizances involving manied women which recount damage--even to property 

as substantial as a house--still explicitly designate her as the owner. The mechanics of a 

court such as the Westminster Quarter Sessions appear to have been intimately 

understood by the men and women who came before it, affording them great advantage 

in sorne cases. 

In what is perhaps one of the most illustrative examples of the street-level 

operation of the eighteenth-century courts, Mary Clifi charged Justice of the Peace 

Narcissus Lutrell in 1720 with defamation at the Bishop of London's Consistory Court, 

resulting in a fairly rich collection of depositions. According to testirnony, Mary Clift 

(formerly Mary Regatty), went with her son George and second husband Peter on the 

river joumey fiom Chelsea to Fulham to renew her alehouse License "there being a Court 

or bench of justices of the peace to be held" there.36 The court was held in the Upper 

King's Arms, and the Justices sat about a table. When Peter approached, Justice Lutrell 

reportedly said "did you marry that common whore Mrs Regatty, to wch the sd Peter 

reply'd" in the affirmative, and Lutrell "then added ... she is a whore & has had sevll 

bastards & putt the Parish to an hundred pounds charge or to that effect.")' Mary Clift 

was then described to have immediately gone "up to the table where they were sitting at, 

35 A. L. Erickson, Women and Property in Eariy Modern England (New York: Routledge, 1993). 
36 DLlC/259 f 1 12, Clif? c. Lutrell, 2 1 June 1720. 
" Ibid. 



& desired in handsome terms, that his worship would let her know her  accuser^."^^ Her 

adult son George Regatty deposed that he believed his mother "to be very rnuch injured 

both in her reptation & business by" Lutrell's defamatory rernark~.~' There is no record 

of whether Clifi's case was victonous, but the interrogatory that remains suggests that 

Lutrell had continued to press his attack. Justice Lutrell was a wealthy and prominent 

member of the Chelsea cornmunity. His parliarnentary diary and his Brief HistoricaZ 

relation of stare ~flairs, published in the centuries afier his death, demonstrate his 

involvernent in national government.40 His persona1 diary reafirms his movernents in 

elite circles, but aiso bears witness to his activities on the bench, refemng to dinners with 

the high Constable and other JPs.~' Clifi's suit is al1 the more interesting considering 

Lutrell's high social position and power. 

Witnesses were asked "do you not know ... that [CM] was upon the Acc[oun]t of 

her keeping a disordily [sic] house ... denied a Lycense ... to sel1 drink and that her thinking 

[Lutrell] had a hand in the denying the said Lycense was Sie Cause of her bringing this 

r)'942 suit she having swom ... she would be revenged. Regardless of the actual guilt or 

innocence behind these records, that mere fact that Mary Clifi could angrily approach a 

Justice of the Peace and make demands--and that it was even conceivable that she could 

bnng a suit against such a magistrate out of vengeance--is illustrative of the accessibifity 

Ibid. 
39 Ibid., f 114. 
40 See Narcissus Lutrell, A BriefHistorical Relation ofState Aflairs from Seplember 1678 to April 1714, (6 
vols., Oxford, 1857) and H. Horowitz, ed., The Parliamenrary Diary ofhrarcissus Luttrell, / 691- 169.3 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972). 
4 I P. Dixon, "Narcissus Lutrell's Private Diary" Notes and Queries 207 (1962), 388-92,4 1 1-4 15, and 452- 
5 .  
42 Ibid., interrogatory 2, f 385. 
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of the courts at this level. Though the Westminster Quarter Sessions were held in the 

formal surroundings of Westminster Hall, petty sessions might be held in taverns and 

i m d 3  In addition, P s 7  might have taken some of the recognizances in their homes? 

Though such informality was decreasing by 1720, it is not entirely unthinkable that a 

Justice of the Peace-even one of the eIite stature of Narcissus Lutrell-ould interest 

himself in the sexual proclivities of a woman who was no longer a cost to the parïsh, and 

deny a license brought to him by her husband. The people of the metropolis had 

relatively easy access to the JPs and the courts, knew their avenues for prosecution, and 

made use of them with assurance. 

Indeed, the Westminster Quarter Sessions recognizances suggest that plainants 

had a significant amount of success using this mode of prosecution. Aside fiom wartirne, 

more than one third of al1 the prosecutors in a sample of three five-year penods between 

1685 and 1720 appeared more than once as plainants in assault recognizances (Tab. 

4 5 2.1). In every period, the proportion of repeat prosecutors is higher than the number of 

43 This varied according to the parish. The Webbs recounted "the 'Justices of Covent Garden' ... sometimes 
meeting 'by surprise' in one of the taverns of the Strand," while the JPs of St. Margarets seem to have 
consistently held their petty sessions "'at the Vestry room' once or twice a month." S. and B. Webb, 
English Local Government, Volume 1: The Parish and the County (London: Frank Cass and Co., 1906, 
reprinted, 1963), 403,405. 
4.4 John Beattie describes the City aldermen hearing cornplaints "in their own residences." However, by the 
end of our period, IPs work had become much more forrnalized. J.M. Beattie, Policing and Punishment in 
the Cis, oflondon, 1660-1750: Urban Crime and the Limits ofTerror, forthcoming, 140. According to 
Beattie ( 165), "the most active, crime-fighting magistrates in the area around Covent Garden to the west of 
the City thought it necessary to create structures for this work that were in effect courtrooms." I am 
grateful to Dr. Beattie for allowing me to read and cite this. 
45 Tables one and two show an overall decrease in the total numbers of assault plainants and defendants 
before Westminster Quarter Sessions in 1 70 1 -5, suggesting that the War of Spanish Succession (1 702- 13) 
had a darnpening effect on quarter sessions' activity. 
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Table 2.1 : Individuals Appearing More than Once as  Plainants in Assault Recognizances* 

Table 2.2: Individuals Appearing More than Once as  Defendants in Assault Recognizances* 
1 Y ears 1 Re~eat  Def s 1 Total # Def s l Percent 1 

Y ears 
Apr 1685-Jul 1690 
JLUI t7Ol-Oct 1705 
Jan 17 16-0~1 1720 

assailants who were bound over multiple times by recognizance (Tab.2.2). Though these 

Repeat Plt's 
289 

* Does not include recognizances to prosecute. 

2 16 
648 

1 

Apr 1685-Jul 1690 
Jan 1701-0ct 1705 
J a n  1 7 1 6 9 ~ 1  1720 

numbers may be skewed slightly by cases where a plainant has been named in several 

Total f: PIt's 1 Percent 
858 33.7 
763 
1772 

recognizances because he or she charged multiple defendants for one assault, it 

28.3 
36.6 

* Does not include recognizances to prosecute. 

112 
114 
5 10 

nevertheless seems safe to Say that prosecutors were not dissatisfied with the outcome of 

their case, and seem to have ofien returned, resorting to similar channels to resolve 

- -. - 

869 
779 
1849 

subsequent c ~ n f l i c t s . ~ ~  Edward Vaughan complained about Robert Dickenson in August 

12.9 
14.6 
27.5 

of 1 7 1 7, and tumed again to Westminster Quarter Sessions in June of 1 7 1 8, before a 

different Justice to have Ann KeeI and Mary and Edward Hubbard bound over for 

assaulting him.'7 Two years later, he went to a third justice to have three gentlemen 

bound for an alleged attack upon him.j8 Daniel Allen was bound for assaulting Mary 

Dunkey, who, three years later, had John Brabin bound before a different JP for 

46  It seems likely that the number of plainants mentioned in more than one recognizance for the same 
assault would be largely balanced out by the number of defendants bound in separate recognizances for 
assaulting multiple plainants at the same time. One might have thought that multiple defendants would be 
more likely to appear in separate recognizances, though they had attacked the sarne plainant (thus inflating 
the number of repeat plainants), because they each had to find sureties. Many seern to have used the sarne 
sureties and been bound on the same recognizance however. In fact, the total number of recognizances 
Iisting more than one defendant is roughly equal to the total number Iisting multiple plainants (333 and 340 
respectively). 
" MUSR2295 RS 1.2 1 Aug. 17 17 and MJlSR23 1 O R30. R3 1, and R32. 14 June 17 18, respectively. 
48 MJ/SR2343, RI 1, R12, and R13-2 Jan. 1720. 



assaulting her.4g Clearly, this procedure was deemed worthwhile for Vaughan and 

Dunkey, and though Vaughan seems to have met with a fair amount of violence over the 

years, he does not seem to have been plagued by attacks fiom the individuals after he 

prosecuted them. Plainants retumed to quarter sessions more often than defendants, 

suggesting that recognizances were an effective form of prosecution. 

Victims wanting their assailants bound over were persistent prosecutors, who also 

benefited from the cooperation of the Justice hearing their plaint. Tt is unclear whether 

the charge that John Rahon's assailant had also "endeavour[ed] to stiffle [sic] the King's 

evidence" came fiom Rahon or the court official, but clearly the defendant was at an even 

more disadvantageous position before the court.50 John Roade seems to have been 

especially aggressive in asking that James Dowlly be bound over hvice--a request to 

which the JP must have agreed. A second recognizance was created to ask Dowlly to 

appear to answer Roade, who "hath Good reasons to doubt ~ o w l l y ' s ]  not appearing at 

the next Quarter sessions being bound over for assaulting and beating him."" Justice 

Johnson had a recognizance drawn up for an assault by Demis Obryan, which described 

Obryan as "a comrnon disturber of the peace & also Bound in two Recognizances before 

to answer this  session^."^^ Johnson or his clerk obviously recognized Obryan as a past 

offender, and saw that the record bore this additional infornation, Edward Swimey's 

recognizance for assault also recorded past offences, this time more likely at the behest of 

his prosecutor, who must have provided the background information of the charge that 

- - 

J9 MJ/SR 1969 R99 ,30  June 170 1 and MJ/SR2302 R60, 12 May 1704, respectively. 
'O MJ/SR23 10 R2 1 7 , 7  May 17 18. 

MJ/SR2286 RI 54, 10 Jan. 171617. 



Swinney had "often threat[ened] him soe that he demanded suretyes that he may keep the 

peace towards him" in a previous prosecution.53 Clearly, the plainants before the 

Westminster JPs could meet with a large amount of  sympathy and cooperation, which, 

cornbined with their own persistence, must have given defendants cause for anxiety. 

Occasionally, recognizances for assault disguised a quest to profit fiom the law. 

As one justicing handbook warned: 

There are often Applications to the Justices of the Peace between Landlord and 
Tennant, in regard to Seizures[,] which the Persons who apply endeavour (very 
often) to disguise under the Colour of Felonies, Force, or Assault: But in any of 
these Cases, unless it is very apparent to the Justice that Violence has been used 
upon the Body of the person that applies for Redress; it is not safe for a Justice to 
grant a Warrant, having nothing to do with ~ r o ~ e r t y . ' ~  

N o m a  Landau has recently argued that indictrnents for assault filed at Middlesex Quarter 

Sessions "aimed not at punishing the defendant, but instead at obtaining ~ o r n ~ e n s a t i o n . " ~ ~  

Through various formal and informal means, Landau explained, defendants were able to 

escape many of the punishments the court might exert, by paying the ptaintiff directly in 

retum for what was basically a withdrawal of prosecution. Recognizances also seem to 

indicate that assault prosecutors could have a more financial goal. Several recount 

economic losses at least as substantial as the assault. Thomas Johnson allegedly 

assaulted Hannah Lee "in her owne shopp," but was also bound for "distroying her 

- - - - - -  - 

'' MUSR2325 R32, 14 Mar. 1719. 
" MJ/SR2270 RI 82 ,8  June 1716. 
54 Sir Thomas Deveil, Observations on the practice of u Justice ofrhe Peace: intended for such gentlemen 
as design to actlor Middfex (sic] or Wesrminsrer ... (London, 1747), 13-4. 
55 N. Landau, "Indicment for Fun and Profit: A Prosecutor's Reward at Eighteenth-Century Quarter 
Sessions" Law and History Review 17, no. 3 (1 999), 508. Shoemaker, 13 1. also has noted that "it is 
possible that the number of [quarter sessions] indictments which addressed disputes typically heard in civil 
courts increased during this period" and "the practice of prosecuting civil cases at quarter sessions 
continued through at least the mid-eighteenth century." 
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goods," and a man and two women were accused by Joan Grifith of "a Riott and assault 

and throwing about her goods in Covent Garden Markett and Stamping them under their 

~ee t . " '~  In completely separate cases, several butchers were accused of assaulting 

women who were presumably also butchers-perhaps operating as separate or feme sole 

traders?' In 1690, a butcher was bound to answer Margaret Butsen "for assaulting her 

and spoileing her goods;" more than two decades later, another butcher allegedly 

assaulted Hannah Julion "in the ~arket t . " '~  Ann Plat also identified herself as a "market 

Butcher," and was bound for "assaulting" a wornan "& flinging her meat in the Dirt," a 

suit that probably sternmed much more fiom anger over merchandise than over actual 

violence.59 Mary Battersby and William Hopkins may have been other dissatisfied 

market vendors, the former bringing a plaint of a man "assaulting her & throwing her 

meat in the dirt," and the latter accusing a man of "assaulting him in Covent Garden 

Markett. and throwing his bread in the streete, & Spoyling it?' In these recognizances, 

the spoiled food shared centre stage with the assault, and the financial damage suffered 

by the plainant may have been more important than the physical damage. 

Food was not the only economic loss. Francis Todd was bound at the plaint of a 

woman for assaulting her apprentice, Sarah Hill. Though the recognizance mentions that 

'' MJISR23 15 R300,4 Oct. 17 18 and MJ/SR2343 R 137.24 Mar. 1720 respectively. 
57 Karen Pearlston has kindly allowed me to read and cite her unpublished paper on this littk-studied area, 
entitled, "Feme sole merchants and other exceptions to coverture: the uncertain legal status of rnarried 
women and their property." Pearlston defined thejeme sole trader as "A married woman who, according 
to the custom of London, rnay operate a business enterprise as if she were single. She can buy and sell, 
make contracts, and sue or be sued with respect to anything concerning her enterprise. Originally a 
medieval custom in at Ieast ten different towns, the custom was first recorded in borough custurnal in the 
1300s, and survived only in London in the eighteenth century." 
" MJISR 1769 R94.27 Oct. 1690 and MJlSR2300 R99, 14 Dec. 17 17 respectively. 
59 MJlSR2330 RI 16,23 June 1719. 



Todd had been "assaulting beating kicking & abuseing" Hill, its main k t  was that the 

attack had made Hill bedridden, "and unable to doe her Mistresses ~usiness.'"' The real 

damage to the plainant was the monetary loss of her apprentice's labour caused by 

Todd's attack, and that was the rnost likely retribution she sought. Martha Festing 

charged a seller of stuff with "assaulting and grossly abusing her7' but he was also bound 

for "Extorting ... Ten Shillings for Eight yards of stuff which stuff' Festing claimed never 

to have r e ~ e i v e d . ~ ~  Andrew Curd and Elizabeth Deane, in isolated prosecutions, accused 

different defendants of retrieving important receipts as part of the assault. In the former 

case, "takeing and bearing away fiom hirn a receipt that was given to him by [the 

defendant's] husband which was in full of al1 accounts and comands between thern," and 

in the latter, "takeing fiom out of her Bosome a Reciept for money she had then paid 

him."63 Again, the charges were more likely prompted by a need to involve the law in 

the economic eIements of the dispute rather than the physical. Midwife Martha Davis 

may have been facing a sort of early modem malpractice suit when Ann Sharp had her 

bound for "assaulting of her and pushing of her on the  bel^^.''^ Even the defamation 

suits brought before London's ecclesiastical court may sometimes have been more about 

money than reptation. Though Susan Batty prosecuted Richard Ward for accusing her 

of adultery, his actual words suggest a more financial animosity, as Ward had allegedly 

approached her husband with the words "you Cuckhold, why don't you pay me the terne 

60 MJlSR1902 R16,23 Nov. 1697 and MJlSR192 1 R52.3 Jan. 169819 respectively. 
6'  MJlSR.2339 R49, 1 1 Nov. 17 19. 
62 MJlSR2334 R95. 10 Aug. 17 19. 

MJISR.2300 R230, 17 Oct. 17 17 and MIlSR2295 R43, 16 Sept. 17 17 respectively. 
MJlSR2295 R99, 16 Sept. 17 17. 



shillings you owe me," and Katherine Sanderson's alleged insults seem to have stemmed 

from "a quarrell about 2 or 3 loaves which" Joan Phillips told Sanderson that she owed 

h e r f  Prosecutions of suits ostensibly for assault or defamation were clearly occasionally 

motivated by much stronger economic grievances. 

Many of the economic actors in the above examples were female, and the 

recognizances offer additional evidence that women could be perceived and depicted as 

owners. regardless of their marital status. In theory, married women were subject to the 

principle of Jerne covert, and generally could not hold property separate from their 

husbands. The effect of this legal principle upon women was recognized by 

contemporaries, exemplified by the admission in a male-authored conduct manual that 

even the richest married wornen "can be looked upon but as the besr of servants; Having 

nothing theirs in a...proper ~ e n s e . " ~ ~  However, there were many ways around this 

principle, and Amy E ~ c ~ s o ~  has found that many early modern wives' property was 

protected by marriage con tract^.^' A freehold or copyhold brought into a marriage by the 

wife was held by the husband only "in the right of his wife," and though the rents fkom 

the holding were his, the husband was constrained fiom selling such property without her 

consent." The recognizances support Erickson's findings, depicting several wives as 

65 DL/C/239 f 57, Batty c. Ward, 13 Iuly 1680 and DL/C/244 f 283, Phillips c. Sanderson, 3 Apr. 1695 
respectively. 
fh F. Osbom, Advice ro a Son ..., 6th edn. (Oxford, 1658), 77,  ernphasis his. 
67 Erickson, 10 1, stated that "rnarriage settlements have been described as deviations fiom custom, but 
especially in some segments of the population the deviation was so cornmon as to have becorne custom 
itself." 
68 Erickson. 24-5. A "freehold" was defined by Erickson, 23, as the only form of "rea1 property" in this 
period, "unlike today when real property means any iand or house." "Copyhold" is any land held "by the 
established custom of the manor," and the final form of landholding is "leasehold, " which could be land 
Ieased over several lifetimes or over a specified term of several years, and was considered '"chanels real', 
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property owners. In some recognizances women were explicitly identified as married, 

yet were depicted as possessors of their home. Instead of binding John Cole to answer 

"Elizabeth the wife of William Jenkinson for breakeing into his Lodging," the 

recognizance reads "her Iodging," attributing Elizabeth Jenkinson an equal and, indeed, 

individual nght to the home, or at least her own ~ h a r n b e r s . ~ ~  The alternative option was 

certainly available to court recorders, as Christopher Perrot's phint bound Mary 

Harwood "for assaulting and abuseing him and his wife in their owne howse," yet even 

here it is interesting to note that this eschewed the alternative form "his owne h o ~ s e . " ' ~  

Though Anne Dememe's husband was also a victim in the alleged attack by two men, 

they were bound for "forceing into her house," and the recognizance for an assault on 

Blanche, the "wife of Robt Allen" recorded threats "to Bum her h o ~ s e . " ~ '  Elizabeth 

Appleton was described as assaulted "in her own house," and Elizabeth NeaI was 

recorded as being beaten "in her own room," both in recognizances which named living 

husbands." One especially illustrative recognizance bound William Barnes to answer 

"Francis Tracy & Ann his wife for assaulting her, spoyling her goods and breaking her 

g l a s  ~ i n d o w s . " ~ ~  Even the property damage was sustained only by Ann Tracy, who 

haIfway between real and personal property." Erickson, 23-4. 
69 MJ/SR2235 R169, 19 Aug. 1714, emphasis added. This terminology suggests that the Jcnkinsons were 
lodgers like many Londoners, renting rooms rather than owning their own home. Under the principle of 
coverture, wives were unable to enter into contracts, so rented properties would usually have been 
considered the husband's. In this example, it is possible that Elizabeth Jenkinson brought the rented 

roperty into the marriage, causing it to be described as "her Iodging." 
'O MllSR1979 R65.3 Jan. 1702, emphasis added. According to Ericbon. 25, a husband and wife could 
hold copyhold or freehold land in joint tenancy, sharing the income and gaining sole ownership upon the 
death of the other. 
" MJ/SR 1987 R57-25 Mar. 1702 and MJ/SR2 182 R 122'9 Nov. 17 1 1 respectively. Emphasis added. 
77 MJISR2062 R93,24 Dec. 1705 and MJ/SR22 16 R84, 1 1 Aug. 17 13 respectively. 
73 MJ/SR 1 764 RI 7 1, 19 Aug. 1690. 



may have been operating as a feme sole trader. Many of the women in the recognizances 

were depicted as ownen in their own right, though they were clearly manied and usually 

would have been subject to the legal principle of feme covert. Occasionally, 

recognizances do reveal traditional notions of feme covert. Elinor Ollison was bound "for 

making an assault upon Jane the wife of James Ladley and unlawfilly and injuriously 

breaking and spoiling his window," and William Wood had to answer "Joseph Bradley 

for Assaulting and beating Mary Bradley his daughter and breaking his w i n d ~ w s . " ~ ~  In 

both cases, the women were the victims, but their husband/father was distinctly identified 

as the owner. Thus, though alternative teminology was available to Westminster Quarter 

Sessions oficials, the recognizances depicting women as homeowners reinforce Amy 

Erickson's finding that women were able to circumvent the principles of feme covert. 

Several recognizances bear language that made dwellings appear to belong solely to a 

wife. or to be mutually shared by husband and wife, rather than specifically imbuing a 

house with patriarchal ownership. 

Assertions of Victimhood 

JustifYin~ Victimhood 

Ironically, Londoners could be placed in a very powefi l  position by convincingly 

staking out their status as victims. Petitioner Elizabeth White stressed her vulnerability to 

another woman's animosity, incorporating images of hardship into her tale. The 

Westminster recognizances for assaults show that the recording official cooperated with 

the plainant to carefully catalogue the emotional injuries caused by attacks which were 

'* MJISR2245 R63, 1 1 Feb. l7l4/S and MJ/SR1992 R5 1.9 May 1702 respectively. Ernphasis added. 
77 



more verbal than physicd, or to link subsequent ailrnents to a past assault. In the 

Westminster Quarter Sessions as well as the Old Bailey, attention was given to the 

question of whether an aggressive action had been provoked, and prosecutors seem to 

have been as aware of the importance of establishing the absence of provocation as 

defendants were its presence. Similarly, the Bishop of London's Consistory Court 

mirrored the Westminster Quarter Sessions' concern with showing the damage to 

reputation caused by defamatory remarks. As prosecutors, the men and women before 

the London courts had an interest in stressing their weakness and injury. 

The following petition filed arnong the Westminster Sessions papers of 1705 

poignantly reveals an attempt to stress persona1 vulnerability and gain power before the 

law: 

The Humble Petition of Elizabeth White wife of Barnett White Marriner on board 
the [tom] Eagle: Every night ... Mary Tully sent one of her Fellows to abuse your 
Poor Petitioner as she stood at her own door Calling her Bitch and threatning to 
kick her & the said Mary Tully did likewise throw two pails of clean water upon 
your poor Petitioner & young Infant as sucking at her Breast & did likewise 
barbarously beat her sister who is blind & not being satisfied therewith she falsely 
swore a Robbery of Burglary & Felony agt your Poor Petitioner. Therefore ... what 
is sworn agt yr Poor Petitioner by the sd Mary Tully is nothing but spight for 
having amongst other neighbours informed the Worship Justis Dyer of  the 
Disorderly hous kept by sd Mary Tully ... 75 

Though she is trying to reverse a robbery charge against her by alleging plaintiff Tully's 

malicious motivations, White's overall stress is upon her own defencelessness. She 

begins by presenting herself as the wife of an absent mariner, and her claims of injury go 

75  WSP 1705 Apll ,  Peticon of  Elizabeth White, undated (1705). Petitions were accepted at qumer 
sessions, and according to a clerk's handbook, the party against whom the petition was presented was given 
a chance to answer it; if they did not show up or the evidence against them was convincing, the court could 



on to state nightly visits from people who in fact do no serious physical damage to her 

personally. The effectiveness of her allegations lay in her self-depiction as suckling an 

infant and the mention of a blind sister, which implicitly provided an image of a female 

household head laden with helpless dependents.76 In the construction of pardon tales for 

sixteenth-century France, Natalie Zemon Davis notes that a comrnon tactic was to "fatten 

the prearnble with other facts which made the supplicant appear more pitiful," such as, 

for example, "poor disabled widow," "burdened with five children," and the like." Even 

if she was genuinely guilty of the felony against Tully, White's petition provides insight 

into the ways Londoners could approach the law by emphasizing weakness in order to 

gain their ends. 

The legal definition of assault included "fearfull speech." Plainants bringing tales 

of threatening behaviour had to carehlly recount exactly how the actions, which did not 

always physically harm hem, had caused fearS7' Of the total of 7,129 recognizances to 

answer assaults, 129 attested to the plainant's "fear" for his or her life or bodily h m ,  

and many more express plainants' opinions about the danger they were in, or future 

darnage they anticipated from the assailant. Jane McKensey's plaint of an assault 

make an Order upon the petition. W. T., The Ofice of the Clerk ofAssize ... Together with the OBce ofihe 
CIerk ofrhe Peace ... 2"* Edn. (London: Printed for Henry Twyford, 1682), 178. 
76 For further speculation upon the impact of maternai images upon the courts, see ch. 3. 
77 N. Z. Davis, Fiction in the Archives: Pardon Tales and their Tellers (Stanford, Calif: Stanford UP, 
1987)' 16. 

The Cornpleur Justice (London, 1656)- 19. It should be noted that justicing handbooks encouraged JPs to 
record fears or threats in recognizances for the peace or good behmiour, and this legal consideration may 
be behind some of the recognimces where they are rnentioned. See, for example, J, Bond, A Cornpleur 
Guide for Justices ofthe Peace (London, 1707), page 18 1, which States that "A justice granting the 
peace ... must take an Oath of the Party so dernanding, that he is in bodily fear &c." However, plainants' 
fears and defendants' threats are mentioned even in assault recognizances which bind only to appear, and 



resulted in a recognizance professing ""that she believes and has good Reason to think her 

life to be in Danger," and another record depicts assault victim Edward Reynolds as 

giving "his corporall Oath ... that he goes in danger of his life by ms assailant] or by her 

procurem[en]t."79 Subsequent manifestations of injuries directly attributed to the assault 

also found their way into the recognizance. Charles Brent brought a plaint against 

George Martiner on his wife's behalf, and must have testified that the assault was "in so 

violent a manner that she vomitted handfdls of blood," and the recorder deemed it 

necessary to underscore the fact that an assault on Elizabeth Albon caused "A Ru~ture  in 

her  bel^^."^^ Victimhood could appear in a wide range of guises, such as those of 

Charlon Paimberry Lagree or Elizabeth Lyas, both of whom prosecuted men; Lagree for 

"inticing her to live with him," and Lyas for "forcing her to live with hirn as his wife tho 

she has an absent  usb band."^' The prosecutor's personal daims of vulnerability found 

their way into the record in a significant number of cases, and the added descriptions 

attest to the influence plainants might have over the charges levelled at defendants. 

This is also visible in cases where the words and actions were deliberately 

identified as criminal assault. A very narrow range of violence was exempt from 

criminal charges in English law, and some of the assault recognizances add language to 

indicate that the attack in question did not fa11 within this spectnim of legal behaviour. 

Justicing handbooks allow "any private man to beat, stricke, or wound another, in 

do not go on to demand the peace or good behaviour. Thus, in some cases at Ieast, fears and threats were 
recorded simply because the plainants must have impressed the JP with these aspects of the assault. 
79 MJ/SRS290 R37,29 .lune 171 7 and MJ/SR1 860 R19,2 1 Aug. 1695 respectively. 
" MJlSR2275 RI 50, 14 July 17 16 and MJlSRî 133 R72.2 1 lune 1709 respectively. Emphasis in original. 
" MJISR2 192 R98.3 May 17 12 and MJISR2245 R25 1.3 Feb. 17 14/5 respectively. 
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defence and safegard [sic] of his own person, from killing, wounding or beating?' The 

eighteenth-century courts allowed a fair amount of behaviour to be characterized as 

provoking, giving manslaughter verdicts to cases which would be considered murders 

today. Carleton Allen has dubbed the eighteenth centuy individual found guilty of 

manslaughter as "the phlegmatic Eng1ishma.n"-a man who draws his sword to deal a 

death blow at the slightest sign of physical aggression.83 Given the law's capacity for 

more lenience in assaults that involved provocation, it is not surprising that some 

recognizances stressed its total absence. Thomas Hatch and Thomas Jones had two men 

bound to appear at the sarne sessions "for assaulting them without any provocation."84 

The idea of provocation being necessary to exclude assault fiom prosecution was applied 

to female as well as male defendants. Elizabeth Wright had Mary Wright bound for 

"assaulting her without any provocation" with a blow that had knocked her down, and 

Sarah Boddy had to appear to answer Steven Davdale "for violently assaulting 

[hirn] ... without any provocation."85 The plainant and recording oficer did not balk at 

binding "gentleman" Thomas Probatt "for assaulting beating and abusing ... in the Street in 

the night without any provocation."86 Though it is possible that the court officia1 

influenced the record by prompting the plainant to attest to the lack of provocation, it is 

equally likely that Londoners knew that only certain forms of violence were justified, and 

underscoring the fact that the violence was unprovoked would help their case. 

'' Michael Dalton. The Countrqy Justice (London: l65S), 205. 
83 C. K. Allen, "The Phlegrnatic Englishrnan in the Common Law," in Legal Duties and other Essqs  in 
Jurisprudence (Oxford: CIarendon Press, 193 1 ). 8 1-94. 
" MJiSR2334 R138.20 Aug. 1719. 
" MJiSR2334 RIO, 2 2  Aug. 1719 and MJISR2343 R124.29 Mar. 1720 respectively. 



Those reading the Old Bailey Sessions Proceedings would find the same principle 

used by the defence in murder trials afier pub fights or sirnilar battles. The law pexmitted 

homicide as self-defence in a quarrel when "the slayer endeavours to decline" to fight, 

but, "being closely pressed by his antagonist, kills him to avoid his own destni~tion."~~ 

Following this, defendants' narratives tended to emphasize their own passivity. After a 

dispute of honour arose between Thomas Heath and Samuel Cook, a swordfight resulted 

in Cook's death. A witness for Heath testified that though Cook grew "Warm, and 

Angry, and clapt his Hand to his Sword ... several times," Heath never tried "to draw, or 

meddle with his sword," and added that there was "no just Provocation given by Mr. 

Heath at the time of this unhappy incident."" In a similar type of rnurder case, a landlord 

was accused of killing his lodger. The lodger's wife testified that her husband was 

peaceably packing to leave, when the landlord burst in and "threaten'd to fight the 

deceas'd," but the prisoner's version made the killing an inadvertent result of the lodger's 

aggression.89 According to the landlord, "the deceased drew his Sword on him without 

Provocation." However, fights clearly had occurred in these cases, eliminating the 

possibility of an acquitta1 for self-defence. The courts held that any "quarrel" inevitably 

"arose fiom some ...p rovocation, either in word or deed: and ... in quarrels both parties 

MJISR2 192 R27.5 May 17 12. 
'' Sir Wiiliam BIackstone, Cornmentaries on the Laws of England in Four Books, Book Four (reprint, 
Philadelphia: Geo. T. Bise1 Co., l922), 184. 
88 OBSP, 15- 1 7 June 17 18 (London). 
89 OBSP, 27-30 Apr. 1 7 15 (London, printed for Samuel Crouch), 6. 
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may be, and usually are, in sorne f a ~ l t . " ~ ~  Thus, both Heath and the landlord were 

charged with manslaughter and sentenced to be burnt in the hand. 

In order to be considered defamation under English law, insulting words had to 

"either i) affect the stability or the peace of the statef, or]. . . ii) cause loss of reputation or 

pecuniary loss to an individ~al."~' The second pnnciple came into play in both 

ecclesiastical and secular courts, as plaintiffs and witnesses offered their own sense of the 

damage to the victim's reputation. Thus, the quarter sessions recognizances for 

assaulting and defaming which emphasize the damage caused by the insult may be 

evidence of the strength of the plainant's position. Alice Stedrnan allegedly assaulted 

"Edward Minshull Esqr" by "calling him divers scandalous names to the detriment of his 

reputation."92 Mary Sunon's plaint against Robert and Margaret Candell asserted that 

their "calling her Bitch and Whore and saying she had two husbands" caused her "great 

~ a r n a ~ e . " ~ ~  When Sarah Eliot allegedly called Margarett Nowland "Common Whore-" 

her recognizance asserted that the insult had been "Detrimentall" to Nowland's 

"reputation," and when Thomas Marshall was supposed to have been "reporting amongst 

pebecca Wray's] neighbours that he had Laine with her four times," it was considered 

"likely to make a separation betwixt her and her husband" in the re~o~nizance." The 

recognizance reading that "Mrs Sydney Cohone single woman of good repute" had been 

90 Blackstone, 187. 
9' W. Holdsworth, A History o/English Criminal Law, Volume VI11 (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1926), 
333. 
9' MJ/SR2334 R81, 7 July 1719. 
93 MJ/SRî250 R45.5 May 17 15, 
9J MJ/SR23 1 0 R 127-29 May 17 18 and MJ/SR 1 897 R 1 1 1 ,  6 Aug. 1697 respectively. Note that the latter 
recognizance is not for an assauIt, but rather for "being and idle disorderly person & reporting amongst her 
neighbours ..." 
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assaulted and called "Bitch and whore, etc, to the loss of her reputation," would have 

placed the plainant on much higher moral ground than the defendantSg5 Elizabeth 

Williams' plaint resulted in a recognizance which descrïbed the defendant as 

"scandelizeing" Williams, by "saying she had a Bastard Child to her Father-in-law 

Johnathan Hampton That she is now with a Bastard child to her Father in Law Daniel 

Fetteston That she has beene in Newgate and Bridewell & told her Master Mr. Thomas 

Floyd that if hee kept her any longer in his house she would ruine hirn."" No less 

weighty than the list of defamatory remarks is the statement that, as a result, Williams 

was "tumed out of her said Masters service to her great disgrace & ~ama~e." ' '  The 

plainants must have offered strong testimony of the destructive power of the defamatory 

words against them, and the Westminster recording officiais were sufficiently convinced 

to enter the details into the recognizance. 

The ecclesiastical courts' treatment of defarnation required the sarne 

resourcefùlness from the prosecutors' witnesses. Almost every witness in defamation 

cases heard by the Bishop of London's Consistory Court was asked if he or she felt the 

insuits had t rdy damaged the prosecutor's reputation, and some seem to have added 

description to make their response as persuasive as possible.98 Witness Gregory Gregory 

(sic) deposed that after Hester Heard was called "whore and nasty pocky whore" in his 

presence, he "beleives [sic] her to be very much hurt in her good name and reputation," 

95 MJ/SR2280 R179, 15 Oct, 1716. 
96 MJ/SR2O 18 R98,9 Aug. 1703. Note that, as above, this recognizance did not inchde an accusation of 
assault. 
97 Ibid. 



and Roger Allen maintained that Thomas Eardiswick's 'good narne and reputation" had 

been "lessened arnong his neighbours by reason of the" insult which sparked his suit.99 

In some cases, witnesses could be very specific about the reasons for which the 

prosecution was, in their opinion, justified. A deponent in a case against Richard Ward 

testified that "he believeth the sayd M i  Ward spoke the sayd scandalous words with an 

intent to breed a difference between" the prosecutor and her hu~band.'~* When Frances 

Bartlett prosecuted Jane Culpepper for shouting "you are a whore ... & I will bnng the man 

who shall say ... that hee made a whore of you," witness Sarah Delagre deposed that "she 

hath been credibly infoxmed that some persons who would have & did court partlett] in 

the way of rnarriage did desiste their suit to her" after they heard Culpepper's c~airns . '~ '  

In Mary Clift's prosecution of Justice Lutrell discussed above, her son asserted that she 

was "very much injured both in her reputation & business" by the defamatory remarks, 

and her friend testified that Clifi's "husband did threaten to leave her upon [Lutrell's] 

97 102 speaking the sd words unIess she prov'd herself honest. Providing evidence of injury 

or provocation was often as important as ascertaining the occurrence of the offence itself, 

as the records fiom cases of assault, murder, and defamation indicate. 

Com~etition for Victirnhood 

.- - 

98 Laura Gowing discusses such testimony in Domesfic Dangers: Women, Words, and Sex in Eariy Modern 
London (Oxford: Clarendon P, 1996). 125- 133. 

D U 3 6 3  I f 28 la, Heard c. Floyd, 22 Nov. 1700 and DL/C/248 f 426, Eardiswick c. Bentley, 10 Oct. 
1705 respectively. 

DL/C/239 f 56, Batty c. Ward. 13 July 1680. 
Io' DL/C/153 f 358, Bartlett c. Culpepper, 13 May 17 10. 
'O' DL/C/259 f 1 14, Clift c. LutreIl, 23 June 1720, emphasis added and ibid., f 1 12,21 June 1720 
respectively. 
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In her introduction to the publication of Henry Noms' justicing notebook, Ruth 

Paley brkfly discussed examples of "vexatious actions," prosecutions brought by one 

party against another party who had previously prosecuted hem, or their spouse. She 

noted that "John Pnce and Stephen Carr both accused each other of assault," and that 

"such exarnples could be multiplied virtually ad infinit~rn."'~~ However, Paiey found 

only one actual malicious prosecution "in the strict legai sense of the word," where the 

plainant had pursued his suit "in the full knowledge that the accusations [were] without 

39104 foundation. In that single prosecution, Justice Noms refûsed to accept the charges 

because he discerned the plainant's pemicious motives. A similar judicial discretion was 

present in most instances in the binding-over method of prosecution. Recognizances 

would only be taken if the plainant was successfu1 in convincing the JP that his or her suit 

was not r n a l i c i o ~ s . ~ ~ ~  However, in one very specific type of vexatious action, the victim 

had more agency than the Justice, according to a justicing handbook: 

As in cornmon experience we finde it, That where A. shall upon just cause come 
and crave the peace against B. and hath it granted to hirn; when B. shall come 
before the Justice, B. likewise will crave the peace against A. (and will perhaps 
surmise some cause) but yet will nevertheless be content to surcease his suit and 
demaund against A., so as A. will relinquish to have the peace against him; here 
the Justice of Peace shall doe well (as I think) not to be too forward in granting 
the peace thus required by B. but to perswade with him, and to shew him the 
danger of his oath which he is to take; but yet if B. will not be perswaded, but will 
take his oath that he is in fear (where indeed he neither doth fear, nor hath cause 
to fear) this oath shall discharge the Justice, and the fault shall remain upon such 
complainant. 'O6 

1 O3 R. Pale y, ed., Justice in Eighteenth-Centuty Hackney.. The Justicing Notebook of Henry Norris and the 
Hackney Petry Sessions Book (London: London Record Society, 199 1 ), xxvii. 
t 04 Ibid., and note 59. 
'Os Shoemaker, 26. 
106 Dalton, 187. 



These types of recognizances obviously occur in an instance when both plainants are 

extraordinarily vehement in attesting to their own victimization. Thus, rather than simply 

labeling them "vexatious actions," lesser versions of malicious prosecutions, as Paiey 

does, it may be more illuminating to investigate hem as competing claims to victimhood, 

It might be argued instead that the JPs, rather than the victims, were the real 

motivators--that, in fact, the pecuniary drive of 'trading justices' (for which London was 

infamous) caused so many apparently vexatious prosecutions to be encouraged, let alone 

merely permitted.'07 Norma Landau found that trading justices operated by binding 

"disputants in recognizances to keep the peace and appear at Quarter Sessions, and then 

at the disputants' plea releas[ing] those bound from their obligations," and collecting fees 

for both the implementation and release of the bond.lo8 The assault recognizances 

studied here may not emanate from trading justices, as none of them were returned 

concordantur (agreed), which would indicate the defendant's release by the prosecutor 

from the obligation to appear at quater sessions. In addition, Robert Shoemaker's 

analysis of those justices most likely to fit the profile of 'trading justices' (because their 

defendants were least likely to be indicted) identified eleven JPs in the metropotis in this 

period, of which only two were from Westminster. lo9 It would seem likely then that, had 

these sets of recognizances been truly malicious, they would have been issued by those 

JPs most suspected of operating as trading justices. In fact, the two Westminster JPs, 

John ChamberIayne and James Dewy, were not prominent in these types of 

1 O7 For more on trading justices, see Ch. 1 .  
108 N. Landau. The Justices ofthe Peace. 1679-1 760 (BerkeIey: U of California P, 1984). 1 85. 



recognizances. A letter from the former to William Cowper proudly denied assisting 

malicious prosecutors, and additionally stated that he had never knowingly "wronged or 

oppressed the meanest person that ever came before" hirn."' The handbooks warn JPs 

extensively about the dangers of promoting malicious prosecutions, and it is likely that 

this would be an area that such trading justices would try to avoid. Douglas Hay has 

suggested that busier justices with less social cachet-such as those operating in the 

metropolis-were more vulnerable to the infamy of disciplinary action before King's 

Bench, and may have curbed their activities accordingly, avoiding the more controversial 

practices. ' ' ' Thus, while .JPs certainly bore a role in creating these records, the many 

recognizances representing a suit followed by a counter-suit before the sarne justice seem 

to reveal another instance of the initiative of eighteenth-century prosecutors. These types 

of recognizances represent roughly four to ten percent of the total number of assault 

recognizances in a given year.'12 They can be divided into three distinct categones: 

prosecutions by the same individuals agstinst one another on the sarne or consecutive days 

for different charges; those invoiving multiple individuals in suits more widely dispersed 

over time; and finally 'mirroring' prosecutions (brought by the same parties against each 

- - -- - -  

'09 Shoernaker, Table 8.5-226-7. He also notes that "even if' charges of profit motives were m e ,  this still 
did "not necessarily imply that the mediation they perforrned was not genuine." 
"O Quoted in ibid., 23 1. 
" ' D. Hay, "Dread of the Crown Office: The English Magistracy and the King's Bench 1740- 1800," in N. 
Landau, ed., Lm:  Crime and English Society 1660- 1840 (forthcoming, Cambridge UP). 1 am gratefül to 
Dr. Hay for allowing me to read and cite this article. 
"' For example, in the years 1695, 1705, and 17 15, this type of recognizance occurred as follows, as a 
proportion of the total of assault recognizances (to answer) taken in the same year: 
1695: 6 of 141 = 4%; 1705: 4 of 113 = 4%; 1715: 36 of 367 = 10% The drarnatic rise by the end of 
the period may be due to an Ïncrease in trading justices dunng this period, or it rnay be because more JPs 
felt that everyone who came before them had a right to the court's justice, and thus allowed more forma1 
prosecutions. Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishmenr, 225-7 dealt with the character of the Westminster 



other for the same charge on the sarne or consecutive days). In al1 of the examples 

below, the opposing recognizances were issued by the same Justice of the Peace. 

Westminster R s  could be presented with contradictory suits for very dzyerent 

offences brought by the same parties against one another. The record, of course, may be 

as much the result of the Justice's personal views of the allegations as it was of the stories 

brought by the plainants themselves. Recognizances consistently bound individuals for 

assaulting another individual who had also been swom to keep the peace or good 

behaviour toward the said defendant. Though JPs were absolved of blame for vexatious 

prosecutions if the plainant had swom he/she was not acting out of malice, one handbook 

encouraged any JP  who had "granted the peace to one that in the Justices 

judgement.. .require[d] it only out of malice, or for vexation, the Justice may presently in 

good discretion bind him to the good behaviour that so required the peace."''3 This rnay 

explain why, on the same day that Anne Lewis was bound for "assaulting ... and causing a 

Ryot about" Hannah Rurnbold, Justice Hawke issued a recognizance binding Rumbold 

991 14 "to be of good behaviour toward Anne Lewis. Elizabeth Craven swore the peace 

against Mary Buckingham, but she was also bound to answer Buckingham for "assaulting 

& beating her & being a disturber and defamer of the neighberhood."'15 Similady, 

Margaret Kenedy "swore the peace against" Elizabeth Bartholomew and was 

simultaneously bound "for assaulting her in Saint James Market and raising a mob about 

and Middlesex bench, but did not note any ciramatic changes in this period. 
' l3 Joseph Keble, An Assistance tu Justices of the Peacefor the Easier P erjomonce of th& Duty (London: 
rinted for W. RawIins et al., 1683), 428. '" MUSR2255 R164, RI60 and R162,3  1 Aug. 171 5 respectively. 

'15 MJISRl873 RI49 and R148. 13 June 1696 respectively. 
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her.""6 Abigail Smith and Hugh Williams were plainants in separate recognizances for 

"assaulting" Margaret James and Edward Rowden, respectively, but Rowden and James 

became defendants when Smith and Williams swore the peace against them.'" Katharine 

Thomas brought the plaint that Mary Kelly had assaulted her and taken "away fiom her 

two shillings and sixpence in money nurnbered," yet on the same day Justice Rider drew 

up a recognizance binding Thomas to keep the peace towards Kelly. I I 8  Did one 

recognizance have more impact than the other in conflicting suits with different charges? 

Historians are uncertain of the impact of binding over to keep the peace or be of good 

behaviour. Londoners were legally entitled to swear the peace against someone for any 

breach of the peace, and bind to good behaviour anyone believed guilty of %tealing, 

being cornmon disturbers of the peace, idleness, frequenting bawdy ... or garning houses, 

and begetting bastard ~hildren.""~ Robert Shoemaker noted that, in theory, keeping good 

behaviour constituted a more serious charge than the peace, but the distinction does not 

seem to have been made in p r a ~ t i c e . ' ~ ~  Norma Landau argued that neither were 

enforceable with any effectiveness. 12' Nevertheless, the above evidence that JPs 

bothered to allow them as a counter-claim at al1 suggests that they must have had some 

impact upon the defendant so bound. 

I l 6  MJ/SR2343 R98 and R99, 6 Apr. 1720 respectively. 
I l7  MJlSR1759 R27 and R26,7 May 1690 for Smith and James as defendants, respectively, and 
MJ/SR2 172 R80 and R79-26 and 25 Oct. 171 1 for WilIiams and Rowden as defendants, respectively. 
' I R  MJ/SR1955 R46 and R47, 8 Aug. 1700, respectively. 
119 R. Shoemaker, "Using Quarter Sessions Records as Evidence in the Study o f  Crime and Criminaf 
Justice" Archives XX, no. 90 (1 993), 147. 
"O Ibid.. 15 1. 

7 - -  - 

12' N. Landau, "Appearance at the Quarter Sessions of Eighteenth-century Middlesex" London Journal 23, 
no. 2 (1998). 34. 
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In a smaller collection of recognizances, judicial preferences were made more 

concretely apparent. The JP issuing the recognizances binding Richmond Brewer "for 

violently Assaulting" John Palmer "without any Provocation given" probably felt 

considerably less sympathy for Brewer than for Palmer, who was accused only of 

"assaulting" and "beating" Brewer and his c~mpanion.~* George and Andrew Ward 

came before Justice Saint10 charged with "assaulting" Richard Ward "in a violent 

manner. '23 In contrast, Richard's recognizance to answer "for assaulting" George and 

Andrew Ward specified that the offence occurred "in a very violent manner," and 

additionally labelled Richard "a very dangerous person."'24 Abigall Cole was only bound 

for "assaulting" Thomas Cavanaugh on 18 May, while he was accused of putting her "in 

dainger of her life" by raising the mob on her--an illegal act he was said to have 

,9125 perfonned "several1 times. Thomas Bishop allegedly assaulted Ann Lester, tore her 

headclothes, and made "one of her eyes black & blew," while his assault plaint against 

her listed no darnage, accusing her only of "snatching up part of his dinner and throwing 

it in his face."'26 These recognizances seem to show JPs valuing the claims of one 

counter-suit over the other. Notwithstanding, they allowed both sides a claim of 

victirnhood, to some degree. With the issue of a recognizance, al1 of the above plainants 

were presented the opportunity of retribution. It is also important to remember that these 

MJ/SR1997 R50 and R48,X July 1702 respectively. 
'" MJlSR2325 RI SO,3 Feb. 17 19. 
Iz4 Ibid., R 15 1 .  Ernphasis added. 
"' MUSR2270 R12 1 and R122, 18 May 17 16 respectively. 
' X  MJlSR2334 RI36 and Ri37,6 Aug. 17 19 respectively. 



recognizances are the minority; many more exist to suggest that the competition for 

victimhood in conflicting suits was relatively equally weighted. 

Though not as vague as opposing suits swearing the peace or demanding good 

behaviour, those recognizances with two claims of full and equally rich description can 

be just as murky for historians. Richard Dermeth was bound for assaulting Mary Taylor, 

but she was in turn bound the sarne day to "answere ... Richard Dermeth upon suspicion of 

,7127 having feloniously taken from him several padlocks and keys. It is impossible to 

know the true stories behind these recognizances, but it is certainly plausible that 

Denneth could have assaulted Taylor and she could have stolen from him. It is also 

possible that Sharlott Bragg assaulted Margery Rant and threw "Durt on her," and Rant 

assaulted Bragg "in a Riotous manner" and s t r ~ ~ c k  her, as the recognizances, taken by 

Justice William Stone on the same day, read.'28 One or the other actions between Jane 

Garting and A m  Doughton may have been retaiiatory, as the former aIleged that 

Doughton assaulted her "three times in her shop" and threatened "to kill her," putting her 

in mortal danger, and the latter that Garting assaulted her "in the street, ... tearing her 

headclothes" and making her incapable of making a living. 129 Similarly, Demis Obryan 

may have assaulted Mary Davis "for enquiring," when she went to his house, "for her 

husband, who was playing at Cards with him," and Davis may have assaulted Obryan, 

and made "a Ryot within and without his house, which gave a great disturbance," as each 

"' MUSR1 865 RI 1 1 and RI 10, 8 Aug. 1695 respectively. 
'*' MJISRI 969 R136 and R137, 12 May 170 1 respectively. 
Iz9 MUSR2 123 R68 and R70.30 Dec. 1708 respectively. 



separately ~lairned.~- '~ Two "brokers" of the "Church Court St. Matins"--Elizabeth 

Moye, who thought that Joseph Sketchley had assaulted her; and Sketchley, who instead 

accused Moye of "disturbing his servants at their work"--may both have had valid 

daims. l3 ' JPs heard confiicting interpretations of these peoples' victimhood and 

accorded each plainant the possibility of being genuine. Paradoxicdly, fkom the 

prosecutorial perspective, the more evidence one could marshal to show one's injury and 

weakness, the stronger one could appear. 

The second major category is recognizances where different members of opposing 

fmilies appeared as plainants and defendants on the same day, or îhose which more 

strongly suggest an ongoing feud. The former type include situations such as that of John 

Williamson and Sarah Glover alias Hurst. On 25 April, 1696, Williarnson allegedly 

assaulted and beat Hurst, yet the same day she was bound to answer "John Williarnson 

,9132 for assaulting and beating his wife. The tensions visible within the recognizance are 

inter familial, with Williarnson and his wife both antagonists and antagonized by Hurst in 

different ways. Similarly, Robert and Mary Newdon were accused of "violently 

assaulting and beating" Joseph Brabant, yet on the same day he was bound to answer a 

Margaret Newdon "for threatning her life."13-' The hostilities with Brabant obviously 

involved the Newdons' kinship ties. Elinor Richardson was bound to answer 

"Eliz[abeth] wife of Thomas White for assaulting abuseing slandenng & occationing a 

Difference between her & her said husband," yet Thomas White must have had 

MJlSR2270 RI61 and R160.21 May 1716 respectively. 
1 3 '  MJ/SR2 187 RI37 and R136, 1 Mar. 171 IL2 respectively. 
132 MUSRI 873 RI22 and R121,25 Apr. 1696 respectively. 



differences with Richardson as well, because on the sarne day he was bound to answer 

her "for abusing her &...keepeing her Husband in his house att unlawfÙi1 hours. , ~ l 3 4  

Spousal loyalty was much clearer in the recognizances where Mary Ivall was allegedly 

assaulted by Clement Haughton, who in turn was bound to answer Ivall's husband John 

ml35 and John Norcott for "being a cornmon Barator & Disturber of the peace. Haughton 

also brought a plaint against John and Mary Norcott, accusing Mary of "assaulting" her, 

and John Norcott of "threatening to murther he~-.' 'l~~ The Ivalls and Norcotts appear to 

have been united against Clement Haughton, and 17 July 1694 saw a complex exchange 

of charges between the two parties, connected by the husbands' prosecution of an enemy 

that appears to have been more their wives' than distinctly their own. The violent acts 

reported in al1 of these suits--not to mention the litigation itself-indicate the existence of 

strong marital and blood ties which seem to have played a key role in battles on the Street, 

and certainly had impact before the courts. 

Where conflicting charges were brought by the same families at different times, 

evidence of ongoing feuds become apparent. On consecutive days, John and Elizabeth 

Hewes were bound to "keep the peace towards" their king and country "& especially 

towards Anne Brown," who was bound for "assaulting" the Hewes' and "breaking their 

,9137 glass windows. A few days before, John "Hughes" (most Iikely the same John 

MJfSRC250 R44 and R43, 14 May 1715 respectively. 
13' MJfSR20 I3 R49 and R47,8 May 1703 respectively. Note that R48 for the same day and .JP binds James 
Barnett to appear to answer Elinor Richardson "for strikeing her over the face and hurting her nose in soe 
much that her Eyes were swolten with the sd Blow." 

MJ/SRl84 1 R32 and R33, 17 July 1694 respectively. 
13' Ibid., R34 and R3 I respectively. 
13' MJISRI 74 1 R220 and R222,3 and 4 May 1689 respectively. 
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"Hewes") accused John and Charles Brown of "assaulting" and breaking his windows, 

arnong other charges.'38 Similar vengeance was probably at the base of the suit against 

Elizabeth Mills for "assaulting" Elizabeth Rayden "in a violent manner," tearing her 

clothing, "and for being a comon Disturber of the peace" five days after Rayden had been 

bound for "assaulting" Mills "& raising a tumult of people about her in the street. ~ 1 3 9  

Interestingly, Michael Lewis and John Hunter each came before Justice Negus to report 

an assault by the other--bath, interestingly, supposed to have used a "quart pott" as a 

weapon--with almost a month separating their charges.140 John Allen, a butcher, 

complained that Ann Mcgrath had assaulted him "when he came to dernand mony due to 

him for Butchers meat," yet four days before Mcgrath identified herself as the victim, 

binding Allen "for assaulting her in her h ~ u s e . " ' ~ ~  A more complex ongoing dispute 

came before the Westminster Sessions in the form of three recognizances between John 

Man and Barbara Crosby. On two consecutive days, Crosby complained that Man had 

made "a Riot and assault upon" her, and he was bound in two separate recognizances, 

dong with other alleged a ~ c o r n ~ l i c e s . ' ~ ~  Exactly one month later, Crosby found herself 

on the receiving end of charges by Man, that she had assaulted him "in a riotous 

Tensions could also probably be traced between sessions, over a larger 

period of time, but even these examples of counter charges occwing within a single 

sessions indicate that enmities could fester and manifest themselves on separate 

''' Ibid., R l97,3O Apr. 1689. 
'39 MUSR2353 R23 and R24,29 and 24 Aug. 1720 respectively. 
140 MJ/SR 1855 R37 and R42, 18 Jrine and 2 1 May 1695 respectively. 
'" MJ/SRl897 R92 and R93, 14 and 10 July 1697 respectively. 
''* MJISR1969 RI50 and RI 54.27 and 28 May 1701 respectively. 



occasions before the courts. Clearly, both parties found it worthwtiile to wield the law as 

a weapon against their opponents, and they required and received the P s '  cooperation. 

The third and final category is perhaps the most fascinating. Many recognizances 

were taken by Westminster Quarter Sessions officiais between 1685 and 1720 which 

record opposite accounts of virtually the same type of offence. The recognizances 

effectively mirror one another, in other words. Presumably, plainants were giving two 

different versions of the same incident, with each presenting a tale where he or she was 

the victim. By granting a recognizance to both plainants, JPs were apparently according 

equal credibility to both parties. Margaret Budden brought a plaint accusing Rebecca 

Mal1 for "assaulting & beating" her, and on the sarne day Mal1 had Budden bound for 

"assaulting and beating" her. '" Similady, Mary Symcock and Elizabeth Roberts stood 

before Justice Knollys on the same day each accusing the other of "assaulting and 

beating" her.I4' Not al1 of the rnirroring recognizances used such formulait language, 

either. On 28 August, 171 7, Justice Alex Hardine took two recognizances against female 

fruiterers. Mary Brown was accused of giving Elizabeth Hutchinson "reproachfiill 

scandalous Language, saying she and her husband had the Pox, ... creating a Riot, and 

7, 146 putting her in fear of her life. Hutchinson, on the other hand, was also said to have 

used "reproachfulI language" against Brown, "calling her husband cuckhoId, creating a 

Riot and being a common dist~rber."'~' Both Francis Mills and Joseph Leach, coachmen 

'43 ibid., R132,27 June 1701. 
la MJ/SRI 693 R85 and R86.20 Aug. 1698 respectively. 
14' MJ/SRl665 RI14 and R116,23 Feb. l684/5 respectively. 
'j6 MJ/SR2295 RI30,28 Aug. 1717. 
14' Ibid. R129. 



were accused of "assaulting" each other, and both William Hopkins and Luke Pemberton 

were bound on the sarne day "for violently assaulting" each ~ t h e r . ' ~ ~  

Recording ofEcials thus seemed to have no probIem utilizing exactly the sarne 

language in many of the counter recognizances. Ann Haies was bound by Elizabeth 

Robinson "who chargeth her upon oath for assaulting & beating her," yet Robinson was 

simultaneously *' charge th... upon oath for assaulting and beating" Haies. Robert 

Clayton and Mary Thomerly both had "sworne" that they went "in danger of [their] life" 

by the other, and Humphrey Walbosse and John Bushnell both brought plaints of each 

"assaulting and strikeing" the other "in the streete in the night," and both cIaimed to have 

lost their hats as a r e s ~ l t . ' ~ ~  In two recognizances involving the same four people, 

Elizabeth Axton and Ann Smith were separately bound for "assaulting and beating" each 

other, as were Mary Smith and George Hand, though Ann Smith's husband Thomas was 

also named in the assault on Hand and Axton.ls' Thomas Spratley and Thomas Sabin 

each went before the sarne JP on the same day to be bound at the phint of the other for 

raising a mob and tumult about the other's house.Is2 Margaret Murfield was both 

plainant and defendant opposite Edith Williams, who had accused her of "caIling her 

cornmon Whore & Bitch, ... being a common Disturber, ... assaulting ... & threatning" 

Williams, and Murfield in turn accused her of "cailing her whore to a bargeman ... daily 

- - - - 

''* MJ/SR1964 R45 and R46.5 Feb. 170011 and MUSR2057 R95 and R94, f 3 Sept. 1705 respectively. 
IJ9 MJISR 1873 RI37 and RI 36,25 June 1696 respectively. Perhaps the oath is mentioned because the JP 
was intent upon showing that he could not move either party in a suit he betieved to be vexatious, and he 
wanted their persistence (and thus, his innocence) to be clear. It  is interesting to note that oaths are only 
mentioned here and in those recognizances immediately following. 
''O MJ/SRI 969 RI 38 and Rl39.23 May 1701 and MJ/SR2083 R29 and R30,30 Dec. 1706 respectively. 
1 5 '  MJ/SRI 798 R239 and R24 I ,20  May 1692. 
'" MJ/SR2245 R200 and R20 1,9  Apr. 17 15. 
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disturb[ing] her peace, & assaulting her."Is3 Many more recognizances exist where 

parties have brought a plaint and been bound on the same day for virtually the sarne 

offence. Certainly, in some instances, these charges must have resulted from a pitched 

battle where blows fell alrnost simultaneously and choosing a single aggressor would be 

impossible. In other cases, both or one party may have trumped up a suit in anticipation 

of their rival's litigation. Nevertheless, the virtually duplicate language chosen to 

describe the offences in the recognizances indicate that the Justice of the Peace was faced 

with two contradictory claims of victirnhood and forced to give them equal relevance. In 

the above exarnples, both men and women approached the Westminster Quarter Sessions 

with the dual identity of victim and aggressor, and were suEciently credible on both 

counts to appear in the record. 

Conclusion: 

This chapter began by stressing the symbiotic relationship between Londoners 

and their courts. Using the Westminster Quarter Sessions recognizances, the London 

Consistory Court depositions, and the proceedings fiorn the Old Bailey Sessions, it has 

attempted to show the ways in which the courts legitimized complaints by entenng them 

into the record, and, in turn, how prosecutors actively assisted in defining victirnhood and 

rnaintained the legitimacy of the courts as a way of gaining retribution. Women 

developed a reptation for litigiousness, operating with great assertiveness and perhaps 

actively helping to perpetuate a less gendered perception of ownership. At street level, 

Londoners brought their disputes and squabbles before the magistrates, constmcting 

- 

Is3 MJ/SR2260 R 1 53 and R 148, 19 and 20 Oct. 17 15 respectiveIy. 



themselves as injured victims. In some cases, prosecutors competed for victimhood with 

great vehemence, forcing JPs to record their suits. By focusing on prosecutonal 

initiative, rather than the officia1 outcome of suits, London litigants are released from 

passivity, and, to a certain extent, empowered by their own profession of victimhood. 



Chapter Three: 
Limiting the Power of the Paûiarch: Mothers, Wives and Servants as Assault Victims 

Having shown in the previous chapter that Augustan London was a litigating 

society, chapter three focuses upon two particular types of prosecutions where the power 

of victimhood is clearly visible. The chapter is divided into two separate discussions 

exploring mothers and wives, respectively, as assault victims, and placing each group 

within its relevant historiographical context. The first section explores the cultural power 

of motherhood. As victims prosecuting assault, pregnant women were far better able to 

elicit sympathy and gain retribution than ordinary plaintiffs. The ideology of the virtuous 

mother was partnered with that of the protecting father, and when a mother was assaulted, 

the court adopted his role. The female agency visible in these records is in a very subtle 

form. These women gained agency by using the paternalistic ideas of their society to 

advantage. The second section will deal with a more direct form of agency by 

investigating wives, servants, and extended family prosecuting their household patriarch 

for assault. In these prosecutions, wives and other subordinates actively sought to define 

the limits of a husband and master's physical correction. Again, the court acted as 

substitute patriarch. only here it was usually pitted directly against the errant husband 

himself. 

Recognizing that recognizances are the result of mediated interactions, and are 

constructed through a complex and varied process of communication between the 

prosecuting victim and the Justice of the Peace, this chapter illustrates how they c m  be 

used as a prism to view their contemporary society. Though only small slips of paper, 



recognizances contain words which are the product of legally and generaily-held attitudes 

to appropriate forms of victirnhood--and (especially in the second section) inappropriate 

forms of patriarchy. Beyond wives and mothers of course, the cast of characters includes 

conduct-book writers, physicians, neighbours, servants, husbands, extended kin, and legal 

officiais. This chapter sets the actions taken at the Westminster Quarter Sessions within 

the larger cultural context of motherhood and wifehood, and the power these women 

could cornmand in society and the courts as victims. 

Expectant Mothers As Assaulr Vicrims 

From 1685-1 720, the justices of the peace for Westminster took 87 recognizances 

for assault where the victim's pregnancy was specifically noted. Were these women 

using pregnancy to increase judicial sympathy in their assault prosecutions, or was it the 

justice and his clerk who thought of including the woman's delicate condition in her 

assault recognizance? Do these 87 recognizances represent female empowerrnent or-- 

seen in the context of bastardy examinations and strict investigation of infanticides-are 

they just another example of the court's policing of motherhood? It is, of course, 

impossible to answer these questions with absolute certainty, but there is evidence to 

support both contentions. This section wiIl suggest that women did take advantage of 

their pregnancy to garner sympathy as prosecuting victims, but that their initiative was 

prompted and controlled by social and legal attitudes toward motherhood and female 

sexuality that venerated some kinds of maternity and condemned others. 

These 87 recognizances were fairly evenly spaced throughout the period, and 

were taken by many different justices. As a percentage of the total Westminster 
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recognizances for assaults upon women in tks period--more than three thousand-those 

mentioning pregnancy are minimal. Though it is impossible to calculate with the 

information available, it is highly likely that there were far more women of child-bearîng 

years assaulted in this group, and probably more than 87 were pregnant at the time of the 

assault.' However, as a fraction of the recognizances which list uny aggravating 

circumstances in the assault, those stating that the victim was "bigg with child" become 

significant. Ninety-one per cent of al1 recognizances listing additional qualities in the 

victim that would exaggerate the assault are for pregnancy. The rest, only nine, al1 

specify the victim's youth or old age in the assault, describing victims as "infant," 

"child," "minor," "old" or even. in one case, "auncient," and unlike those for expectant 

mothers, these recognizances do not go on specifically to relate this unique quality in the 

victim to the darnage sustained by the assault. Gabriel Thomas, for exarnple, was bound 

to appear "for violently assaulting and bruising Eliz Foster an auncient woman," while 

Timothy Corker's recognizance for assaulting Elizabeth Smith reads "she being great 

with child whereby she is dangerousiy  il^."^ Ciearly, a victim's pregnancy was given 

' Possibly those women did not think of telling the justice that they were pregnant, but it is equally likely 
that the JPs were ofien busy and chose to keep the recognizance brief, recording only that a woman was 
"assaulted and wounded." Unfortunately, there is no discernible pattern to determine why women would or 
would not have mentioned their pregnancy, and the occurrence of recognizances where pregnancy has been 
recorded does not Vary significantly with the total number per session, so the hypothesis that busy justices 
kept records brief is less plausible. There was also no single justice who ernerged as having a stronger 
tendency to note pregnancy. Perhaps pregnancy was mentioned in this srnall number of cases because it 
was thejocus of the assault; the assailant may have felt the woman was canying an illegitimate child. 
Again, aside from several cases where the pregnant victim was clearly mamed (which still does not refùte 
the possibility that her child was considered illegitirnate), recognizances do not provide the kind of 
information necessary to investigate such a possibility. 
' MJISR 1793 R7 1, 17 Feb. 1692 and MJ/SRZ 123 R98,2 Nov. 1708 respectively, emphasis mine. 
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more attention by the Westminster court, and perhaps by society in generai, than age or 

infirmity. 

Women's reproductive ability has ofien been seen by historians as an avenue to 

empowerment. Adrian Wilson described early modem childbirth in England as a highly- 

ritualized example of female unity which was slowly eroded by the eighteenth-century 

advent of the man-rnid~ife .~ Wilson's assertion that the delivering mother surrounded by 

her female gossips and supported by a midwife constituted a resistance to patriarchy has 

been insightfully corrected by Linda Pollock. She noted that often the presence of other 

women in the lying-in chamber could be a source of conflict, rather than consensus, with 

each participant having her own "experience and knowledge of childbirth 

and ... superirnposing..-their point of view on the process.'* Robert Martenson showed the 

way in which the departure of the midwife occurred with the consent of many women 

because it was heralded by the adoption of a neurocentred view of the body. Early 

modem medicine had seen the female body as ruled by the womb, and thus subject to 

unpredictabie behaviour, in contrast to the more stable male body. Unfortunately, 

Martenson argued, the idea of  the "ungendered" body was CO-opted and used to 

subordinate women in different waysS5 

3 See A. Wilson, The Making ofMan Midwfery: Childbirth in England, 1660-1770 (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard UP, 1995) and idem., "The Ceremony of Childbirth and its Interpretation," in V. Fildes, ed., 
Women as Morhers in Pre-/ndustriai England, Essays in Memory of Dororts, McLaren (New York: 
RoutIedge, 1 WO), 68- 107. 
4 L. Pollock, "Childbearing and Female Bonding in Early Modem England," Social History 22, no. 3 
( 1  997), 299. 

R. Martenson, "The Transformation of Eve: Women's Bodies, Medicine and Culture in Early Modem 
England," in R. Porter and M. Teich, eds., Semal Knowledge, Sexual Science: The Hisrory ofAtritudes ro 
Scxualip (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1994), 107-33. 
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Literary historians have tended to focus on the cultural elements of reproduction, 

rather than the scientific. Two studies in particular have critically interrogated the 

ideology of motherhood in eighteenth-century England. Toni Bowers focused on the way 

in which poor relief and foundling hospitals stigmatized pregnant women as morally, 

rather than matenally berefi. According to Bowers, philanthropists' vilifkation of the 

unfit mother was syrnptomatic of a drive within the greater society to define 'virtuous' 

motherhood and place strong restrictions upon women from unconditionally garnering 

pride and authority fiom their maternity! Her perception of the importance of the 

maintenance of hierarchy within the family to the stability of the state has also been 

observed for the previous century by Susan ~rnussen.' Ruth Perry studied the portrayal 

of maternity in the literature of the eighteenth century and noted a growing tendency to 

equate the obligations of mothering to the pursuit of industrialization and colonization. 

Though venerated as mothers, women actually experienced a new form of servitude 

through their maternity, because their wants and needs as individuals were subsurned 

within their matemal duties for the greater good.8 While historians like Pollock, 

Martenson, Bowers, and Perry have outlined the larger framework of social and cultural 

control of reproduction, a detailed look at one small dynamic of human relations reveals 

the way in which women could gain a measure of authority using their pregnancy and 

victirnhood. Without returning to Wilson's somewhat glorified picture of female 

- -- 

T. Bowers, The Politics of Morherhood: British Writing and Culture, 1680-1 760 (Cam bridge: 
Cambridge UP, 1996). 

S .  Arnussen, An Ordered Society: Gender and CZass in Early Modern England (New York: B. 
Blackwell, 1988). 



autonomy through sisterhood, these 87 recognizances provide an alternative to perceiving 

early eighteenth-century women as solely being manipulated through their ability to 

reproduce. In the legitimate position as prosecuting victims, the pregnant wornen of 

Westminster accepted traditional attitudes toward maternity but used them to increase 

their chances of gaining retribution before a patriarchal justice of the peace. 

Victims' Impact urion the Record 

WhiIe many of the women listed in the recognizances were "bigg with child" 

(visibly pregnant), some women prosecuting assaults would not have had their condition 

irnmediately noticed by the justice. In several cases, the agency had to have been the 

women's because the information would not have shown up in the recognizance unless 

they had volunteered it. For example, in 170 1, Margaret Steward bound William Smith 

to appear in court for "assaulting & fiightning of her & threatning to throw her downe 

staires whereby she hath miscarryed of a child wherewith she was about two months 

gone."9 At two rnonths, pregnancy was a very persona1 expenence, which most women 

determined only by two months' absence of menstruation. Laura Gowing refers to a 

"female world of gynecological experience and knowledge," a network of women 

relatives and neighbours who relied on a collective Iore to examine one another, a 

seemingly supportive behaviour that couId become sinister in cases of suspected 

infanticide and illegitimate pregnancy.10 Desired or not, a novice child-bearer was 

- 

8 R. Perry, "Colonizing the Breast: Sexuality and Maternity in Eighteenth-Century England," Journal of 
the History of SauaZiry 2, no. 2 (1991), 204-34. 
~ ~ 6 ~ 1 9 7 9  R23, I 1 Dec. 1701. 

10 L. Gowing, "Secret Births and Infanticide in Seventeenth-Century England," Past and Present no. 156 
( 1997), 90. 
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subject to the attentions of her more expenenced female peers, and histonan Patricia 

Crawford described the way in which Anne Steele relied primarily on the verdicts of 

other women in considering herself pregnant. In 1690, her court exarnination recorded 

that "she knowes her self to be now with child, & so she is told by divers women who 

have examined her condition."' ' Even contemporary medical practitioners alluded to the 

mysterious nature of conception. Nicolas Culpeper's midwifery manual spoke of some 

women who "were so coy they wiIl not confess when they do know" that they are 

"conceived with child."12 Audrey Eccles' study of obstetrics and gynecology found that, 

in addition to cessation of menstruation, early eighteenth-century surgeons iooked for 

such signs as an enlarged abdomen and breasts, nausea, and even foetal movement to 

determine a pregnancy.'3 Most women would have easily detected the same signs 

without the aid of a physician. Women could use both the lack of scientific certainties 

about conception, and the opportunities available to experienced mothers for self- 

diagnosis to hide a pregnancy, or to fake one, when necessary. 

Historians miss part of the picture when they view pregnancy as solely a female 

issue, or one within which all women were united. A woman's lying-in was a complex 

and ritualized affair involving gossips (female relatives and neighbours), a midwife, and 

possibly a surgeon, with their individuai interests somrtimes conflicting with those of the 

prospective parents. Certainly when the mother was unmarried, the women around her 

- 

1 t Oxford Record Office, QS. 1690, Ea.116, quoted in P. Crawford, "The Construction and Experience of 
Maternity in Seventeenth-Century England," Women as Mothers in Pre-Industriai Engiand, 17. 
" N. Culpeper, A directory/or Midwives. or, A guidefor Women ... (1 737), 85. 



during her pregnancy and lying in could be far fiom friends--keeping her under 

surveillance, authorized to squeeze her breasts if a disguised pregnancy was suspected 

and use her labour pains to pry the identity of the baby's father fiom her.I4 Thirty-one 

per cent of those bound over for assaulting a pregnant woman were women themselves. 

The cultural ideals of appropriate motherhood, though gendered, were held by both men 

and women, and were used by women against one another as well as against men. In the 

assault recognizances where their delicate condition was mentioned clearly as a result of 

their own initiative, pregnant assault victims were empowered while staying within their 

gender role. 

It is more difficult to see empowerment in the charge brought by Mrs Williams 

against her husband in 1708, yet by prosecuting him at ail, she was showing some 

agency. The recognizance says that he had "many tirnes assaulted, beate and bruised her, 

whereby she has several times rni~car~ed." '~ While a large belly may attest to pregnancy 

without the expectant mother saying a word, she had to speak before justices would know 

of a miscarriage after two months or a past history of miscarriages. We can only hope 

that this recognizance was exaggerated to increase the possibility of using the law to 

revenge herself upon her husband. If Steward's and Williams' pregnancies were 

invented and fictional, the women were actively embellishing their prosecution to gain 

" A. Eccles, Obslerrics und Gynaecology in Tudor and Stuart Enghnd (Kent, Ohio: Kent State UP, 1982). 
6 1. For female skepticism of medical theories, see also P. Crawford, "Sexual Knowledge in England, 
1500- 1750," in Porter and Teach, eds., Sexual Knowledge, 82,92- 100. 
'"ee Pollock, "Childbearing and Female Bonding," 286-306 and Gowing, "Secret Births," 87-1 15. 
'' MJ/SR2 1 18 R39,4 Sept. 1708. It is possible that Mr. Williams may not have wanted another mouth to 
feed. Beating as a recognized (though not legal) form of abortion in early modem Europe is discussed in J.  
M. Riddle, Eve S Hcrbs: A History oflontraception and Abortion in rhe West (London: Harvard UP, 



greater retribution, and even if their stones were m e ,  the fact that they volunteered the 

information at al1 still shows them to be pressing their case to achieve the fUllest 

sympathy of the law. 

Additional cases exist that indicate victims were probably strengthening their 

prosecution with materna1 imagery. Elizabeth White bound William Lory to appear for 

assaulting her, and the recognizance adds "she being a nurse and giving suck."I6 This 

seemingly extraneous information would not have corne up except at her behest. George 

Cooke prosecuted herbseller John Eaton for assaulting him, but also for "knocking his 

wife down with a child in her armes."" Creating these images of women compromised 

with violence as they nurtured infants could have been motivated in part by a new 

reverence for maternity arnong the middling sorts, seen in the contemporary conduct 

literature.18 Sir George Savile's advice to his daughter undenvent five printings by 1724, 

clearly reached a wide audience, and spoke at great length of her power over men as a 

mother. "The first part of our life is a good deal of it subjected to you in the Nursery, 

where you Reign without Cornpetition, and by that means have the advantage of giving 

the first hpressions;  afierwards.. . [you] have more force.. . than al1 Our Privileges and 

Jurisdictions can pretend to have against you."19 The importance of women reigning 

1997), 79-80, 126-3 1 and A. McLaren, Reproductive Rituals: The Perception ofFertiliv in England from 
rhe Sixteenth Centrrry to the Nineteenth Century (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1984), 1 19-22. 
l6 MJ/SRl902 R8 1 ,  12 Nov. 1697. 
" MJ/S FU295 R6,22 Jul. 17 1 7. 
'' Betty Travitsky described "the development of a 'new mother' who was learned and pious, responsible 
for raising her children and developing her own potential" in "The New Mother of the Engiish 
Renaissance: Her Writings on Motherhood," in C. N. Davidson and E. M. Broner, eds., The Losl 
Tradition: Mothers and Daughters in Literature, (New York: F .  Ungar Publishing Co., 1 WO), 33. 
l9  Sir G. Savile, The Laày 's New-years-giji or Advice to a Daughter by the lare Lord Marquis of iïalijàx, 
(1 688, reprinted 1927), 18, emphasis his. 
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from the nursery was stressed in the breastfeeding debate, which enjoyed widespread 

attention at this time. The Ladies ' Library passionately stated that it "cannot but look 

with Reverence upon those few persons of Honour, who have broken thro' an 

unreasonable custom [wetnursing], and preferr'd the good of their chi~dren."~~ The 

practice of wet-nursing had long been a controversy, evidenced in periodic waves of 

protest in the conduct literature. Published in 1628, Elizabeth Lincoln in The Countesse 

of Lincolnes Nurserie afirmed the divinity of the matemal image, telling mothers to 

"think alwaies, that having the child at your breast, and having it in your armes, you have 

Gods blessing there."" The popular veneration of matemity remained in evidence in 

Bathusa Makin's efforts to justifjr her school for women in 1673. In her seventies and 

not wishing to offend, but rather to convert her readers, she wrote that "God hath made 

the Man the Head, if you be educated and instructed, as 1 propose, I am sure you will 

acknowledge it."22 It is significant that she also expected to reach popular feeling with a 

plea to the importance of education in the virtuous mother. "None have so great an 

advantage of making the most deep impression on their children, as Mothers. What a 

prudent and Virtuous Mother cornmends by precept and Example, sticks long. ~ 2 3  T~~ 

women in the court records of 1685-1 720 belonged to a culture that prized their role as 

- 

'O Sir R. Steele, ed., The Ladies Libraty, Written by a Lady, Vol. I I  (1714), 187. 
2 '  E. Lincolne, The Counresse ofLincofnes Nurserie (1628. reprinted Amsterdam, 1975). 20, emphasis hen. 

B. Makin, An Essay ro Revive rhe Anticnr Education of Gentfewomen ... ( 1  673). 4. Francis Teague 
insightfblly suggested that Makin, due to her advanced years and tenuous new enterprise, "evidently 
expected opposition to the project and appropriated a man's voice," in Bathusa Makin, Woman of Learning 
(Lewisburg: Bucknell UP, 1998). 104-5. 
23 Makin, An Essuy, 28. 
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child-bearers and nurturers, and they undoubtedly used these perceptions to their 

advantage where possible. 

Enter the Patriarch: the Paternalism of the Court 

The materna1 imagery was not merely being bandied about by women however. 

The reader wilI recall that George Cooke, not his wife (who is not even mentioned by 

name), was listed as the cornplainant in the recognizance that described his wife as 

cradling an infant at the time of the attack. Indeed, 16 per cent of recognizances for 

assaults on pregnant women might have been initiated by their husbands, who were also 

more likely to prosecute by i n d i ~ t m e n t . ~ ~  As fathers of the miscarried foetuses, men had 

reasons of their own to want their wives' assailants prosecuted- Patricia Crawford cited 

exarnples to indicate that early modem fathers had a mal1 but significant roIe in the 

nursery, and conduct literature directed at fathers celebrated their parenting du t i e~ .~ '  

William Gouge's popular treatise on the duties of each family member expected fathers 

to encourage their wives to breastfeed, and to join mothers in mutually "brïnging up 

children ...[ and] well goveming their f a r n i ~ ~ . ' " ~  In Francis Osbom's advice manual 

written for his son, his paternat imagery echoed the selflessness expected of the virtuous 

mother. He depicted himself as "dissect[ingJ myselfe before you, and by ripping up my 

'' In fourteen recognizances, the accused is bound over "to answer the cornplaint of '  the husband for 
assaulting his pregnant wife. usually not even mentioned by narne. One explanation could be that she was 
so incapacitated by the assault that she could not appear in person before the justice. Recognizances that 
bear a clerical annotation to indicate that the defendant has issued a pIea of guilty or not guilty, show that 
the plainant has also sought an indictment. This occurs in three recognizances naming fernale plainants and 
four recognizances naming male plainants. 
'' See Crawford, "The Construction and Experience of Maternity," 28. 
16 W. Gouge, O/Domes~ical Dulies (1622, reprinted Amsterdam, 1976), Treatise 6, 5 17, and Treatise 2, 
Part 1 ,2  10, respectively 
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own Bowels, ... letfting] you see where the defcts of Humanity re~ide."~' Early-modem 

patriarchs, like George Cooke, often acted as the protectors of their family. The 

Gentleman d Library instmcted the husband to "not slight or contemn his wife, because 

[of] age or accidents or sickness," but "rather ...[ to] view her with a Tendemess that 

confesses her Power over him."28 According to Gouge, when "mischiefe ... is intended or 

practiced against [his wife], [a husband] must be a tower of defence to protect her."2g 

These instructions for men resonated with courtroom decoration, such as that in the 

Thetford Guildhall, reminding the presiding official to "Judge Righteously, and plead the 

cause of the poor and needy. Proverbs 3 1 and 9."30 In a çociety where men were cast as 

women's protectors, a male justice of the peace hearing taies of victimization fiom 

expectant mothers could fa11 easily into a paternalistic role. It is not unlikely that the 

courts of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries bore a similar self-image to that of the 

male farnily-protector. 

In the patriarchal roIe, the justice of the peace and his clerks showed an agency of 

their own in recording the pregnancy of the victim. Though there were cases where the 

prosecutor rnust have made her pregnancy known by her own initiative, there were also 

cases where the officiais may have been the prime instigators in including the fact that 

the victirn was "bigg with child" in the recognizance. Anthony Smith, who had been 

incarcerated by a constable for assaulting a pregnant woman, escaped on 28 Apnl 17 16, 

with the assistance of Catharine Blood and Jane Walker. They were then caught and 

27 F .  Osborn, Advice ro a Son ..., 6th edn. (Oxford, 1658). preface, ernphasis his. 
28 The Gentleman 's Libraty. .. Written by a Gentleman, 2nd edn. ( 1  722), 252. 
29 Gouge, Domesrical Duries, Treatise 4, 409. 



bound by the court, and interestingly, their recognizance also noted that Anthony Smith 

had been in the round house for "assaulting Frances Field she being Bigg with child and 

may be in Dainger of miscarrying.'"' This additional information was not something that 

Smith or his rescuen would have volunteered. It may have resulted from Frances Field 

hearing of the new arrests and returning to the JP to renew her grievances, as was not 

uncornmon in such cases. Regardless, the choice of again including her pregnant 

condition in the recognizances for Blood and Walker, instead of simply binding them 

over in the customary charge of "an attempt at a rescue," lay with the court officiais. 

When William Haddbeke was bound for a long Iist of offences, including "makeing a 

Rion, ... challenging people to fight and threatning ... in an insolent mariner," his "assaulting 

and beating a woman bigg with child" was also listedS3' Similar to Blood and Walker's 

recognizance, this pregnant woman's inclusion in the record may have been prompted by 

her own testimony, but since she is not even given a narne, it is less likely. There is little 

doubt that the constable, the justice, or both together wanted to show the severity of these 

offences; rescuing an ordinary assailant was not as extreme as rescuing a man accused of 

assaulting an expectant mother, nor were a series of aggressive acts as significant without 

a pregnant victirn. 

The text of the recognizances itself also bears some traces of the clerks' 

privileging of pregnancy as a circumstance in the assault. A few of the recognizances, 

sprinkled throughout the period under study, have the pregnancy of the victim included 

30 J.  Keane, Tom Paine: A Political Lfe (Boston: Little, Brown, 1995), 6. 
MJlSR2270 R100.28 Apr. 17 16. See also MJ/SR 2270 R99.28 Apr. 1716. 

" MJlSR2343 R70,29 Feb. 17 19/20. 



within parentheses.33 In this way, the statement that the victim was an expectant rnother 

was highlighted in the text, set apart from the rest as a matter for extra concem. 

Parenthetical statements occur very rarely in recognizances for assault, so in cases such 

as these, the information they contained bore added explanatory significance. This is 

illustrated by their use in another type of assault viewed with extra concem by the court. 

Luke Redman had Hannah Whitehead bound to appear for assaulting him in 1689, and 

information of Redman's special statu, "he being one of the watchmen of the p[ari]sh of 

St. Mart[ins] in the fields," was enclosed in parentheses.34 In the recognizance brought 

for anothrr alleged assault on a pregnant woman for 7 April 1686, Justice Newman 

bound James Martinglash to appear at the next sessions for "assaulting and beating" his 

wife. and the phrase "being with child" has clearly been appended afterward, above the 

line of text." Either this was an afterthought on the part of the clerk and JP, or Mrs 

Martinglash herself mentioned her special circumstance d e r  the recognizance had been 

drawn up. Regardless, her pregnancy must have been considered sufficiently important 

to be entered into the record. 

Motherhood and the Law 

This extra consideration given to pregnancy in assault cases does not appear to 

have been a widely recognized criminal offence. It is noticeably absent fiom many 

justicing handbooks and notebooks. Only six handbooks, of the dozens reviewed for this 

See MJ/SR19 17 R126-6 Aug. 1698, MJ/SRî 152 R[3 1],20 Jun. 1710, and MJ/SR23 15 R75, 17 Jul. 
1718. 
34 MJ/SR1746 R104, 1 Aug. 1689. See ch. 6 for further analysis of recognizances involving law 
enforcement oficials. 
'' MJ/SR1684 R136,7 Apr. 1686. 
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dissertation, formally addressed this type of assault as a special crime, and even their 

opinions d i ~ e r ~ e d . ~ ~  Giles Jacob stated that "If a Man happen to beat a Wornan big with 

Child, and the Child when born hath Signs and Bruises in his Body. receiv'd by the 

Battery, and afterwards the Child dies; this is Murder in him that beat the ~ornan."~'  

Richard Burn's Justice of the Peace and Parish ODcer-a classic magistrates' manual, 

variations of which were used in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries-digressed fiom 

this view. In a section on bastardy, Burn wrote that "if a woman be quick or great with 

child ...[ and] if a man strike her, whereby the child within her is killed, tho ' ir be a grem 

crime, yet it is not rnurder nor manslaughter by the law of ~n~land. '"" Joseph Keeble 

instnicted P s  that "to hurt a Woman great with-child, whereby the Child either dieth 

within her body, or shortly after that she is delivered of it.. . will not wrap a man within 

the danger of' being charged with  an-~lau~hter."~~ Burn and his fellow writers on 

English law focused far more on pregnant offenders, rather than victirns. "Pleading the 

belly," an aspect of the justice system where women claiming to be pregnant and 

36 Along with the examples that foIlow, see also W. Snibbs and G. Talmash, The Crown Circuit 
Companion ..., 5' edn. (London, 1783). 1 10, which includes a sample of an indictment "for assaulting a 
woman with quick child, so that the child be brought forth dead." Both W. Hawkins, A Trearise ofrhe 
PIeas of the Crown ... vol. 1 (London, E. Richardson & C. Lintot, 1766) 80, and E. Coke, Third Part ofthe 
/nstitures ofthe Laws of England (London, 1747), 70, argue that striking a pregnant woman was not 
rnurder, but was "a great misprison." Misprisons, according to Blackstone, "are.. .generally understood to 
be al1 such high offences as are under the degree of capital, but nearly bordering thereon. W. Blackstone, 
Commentaries on the Laws ofEnglanà, Book Four (1769, reprinted Philadelphia: Geo. T. Bisel Co., 1922), 
119. 
3 7 Giles Jacob, The Modern Justice ... (London, 1720). 302. Note that the Westminster assault 
recognizances did not refer to any babies born with bruises, so their mention of the victim's pregnancy was 
probably not motivated by this particuiar point of law. Jacob went on to Say that the charge of murder was 
"contra, if the Child be born dead," so the many recognizances recounting miscarriages and the like also 
did not apply here. 
R. Burn, Justice of die Peace and Parish Oflcer  v. 1 (1755), 129, emphasis mine. 

39 Joseph Keble, An Ass,stance to Justices ofthe Peace for the Easier Perjormance oftheir Dufy (London: 
printed for W. Rawlins et al., 1683), 237. 
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declared so by a jury of rnatrons had their execution delayed, is mentioned in many 

treatises on English law. This knowiedge was evident at the level of popular culture as 

well. A 1698 guide to England by the French traveler Misson, signified the common 

knowledge that "women or wenches that are condemned to death never fail to plead that 

they are with child, (if they are old enough) in order to stop Execution till they are 

d e l i ~ e r e d . ' ~ ~  James Oldham's study of the use of the pregnancy plea in the eighteenth- 

century Old Bailey Sessions Papers concluded that "judges often extended some form of 

leniency to female prisoners ....[ and] this was especially tnie for pregnant women or 

mothers of newbom infants.'*' Oldham's conclusions for eighteenth-century England 

were taken a step fardier by Stephanie Brown, in her study of revolutionary France. 

According to Brown, 

Claiming pregnancy served several purposes for the women who exercised that 
option: first, the plea gave these women a possible route toward escape from 
execution; second, the plea could, when manipulated, dlow women to act out a 
role that could render their judges more sympathetic to them; and, third, the act of 
claiming pregnancy could, on occasion, aIlow women to constnict the 
circumstances of their own death and its remernbran~e.~~ 

Brown illustrated her argument with several examples of women consciously 

manipulating this legal loophole, to appear as 'virtuous mothers', or just to gain a few 

months of life in the face of an otherwise unyielding execution sentence.43 The French 

doctor Mauriceau, not cited by Brown, also alluded to French women shrewdly 

40 Misson, Travels over England, written in 1698, tram. by Ozell in 17 19, 330, quoted in L. Radzinowicz, A 
Hisros, of English Criminal Law and ifs Administrationj?om 1750, v. 1 (1948), 12n. 
4 I J. C. Oldham, "On Pleading the Belly: A History of the Jury of Matrons," Criminal Justice Hisros) 6 
( 1  985), 2 1. 
42 S. Brown, "The Princess of Monaco's Hair: The Revolutionary Tribunal and the Pregnancy Ptea," 
Journal ofFamily Hisrory 23, no. 2 (1998), 152. 



manipulating the legal system. He warned that "the Chirurgeon ... should be very 

knowing," because accused women, "being afiaid of the punishment of their crime, to 

delay it, do aimost ail Say they are with ~ h i l d . ' ~  

In the English context dedarations de grossesse were also very comrnon, used in 

82 per cent of the Old Bailey cases in Oldham's study for 1 7 14- 19 a10ne.~' Oldham did 

not go as far as Brown in celebrating this as evidence of female agency, but he included 

examples which illustrate a certain amount of empowerment arnong English female 

offenders. He ernphasized convicted women7s success in pleading the belly. From 1698 

to 1727, Oldham found that "62 per cent of al1 women sentenced to death pleaded 

pregnancy, and of these, 6 1 per cent were successful before juries of r n a t r ~ n s . ' ~ ~  Perhaps 

hoping for a final reprieve, convicted felons Katherine Fitzpatrick and Mrs Holmes were 

reported by a contemporary book of cnminai biographies as "both to the time of their 

death ... exceedingly uneasy that their children should die violent deaths within them.'*7 

Fitzpatrick and Holmes had pleaded pregnancy but were not found to be quick with child 

by the jury of matrons, yet they continued to comport themselves as distraught, virtuous 

mothers, thinking only of their unbom children as they faced the gallows. Their self- 

representation may have been genuine, but arnong the many Englishwomen who used the 

pregnancy plea there were some who manufactured their claims and used maternai 

imagery to their advantage. Misson's travel guide alluded to "a set of wags [in the 

- - .- - - -- - - -- - - 

43 See ibid., 139, 145. 
CI F .  Mauriceau, The Diseases of Women wirh Child and in Childbed. .. (1 683)' 2 1-2. 
" Oldham. "On Pleading the Belly," 23. 
46 Ibid. 



prison] that .... are diligent to inform [condemned women] the very moment they corne in, 

that if they are not with child already, they must go to work imrnediately to be so ... and so 

perhaps Save their ~ives. '~'  Similarly, Henry Fielding, in his novel, Joseph Andrews, 

assumed readers would understand a character7s lewd comment to the pretty Fanny 

Goodwill. Wrongly accused of robbery, she was accosted by one of the justice's 

companions, who "whispered in her Ear, 'if she had not provided herself a great Belly, he 

was at her service."749 At the sarne time that pregnant victirns of assault were appearing 

before London justices as prosecutors, a significant number of women convicted of 

capital offences were also exploiting legal sympathy for expectant motherhood. 

"Pleading the belly" did not have mothers' welfare as much as the infants' in 

mind however, and this could also be the case in the assault recognizances. William 

Hawkins7 Treatise stressed that "a woman c m  have no advantage frorn being found with 

child unless she be also found quick with ~ h i l d . " ~ ~  Regardless of a convicted woman's 

manipulations, if she attempted to receive a pardon for pregnancy a second time, "she 

shall not be intituled to the benefit of a farther respite ... for she may now be executed 

before the child is quick in the womb; and shall not, by her own incontinence, evade the 

sentence of justice" according to William ~lackstone.~'  The importance of not punishing 

the innocent child along with its mother was clear in the OId Bailey's focus on the 

- - - - - - 

" A. Hayward, Lives ofthe most Remarkable Criminafs who have been condemned and Erecuted. .. ( 1  7 3 3 ,  
quoted in ibid.. 26. 
48 Misson, quoted in Radzinowicz, Histoty ofEnglish Criminal Law, 12n. 
49 H. Fielding, Joseph Andrews and Shamela ( 1742 and 174 1 respectively, reprinted Oxford: Oxford UP, 
1 %O), Book II ,  Chapter XI, 130. Note: Fielding served as a Westminster justice of the peace in 1749. 

'O W. Hawkins, A Treatise ofthe Pleas ofrhe Crown ... 6th edn. vol. 2 (Dublin, 1788). 658, emphasis his. 
5 1 Blackstone, 395. 
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"quickness" of the infant. Oldham's study mentioned one woman who was found to be 

"with child, but not quick," and this was of centrai importance because it was thought 

that the foetus was not alive until "quickening" had occurred-when it could be felt to 

move in the mother's visibly enlarged  bel^^.'^ In the laws regarding Infanticide, which 

usually involved the death of a bastard child, the court arguably took upon itself the role 

of avenging father, as only in this branch of the criminal law was the burden of proof on 

the defence instead of the prosecution. In the suspicious death of a newborn, the unwed 

mother was considered guilty just by concealing its birth-though in practice, by the end 

of our period, judges would accept preparation of childbed linen or cries for help during 

labour as evidence of innocence.53 In assault cases, the Westminster Quarter Sessions 

officiais may have placed a similar emphasis on the infant over the mother, judging by 

the language of the recognizances. Fie-three of the 87 recognizances, 6 1 per cent, 

described the victim as "bigg" or "great" with child or "near her time," visibly of quick 

child. 

However, uniike the investigations of pleas of the belly or infanticide, the 

pregnant women in the Westminster recognizances were victims rather than offenders. 

Coming to the court as a needy victim seeking retribution instead of a transgressor 

desiring mercy, the assault prosecutor "bigg with child" was safely within her appropriate 

'"ldharn, "On Pleading the Belly," 18-9. For doctors, the term "quickening" had the bose interpretation 
of foetal movements which showed a successfully advancing pregnancy. For women this term bore added 
significance because "quickening" meant that their chiId was only then alive-an important factor in issues 
of abonion. See McLaren, 107- 1 1. 
53 McLaren, 129-32; R. Malcolrnson, "Infanticide in the Eighteenth Century," in J.S. Cockbum, ed., Crime 
in England. 1550-1800 (Princeton, 1977), 197; J.M. Beattie, Crime and the Courts in England, 1660-1 800 
(Princeton, 1986), 1 13, 1 19-20; Allyson May, "'She at fust denied it' Infanticide Trials at the Old Bailey," 
in V. Frith, ed., Women and History: Voices of  Eariy Modern England (Concord, On., 1997), 19-23. 
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gender role. The JP's concern for her condition could be seen as a fatherly anxiety for 

both 'wife' and child. Thus, the greater number of recognizances stressing the damage 

of the assault on the child versus a Iesser number recording danger to the mother are not 

necessarily in opposition. They could be taken in aggregate as elements in an overall 

patriarchal concem for the f a ~ n i l ~ . ' ~  The Westminster Quarter Sessions' recognizances 

clearly show that jeopardy to the health of the mother as well as the infant was a 

significant factor. In one example outside the 87 in our study, Katherine Winter's 

recognizance for assault added that the offence had occurred "after fourteen Days lying in 

by which she reced [sic] much d a ~ n a ~ e . " ~ ~  Her baby had been bom and was presumably 

healthy, and the only person of concem to the courts here was Winter herself. Loss of a 

child was borne by fathers as well as mothers, and the results of an attack on a woman 

"bigg with child" could affect a family beyond the loss of one foetus. An English 

midwifery manual emphasized the repercussions of a miscarriage on a woman: "she is 

in more danger of her life when she miscarries ... at full tirne; and in danger of  miscanying 

always. if she miscany at f ir~t." '~ An assault of any kind could cause miscaniage, 

according to contemporary medical literature. Mauriceau warned that "whatever very 

much agitates and shakes the big-bellied woman's Body, is subject to make her miscarry; 

as ... crying aloud, or laughing heartily, or any blow received on the Belly; because that by 

such agitations and commotions, the ligaments of the womb are retaxed, yea and 

54 33 recognizances (38%) stated the possibility of rniscam'age or spontaneous abortion, danger to the 
child's life, and 18 recognizances (2 1%) explicitly stressed the danger to the mother's life. 
55 MJ/SR2255 R55,2 Aug. 17 15. 
56 The Engiish Midwfe Enlarged.. The Wholejitted for the Meanest Capacities ( 1  682), 238-9. 



sometimes b r ~ k e n . " ~ ~  If she did not pay with her own life, a woman who lost her baby 

could pay with a loss of future reproductive ability. Barrenness, as Crawford related in 

her study of constructions of motherhood, had been a spectre for centuries, and early 

modem women probably identified easily with Rachel's words in the Old Testament: 

-.give me children or else 1 die (Genesis 30: l)."'' An anonymous seventeenth-century 

writer prayed "that we make [might] if possibly [sic] remove the reproaches laid upon 

Barrenness, which hath been in al1 ages, and continues to this day and will do to the end 

of the world; and than which there can hardly happen a greater defarnation to the female 

sex?' Culturally and scientifically then, the effects of an attack upon a pregnant woman 

could be very serious. The early eighteenth-century Westminster court officiais' 

attention to pregnant victims of assault was well within their role as protective patriarchs 

of English society. 

Motherhood and Science 

With the justice of the peace in an active, sympathetic role, expectant mothers 

were able to make use of his patriarchal attitudes even as they themselves intemalized 

them. As child-bearers, women were able to exhibit a certain amount of pride and 

assertiveness. A ietter in the Female Tatler, purporting to be written by "Grace 

Goodlife," criticized the "scandalous" practice by some churches of selling pews to 

privileged parishioners. The letter recounted how "having no money about me, the 

57 Mauriceau, Diseases of Women, 13 1 .  
58 Crawford, "The Construction and Experience of  Maternity," 19. See also her "Attitudes to Pregnancy 
from a Woman's Spiritual Diary, 1687-8," Local Population Studies 21 (1978), 43-5. 
59 English Midwife, 185. 
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Sexton refùs'd letting me into a Seat, tho' several Pews were not half fi111."~~ The author 

used pregnancy to show the fiil1 extent of her injury: "1 was obliged to stand, big with 

Child, in the middle Isle. Before the Minister had done his Prayer I swoon'd away, and 

was carry7d out, by which I not only lost the Benefit of a good sermon, but was in danger 

of my ~ i f e . " ~ '  This letter was likely fictitious, but it shows that the irnagery of victimized 

motherhood could be used to add persuasive power. In a more authentic epistle, A m  

Maverly wote  to the Navy Board in 1677, asking that "my Husband John Maverly a 

Cawlker, may have a Moneths liberty ... in respect 1 am very bigg with Child ... & haveing 

severall things to doe which 1 am not able to perfoorme without my said husband, 1 

ir62 humbly begg yo[ur] hono[our's] complyance ... The letter, written and signed by 

Maverly, also stated that her husband had been "imprest last Wednesday," and--despite 

the obsequious style appropnate to the time--bore no evidence that she felt her request to 

be audacious. Even more telling, a marginal note at the bottom of the Ietter showed that 

Naval officials James Sotherne. Thomas Hayter and Sir John Tuppetts granted her 

request, giving John Maverly one week's ~ e a v e . ~ ~  The Navy Board was not inundated 

with requests like this, but Maverly's initiative is nonetheless significant. Because she 

was pregnant, AM Maverly must have felt her demand for a brief respite fiom 

impressment for her husband would have more likelihood of being met. The needs of 

- - -- - 

60 The Female Tarler, 20-22 July, 1709. 
" Ibid. 

Adm 1 O6/326 RI 5 4 ,  letter of Anne Maverly to the Navy Board, 15 Jun. 1677. 1 am indebted to Dr. Peter 
Lefevre for this reference. 
63 Ibid. 
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expectant mothers were obviously held in high regard in English society, and women like 

Grace Goodlife and Ann Maverly were aware of this. 

Contemporary medical literature emphasized the importance of prenatal care and 

the fiagility of child-bearing women. The virtuous mother had to be obsessed with her 

infant's welfare before as well as after her lying in, "for there is nothing more repugnant 

to Natures laws, than for a woman to forget her child, and to be cruel against the fniit of 

her womb, laying aside natural affection.""> She had to be "chearfbl; for this doth 

exhilarate the infant, ... not rising up too hastily; not lacing herself to streight ... thirdly, let 

her beware of sharp and cold winds, anger, troubles of the mind, affrights and tei-r~rs."~~ 

Pregnant women were subject to bizarre cravings, and this could affect their babies. 

Levinius Lemnius said that if an expectant mother "by chance fasten her eyes upon any 

object, and imprint that in her mind, the child commonly doth represent that in the 

outward parts."66 Nicholas Culpeper echoed this, saying that a child's hare lip "is well 

known to be [caused by] the mother in the time of her conception being affnghted either 

with sudden starting of an Hare or Coney, or by losing her longing to eat a piece of such a 

~reature."~' The serious effects of prenatal diet were widely accepted in medical circles 

and in society as a whole. William Gouge's advice to husbands indicates this when he 

described their duty to their childbearing wives: 

[Husbands must] procur[e] for their wives to the uttermost of their power and 
abilitie, such things as may Save their longing ...( as in a11 ages women in the time 
of breeding and bearing childe, have been subject thereunto) for it is well knowne, 

a L. Lemnius, The Secret Miracles ofNarure.,. (1658), 19. 
65 English Midrvife, 28-30. 
66 Lemn ius, Secret Miracles, 1 1 . 
67 Culpeper, Directory for Midwives, 1 04. 



that it is very dangerous both for mother and childe to want her longing: the death 
sometimes of the one, sometirnes of the other, sometimes of both hath followed 
t h e r e ~ ~ o n . ~ ~  

In the male role of protector, tiie justices of the peace probably shared such opinions. 

Women themselves may have used these perceptions to their benef i~~ '  In 1726, Mary 

Howard went before the Surrey Assize o%cials and claimed to have stolen a shoulder 

and breast of mutton because "she was big with child and long'd for the meat."70 

Significantly, she alluded to popular bewilderment about the whims that carne with 

pregnancy by saying that "it would not have done her half so much good if it had been 

given to her, as if she had stole kW7' Regardless of whether Mary Howard's plea 

succeeded, the fact that she attempted to garner sympathy by playing upon conceptions of 

the importance of the mother's needs to the developing infant is very interesting. 

Pregnant women were regarded as fragile by eighteenth-century society and they used 

that perception to their own ends. 

This is visible in the assault recognizances. Manuals for doctors and midwives 

underscored the close c o ~ e c t i o n  between the mother's psychological health and the 

physical welfare of the baby within. Mauriceau recounted how his "cousin's mother, Mrs 

Dionis ... whose father being suddenly kill'd with a sword by one of his servants ... they 

brought immediately this il1 news to his Wife, then eight months gone ... at which ... she 

Gouge, Domestical Dulies, Treatise 4, 399. 
69 For a discussion of late seventeenth-century medical theories on prenatal care which sees women as 
having a certain amount of power through their pregnancy, see Eccles, Obstetrics and Gynaecology, 64-6, 
and R. Porter and L. Hall, The Facts ofLifei The Creation ofSemal Knowledge in Britain, 1650-1950 
(New Haven: Yale UP, I995),46-53. 
70 J.  M. Beattie, "The Criminality of  Women in Eighteenth-Century England," Journal of Social Hisror- vii 
(1995), 116 n81. 
" Ibid. 
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was ... surpnsed with a great trembling, so that she was presently delivered of the said 

Dionis, who is to this day ... troubled with a shaking in both hand~."~? In Westminster, 

Mary Wakemen bound James Johnson to good behaviour for "disturbing her and 

appearing before her house in a white sheet in the night time and fnghtening hir thereby 

that she m i ~ c a r r ~ e d . " ~ ~  Francis Newil brought William Swifi before a justice of the 

peace because Swift had made " a  disturbance ... at his house at an undue time of night and 

threaten[ed] Judith his wife thereby putting her in Bodily Fear she being pregnant with 

~hild."~' AS virtuous mothers, Newil and Goss experienced only mental anguish from 

those they accused, yet acting within the prescnbed cultural and medical noms  of the 

eighteenth century, they sought retribution for the physical h m  these harrowing 

experiences may have inflicted upon their babies. 

Pregnant women were not always victims. A few recognizances exist where two 

individuals have prosecuted one another, either at the same time or as part of an ongoing 

litigation battleS7' Because of the way recognizances were constructed, only in these few 

records can the pregnancy of a defendant be indirectly ascertained. Mary Kingston and 

Elizabeth Cross, both wives of gunsmiths, had each other bound on the same day for 

assault. Kingston was charged only with "assaulting and scratching [Cross'] face.76 

Cross's recognizance, on the other hand, bound her "for assaulting mngston] in a very 

violent manner beating and Bruising her She being very big with Child and near the time 

72 Mauriceau, Diseuses of Women, 64-5. 
73 MJlSR2098 R138,28 Jul. 1707, 
74 MJlSR2300 RI 73,28 Oct. 17 17. 
75 Ch. 2 deals extensively with these types of prosecutions. 
76 MJlSR2270 R79,2 1 June 17 16. 



of her ~el iver~.""  Though the JP found both wornen to have suficient grounds to issue 

a recognizance against the other, Kingston's pregnancy was only mentioned when she 

was a plainant, and the descriptive difference between the two due to the mention of fier 

impending motherhood is quite striking. Jane Rogers was the plainant before Justice 

Addison against Thomas Lawrence on 28 March, 1709 "for Violently assaulting her by 

Pushing her & giveing her one Desperate Blow on the Back as also for Thmsting her 

Between the Door & the WaiI Wch has been very Detrimentail to her she being Bigg with 

child."'' It seems likely that this may have been syrnptomatic of a more long-term 

animosity, as one month later, Justice Addison bound Rogers at Lawrence's plaint "for 

breaking his Caine assaulting him openly in Charles Streete & beating him upon the head 

with one End t h e r e ~ f . " ~ ~  As attackers, both Kingston's and Rogers' pregnancies might 

have undermined their position, because, according to contemporary medical knowledge, 

their mental and physical aggression against Cross and Lawrence could have been 

harmful to their own developing foetuses. On the other hand, as victims, their pregnancy 

was uppermost in the record, and may have helped their suit in both instances. 

Recognizances did not address fears for unbom infants when they bound over the mother 

herself. In these few recognizances where a pregnant plainant or defendant switch roles, 

the descriptive power of the pregnant victim can be seen very clearly in her roIe as 

1 itigator. 

Ibid., R78. 
78 MJ/SW 128 R99,28 Mar. 1709. 
79 MJISR2 128 R95,20 Apr. 1709. 



Knowing the special considerations and sympathies conferred upon expectant 

mothers, it is not surprising that early modem women may have faked a pregnancy and 

subsequent miscarriage. In France, Mauriceau described situations where fdse 

pregnancy was used in a calculated, vengefül manner by certain women: 

women, who having been il1 treated, send for the chinugeon that he may give 
them a certificate, the better to be revenged on their adversary; which that they 
rnay the easier obtain, they also affirm themselves with child, and having received 
blows on their belly, feign they feel great pain, and if by chance they have at that 
time their courses, they endeavour to perswade it is a flooding, or showes [sic], 
wherefore he must be carefül not to be decieved ... 80 

In the French context, an assault upon a pregnant woman which caused her to miscary 

brought the death penalty if the child had been quick, and a fine if the foetus had not 

developed to that point.81 Through the eyes of a male surgeon, this strikingly illustrates 

the way in which a woman could be empowered before the courts in the guise of a 

wounded mother. In England, some angered mothers seem to have laid their case before 

the justices by emphasizing their alleged assailant's knowledge of their pregnancy to 

compound his or her offence. Elizabeth Jones' recognizance against Thomas Biby 

carefully lists his cruelties. She accused him of "assaulting her, in throwing a pint pott 

of drink upon her, striking her severall times, & kicking her in the belly, knowing her to 

be with ~hild."*~ Jane Johnson had Joseph Hicks bound for assaulting her and the 

recognizance added that Hicks '"eatned [sic] to make an exarnple of her she being bigg 

with Child" and Amy McCarty allegediy attacked Dorothy Lumby while "threatning to 

'O Mauriceau. Diseases of Wonren, 22. 
'' Ibid., 35. 

MJ/SR2286 R27.7 Mar. 17 1 7, emphasis mine. 



Murther the child she goeth w[i]th dl."83 By binding Timothy P h s h  over for 

"assaulting & kicking Her swearing he would starnp the Bastard out of her Belly," 

Elizabeth, "wife of Francis Jury" could aiso stand before the justice of the peace as a 

fragile expectant mother, hurt physically and damaged in reptation as ~ e 1 1 . * ~  The 

recognizances even bear witness to the reluctance of greater society to do injury to a 

pregnant woman. The document binding Elizabeth Holt for "violently threatening" Jane 

Burchwood recorded her as "saying if the [sic] were not with child she would tear her in 

pieces."85 Because of Burchwood's impending motherhood, Holt was probably 

exercising great self-restraint fiom doing further physical injury, evidenced in the 

description of her "spitting in @urchwood's] face & using such violent threatenings 

[that] this Dep[onen]t goes in feared [sic] the sd Eliza Holt wilI doe her Som bodily 

harme."86 As prosecutors of assault, early eighteenth-century women could take 

advantage of cultural, medical and legal opinions of pregnancy to increase their 

appearance of vdnerability before the court and cornand  its sympathy. 

Wives as Assault Victims 

With three seminal articles on the history of wife-beating in England covering this 

very period, one might think the definitive word on the subject had already been given. 

Margaret Hunt looked at "ten cases of spousal abuse that reached the Consistory Court of 

London in the years 1 7 1 1 to 1 7 13 ," Susan Amussen used assize court records of spousal 

murder, conduct literature offering images of ideal husbandly conduct, and depositions 

83 MJ/SR2300 RI 34, 17 Nov. 171 7 and MJ/SR183 1 RI 36, 12 Feb. 169314 respectively. 
'' MJ/SR2286 R88, 18 Jan. 17 17. 
85 MJ/SW 157 R48, 10 Jul. 1 7 10. 



fiom church court separation cases in her investigation of domestic violence, and 

Elizabeth Foyster examined forty-four Court of Arches divorce cases, 1660- 1 700, to 

explore the dangers for male honour inherent in ~ i fe -bea t in~ . '~  Al1 of these accounts 

insighthlly suggest that male spousal violence was culturally and legally limited in early 

modem England, and that this limitation made patriarchal power appear less random and 

despotic, furthering its Iegitimacy. While this chapter will not contradict their findings, it 

seeks to augment some of their conclusions and reinforce others. 

Recognizances, used only peripherally by Amussen and not at al1 by Hunt and 

Foyster, reveal that--while extreme abuse was certainly prosecuted--much lesser forms of 

patriarchal aggression could be brought before the courts. This indicates that wives were 

able to seek retribution against their husbands in the same way they would any other 

assault. Husbands were also not the only target of prosecutions for marital violence. A 

wife sornetimes blamed his lover or male fiiends for exerting a negative influence over 

him. This adds a new dimension to the perception of patriarchal power explored by 

Foyster, Hunt and Arnussen. 

Following this, a subsequent section attempts to investigate the wider range of 

characters involved in domestic violence. Extended farnily members are represented in 

the recognizances as both victims and assistants of patnarchal abuse. Servants came out 

in fairly substantial nurnbers to prosecute patriarchal assaults but they were confined to 

86 Ibid. 
M. Hunt. "Wife Beating, Domesticity and Women's Independence in Eighteenth-Century London" 

Gender and f7isrot-y 4, no. 1 (1992)' 1 1.; S. Amussen, "'Being Stirred to Much Unquietness': Violence and 
Domestic Violence in Early Modem England" Journal of Women's History 6, no. 2 (1994), 70-89; and E. 



focusing upon the extremity of the violence against them, or the contractual violations of 

their employer, bearing out Amussen and Hunt's contention that they had significantly 

Iess cultural power than wives as victims. More evidence will also be provided to 

support Hunt and Amussen's work on neighbourhood involvernent in limiting husbands' 

abuse, and a final argument will be presented which reflects Foyster's conclusion that 

abusive husbands risked dishonour and marginalization. 

Recognizances describing varying forms of wife beating occurred in significant 

nurnbers in Westminster fiom 1685 to 1720. Over the 35 years, the Westminster Justices 

of the Peace bound 154 husbands for "assault" on the plaint of their wives, and an 

additional 16 for "beating", two for simply "threatening" violence, and four to "keep the 

peace unto" their wives. Though perhaps not dramaticdly greater in volume to the 

evidence base of previous historians of domestic assault, in sheer numbers of cases, these 

recognizances dwarf the research upon which past work has been based. Recognizances 

were probably the most popular weapon of prosecution among abused wives in this 

penod. Despite this, Amussen and Hunt were essentially dismissive of their value for 

historians. 

While separation cases heard in the ecclesiastical courts indude nch accounts of 

ongoing spousal abuse and the broader circumstances surrounding it, the brevity of 

recognizances only allows insight into the occurrence of a single violent episode and the 

fact of its prosecution. This chapter is thus limited to studying the history of domestic 

violence only as isolated snapshots of the physical forms it took, the individu& most 

Foyster, "Male Honour, Social Control and Wife Beating in Late Stuart England" Trclnsacfions ofthe Royal 
129 



immediately involved, and the initiative displayed by wives in its prosecution. 

Interestingly, it was not recognizances' paucity of information on broader circumstances 

which prompted Amussen and Hunt to reject them as a source. Though Amussen 

recognized "petitions to justices of the peace against unnily neighbours" as "the best 

evidence of domestic violence," she did not extend this praise to the plaints brought by 

the abused women thernsel~es.~~ Both she and Hunt agreed that the binding-over method 

of prosecution "was almost certainly available only for very serious cases" of domestic 

assault. 89 In fact, however, the language of recognizances for spousal assault quite often 

did not differ from that of suits for interpersonal violence in general, suggesting that 

recognizances were instead used in a much greater range of cases. Hunt and Amussen 

also contend that they were an ineffective tool for ~ i v e s . ~ '  Because recognizances did 

not appear to offer much in the way of punishment, they argued, recognizances could 

reveal linle about real instances of abuse for these historians, and certainly nothing 

positive about women's position before the courts. 

It is these interpretations that this chapter will attempt to modify, while at the 

same time providing evidence to buttress their contention that external community 

involvement was cornmon in early eighteenth-century domestic disputes. Recognizances 

were resorted to in much higher numbers than the separation cases which f o m  the 

backbone of past work on domestic assault. While it is impossible to know the true 

extent of the punishment they might inflict on a defendant, at their most benign, 

Historical Sociery, 6th Series 6 (1996), 2 15-24. 
88 Amussen, "Being Stirred to Much Unquieteness," 77. 
89 Hunt, 18, and Amussen, "Being Stirred to Much Unquieteness," 80. 



recognizances were an inconvenience to the accused husband. He had to pay the required 

fees. and find two acquaintances willing to post a relatively substantial sum to support his 

bond, making his offence even more public.9' Recognizances, therefore, could provide 

plainants with a certain amount of retribution, and would have been taken quite seriously 

in Westminster by the husbands faced with a summons. As initiators of recognizances, 

wives can be seen as publicly questioning the legitimacy of their husbands' behaviour, 

seeking his humiliation and punishment. 

'Extreme' vs. 'Ordinary': Characterizations of Domestic Violence 

The range of description within the marital assault recognizances suggests that 

wives did not always have to be severely beaten in order to accuse their husbands of 

assault. Sirnilar to pregnant women prosecuting assault, the descriptions which appear on 

the recognizances for wife-beating bear evidence of both the victim's and the recording 

official's voices. Many of the statements are likely the result of direct questions fiom 

JPs, fuelled by knowledge of the law and general public attitudes surrounding appropriate 

husbandly chastisement. The presiding Justice (or his clerk), as the recorder, had the 

most obvious influence over the exact words that found their way into the record. 

Plainants, nevertheless, had some ability to influence the narrative, in the ways that they 

answered the questions or the information that they vohnteered, bringing their own 

knowledge of pubIic--and even legal--attitudes to domestic violence into the process. 

ï î ie  detail of the recognizance binding a husband for "thrusting his caine into b i s  wife's] 

- -- 

90 Ibid. See also Hunt 19 and n.37, where she describes the JPs "benign role" in such prosecutions. 
9' For details on the process behind the generation of a recognizance, and the efficiency of its enforcement 
in the metropolis, see Ch. 1 .  
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Belly, then stricking her on the nose with the said caine wch made [it] ... bleed & also 

striking on her arme, that she thought it was broke," could only have corne fiom the 

plainant3 own knowledge of her injuriesg2 Similar agency on the part of the victim can 

be seen in Jane Watson's re-appearance before the law in 1698 to encourage Justice 

James Dewy to bind constable Wiiliam Nichols "for refùsing to Execute a warrant signed 

by three Justices of the peace, for the taking the husband of Jane Watson for 

barbarously ... beating" her.93 "Ursely" Smith allegedly "swor[e] to be his wife" in the 

recognizance binding Leonard Smith for "beating abuseing & blooding her at severall 

times," presumably because he had denied the Information volunteered by 

victims appears to have ofien found its way into recognizances, and both wives and 

recording officiais CO-operated in limiting the power of the patriarch through this 

binding-over method of prosecution. 

Often, the recognizances for assault brought by wives against their husbands 

focused on the extreme nature of the violence. Seventy-eight recognizances (50 per cent) 

added evaluative Ianguage such as "barbarous", "violent", "inhuman", or words to similar 

effect, to descnbe the assault. These characterizations occur in much higher proportions 

for assaults by husbands than they do for assault recognizances as a whole over the 

period.95 As Hunt, Foyster and Arnussen have argued, husbands could physically correct 

9' MJ/SR2334 R26, 7 Aug. 17 19. 
93 MJ/SR192 1 R98, 30 Nov. 1698. This order has also been recorded in an entry of the sarne date in Justice 
Dewy's notebook, labeled "Book of Examinacons 1685." Hampshire Record Office, Coventry MSS 
tM5311374. 
94 MJ/SR2093 R79.3 May 1707. 
95 From 1685 to 1720 in Westminster there were 1,603 recognizances binding men for assaults on women. 
Of these, oniy 20.5 per cent described excessive violence (46 "barbarous", 12 "inhuman", 5 "cruel", and 
266 "violent"). 
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their wives in early modem England, but they were constrained within certain widely 

understood bounds. Thus, when Hannah More brought the plaint that her husband had 

assaulted her by "almost beating her Eye out of her head," and Frances Williams that her 

husband's assault had stmck "three teeth out of her head," the presiding JP must have 

deemed this inappropriate patriarchal behaviour, worth mentioning in the r e ~ o ~ n i z a n c e . ~ ~  

When William Williams was bound for similar excess in correcting his wife by 

"assaulting her very often to the endaingering of her Life," allegedly swearing he would 

"rnurder her," the recognizance added that he was supposed to have "already stab'd at her 

with a knife against her side, which by reason of her stays did not enter but broke in two 

pieces."97 James Steel was accused of "assaulting Fis wife] ... with a mopstaff & a pair of 

BeIlows that she is therewith made black & blew & her flesh much bruis'd wth other 

barbarous usage she receives of him & in the 15th instant [five days before, he] miserably 

beat her wth an oaken stick whch has put her in fear he will take away her life."98 These 

descriptions resonate with the law which allowed a wife to prosecute her husband if he 

"outragiously beat her," or at least gave her "notorious cause to fear it."99 The husband 

was also allowed to "crave the peace against his wife," preswnably under circumstances 

at his own d i s c r e t i ~ n . ' ~ ~  Wives, on the other hand, may have been expected to accept a 

% MJlSR2286 R89, 1 1 Jan. 17 1617 and MJISRI 865 R93.7 Jan. 169516 respectively. 
97 MJlSR2275 R145, 18 July 1716. 

MJlSR2339 R8 1-22 Oct, 17 19. 
99 The Compleaf Justice (London: 1656)- 298. 
1 0 0  fbid. No conditions were laid to limit the type of offence that would aHow husbands to crave the peace 
against their wives, but violence was much more rarely the topic of  these recognizances. In the 
Westminster Quarter Sessions for this period, there were only 3 recognizances for violence by wives 
against husbands. See MJ/SR2275 R52, 12 Sept. 17 16 for "cruelly Beating [her husband] to the 
endangering of  his life," MYSR1 873 R102, 14 May 1696 for "assaulting" her husband with the help of 



certain amount of physical correction from their husband, but their many plaints of 

assault suggest that they were quite capable of deeming patriarchal aggression excessive, 

and actively pursuing retribution before the courts. 

Even more significant than the bloody tales that found their way into 

recognizances for wife assault are the equal nurnber of recognizances where wives do not 

appear to have been beaten excessively. Even without any evidence ofphysical violence 

before them, JPs were encouraged to take seriously the plaint of "the Wife if she be 

threatned to be killed, or" if she had been "outrageously chastised by her  usb band."'^^ 

Wives did not even need to initiate the prosecution; the justices could do it for them in 

some cases, indicating the heinousness of the offence. The same handbook allowed "that 

a Justice of peace may.. .Cornmand" a husband to be b o n d  over "upon his [the JP's] 

99 102 own discretion," if "such a Case [were to] happen.. .in his presence. Seventy-six 

recognizances use no evaluative terminology, descnbing the offence only as "assaulting," 

or "assaulting, beating and bmising," similar to the words used for any run-of-the-mil1 

assault recognizance. An obvious assumption might be that these recognizances were 

written by lazier JPs, who simply recorded every assault recognizance in the briefest way 

possible, and thus, unsurprisingly, failed to distinguish domestic assault from any other. 

However. of the 76 recognizances with no evaluative terminology, sixty (79 per cent) 

were issued by .JPs with a history of using both graphic and standard descriptions in 

another man. and MJ/SR2330 R50.25 May 17 19 for "assaulting and beating [her husband] in a violent 
manner." 
'O '  Keble, 4 12. 
'O' Ibid. 



recognizances against husbands.lo3 "Assault," according to the justicing handbooks, 

could range fiom fùll-on physical attacks to acts as minor as aggressive taZk. For 

example. Dalton's Countrey Justice asserted that "to strike at, or offer to strike at a man, 

7 , 1 0 4  although he never hurt, or hit him, this is an assault. With the potential for relatively 

mild acts to be labelled assaults, the standard terminology in these spousal assault 

recognizances becomes interesting. In a section entitled "In what cases assaults may be 

jusfrfied" some JPs' handbooks (though, interestingly, not all) guaranteed the husband's 

right to correct his wife "in a reasonable and proper manner," but many recognizances 

binding husbands for assaulting wives bear no description to indicate that the husband 

? 105 had, in fact, gone beyond what was 'reasonable and proper . Indeed, these 

recognizances look no different fiom those for regular assaults between individuals 

where no physical damage needed to be present at all. In halfof the plaints brought to 

Westminster Justices by wives against their husbands, neither the wives nor the court 

appear to have needed the wide range of derogatory terms available to indicate excessive 

violence. 

Many of these were similar to Thomas Beard, who was bound by his wife for 

"assaulting and beating of her," or Thomas Pigings, charged to answer his wife, simply 

'O3 For more on JPs adding detail in assault description, see Ch. 1. 
1 0 1  Michael Dalton, The Countrey Justice (London, 1655)- 203. 
'O5 Keble, 150, emphasis mine. This right of correction is granted to parents over children, masters over 
servants. schoolmasters over scholars, gaolers over prisoners, and husbands over wives. Note that a 
number of justicing handbooks (for exampte, Dalton, 204; W. Nelson, The O J c e  and Authoriry o fa  Justice 
cfrhe Peme ... 5" Edn. (London, 1 XO), 59; and Jacob, 38) mention this right for every category excepi 
husbands and wives, making the potential for JPs to frown on husbands' violence of any kind more 
probable, and many do not address any right of correction at all. 
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"for an a s s a ~ l t . " ' ~ ~  In some recognizances, extreme violence had not yet occurred, but 

was only threatened or feared probable in the future. Robert Bowell was bound "for 

beating [his wife] & putting her into bodily fear," and Thomas Graham had to answer his 

wife in the next quarter sessions "for abusing her & treatning [sic] to cutt ofIfJ her 

n~se ." '~ '  In accordance with the Iegal definition of assault, if a wife even suspected that 

her husband's violence might reach unacceptable levels, she could prosecute him. 

Clearly, some of the women of Augustan London did so, and the violence of which they 

complained did not always have to be characterized as outrageous. A significant number 

of recognizances against husbands bear relatively cornmonplace descriptions, indicating 

that the husband's right to physicaI1y correct his wife may not have been so deeply 

ingrained within the mentalité of the wives or the courts in early eighteenth-century 

London. 

In six of the 76 recognizances using ordinary language, and in 14 of those using 

more cntical language, the husband's abuse included a denial of maintenance. Providing 

one's wife with sufficient food, shelter, and clothing was another husbandly duty 

enforced by the courts, motivated by much stronger forces than compassion. A woman 

married to a man of any means was not supposed to be reliant on parish officials for her 

maintenance, and several charges brought by wives were echoed by parish officiais eager 

to see the responsibility for her care returned to her husband. Elizabeth Turner's husband 

was bound for "Assaulting, Beating, Tuming her out of Doors & Refuseing her 

Maintenance, whereby she is likely to become chargeable to the Parish of St. Martins in 

'" MJlSR2027 R18, 1 Mar. 1704, and MJ/SR2216 R95.28 Sept. 17 13 respectively. 
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the ~ i e l d s . " ' ~ ~  William Murfey had to not only "keep the peace toward" his wife for 

"assaulting her with a drawn sword," but aiso "answer the complaint of the Overseers of 

the poor of the parish of St. James Westmr and to give them security that his said wife 

3,109 Elizabeth Murfey doe not becorne chargeable to the Parish of St. James. Twenty- 

three recognizances clearly indicate that the husband had either forced his wife from his 

home or had lefi home himself. I l 0  John Bayne was represented as "violently assaulting 

Anne his wife and tuming her out of doors," and Edward Knight was bound for "turning 

[his wife] and her three children out of doors."'" Thomas Hurst, on the other hand, was 

accused of "assaulting beating and Wounding p s  wife] and running away from her and 

keeping Company with Lewd women, so that she is Likely to become chargeable to the 

771 12 parish of St. Martin in the Fields. Physical abuse by husbands was not limited to 

punching and stabbing, and both wives, JPs, and parish officers knew that patriarchs were 

obligated to provide for their wives, and were vulnerable to prosecution when they failed 

to do so. 

Thomas Hurst's infidelities were not the only instance where a prosecuting wife 

drew a husband's adultery to the attention of the recording official, who then added it to 

the charges against him. Adultery per se was not a comrnon law offence, thus its 

'O7 MNSR2047 R64,3 Feb. 1704/5 and MJ/SRI 7 18 R134,9 Jan. 168718 respectively. 
'O8 MJ/SR2177 R41.27 Aug. 171 1. 
'O9 MJ/SR2138 RI, 5 Aug. 1709, 
"O It is interesting to speculate upon whether the wives in the 13 1 remaining recognizances retumed to their 
husbands' homes afier their prosecution, or had already long lived separately from their husbands. 
Unfonunately, there is no conclusive evidence in either direction, though Susan Amussen offers examples 
to indicate that women often lived in separate quarters for years before they sought formal legal separation 
(79,82). 
'" MJ/SR2225 R72, 19 Mar. 17 14 and MJ/SR1897 RI 12, 1 1 Aug. 1697 respectively. 
' " MJISR2353 RI, 2 1 Sept. 1720. 
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inclusion in domestic assault recognizances is another example of the triurnph of cultural 

over purely legal concerns. ' l 3  JP James Butler had a recognizance drawn up on the plaint 

of Margaret Gross against her husband for "forsaking his said wife & children 

&...betaking himself to live incontinently wth Elizabeth Pickering als Man who has 

deluded and seduced him fiom his farnily."'14 In addition to "beating and bruising his 

wife," John Wharton was allegedly "living in adultery with Elizabeth Deane," and 

Edward Busse's assault charge was compounded by his "cohabiting and living with" 

391 15 fellow assailant "IsabeIIa Thomas as man and wife. Suspicion of bigamy was even 

more strongly communicated in the recognizance where "Stephen Gellott alias Stileman" 

was required to answer his wife "Mrs. Elizabeth Gellot" for assaulting her and 

"Cohabitating with ... Constant Bett Passons alias Stileman as man and wife."''6 This 

obvious censorship of mascuhe sexuality reinforces the valuable insights of historians 

like Bernard Capp and Elizabeth Foyster, who have raised doubts about the pervasiveness 

of the sexual double standard, and have suggested that male sexuality was not allowed to 

flourish unhindered by the moral boundaries that confined women.'17 

I l3 1 am grateful to Robert Shoemaker for this observation. 
"' MJ/SR2339 R81,22 Oct. 1719. 
' 1 5  MJlSR2098 R89, 12 Sept. 1707 and MJ/SR2 177 R76, 13 July 171 1 respectively. 
Il6 MJlSR2143 R64, 19 Dec. 1709. See also MJlSR1940 R89,7 Oct. 1699 MJISRl836 R84,8 May 1694 
and MJ/SR1897 R133,2 Aug. 1697 for other recognizances where the husband appears to have mamed the 
rival woman. though no bigamy charges were laid. Note also that the word "alias" is actually in its 
abbreviated version of "als" when it appears in the recognizances. 
'" B. Capp, "Separate Domains? Wornen and Authority in Early Modem England." in Paul Griffith et al, 
eds., The Experience ofrluthoriiy in Earfy Modern Englond (London: St. Martin's Press, 1 996), I 1 7- 1 45; 
idem, "The Double Standard Revisited: Plebeian Women and Male SexuaI Reputation in Early Modem 
England" Pasr and Present 1 62 ( 1 999)' 70-98; and E. Foyster, Manhood in Early Modern England: 
Honour. Sex and Marriage (London: Longman Ltd, 1999). See ch. 4 for additional evidence of the 
limitations on male sexuality. 
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Husbands were not always the targets in quarter sessions prosecutions of domestic 

violence however. Wives seem to have vehemently pursued their husbands' lovers, and 

imbued these rival women with a danger that s q a s s e d  that of the patriarch in some 

cases."' AM Golding was bound by Mary Turner "for Living incontinently and goeing 

as man and wife with her said Husband Edward Turner, and threatning to murther her 

9 - 1  19 where ere she mett her, of which the said Mary Turner is in feare. Spinster Catharine 

Griffis was the target of Jane Bath's prosecution "for assaulting and beating hef' to the 

extent that Bath vowed "that she goes in bodily fear of her & for keeping company with 

Christopher Baths her husband," and Mary Markes allegedIy assaulted a woman and was 

39120 at the same time "Keeping company with her Husband. Dorothy Watson, and Diana 

How. widows, and "singlewoman" Lewry Jones were also al1 at different times bound for 

"keeping company" with married men, and assaulting their wives.121 A wife also could 

receive violence from her husband's male associates. Edward Reading allegedly 

assaulted Dorothy Hardill, and caused "a difference between she and her husband, so that 

by their threatnings & her husbands cruelty" she professed herself before the court to be 

"in danger of '  her life, and Daniel Smith reportedly "Violently" assaulted Judith Mitchel 

while "Endeavouring to make a great Difference between her and her Husband. 9.122 

Elinor Richardson's plaint generated two recognizances. In the first, she accused James 

'18 One might suppose that wives only prosecuted the wornen because they had a better chance of being 
believed, but the greater number of recognizances against husbands suggests wives prosecuted their 
husbands' lovers in circumstances where they genuinely believed in their guilt over that o f  their husbands. 
'19 MJ/SRI 930 R12-29 June 1699. 
"O MJ/SR1940 R89,7 Oct. 1699 and MJlSR2 108 R34-26 Feb. lïO7l8 respectively. 
"' MJlSRl708 R52,4 June, 1687 MJfSR.2167 R.38'16 Jan. 171011 and MJ/SR2270 RI 10,8 May 1716 
respectively. 
12' MJlSR23 15 R75. 17 July 17 18 and MJ/SRîO83 R85, 6 Jan. 1706/7 respectively. 
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Barnett of "strikeing her over the face and hurting her nose in soe much that her Eyes 

,Y 123 were swollen. The second was against Thomas White for "abuseing her & makeing 

her Amne Black & ~lew."'" White was listed as a victualler and the recognizance added 

that he had been "keeping her Husband in his house att u n l a d l  h o ~ r s . " ' ~ ~  These two 

recognizances likely represent a scene where Richardson had gone to reûieve her 

husband from the public house and had been assaulted by his companions, Barnett and 

White. Elinor Richardson may provide IÜrther evidence of female agency, depicting 

herself as actively seeking her husband and trying to remove him from an apparent male 

bastion. Rather than mute submission, her lack of success resulted in the still more 

assertive act of having the men bound over. In their position as prosecuting victims, 

battered wives could sometimes represent themselves as more vulnerable to violence 

from their husbands' lovers or fnends. accusing their husbands only indirectly. 

Some recognizances used terminology that completely reduced the husband's 

power, simultaneousIy making the rival female appear even more powerful and 

conniving. Anne Atkins had to answer Dorothy Pressick for "assaulting her ... & stricking 

her sev[era]ll Blowes" but also for "Delewding her Husband to Keep Company with 

her."126 Mary Pins was perceived as "Endeavouring to make a Difference Between" 

Judith Simpson and ber husband, in addition to "assaulting strikeing and abuseing" her, 

'" MJ/SR2013 R48,S May 1703. 
'" Ibid., R47. 
'15 Ibid., R47. Note that another recognizance brought before the same JP on the same day bound Elinor 
Richardson to answer Elizabeth, Thomas White's wife, for "assaulting abuseing slandering & occationing a 
Difference between her & her said Husband." MJISR20 13 R49,8 May 1703. These recognizances have 
also been used as examples of the cornpetition for victimhood discussed in Ch. 2. 
'26 MUSR2 123 RSO, 13 Nov. 1708. 
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in the recognizance initiated by the plaint of Judith Simpson. Even when îhe violence 

came directly from the husband, he was not always the one prosecuted. Elizabeth 

Gaudott was bound for "persuading" Ann Heydon's husband to beat her "in a Barbarous 

rnanner," and Sarah Roach for "causeing" Mary Ross's husband "to assault beate and 

bruise ber."'" Ellinor Kaliff was also said to have been "making a difference between" 

Dorcas Young and her husband "& causeing him to assault, beat and abuse her" along 

with bbInsulting and abuseing her" herself. 12' Conversely, on one occasion, a husband 

prosecuted his wife's lover, a "mariner," for "inticeing Elizabeth his wife and liveing in 

public adultry with her threatning to kill him & way laying him in order thereto. r i  129 

Even a male friend might be guilty of "inticing [a woman's] husband to beat and abuse 

her in a very violent manner," as Martha Toogood's prosecution of John Doling 

a11e~ed . I~~  Most ofien however, such prosecutions sought retribution fiorn other women, 

presenting an interesting gender reversal, where the husband was the passive object that 

was fought for and perceived, by his wife (and the recording official), to have been 

manipulated. That so many more recognizances exist against the husbands themselves, 

however, casts doubt on the assumption that wives, or the courts, or both, bought into the 

image of fallen women as evil seducers, or simply sought to preserve the marriage by 

deflecting blame from the real culprit, the husband. Indeed, it seems that, in some of 

these cases at least, lovers or fiiends were generally believed to have caused the abuse, an 

l x  MJISR2 192 R112,29 May 17 12 and MJ/SR2 138 R7 1 5 Aug. 1709 respectively. 
"' MJ/SR2250 R203, 16 June 171 5. 
I z 9  MJlSR183 1 R98,3 1 Jan. 1694. 
''O MJlSR2348 FU 1,24 May 1720. John Edge was bound to answer "Anne Smith for Encourageing 
Edward Smith her husband, to beat and Misuse her" in MJ/SR2260 R259,6 Oct. 17 15. 
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approach that depicted husbands as passive and emasculated, the pawn of  their lovers or 

friends. 

Extended FarniIv and Servants 

ïhough the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw a predominance of nuclear- 

based farnily households in England, 'domestic' may have encompassed as broad a range 

of people as it had in previous centuries. Naomi Tadmor's linguistic analysis of a range 

of contemporary literature unearthed the very different concept evoked by the tenn 

"family" in early modem ~ n ~ 1 a . d . ' ~ '  A single male household head, living with no other 

kin, could still refer to his CO-residents as his "family," Tadmor discovered. The rnany 

different appearances of the word in diaries, conduct books, and novels, reveals a highly 

complex and changing household, with extended farnily, servants, apprentices, a wife, 

and children, al1 entering and exiting at different times, depending upon life-cycle as well 

as economic circumstances. Thus, to locate the actors involved in the 'domestic' 

violence of the early eighteenth century, one has to cast a much larger net than one might 

in today's nuclear-based households. The recognizances reflect this, portraying in-laws, 

step-parents and children, and a host of other individuals of the sarne sumame, who may 

be cousins, siblings, nieces, or nephews--al1 of whom were involved in a domestic 

dispute, either as victims, opponents, or assistants of the abuser. Servants and 

apprentices (who also may have been in one of the above categories as distant relatives) 

were not safe from domestic violence either, and, as victims, they interacted with the 

13 1 N. Tadrnor, "The concept of the household-family in eighteenùi-century England" Pmt and Presenr 15 1 
( 1  W6), 1 1-40. 
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Westminster officiais in different ways than wives, illustrating that variations in public 

sympathy played an important role in lirniting patriarchal authority. 

Parents and offspring occasionally joined wives in their plaint against patriarchal 

violence. Charles Vick had to answer "Anne his wife & Elizabeth Finch her daughter" at 

the next quarter sessions "for assaulting beating & threatning to murder them," and 

Solomon Liver was bound at the plaint of "William Frith his Father in Law for assaulting 

beating and bruiseing him in a very gross manner and threatning to stick him and his wife 

wch putt them in danger of their lives. "13* William Dennett, descnbed in his 

recognizance as a "gentleman," was brought before Justice Arnold on the charge of 

"assaulting of' his rn~ther.'~~ Less often, members of the extended family were named as 

defendants in domestic assault prosecutions. John Edgcock was bound "for assaulting 

and most Barbarously and Inhumdy Beating and bruising Anne his wife" and an earlier 

recognizance asked that his daughter Mary appear to answer "Her mother in Iaw Anne 

the wife of John Edgcock for assaulting and beating Her & persuading her Husband 

77 134 [John] to barbarously & Inhurnanly to beat & bruise her. Mary Turmer brought a 

plaint against her husband Edward "for assaulting and beating her threatning to rnurther 

her & not allowing her sufficient maintenance" a month after she had already accused 

Elizabeth and James Turmer (presumably her in-laws) with "violently assaulting7' ber? 

13' MJ/SR2295 R256, 1 Sept, 1717 and MJlSR2300 R130, 16 Oct. 17 17 respectively. Aside from those for 
paternal beatings that were seen to harm the foetus in the above discussion on mothers as assauIt victims, 
Charles Vick's recognizance is the only one for domestic violence that appears to involve a child. For 
other recognizances and legal documents relating to violence against children, see ch. 5.  

MJlSR1964 R56.8 Mar. 170 1. 
13' MJlSR2300 R197,2 Dec. 17 17 and MJ/SR2300 R19 1,29 Nov. 17 17 respectively. The term "in taw" 
could be used synonymously with "step," as Anne was probably Mary's stepmother. 
13' MUSR1 930 R43,27 May 1699 and MJ/SRl93O R66,24 Apr. 1699 respectively. 
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In the Westminster Quarter Sessions, husbands might face not only their wives, but also 

their parents and children in prosecutions for assault. Conversely, wives might perceive 

their husbands' families to be assistants in the abuse, and bring them before the court as 

well. 

In some recognizances, the plainant and defendant have the same surname, but a 

relationship is not specified. However, it seems likely that, in some of these cases at 

least, the parties were related and the JP simply neglected to indicate it for unknown 

reasons. "Margarett the wife of John Carruthers" had prosecuted Andrew Carruthers by 

indictment for assaulting her, and Mary Singleton had to answer another Mary Singleton 

along with Ann Singleton "for violentIy assaulting them last night without provocation & 

Y Y  136 raising a mob about them by whom they were very much abused & beaten. George 

and Joseph Boxley were accused of "assaulting and beating" Alice Boxley "in a violent 

manner and punching her," and John Elkes alIegedIy assaulted Sarah Elkes, along with 

"Insulting & abusing her & throu' threats Endeavouring to pervert her fiom the religion 

of the church of England to be a papish   si^]."'^' In one particularly poignant 

recognizance, George Ladyman, a Cooper, had to answer "Elizabeth Ladyman for 

Assaulting her on her Arme with his ~dds.""* The record then descnbed his long-term 

mistreatment: "by often beating & bruising her body [she] has lain a cripple during the 

last winter, he knocked her downe with a great stick when four months gon wth Child 

- 

MJ/SRî343 R LO4,9 Jan. 17 19/20 and MJiSR2348 R74,4 May 1720 respectively. Andrew Camthers 
"who hath pleaded not guilty to an indictmt for an assault upon Margaret the wife of John Camthers" was 
bound in the former recognizance to "Prosecute his Traverse at the next general quarter sessions." 

MJiSR2330 R145,9 Jun. 1719 and MINU290 R97,26 Jun. 171 7 respectively. 
'" MJISR2265 R59,22 Mar. 17 16. 
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Confined her in a Garret un& [sic] so much want that she drank her owne water, and will 

not allow her releif [sic] to live on but threatens to murther her."I3' The Ladyrnans were 

clearly under the same roof, but Elizabeth Ladyman was not named as his wife. 

Nevertheless, it is highly Iikely that, if not his wife, she was a sister or sirnilar close 

relation and George Ladyman represented the patriarchal figure in her life. Though the 

description of his abuse reveals an extreme imbalance of power, her assertiveness in 

prosecuting him is no less revelatory. When various family members prosecuted or were 

bound for assault, they illuminate the ways in which the courts could become involved in 

the diverse tensions within the home. 

Servants and apprentices shared accommodation with their masters and 

mistresses, and appear to have been almost as likely as wives to publicize abuse of 

patriarchal authonty and seek retribution. As prosecutors, however, they were subject to 

different constraints than wives. Servants went before JPs with tales of extreme cmelty 

and abuse, which resonated with popular literature condemning the excesses of 

employers. Contemporary pamphlet accounts of servant-beatings illustrate the public 

outrage elicited by excesses in punishment. Great and Horrible Newsfrorn the West of 

England describes a tradesman who tried to hang his apprentice for reading his mail.'40 

Though there was no question as to the boy's guilt, and his life was eventually saved as a 

result of the tradesman calling for help and saying the apprentice had actually hanged 

himselj; the account maintains the master's guilt, offeting the story as "a caution and 

warning to a11 people how they dispose of their Children to ill-affected men, who in their 

'39 Ibid. 
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rage can know no mean."14' Another account of a trial at the Old Bailey described a 

mistress who "having got one Sadler a Bayliffs follower, that Iodged in her house, to 

make a whip which they called a Cat wirh nine taik..they whipped her japprentice] with 

9,142 the same so cruelly, that the blood flowed from her in abundance. Again, the public 

sympathy was with the servant girl, and the tale was meant as a waming, as the mistress 

and her male assistant received a guilty verdict.'43 This kind of public compassion 

helped apprentices and servants to face their abusive employers in the Westminster 

Quarter Sessions and attempt to gain retribution in cases of extreme abuse. 

As Peter Rushton found in a study of quarter sessions7 records for northeast 

England in this period, servants and apprentices "were quite capable of making their own 

decisions and acting on their own behalf in defence of their own interest," and the 

Westminster recognizances for extreme servant-beatings bear this out. '" More than one 

quarter (thirty-nine per cent) of the fifty-one recognizances for assaulting servants and 

apprentices used strong language to descnbe the assault. John Tompkins, apprentice to a 

chirnney sweep, prosecuted his master on two separate occasions, first for "imoderately 

[sic] correcting and beating him and not allowing him sufficient maintenance," and then 

for "misuseing and irnoderately beating of hirn," according to the re~o~nizances ."~  

Glass-grinder Mathew Primesky was prosecuted by "William Vanharpe his apprentice for 

''O Grear and Horrible Newsfrorn rhe West of England.. (London, 1679). 
"' Ibid., 7-8. 
'" OBSP, 17 Jan. 168011 (London, printed by D. Mallet), 2. Emphasis in original. 
I J 3  Ibid., and OBSP, 28 Feb. 168011 (London, printed by T. Davies), 2, and OBSP, 25 Feb. 168011, 
(London, printed by D. Mallet), 1-2 for accounts of Sadler's trial. 
144 P. Rushton, "The matter in variance: adolescents and domestic confl ict in the pre-industrial economy of  
northeast England, 1600-1 800" Journal ofsocial Hisrory 25, no. 1 (199 1). 94. He also found that servants 
and apprentices were more Iikely than their masers to win their cases outright. See 95, 97. 
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beating & bruising him in a cruel and dangerous manner with a shovell," and widow 

Diana Roxelle allegedly beat "Margaret Sloan her servant ... in such a Barbarous manner 

that she [could] not goe abroad without indangering her life."146 Though as in Roxelle's 

case, the 'patnarch' accused was not always male, mistresses were often widowed heads 

of households or acting with a man, and the power that these recognizances sought to 

limit was patriarchal.147 Servant Honour Harvey's testimony must have been key to the 

recognizance describing Peter Birmingham and Mary his wife as "having beaten & 

bruis'd her in a violent manner by dashing of her Head ag[ains]t the tabIe doores & 

chaires untill the blood has divers times gushed out at her mouth & nose & likewise cast 

37 148 her on the Ground & stamp'd upon her Breast to the indangering of her life. Just as 

wives' prosecutions seem to have been part of a general attitude condernning patriarchal 

excess, the descriptions of assaults on servants heard before the courts resonated with 

those in contemporary literature that evoked strong public outrage. 

Unlike wife assault however, the recognizances for assaults on servants which 

characterized the violence as relatively ordinary placed equal emphasis upon the 

employers' delinquency in their contractual obligations. This supports Amussen's 

contention that "physical correction was...more accepted for ... servants, for whom 

husbands and wives shared responsibility," than it was for wi~es . '~ '  Though sixty-one 

percent of the recognizances binding employers used language that was common to 

MJ/SR 1950 R42,23 Apr. 1700 and MJ/SR1960 R90, 19 Oct. 1700 respectively. 
'" MJ/SR 1974 R 109, 1 Oct. 170 1 and MJ/SR2098 R 104, 13 Aug. 1707 respectively. 
147 Sixty-nine per cent of the recognizances for assaults on servants narned at least one employer who was 
male. 
'j8 MJISR227O R198,22 May 17 16. 



assault recognizances as a whole, almost al1 (with the exception of two recognizances) 

sirnultaneously accused employers of shirking their financial obligations.1s0 In other 

words, servants7 claims of abuse probably did not receive as much judicial attention as 

their claims of loss of wages or training.151 This supports Peter Rushton's findings that 

the justices of northeast Engiand were more likely to convict masters and mistresses of 

abuse if prosecuting servants and apprentices had additional evidence showing 

contractual vi01ations.l~~ In Westminster, for example, Alice Greenwood was supposedly 

a "wet Nurse in [Daniel Debourling'sj house.. . &...the sd Daniel Debourling refuseth to 

pay her one pound & fourpence due to her for wages & forced her out of doors. 7-  153 

Richard Burton was bound to answer "Hannah Wicks for Illegally detaining fiom her 

thirteen shillings due to her for wages, & also for assaulting of her," and Henry Mitcham 

was prosecuted by Frances Skelton "for assaulting and beateing her and refùseing to pay 

,9154 unto her 3 1 £ due unto her for wages. Apprentices could charge masters and 

mistresses with shirking their contractual obligations, such as Frances Reginer, who-- 

along with her husband--was accused by her apprentice of "assaulting and beating of her 

and ... not teaching of her trade."155 Similady, Mary Anne Dawson was brought before the 

Westminster sessions upon the plaint of "Martha Anne Carew for assaulting her and 

lJ9 Amussen, 72. For a similar position, see also Hunt, 18. 
150 For the two recognimces which did not simultaneously mention contractual violations, see MJlSR2207 
R4 1.20 Jan 17 1213 and MJISR 1960 R129, 14 Oct. 1700 respectively. 
'" Though JPs did not officially have the power to order payment of wages, they nevertheless involved 
thernselves in such disputes. R. B. Shoernaker, Prosecution and Punishment: Peuy crime and the fmv in 
London and rural Middlesex. c. 1660-1 725 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 199 1 ), 90- 1. 
15' Rushton. 99- 100. 
Is3 MJlSR2286 R137,9 Apr. 171 7. 
'" MJlSRl860 R25.21 Aug. 1695 and MJlSR183 1 R63.28 Mar. 1694. 
Is5 MJISR 1703 R95,28 Feb. 169617. 



negiecting to teach her the Business of an Embroideress She being a Covenant sarvant to 

her."'56 While public and legal condernnation of wife-beating arguably increased with 

the approach of the industrial age, a recent study of the law of master and servant by 

Douglas Hay revealed a growing tendency to favor the employer through the eighteenth 

and into the nineteenth century.'" Though servants and wives alike brought plaints 

which emphasized severe cmelty, the recognizances for more m-of-the-mil1 assault 

descriptions differ dramatically. Westminster officiais, and perhaps the public in general, 

seem to have deemed a much wider range of patriarchai violence unacceptable when 

wives, rather than servants, claimed to be victims. 

Nei~hbourhood Involvement 

There are other recognizances to indicate extensive community involvement in 

domestic violence. As studies of domestic violence for both Britain and Europe in the 

early modem period have found, neighbours acted as observers and witnesses for 

separation cases attesting long-term abuse, and some of the Westminster recognizances 

illustrate how integrally many friends and neighbours were irnrnersed in spousal 

relations.''' Thomas Lowen had to answer his wife on a charge of "cruelly beating" her, 

''15 MJ/SR2255 R74, 13 Sept. 1715. 
157 D. Hay, "Master and Servant in EngIand: Using the Law in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries,lYin 
W. Steinmetz, ed., Private Law and Social Inequality in the Industrial Age: Comparing Legal Cultures in 
Brirain. France. Germany, and the Unifed Smes (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2000). 227-264. 
''13 See, for example, R.P. Dobash and R. E. Dobash, "Community Response to Violence Against Wives: 
Charivari, Abstract Justice and Patriarchy" Social Problems 28, no. 5 (1 98 l ) ,  568; Hunt, 21 -22; R. Phillips, 
"Women, Neighbourhood and FamiIy in the Late Eighteenth Century" French Historical Studies 18, no. 1 
( 1  993), 1-1 2; Amussen, "Being Stirred to Much Unquieteness," 79, 82; J. M. Ferraro, "The Power to 
Decide: Battered Wives in Early Modem Venice" Renaissance Quarterh48, no. 3 (1995), 500, 504-7; L. 
Leneman, "'A Tyrant and Tormentor': Violence Against Wives in Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth- 
Century Scotland Continuil), and Change 12, no. 1 ,  (1997), 43-5. 
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but he also had to answer for "dangerously wounding the wife of Stephen Phillips. 9,159 

Dorothy Flint was also probably a neighbour or friend of Mary Baldwin, who joined with 

her in binding her husband Thomas Baldwin "for assaulting and beating them & tareing 

7, 160 their clothes. James Hearne seerns to have terrorized not only "Alice Hearne his 

wife," but also William Fletcher, by "assaulting striking and biteing him," and Richard 

Peake. by "breaking F s ]  wind~ws."'~' It is, of course, impossible to determine fiom the 

information available exactly who these extemal characters were in relation to the 

married couple, whether they were servants, neighbours, or acquainted with them in some 

other way, but it seems likely that their presence in the prosecutions was the direct result 

of popular attitudes regarding excessive patriarchal control. 

This is reflected in the contemporary literature. Several cases in the publications 

of the proceedings at the Old Bailey Sessions detail wives' murder where fiiends who 

had attempted to protect them frorn their husbands eventually served as trial witnesses. 

When Isaac Smith was charged uith stabbing his wife, William and his wife "Lowra" 

CadwaIIader testified that "the Prisoner called his Wife Bitch and Toad and such Iike 

Narnes, bidding her to go to her Clerkenwell Crew," and when he later stabbed her, Mr. 

Cadwallader answered her resulting cries, "and took her up, and said to the Prisoner, you 

wicked Man, what have you done? you have kill'd your ~ i f e . " ' ~ ~  William Cadwallader 

had tried to prevent the violence, attempting to defuse Smith's anger at his wife's refusai 

to get him food by himself offering "if he would eat such as he [Cadwallader] had he 

IS9 MJ/SR2 1 13 R38,20 June 1708. 
MJiSR2230 R77, 1 5 June 1 7 14. 

16' MJ/SRl940 R32,30 Nov. 1699. 



should be welcom to it."lb3 A sirniiar pattern emerged in another spousal murder case, 

with a femaie witness avemng that she had "perswaded" the wife "not to go" with her 

husband "for fear he should beat her," though she was eventually unsu~cessfu l . '~~  In 

both of the literary examples given in the above section on domestic abuse of apprentices, 

neighbourhood rescue was portrayed as imminent. The Great and Horrible Newsfiom 

the Wesr described neighbours actually securing the cruel master, and bringing him 

"before a Justice," and the mistress and male lodger who whipped the young apprentice 

to death with the cat O' nine tails "stop7d her mouth with an handkercher, lest the 

9,165 Neighbours should pity her out-cry for the hard cruel usage. Though meant for comic 

effect, an account of neighbourhood indignation over an actually innocent husband in 

Fielding's Tom Jones reveals the support wives might expect from their community. A 

wife accused her husband of abuse before her femaie neighbours, and "they al1 began at 

once, una voce, to rebuke and revile him, repeating often, that none but a Coward ever 

struck a Wom an.... al1 declaring, that if their Husbands should lift their Hands against 

them. they would have their Heart's Bloods out of their ~ o d i e s . " ' ~ ~  Fielding then 

depicted the way in which the word of the supposed abuse traveled throughout the 

county, became M e r  exaggerated and distorted, and eventually resulted in the husband 

being brought before the local magistrate.16' 

16' OBSP. 25-28 Feb. 17 1819 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 3. 
16' Ibid. 
1 6.1 OBSP, 37-29 Apr. 1720 (London, printed for E. Symon by M. Jenour), 3-4. 
165 Great and Horrible Newsfrom the West, 8, and OBSP, 28 Feb. 1680/1 (London, printed by T. Davies), 
9 
A. 

1 66 H. Fielding, Tom Jones (1 749, reprinted New York: Norton Critical edition, 1995). Book II ,  Chapter V, 
6 1. 
167 Ibid., 62-5. 
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Similarly, some of the recognizances which provide evidence of domestic 

violence were brought directly by such external parties. William Tule had to answer 

Elinor Salt "for assaulting and beating Fer] & threatninge to doe some bodiIy hurt to 

9,168 mary [sic] Tule his wife. Mary Ball's plaint resulted in a recognizance describing 

John Richardson as "Encourageing his wife to Beat her saying Beat that Bitch (meaning 

the s[ai]d Mary Ball) and swearing that if she did not beat her he would beat his wife. ,3169 

Though Richardson's wife was involved in the assault upon her, Ball's narrative must 

have exhorted the court to perceive her as another victirn of patriarchal abuse. Francis 

Brown went before Justice Crake to accuse John Baxter of "assaulting, beating, bruising, 

hocking him down, stamping upon him & tearing his shirt," but an additional witness, 

AM Townes (probably brought purposely by Brown), gave important evidence that also 

found its way into the record.'" "On the oath of Ann Townes," Baxter was also bound 

"for Cohabiting with Parthenia wife to Francis Brown as man & wife & that the said John 

Baxter doth not allow his wife and child any rnaintenan~e.""~ Though Mrs. Baxter was 

not an active plainant in this recognizance, the inclusion of her impoverished condition-- 

as well as mention of Brown being made a cuckhold--reveal the way that neighbours, 

friends and acquaintances attempted to limit patriarchal behaviour before the courts by 

evoking a range of images known to arouse public ire. The support wives might expect 

from neighbours and friends is even visible in the recognizances where her husband was 

the plainant. Mary Noms and Joyce Guante were bound for "assaulting Thomas Hayle & 

'" MYSR1 708 R73, 15 Apr. 1687. 
169 MJlSR2133 R61.21 June 1709. 
"O MUSR23 10 R149,24 May 17 18. 



for raiseing a tumult about his house & for inveighinge his wife from him," perhaps 

because they perceived him as more of a threat to her than he believed himself to be.'" 

More significantly, when Benjamin Hambleton had his wife Elizabeth bound for 

"assaulting and beating him in a violent manner," the two sureties that carne to her 

assistance, putting up ten pounds apiece to guarantee her appearance at the next sessions, 

were "Maria Aires Widow" and "Elizabeth Jackson spinster," both of the same street as 

Elizabeth  amb blet on."^ There is much evidence in the Westminster recognizances to 

support historians' contentions that neighbours and fnends evaluated the patriarch's 

actions and sought retribution for abuses--either on their own or his wife's behalf--when 

necessary . 

Wives' Success at Ouarter Sessions 

This paper has described assault victims seeking retribution; unfortunately, there 

is no way to adequately uncover the events folIowing the initiation of a recognizance 

fiom the record itself. Six recognizances bear evidence to suggest that the wives also 

pursued an indictment, which is slightly lower than the proportion of women who 

prosecuted by indictment in assaults as a whole for this period.'74 Most often, 

recognizances simply bear the Latin abbreviation "ven & exon," meaning that the 

defendant has satisfied the requirement of the recognizance by appearing at the next 

17' Ibid. 
"' MJlSR1693 RI3 1,21 July 1686. 
17' MJISR2330 R50.25 May 17 19. 
175 Four per cent of assault recognizances brought by wives and nine per cent of the total of assault 
recognizances brought by women during this period bore clerical annotations to indicate that the plainants 
had also prosecuted by indictment. 
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sessions to answer the charge against him or ber? Many things could have happened to 

generate such an appellation, not the least of which being that the defendant has still had 

to do penance in some way, either by pnvately agreeing to a settlement with the accusing 

party, or receiving informal rnediation by the Very rarely do the recognizances 

themselves offer any more illumination as to the outcome of the prosecution. The dispute 

between William and Elizabeth Brandy is uniquely revelatory. On the third of August, 

1709. Elizabeth Brandy brought a plaint against 

Mary Cork wife of Thomas Cork ... for liveing incontinency [sic] with her husband 
William Brandy and having occationed her said husband William Brandy several 
times to beat her on the said Mary Corke's account and hath been the occation for 
her departing from her owne home for feare her said Husband by the said Mary 
Corke's Instigation should Murther her of which she hath made 0atl1.l~~ 

By the following January, the anger of William Brandy's estranged wife was more fùlly 

directed at him. He was brought before a different JP and bound to answer "the 

compflainlt and Petition of Eliza[beth] his wife for Inhumanely beateing her and 

threatning to Run away from her and leave her Charegeable to the p[ar]ish of St. 

Marg[are]tt Westm[inste]r for wch a warrant was this day granted against him."'78 While 

Mary Cork's recognizance had been respited, the Latin note in the margin of this 

17' The punitive power of recognizances is also discussed in Ch. 1. 
176 These are Shoemaker's contentions (1 0 1-  105); Landau disagrees, assening that ''the extent to which the 
issue of recognizances generated settlernent of disputes cannot be deterrnined," but she sees the 
administrative repercussions forcing an appearance at quarter sessions to be sufficient retribution in the 
e es of prosecutors (40). 
lY7 MJ/SR2138 R81.3 Aug. 1709. Note that in R82 for the same date and before the same JP, "William 
Bromly" had to answer "Elizabeth his wife for Inhurnanly beating her turning her out of Doors And 
threatning to kill her soe that she hath been forced to fly for preservation of her Iife o f  which she had made 
oath." Should the Bromlys and the Brandys be the same people and the discrepancy be the result of a 
clerical error, the slight difference in the narratives becomes even more interesting, but it is impossible to 
determine their correct identity with any certainty. 

MJ/SR2143 RlI8, 10 Jan. 1709110, 
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recognizance clearly indicates that William Brandy appeared and was committed to the 

Gatehouse, the prison used by the Westminster Elizabeth Brandy made use 

of the binding-over rnethod of prosecution on at least two separate occasions, and her 

initiative resulted in her husband's incarceration. 

In a clear minority of cases, those charged with wife or servant assault were 

margizûlized figures. According to the information in their recognizances, these men 

operated beyond the bounds of the law or social acceptability, and this would only have 

helped the prosecutions of those they had allegedly assaulted. Coffeeman Edward 

Lawford seems to have consistently disturbed the public peace, and the litany of abuses 

in his recognizance brought '%y Mary his wife, John Martin, Jane Wilkinson & Eliza 

Skinner" illustrate his poor image within the community: 

... for that he does assault beat Bruise cut & Endeavour to Ki11 his said wife, By 
ofkn drawing his sword and running after her thro' the neighbourhood, puting 
them in freights [sic] & Bodyly Fears, he raiseing mobbs & creating of Riots & 
that when the s[aid] Martin forbid him from his House thro' the many 
disturbances that he created (threatned Martin he would Naile him) & said Hee 
had Curst the King w[hi]ch upon a full hearing & on the affidavitts of the above 
s[ai]d Mary Lawford, Jane Wilkinson & Elizabeth Skinner it appeared the Matter 
was Malicious, falce [sic] & incredulous fie] is a person of il1 fame & reputation 
& that the neighbours are continually in fear of their Iives. '*O 

Not only does this recognizance show Mary Lawford's neighbourhood suppon network, 

but it also shows that she has had little difficdty in testi%ing against him in a previous 

case and was able to stand before the courts again as a self-righteous victim. 

Prosecutions for other types of domestic violence also occasionally portrayed the inherent 

- -- - 

179 This may have been due ta a failure to pay his fees. See, Shoemaker Prosecution andPunishment, 120. 
''O MJiSR.2290 R200,3O Apr. 17 17. For a more detailed look at recognimces for seditious words and 
insolence toward offkials, see ch. 7. 
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lawlessness of the defendant. Samuel Johnston a gentleman, was prosecuted for 

"threatning to shoot ... his uncle," who happened to be "one of his Majesties Justices of the 

Peace," and Louis Deportable, bound to answer "his apprentice for misuseing him" 

showed a similar disrespect for the office by "Disobeying a Surnmons ... to appear before 

[the JP] saying he would wipe his Backside w[i]th the said s u m r n ~ n s . " ~ ~ '  nie 

defendants' blatant lack of respect for the law in certain recognizances reveals the 

marginalized character of some domestic assailants. 

In a few cases, the patriarch reenacted, in front of the J P ,  the very deed for which 

he was being bound, or directed his hostilities at law oEcials, compounding his offence 

and adding to the credibility of his prosecutor. According to his recognizance, when 

Humphrey Vaughn was brought before the JP "for refuseing to pay" his servant Nicholas 

Milbome "the sume of two and Twenty Shillings or thereaboutes due to him for wages," 

he threatened Milbome in the JP's presence "saying to hirn the said Milbome Sirrah I'le 

order you 1 have not done with you yett, i'le dresse you Sirrah, or words to that 

~ffect ." '~ '  The recognizance then descnbed hirn as "behaveing himselfe Insolently & 

audatiously to ... the.. . Justice of [the] peace, threating to b h g  his action against" the P. 18' 

Mary Rice complained to Westminster Justice Saintlo that her husband had threatened to 

rnurder her, and Saintlo bound him over to "keep the peace toward her."lg4 The same 

recognizance also bound hirn for "assaulting Tho[ma]s Mugg Constable with a drawn 

la' MJ/SR2339 R106, 30 Oct. 17 19 and MYSR23 10 R209.3 July 17 18 respectively. 
'" MNSR1 855 R25.8 Apr. 1695. 
'" Ibid. 
'*' MJ/SR23 15 R254, 8 Sept. 1718. 



Sword in the execution of his office."185 John Wildman was bound to answer "Hannah 

WiIdman his wife for assaulting her in my [Justice Bateler's] view," and the 

recognizance added that he had come before Boteler "at the same time a pnsoner by a 

WarrCant] of Mr. Rotherham at the complaint of his wife, who had swom she went in 

3' t 86 danger of her life by him. The recognizances for Wildman, Rice, and Vaughn present 

these patriarchs as having an already infiated sense of their own authority, and probably 

made their wife's or servant's charge of abuse much easier for contemporaries to believe. 

Though these marginalized figures--along with the account of William Brandy's 

impnsonrnent after his wife's plaint--present an image of recognizances at their most 

darnaging, the majority of the cases were not, of course, this extreme. Far more of the 

defendants in these prosecutions were constrained financially, rather than physically. It 

seems likely that husbands--bound for assautt and forced to pay a fee to quarter sessions 

officiais--would have been more, rather than less, hostile to the wives whose prosecution 

had caused this inconvenience. Furthermore, these angry husbands walked the London 

streets with relative freedom, especialIy as the recognizance's stipuIation to "keep the 

peace" or "be of good behaviour" toward the plainant may have rarely been effectively 

enforced.18' M y ,  then, did Westminster wives come out in relatively high numbers to 

see that their husbands received the 'slap on the wrist' constituted by a recognizance? It 

seems reasonabte to suppose that none of these 169 women would have approached a JP 

if they felt their husbands' abuse would escalate as a result. There may well have been a 

- -- - 

18' Ibid. 
lE6 MJ/SR22 1 1 R76,28 Apr. 17 13. 



substantial number of wives who were unable to prosecute for this very reason whose 

identities we shall never know, but the significant portion of women who did come 

forward reveal some instances of spousal violence where retribution was actively sought 

and possible in the courts. 

It is important to remember that the binding-over occurred only at the discretion 

of the JP; he did not have to draw up a recognizance to every plainant who demanded 

one. Nevertheless, the Westminster Justices of the Peace consistently had husbands 

bound to appear in large nurnbers, exponentially more often than they had wives bound. 

Hunt, Amussen, and Foyster have reviewed conduct Iiterature extensively for this period, 

finding several examples to indicate that husbands were expected to Iimit physical 

correction of their wives to an absolute minimum-to the extent of avoiding it entirely in 

at least one r n a n ~ a l . ' ~ ~  The wives of Westminster had obviously internalized such ideals, 

and gained moral strength from them. Foyster's andysis provides valuable insight into 

the importance of self-restraint to masculine honour, and the damage the infamy of wife- 

beating presented for husbands' reputations. Wives were motivated to go before the 

Westminster Quarter Sessions to publicize their husbands' transgressions, and-along 

with the financial obligations husbands would incur by their wives' prosecution--their 

infamy must have been sufficient retribution. 

Conclusion 

187 Landau, 34, argues that "the proceedings to secure ... forfeiture" of a recognizance to keep the peace or 
maintain good behaviour "were just too cumbersome." 
188 Recognizances "were generally to be granted at the cornplaint of a ptaintiff who made oath before a 
justice that he feared the defendant would physically hurt him, that the charge was not malicious, and that 
the danger was current." Shoemaker, 26. 



To speak of empowerment for women who were victims of assault may seem 

somewhat perverse. Beneath the vague statements preserved in the recognizances listing 

the plaints of expectant mothers and wives there was undoubtedly ofien excruciating 

physical pain, emotional agony at the loss of a child, or fear of a husband's unceasing 

abuse. Nevertheless, historians are oniy left with the records of the suits they brought in 

revenge--and these provide evidence of empowerment. Female recourse to the law in the 

eighteenth-centwy presents an image of femininity not often portrayed by historians. 

These women went before the Westminster Justices with tales of victimhood, and they 

were sufficiently believed to generate a record of prosecution. Wives and mothers, 

together with the JPs, created a record of contemporary judicial and cultural attitudes 

toward very specific aspects of eighteenth-century femininity. The danger of assauIt for 

pregnant women was mentioned in many recognizances when few legal handbooks 

expressed a need to do so; the extreme nature of husbandly correction was not mentioned 

when the laws appear to have required it. In the first case, the JPs were recording extra 

information they were not expected to record, and in the second, they were leaving out 

information that, fiom a strict reading of the legal literature, one would have thought to 

be necessq .  The latitude in the recognizances indicates that both the Justices of the 

Peace and the victims who came before them brought extra-legal considerations to their 

suit, revealing the prevalence of social and judicial attitudes that were fairly sympathetic 

to mothers and wives. 

' 89  Hunt, 25, Amussen, "Being Stirred to Much Unquieteness," 7 1-2, and Foyster, 2 I6,2 19-20. 
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Of course, the independence shown by the mothers, wives, servants and extended 

family was constrained within the very narrow boundaries of their virtue and victirnhood. 

As mothers, the first section has shown that the women of Augustan London were 

policed. b y bot h men and wornen~ul tura l l  y, with surveillance of bastard- bearers and 

veneration of the breast-feeding virtuous mother, and legally, with forma1 legislation 

against repeat offenders who "pled their bellies." Wives could also face strong legal 

constraints as defendants, seen in the definition of husband-murder as "petty t r e a s ~ n . " ' ~ ~  

In a review of recent work on domestic violence, Garuiine WaIker noted that when, in the 

late seventeenth century, "tyrannous or violent husbands were portrayed as aberrations 

from the no m.... by extension, non lethal violence and abuse is characterized as an 

acceptable part of male authority over women within the hou~ehold." '~~ Certainly, the 

ideology at the base of the prosecutions reviewed above actually served to sirengthen 

patriarchal power on a broader scale. The court itseIf stepped in to act as the protective 

patriarch in cases where pregnant women had been assaulted, and in domestic assault 

cases, by defining a 'bad' patriarch the court indirectly enforced the power and authority 

of the 'good' patriarch. Servants, wives, and the men themselves were encouraged to feel 

that the power wieIded by the 'good' patriarch was moderate, and legitimized-in stark 

contrast to the 'bad' patriarch who had to be chastised before the courts. 

190 For an in-depth treatment o f  the contemporary literature surrounding petty treason for an earlier penod, 
see Frances Dolan, Dangerous Familiars: Represenfafions ofDornestic Crime in England 1550- I700 
(Ithaca, N. Y.: Comell UP, 1994). 
19' G. Walker, "Domestic Relations in Early Modem England" Hisiory Workrhop Journul 4 1 (1996), 282, 
ernphasis mine. 
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However, this paper wouId modiG WaIker's assertion that non-lethal abuse was 

acceptable. In the end, if patriarchal authority was to be hegemonic, it had to rest on 

some measure of popular consent. The courts appear to have recognized this, particularly 

in cases of domestic violence, when there was an informal understanding of the limits of 

physicai coercion of wives and servants, relative to circumstance. Though patnarchal 

authority was thus as strong as ever in some respects, it was purchased at the price of 

granting wives, servants, and extended family the right to label certain acts unacceptable, 

and pursue retribution before the courts. SimilarIy, pregnant assault victims could use 

popular attitudes equating certain forms of motherhood with vimie, and expecting the 

virtuous father to be protective and submissive to the medical mysteries surrounding pre- 

natal care, to gain a narrow margin of power before the sarne court. These women were 

not opposing contemporary attitudes to appropriate ferninine and masculine behaviour. 

By sharing and upholding values that supported their own subordination, they were able 

to gain the advantage in certain circurnstances. Seen in the context of these 

recognizances, 1685- 1720, the power of the patriarch was subject to significant 

limitations. 



Chapter Four: Policing Mascdinity: Sex Crimes and Moral Panics 

As a contribution to the recent body of work on eighteenth-century masculinities, 

this chapter wilI use several specific examples to outline a few ways in which men of al1 

classes might have f o n d  themselves constrained. By looking at legd records of rape and 

sexual assauIt prosecutions, the backlash against the Mohocks, and the activities of the 

Societies for the Reformation of Mamers, this chapter wil1 show that the men o f  

Augustan London modified--or were expected to modie--their behaviour in order to fit 

within appropriate masculine codes of conduct. This focus on the constraints of  

masculinity is rneant to augment rather than overshadow previous work on the many 

constraints to which eighteenth-century women were subjected. Unlike their feminine 

counterparts, whose suppression was made visible to historians more often by their 

silences than by their action, eighteenth-century men often revealed the restrictions 

placed on their behaviour when they launched vehement defences in court, or s m c k  out 

at the constables attempting to arrest them. This fact alone attests to the probability that 

English masculinity was subject to less policing than femininity. 

The Old Bailey Sessions Proceedings provide the evidence base for the first 

section. As reports of trials for a wide-ranging audience, they were not verbatim 

accounts, and are thus most useful to discern general patterns, such as the defence tactics 

most commonly used by men in rape prosecutions. This section, along with a second 

section exploring the higher conviction rate for non-felonious sexual offences, will argue 



that men did not escape legal chastisernent when their sexual behaviour crossed certain 

bounds. Though they were aimost never hanged when they were prosecuted for rape, the 

trial accounts reveal the ways in which male defendants unintentionally set standards for 

masculine behaviour. This subtle self-policing was less restrictive, however, than the 

many successful prosecutions for attempted rape and sodomy, or parish surveilIance of 

the fathers of bastards. 

Men targeted in moral panics forrn the second half of the chapter. Nineteenth- 

century historians such as Judith Walkowitz and Jennifer Davis have examined the 

negative effects of moral panics on women and lower-cIass men, respectively, but no one 

has looked at the panic surrounding the Mohocks, or the arrests of male patrons of bawdy 

houses as examples of attempts to repress masculinity.' The concept of a moral panic 

originated in sociologist Stanley Cohen's book on mods and rockers. According to 

Cohen, a moral panic occurs when 

A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become defined as a 
threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylized and 
stereotypical fashion by the mass media;. . . socially accredited experts pronounce 
their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved, or (more often) 
resorted to; the condition then disappears, submerges, or detenorates and becomes 
more visible. Sometimes the object of the panic is quite novel and at other times 
it is something which has been in existence long enough, but suddenly appears in 
the limelight. Sometimes the panic.. . might produce.. .changes. . .in legd and 
social policy.' 

'J. Walkowitz, City of Dreadfirl Delighr: Narratives ofSemal Danger in Late- Victorian London (Chicago: 
U of Chicago P, 1992) and J. Davis, "The London Garotting Panic o f  1862: A moral panic and the 

creation o f  a criminal class in mid-Victorian England," in V.A.C. Gatrell et al, eds., Crime and the Law: 
The Social Hisrory ofCrime in Western Europe since 1500 (London: Europa Publications Itd., 1980), 190- 
2 13. 
' S. Cohen, Folk Devils and Moral Panics: The Creafion ofrhe Mo& di Rockers (New York: St .  Martins 
Press, 1972), 9. 
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The Mohock scare is an intense example of a moral panic, nsing and diminishing within 

a single year, targeting only men, and leaving a wealth of literary evidence of Londoners' 

fear. The Societies for the Reformation of Mamers, on the other hand, operated over 

decades, and the male clients of brothels were only one small aspect of their concems. 

Nevertheless, both stand as examples of the way masculinity could be limited by the 

creation of a moral panic. 

The penod of the reform campaigns (ca. 169 1-1 738), and the Mohocks (1 71 2) 

provided fertile ground for these moral panics in a variety of ways. Ideas of moral reform 

had occurred earlier in England's history with the puritan reformers of the late sixteenth 

and early 17'" century, and rake excesses had been condemned in the past.' Social 

reforms of elite and popular groups were to occur again at the end of the century as well.' 

In the early eighteenth century, however, several conditions were present that had not 

existed previously, which allowed these events to take on the significance of a moral 

panic. According to Cohen's definition of a moral panic, an active press was a vital 

ingredient, and in 1695, "the expiry of the press licensing act" had enabled an 

'-outpouring of pamphlet literature," warning the public of social problem~.~  The 

3 See, for exarnple, K. Wrightson, English Sociey, 1580-1680 (London: Hutchinson, 1982), Chs. 6-7, and 
A. Bryson, From Courtesy to Civility: Changing Codes ofConducr in EarIy Modern England (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1998), Ch. 7. 
' See J.  Roach, Social Reform in England, 1780-1880 (London: B. T. Batsford Ltd., 1978)- Part III, and E. 
J. Bristow, Vice and Vigilance: Purity Movements in Brirain since 1700 (London: Gill and Macmillan, 
1977). On reforming the elite, see L. Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1 83 7 (New Haven: Yale 
UP, 1 992), Ch. 4. 

R. B. Shoemaker, "Reforming the City: The Reformation of  Mannen Campaign in London, 1690-1738," 
in L. Davison et al., eds., Stiiiing the Grumbling Hive: The Response to Social and Economic Problems in 
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problems themselves were probably more virulent than before, as urban expansion 

created increased crime, vagrancy, and poverty6 This period d s o  saw two wars, in 1689- 

97, and 1 702- 13, with their corresponding periods of demobiIization and dearth, which 

could ofien create "something of a moral panic" due to the increases in property crime.' 

Two of the most obvious factors which provided the appropriate environment for moral 

panic were probably the growing ranks of the middling sort, with their strong reforming 

drive, and the passage in 1689 of the Toleration act, which allowed the creation of 

"autonornous religious groups" like the Societies for the Reformation of Mamers.' The 

activities of the societies, along with the Mohock scare, illustrate the way in which men 

might find themselves hampered by a moral panic, incming the fear and disapproval of 

their contemporaries. 

Sex Crimes 

Acauitted but not Exonerated: The R a ~ e  Trial 

Approximately eighty per cent of men accused of rape before England's courts in 

the eighteenth-century were a ~ ~ u i t t e d . ~  In view of this alarming statistic, historians 

studying rape prosecutions have tended to focus their investigations on the legal problems 

- - 

England, 1689-1 750 (New York: St, Martin's Press, 1992), 101. 
" L. Davison et al, eds., "Introduction: The Reactive State: English Governance and Society, 1689-1750," 
in ibid., xxix. 
' D. Hay and N. Rogers, Eighteenth-Cenrury English Sociery: Shuttles and Swords (Oxford: Oxford UP, 
1997)' 159. 
Davison, xxxix. On the reforming drive of the middIing sorts, see M. Hunt, The Middling Sort: 

Commerce, Gender and the Farnily in England, 1680-1 780 (Berkeley: U of California P, 1996), especially 
Ch. 4. 
'See A. E. Simpson, "Vulnerability and the age of female consent: legal innovation and its effect on 
prosecutions for rape in eighteenth-century London," in G. S. Rousseau and R. Porter, eds., Sexua! 



faced by rape victims. Their work presents the accused rapist as a relatively one 

dimensional, malevolent figure, in contrast to a female prosecutor who was forced to use 

a variety of strategies in an ofien fùtile struggle to gain retribution." This strearn of 

scholarship, though valuable, needs to be augmented by a corresponding investigation 

which problematizes the situation faced by male defendants. By recognizing that rape 

was nevertheless a crime--a capital crime, at that--and men were not exempt fiom being 

brought up on charges, this section will suggest that male sexuality was policed through 

rape prosecutions, especially in the case of an acquittal. The few men found guilty might 

initially appear to be the only individuals constrained by the law against rape, but this 

minority of defendants were suficiently marginalized to have little impact on mainstrearn 

masculinity. Men prosecuted but not convicted, on the other hand, fit much more easily 

within gender noms and thus reveal more subtle, prevalent, and powerful restrictions 

upon male sexuality. Because cultural concepts of eighteenth-century masculinity 

vimially precluded any 'normal' man fiom being convicted of rape, the very accusarion 

of rape can be seen as an attempt at moderating men's sexual behaviour. The narratives 

marshaled in defence of the accused show that men, by negotiating their own acquittal, 

were forced to accept some sexual constraints. Finally, evidence of the divergence 

Underworfh ofthe Enlightenrnent (Chape1 Hill: U of  North Carolina P, 1988), 188, Table 1. 
'O See, for examp le, A. Clarke, Women 's Silence, Men 's Violence: Semal Assuuft in Engiund, 1 770- 1 845 
(London: Pandora, 1987), M. Chaytor, "Husband(ry): Narratives of Rape in the Seventeenth Cenmry," 
Gender and History 7 ( 1  993,378407,  and G. Walker, "Rereading Rape and Sexual Violence in Early 
Modern England," Gender and History 10, no. 1 (1 W8), 1-25. 
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between law and society suggests that--in some rape acquittais at least--defendants stil1 

faced penalties in the wider court of public opinion. 

Garthine Walker perceptively outlined the parallel between rape and 'natural' 

male heterosexuality in early modem England. The early modem cultural concept of sex 

considered women to be passively resistant; to "'submit' to and 'suffer' men to have 

intercourse with them," to "have children 'begotten upon' them," and be "'used', 

'occupied', 'known'."" Walker used this insight to illustrate the difficulties facing 

women in their testimony that a rape had occurred, arguing that women had to stress the 

violent aspects, while the men, in their defence, focused upon the sexual. Randolph 

Trumbach had a similar insight when he titled a section of his history of heterosexuality 

"Can a Woman Be ~ a ~ e d ? . " ' ~  The construction of the 'normal' heterosexual encounter 

as one of a voracious man preying upon a reluctant woman is illustrated by Henry Hurt's 

trial at the Old Bailey in 17 17. Hurt, accused of raping "one Mary Lye, a Virgin of 13 

years of age," claimed instead that consensual sex had occurred. Hurt defended himself 

by "saying that he indeed was eager and she not very unwilZing," showing that, even in 

k i t  sex, men's role was highly aggressive in contrast to the submissiveness of his 

partner.13 The jury echoed this perception, acquitting Hurt because "it appeared that the 

Unwillingness was at least a willing one."" However, the fact that many heterosexuai 

" Walker, 6. 
" R. Tmmbach, Sex und the Gender Revolution: Volume One: Hererosexuality and the Third Gender in 
Enlighrenment London (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1998), 30 1. 
l3 OBSP, 1-4 May 17 17 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 8. My emphasis. 
IJ Ibid. 
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encounters, popuiarly conceived as 'normal', could at least be prosecuted as rape may 

indicate that men could not enjoy complete sexual fieedom. Had the legal definition of 

rape as "the carnal knowledge of a woman ... against her will" been totally without wider 

social foundation, women would not have even thought about initiating prosecutions.'5 

Mary Lye's charges against Hurt had suficient ment to win an indictment before a grand 

jury. Notwithstanding their low rate of ultimate success, the prosecutions which did 

occur represent an alternative concept of appropriate sex which negates the idea that a 

man overpowenng his female partner in order to penetrate her constituted a 'natural' sex 

act. Conversely, in adhering to a belief of sexual aggression as 'masculine' and acting 

accordingly, men may have put themselves at risk to rape charges. 

Though they rarely resulted in a guilty verdict, rape prosecutions may have been 

at their most powerfûl at the stage of their initiation. Garthine Walker notes that female 

accounts of rape ofien "drew upon a positive image of woman as the suffenng victim 

which had cultural potency and ... evoked a certain path~s." '~  The testimony of a P ' s  

clerk about a raped woman's demand for a warrant illustrates the ways in which rape 

victims underscored their weakness in pursuit of justice: "she came on Saturday night 

between 9 and 10 a Clock for a Warrant, sobbing and crying so that she could not for 

some time speak and tell him what she came about ...[ and] when she came her Clothes 

l 5  Sir William Blackstone, Cornmenfaries on the Laws ofEngland in Four Books, Book Four (reprint, 
PhiIadeIphia: Geo. T. Bise1 Co., 1922)' 210. The most obvious example of  non-prosecution as an 
indicator o f  a Iaw's lack of  wider social foundation is the fact that aimost no husbands prosecuted their 
wives for assault, though the law afforded them this protection. 
l6 Walker, 10. 
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were much rumpled, her Arms bruised, and, as she said, was hurt in other Parts, which he 

did not inquire into."" At this stage of the criminal process, the victim's silence over the 

details of the attack could have worked against the man accused. His o d y  tools of self- 

advocacy were verbal deniais, much Iess powerful in comparison to the silent, physical 

attestations of the womanTs bruising, tom clothing, and sobbing. That which was Ieft 

unsaid communicated much more than explicit detail would have at this stage. The 

eventual trial, long after her bruises had healed, brought verbal description back to the 

fore and allowed the defendant to marshal witnesses to question the victim's 'character' 

and credibility, and secure his v i~tory . '~  The initiation of prosecution, in contrat, was 

much more limiting. Here, feminine reticence effectively silenced the man accused of 

raping her, because, aside fiom the charge of rape, there were no concrete details to deny. 

Occasionally, though rarely, these prosecutions did resuIt in a guilty verdict. 

Accounts of William Harding's capital conviction set him apart fiom most men accused 

of rape. Charged with raping Sara Bentley, "a Girl of about 7 or 8 years of age," Harding 

was reputed by a witness to be "a very debauched fellow, for ... he was wont to act carnally 

with his own mother, threatning when she refused to permit his incestuous desires, to fire 

the house about her Ears."19 Another report of the same trial descnbed him as "A brutish 

fellow, said to belong to Bndewell," and emphasized the vulnerability of his victim, "a 

" OBSP, 9- 10 July 17 18 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 7. 
l8 The alleged rape had occurred on 3 1 May, while the trial did not occur until the second week o f  July. 
l 9  OBSP, 21 -23 Apr. 1680 (London, m. ) ,  2. 
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Child, not above seven years old, and very small of growth for that age."" John Price, 

a.k.a. Ketch, hanged in 17 18 for murdering Elizabeth White in the course of a rape, was 

described as beating her "so cruelly that streams of blood issued £iom her eyes and 

mou th... forced one of her eyes fiom the socket, and otherwise so il1 treated her, that the 

language of decency cannot descnbe it."" The minority of men convicted of rape in 

early-eighteenth century London tended to be depicted as marginalized figures; as Roy 

Porter has pointed out "it should not be forgotten that Western Law and morality have 

abhorred rape ..., and thar even if its punishment has indeed been sporadic, it has been 

~evere."'~ The few convictions that resulted distinguished the 'me '  rapists as marginal 

and deviant in order to uphold mainstrearn male sexudity as incompatible with rape. 

Shani D'Cruze's discussion of the historiography of rape oudined the probiems with 

seeing al1 rapists as marginalized fig~res. '~ However, by separating convicted rapists 

from the much larger number of accused rapists, it is possible to find a discourse of 

marginalization associated with successful rape trials in England for this period. 

Rape as evidence of the policing of male sexuality must be understood within the 

context of acquittals. A substantial number of accused rapists were acquitted due to 

allegations of malicious prosecution, that the alleged rape victim had fabricated the 

charges out of spite, and rnost ofien in order to gain money from the defendant. This 

20 OBSP, 2 1 Apr. 1680 (London, s-n), 1 .  
" The Newgate CaIendar (Ware, Hertfordshire: Wordsworth Editions Ltd., 1997), 70. 

R. Porter, "Rape: Does it have a Historical Meaning?" in R. Porter and S. Tomaselli, eds., Rape (Oxford: 
Basil Blackwell Ltd, 1986), 235. 

S. D'Crue, "Approaching the History of  Rape and Sexual Violence: notes towards research," Women S 



defence strategy was so common and so successfûl, that Antony Simpson has labeled it 

the 'blackrnail myth'." The 'blackrnail myth' can aiso be seen as a series of narratives 

created by male defendants which effectively limited masculine sexuality. In order to 

secure an acquittal and vindication before wider society, men had to negotiate a concept 

of their own victimhood. In other words, by putting forth the idea that even an innocent 

man would be willing to make extensive reparations to avoid going to trial for rape, men 

created an image of themselves as highly vulnerable to rape allegations. This is most 

visible in John Stevens' argument in his own defence, that he had offered "to make up the 

Matter," but the wornan he alleged to be wrongfully charging him had "insisted upon 5 

As the cold bargainer in these defence narratives, the female rape prosecutor was 

simultaneously depicted as powerfûl and feared. By this irnagery, a woman denied sex 

could conceivably bnng felony charges in revenge, exemplified in one man's acquitta1 

where "the chief cause and end of '  a woman's prosecution was determined to be 

"because he did not come at her again, or to get a little r n ~ n e ~ . " * ~  Margaret Lee was 

portrayed by the man she accused of raping her as having "grown impudent" after her 

mamage, and reportedly telling him "he was a coward and would not venture to lye with 

Hisrory Review 1 ,  no. 3 (1993)- 380-2. 
'' A. E. Simpson, "The 'Blackmail Myth' and the Prosecution of Rape and its Attempt in 18th Century 
London: The Creation o f  a Legal Tradition," The Journal ofcriminal Law and Criminology 77, no. 1 
(1 986). 10 1 - 150. 
" OBSP. 1 1 - 14 Sept. 17 17 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 6. 
'' OBSP, 2 1 Apr. 1680, (London, s.n.), 1 .  
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her."" William Willis defended himself fiom a charge of the rape of a litîle girl by 

producing witnesses who "gave Evidence that made it look like a malicious Prosecution" 

by the girl's r n ~ t h e r . ~ ~  The image of the malicious prosecuhix was very clearly a tactical 

one Iimited to the immediate needs of the defence, as Antony Simpson found no men 

bringing follow-up suits affirming such extortion afier they were acquitted of rape 

 charge^.'^ Simpson concluded that men using this image "were obviously just not 

fnghtened of being victimized in this ~ a ~ . ' ' ' ~  By knowingly perpetuating the fiction that 

their alleged victim or her associates were compt and manipulating however, male 

defendants had the unforeseen effect of emphasizing the weakness and vulnerability of 

masculine sexuality--though only at the level of imagery. In order to attain an acquittai, 

men accused of rape often utilized narratives that depicted rape allegations and the 

women who made them as powerful and assertive. 

Defendants' narratives, in protesting their innocence of the crime, aIso could 

underscore the vileness of rape. This had the paradoxical effect of supporting the need to 

prosecute rape and the loathing due to any man suspected of the crime. lhs, even Hale, 

the seventeenth-century legal authority notorious among historians for his warnings to be 

skeptical of rape allegations, acknowledged that "rape is a most detestable crime," and 

stressed "the heinousness of the offence."" A "young Gentleman of good note" accused 

" OBSP. 14- 16 May 17 19 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 7. 
" OBSP, 7- 10 Dec. 17 15 (London, printed for J. PhilIips by M. Jenour), 5. 
29 Simpson, "The Blackrnail Myth," 120-1. 

Ibid, 121. 
'' M .  Hale, The Hisrov ofthe Plem ofrhe Crown, quoted in ibid., 10811, though Simpson notes that his lack 
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of raping a ten-year-old girl, when acquitted, was said to have been finally fieed of the 

"damnable aspersions" constituted by a rape charges3* By bringing "several Gentlemen 

who gave him a very good Character as to his Behaviour ... in the Army and elsewhere," 

Hugh Leeson tried to show that he was incapable of the depravity necessary to be a rapist, 

but he was one of the few found g~i1t .y .~~ To reinforce their own detachment fiom the 

alleged events, the accused men sometimes emphasized their own respectability and 

abhorrence of rape, which indirectly cast aspersions on the behaviour of other men who 

might be accused of the crime. 

The generaI tone of the rape trial reports seems to indicate that it was not the 

crime as much as its penalty that separated public opinion fiom the letter of the law. 

Laune Edelstein described the way in which judges "often emphasized" the severity of 

the penalty during the trial? Rape was a serious felony in the law books, and the 

hangman's rope loomed as a possibility--no matter how distant--over every charge 

brought to trial. Elizabeth Banks, prosecuting the man she claimed had raped her, 

recounted telling "the Doctor how she had been served," and his warning that swearing a 

rape against a man "would take away his ~ife."" The doctor then "had endeavoured to 

make up the Matter between t l ~ e m . " ~ ~  Many surgeons, midwives, or even JPs, often 

of sympathy for rape victims has been exaggerated. See also L. Edelstein, "An Accusation Easily to be 
Made? Rape and Malicious Prosecution in Eighteenth-century Enlgand," The American Journal ofLegal 
Hisros. XLII, no. 4 (October, 1998), 355-6. 
'' OBSP, 2 1 Apr. 1680, (London, m.), 3. 
33 OBSP, 27-30 Apr. 17 15 (London, printed for Samuel Crouch), 5 .  

Edelstein, 36 1. 
3 5 OBSP, 1 1 - 14 Sept. 17 17 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 6. 
36 Ibid. 



among the first to hear rape allegations, wouId have tried to steer women away fiom a 

capital prosecution. The fact that women such as Elizabeth Banks persisted in a trial 

reveals their desire to see their attacker hanged, which again depicts much stronger, more 

assertive rape prosecutors than the verdicts would seem to indicate. Regardless of the 

probability of a hostile jury, women may have had their own notion of what constituted 

rape under the law, and they may have persevered with a trial in order to uphold that 

ideat. As Clare Brant has suggested, "an idea of justice can survive its failings in 

practice."" The tenacity of such rape prosecutors could add to the terror of those 

accused, even though capital sentences were rarely given. One man depicted his previous 

confession to a rape as having been "extorted by their promising to forgive him, and that 

no h m  should corne to him," and questioned the credibility of one of the prosecution's 

witnesses, who reportedly "told the Prisoner's Brother that he was a stingy FelIow not to 

give 4 2 to Save his Brother's Life," attesting to the risk of the death sentence with every 

rape charge.38 As a capital offence, rape might mean a trip to the gallows for the men on 

trial, and the records indicate their awareness of this. 

A rape acquittal before the courts was not necessarily an acquitta1 before society 

in eighteenth-century London. As reports of trials for a non-legal audience, the Old 

Bailey Sessions Proceedings shed some light on the expectations of the public 

surrounding rape. The flexibility of interpretation available to reporters is most visible 

- - -  

37 C. Brant, "Speaking of Women: Scanda1 and the Law in the Mid-Eighteenth Century," in C. Brant and 
D. Purkiss, eds., Women, Texts and Histories 1575-1 760 (London: Routledge, 1992), 229. 
'' OBSP, 25-28 Feb. 17 l8/9 (London, printed for I. Phillips by M. Jenour), 8. 
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when a single triai appeared in several publications. One tragic story of Sibyl May, an 

elderly woman claiming a rape in the course of a robbery, received very different levels 

of sympathy in two separate reports. According to one author, her accusations of theft 

were "more reasonable for the Jury to believe" than her c l a h  to have been r a ~ e d . ~ ~  Of 

the latter, the account simply said "the evidence was not so convincing as to induce the 

Jury to find him guilty," casting doubts as to whether a rape had even o~curred.'~ A 

second depiction offers more detail of the trial and thus allows a much more sympathetic 

picture of May's failure to secure a guilty verdict for her rape charge. Refemng to May 

as "the party ravished," this author validated her claims of rape, and replaced the 

vagueness of the former account by explaining that the defendant was only acquitted 

because she could not positively identiQ him "by reason as she alleged, he blindfolded 

her.'4' The obvious persona1 perspective in these accounts resonates with another report 

of the trial of Samuel Smith for "Ravishing one Dorothy Pafmer, a Girl about 11 years of 

age.'"' The author's description recounted Smith's confession before a magistrate and 

was effectively dismissive of the grounds for his acquittal. According to the report, 

Smith was discharged on "some nice point in Law," the very vagueness of the 

characterization attesting to its lack of credence with the non-legal public? The 

existence of multiple interpretations of the court's handling of rape in the trial reports 

J9 OBSP, 10-12 Oct. 1683, (London, s a ) ,  2. 
'O Ibid. 
" OBSP, 10-13 Oct. 1683, (London, m . ) ,  2. 
'' OBSP, 28 Feb. 16801 1 ,  (London, printed for T. Davies), 3 .  
'' 1 bid. 



reflects the multiplicity of interpretations available to the general public. Men acquitted 

of rape before the Old Bailey were not necessarily exonerated before their fellow 

Londoners. 

Policing Male Sexualitv: Bevond the Rape Trial 

Studying the dramatic trial of the second Earl of Castlehaven, Cynthia Herrup 

noted that "rape and sodomy ... rarely brought criminal convictions in early modern 

England, in part because they were felonies that ... routinely asked jurors to believe youth 

instead of age, women instead of men, servants instead of maters.'"' This strong gender 

bias is much less obvious in non-felonious cases however. Though it was extrernely 

dificult for the courts to accept male sexuai cnminality in the context of the rape trial, 

records of suits for a wide variety of related offences reveal an alternative side to the 

courts, which was much more inclined to place limits on men's sexuality and accept the 

plaints of their female victirns at face value. Charges of attempted rape met with success 

much more ofien than charges of rape, and expose a recognition of women as sexual 

victims absent in the trials for the latter offence. Similady, women claiming rape who 

did not appear in the Old Bailey trials often received compensation and an admission of 

guilt by agreeing to settle with their attacker at a preliminary stage of the prosecution. As 

defendants for other crimes, women sometimes attempted to mitigate their crime by 

claiming sexua1 victimhood, and the juries at the OId Bailey often believed them. Men's 

sexuality was scmtinized by parish officiais, when they were accused of fathenng a 

- . - -- 
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bastard. When they committed sodomiticai acts, men were put on trial in the criminal 

courts. The Bishop of London's Consistory Court had a role in policing male sexuality 

as well, through defamation cases. In various prosecutions, men were depicted (or 

depicted themselves) as losing sexual freedom due to the actions of others. 

Antony Simpson recognized the advantage, though slight, accorded "the unknown 

number of rape victims who were forced to settle for a public apology and perhaps a 

small sum of money in a magistrate's court" over those who pursued their charge to a 

trial." In spite of their unquestionable reluctance to hang rapists, the courts were not 

entirely opposed to punishing male sexual transgression. The Wiltshire justicing 

notebook of William Hunt records four cases where allegations of rape or its attempt 

were accepted by magistrates who mediated a settlement. In contrat to the many 

acquittais due to insufficient evidence in trials, preliminary examinations were much 

more damning. On 28 June, 1745, Hunt "granted a warrant against John New man... for 

his assaulting [Jane Biggs] with intent to have carnal knowledge of her body," and Hunt 

found that "the fact was so clearly proved upon him, ... that 1 adjudged him to pay unto 

[Bigg's husband] for damages 5 guineas, and at the same time mewman] entered into a 

bond penalty £100 never to molest John Biggs or his wife any more? Though Bigg's 

husband was represented as an equally wronged party--due to early modem 

understandings of rape as thefi of the sexual property which husbands and guardians held 

History Workrhop Journal 4 1 ,  (Spring 1996), 13. 
Simpson. "The Blackrnail Myth," 1 18. 

36 E. Crittall, ed., The Jusking Notebook of William Hunt, I744-I 749 (Stoke-on-Trent: Wiltshire Record 



in women--Hunt was nevertheless punishing Newman's sexual behaviour." When Anne 

Heath accused Samuel Perrat of "assaulting her with intention to lie with her," Hunt 

forced him to pay her eight shillings in compensation, and Edward Coles had to pay 

"three guineas" for attempting "to ravish" a fellow townswoman, "besides entering into a 

bond o f f  50 penalty never to molest" her and her husband in the future." Though 

Rebecca Phillpot eventually dropped her charge of rape against him, John Holmes' 

anxiety at Hunt's issuing a warrant for his arrest was sufficient to result in his 

"abs~onding.'"~ 

In light of the Wiltshire JP's notebook, the Westminster recognizances alleging 

attempted rape also probably caused inconvenience and financial loss to the men accuscd. 

Thus, in issuing bonds against writing master James Pawlet "for endeavounng to 

debauch" Dorothy Pooley, and barber Patrick Smith "for Endeavouring & using al1 the 

forceable ways and means he could to Ravish" Elinor Punt, Justice Thomas Railton was 

likely highly disapproving of their  action^.'^ Though recognizances might simply refer 

vaguely to the "undeasent manner" of the assault, they could just as often portray quite 

explicitly the sexual aspects which had been deemed unacceptable." Henry 

Charnberlayne, a gentleman, was alleged to have put "his Members into" a woman's 

hand, and Andrew Montiere, described as a yeoman, was bound for "taking up [a 

Society, 1982)' 4 1 ,  entry 239,28 June 1745. 
" For a more in-depth discussion of rape as theft, see Chaytor, ttiough her methodology has been 
insightfulIy critiqued in Walker's article. 
48 CrittaII, 46, entry 300, 26 Dec. f 745 and 43, entry 262.4 Sept. 1745 respectively. 
49 Ibid., 32, enny 145, 18 Sept. 1744. 



woman's] cotes and pulling oute his private parts attempting thereby to Ravish her."" 

Male sexuai transgression might include invasion of territory beyond the body, as 

Richard Tabor was specifically charged with having "forced himself into [a woman's] 

charnber", and George Watson "for assaulting" another woman "in her own Lodging," in 

their rape attempt~.'~ Judicial vigilance is also very strong in the recognizance brought 

against Richard Backwell "for incessantly haunting" Jane BaII, "notwithstanding his 

being forbid her company," or that against Richard Price for "his second attempt to 

Debauch her."" Rather than tuming a blind eye to male sexual proclivities, Westminster 

magistrates granted credibility to women's complaints, and condemned many sexual 

encounters as assault. 

Unfavourable aspects of masculinity were also illuminated by women on the other 

side of the law. Female defendants occasionally attempted to gain an acquitta1 by 

claiming sexual victimhood, and they were ofien successful. Alice Thomas was charged 

with stealing a ring and money from "Zachary Levy (a Jew)." Thomas argued that Levy 

had "pull[ed] out a Penknife" and tried to rape her, but her cries had brought a rescuer, 

and Levy manufactured a suit against her in anger over being thwarted." Levy's Jewish 

heritage may have prejudiced the Jury against him, because they found Thomas' story 

more believable. Though unable to take advantage of anti-Semitism like Thomas, Isabel 

MJ/SR2I52 R66, 19 June 1710 and MME2221 1 R53, 19 M a y  1713. 
MJ/SR23 15 R245,4 Oct. 17 18. 

'' MJ/SR2270 R 143.2 1 June 17 16 and MJ/SR2 1 O3 R42, 10 Dec. 1707 respectively. 
53 MJ/SR2275 R 129, 13 Aug. 17 16 and MMR.23 10 R44, 18 June 1 7 18 respectively. 
'' MJ/SR2270 R23 1.30 Apr. 17 16 and MJ/SR2 162 R10 ,3  Dec. 17 10 respectively. 



Sheers was also victorious in her defence against a man charging her with thefi. Sheers 

testified that "he would have been rude with her, which she refking, he thrust the Money 

into her Bosom, and swore he would go with her to her Lodging; but she gave it hirn 

again" and ran away.16 A jury also found "more probable" Mary Stapleton's story that 

Henry Banks' charges against her were maiicious. Banks said he had been robbed by 

Stapleton and two men with swords, but Stapleton averred instead that he had "pick'd her 

up, and carried her into a Brandy-shop ... offering her a Shilling to lie with him; that he 

gave her 9 d and woud have his Mony again, which because she would not give him, he 

fell a swearing she had robbed hirn."" Though Margaret Cox did not meet with the same 

success, it is not surprising that she endeavoured to convince the jury that her prosecutor 

"had several times importuned her to lie with" him, and had "bid her to take the Money" 

she was accused of stealing.18 Similarly, Ann Steed's unsuccessfûl plea that a man 

brought a robbery charge against her "out of revenge" because "she would not consent" 

to sex with him is evidence of her recognition of juries' past propensity to 

sympathetically receive such a ~ l e ~ a t i o n s . ~ ~  The image of the male sexual predator tumed 

malicious prosecutor in robbery trials seems to have received almost as much credibility 

before the Old Bailey as that of the female malicious prosecutor in rape trials, showing 

- - - - -- - - -- 

55  OBSP, 6-8 June 17 17 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), S. 
" OBSP, 23-25 Feb. 1714/5 (London, printed for Samuel Crouch), 2. 
" OBSP, 27-28 Feb. 1-2 Mar. 171617 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 6. 
58 OBSP, 23-25 Apr. 17 18 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 7. 
59 OBSP. 6-8 June 1717 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 4. 



that men couId be limited through the former defence tactic almost as much as women 

were by the latter. 

An alternative form of this sort of policing of male sexuality existed where a 

woman charged with a sex offence might daim instead to be a victim herself. Elizabeth, 

"the wife of Robert Sample," was brought before Thomas Railton by Constable William 

Lovelace, and bound for "being taken makeing a great noyse in a tavern in Company with 

fower men (whome she did not h o w )  one of which pickt her up in the streete and 

receiveing fiom each of them halfe a Crowne to show them postures."60 The imagery of a 

woman willing to go to a tavem with strange men she met on the Street was no doubt 

purposely included in the recognizance to allow officiais a full sense of her questionable 

morality. Nevertheless, Justice Railton allowed Elizabeth Sarnple to log a plaint giving 

her own version of the night's events. A recognizance was drawn up on the sarne day as 

Constable Lovelace's, which bound John Hasting and Terre11 Cooke, gentlemen, along 

with watchrnaker John Sutton and vintner Henry Turner--the four men Sample was found 

with in the tavern--to appear to answer Sample. In her version, the men were "assaulting 

beateing and bruising her taring her clothes and causeing her thereby to loose her 

~areRin~s.'*' Thus, Sarnple ensured that the charges alleging her lewdness were, if not 

eradicated, at least balanced by her counter-claim of having instead been non-consenting 

and victirnized. By convincing Railton to issue a recognizance, Sarnple capitalized on the 

MJ/SR2098 R 139,24 July 1707. 
O '  Ibid., R140. 



court's tacit disapproval of male libertinism in her description of the actions of Hasting, 

Cooke, Sutton and Turner. 

Male sexuality also came under the scrutiny of the parish officiais. John Broe had 

to "find suficient securitys to indemnify the p a m s h  when he had allegedly assaulted 

Mary Spiny "by throwing her downe in a stable laying with her and giving her the Fou1 

disease whereby she is chargable to the pari~h.'"~ The most cornmon event to involve the 

parish in the policing of male sexual activity, however, was the delivery of an illegitimate 

child. If a woman gave birth to a bastard, she was closely interrogated as to the identity 

of the child's father, in order to Save the parish the financial burden of its keep. In 

practice, it appears that parïsh oficials were willing to accept a lump payment o f f  10 

from fathers, believing that these children would not live very long a n y ~ a y . ~ ~  Records 

show, however, that the overseers of the poor were extremely persistent in searching out 

the fathers of bastards in order to extract such payments. The Westminster Bastardy 

exarninations list hundreds of men named by unwed rnothers in the eighteenth century. 

Mary Whitbum deposed that her child "was unlawfilly begotten on her body by one Mr. 

Lavellet...Priest to the Sicilian Ambassador living in Greek Street," and another woman 

claimed that gentleman George Hay "had carnal knowledge of her body on the 28th day 

of July 171 8 and Several times since in the sarne Place," resulting in a pregnancy." One 

deposition even hinted at the use of force. Mary Fuller testified that the man she 

'' MJ/SR2 162 R8.29 Nov. 17 10. 
63 D. George, London LÏ$e in the Eighteenrh Cenrus, (New York: Capricom Books, l965), 2 16- 1 7. 
a St. Margaret's Parish Bastardy Depositions, 28 Oct. 17 14, E25741130 and 1 1 Feb. 1720/2 1 ,  E2575/94 



identified as the father of her unborn baby "made her drink so much strong Drink ...[ that] 

she was overcorne with the said Drink &...was persuaded to goe & Lye with him.'*' 

Men clearly recognized and feared the power of the women to 'punish' men's 

sexual indiscretions through parish officiais. Whether tnie or otherwise, stones of 

innocent men falsely accused of fathering iilegitimate children and forced to pay their 

conniving rnothers occasionally surfaced in the courts. A recognizance bound Lyddia 

[sic] Cole to answer "Peter Mitchell for pretending she was with Child by him and that 

she had a warrant to take him up for the sarne unless he would give her forty shillings, 

and that then she would father it on some other person.'* Clockmaker Bennano Tibbet 

was accused of "confederating with Mary Alexander to Cheat & defiaud" Richard 

Weymondsell esq. and James Yewell "of a sume of money under a pretence of Laying ... a 

Bastard Child to" tl~em.~' Jacob Wykes claimed that Anne Cooper had a man arrested for 

fathering her "Bastard Child, and at the same time owdd  that she was not with Child." 

Had she not, he claimed, "she would have got 100 1 out of him? From lowly servant al1 

the way to titled aristocrat, London men had their names, addresses, and the times and 

locations of their sexual liaisons recorded in the parish bastardy examinations. Most men 

would have been aware of the vigilance of parish officiais, and some may have feared 

respectively. 
St. Margaret's Parish Bastardy Depositions, 16 Oct. 1712, E2574/35. 
MJlSR.2 103 RI 37.7 Jan. 1707% 
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such policing to the extent that they offered money to pregnant women to ensure that 

their own name did not appear in the Bastardy records. 

The policing of male sodomites has received a significant amount of attention 

fiom historias of masculinity." Westminster JPs carefully recorded prosecutions of 

London men for this 'sinful' act, ofien in jgeat detail. John Jeffries was bound for 

"Picking [a man] up in the Parke & kissing him, ...p utting his h a d  in his codpiece & 

feeling his members [and] ... also telling him that every one had their way & that was his: 

with several other obscene  expression^."'^ Similarly, William Gage, designated a 

gentleman in his recognizance, allegedly "used al1 the Inticeing Actions hee could to 

draw the [prosecutor] to commit with him ... the abominable and detestable sin of Buggery 

And after they were out of the house and in the streets Mr Gage drew his yard privately 

and put it into [his victim's] band.''" During this period, Randolph Trumbach has 

argued, "the most daringly masculine men had ... sexual relations with both women and 

adolescent males," and it was not until mid-century that the modem ideal of masculinity 

as purely heterosexual became entrenched." Thus, prosecutions for buggery would have 

69 See, for example, R. Tmmbach, "Sex, Gender, and Sexual Identity in Modem Culture: Male Sodomy 
and Female Prostitution in Enlightenment London," Journal ofthe History of Sexualiry 2, no. 2 (1 99 1). 
1 86-203, and A. Gilbert, "Buggery and the British Navy, 1700- 186 1" Journal ofSocia1 History 1 O, no. 1 
( 1  976), 72-98 and idem, "Sodomy and the Law in Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth-Century Britain" 
Societas 8, no. 3 (1  978), 225-24 1, and R. Norton, Mother Cfap 's Mol& House: The Gay Subculture in 
England. 1700-1830 (London: GMP Publishers Ltd., 1992). 
" MJ/SRS202 R65.6 Jan. 1712/3. 
" MJlSR2032 R72, 1 1 May 1704. 
72 Trumbach, "Sex, Gender and Sexual Identity," 187-8. However, Trumbach probably overstated the 
social acceptability of sodomy. See, for example, Norton, Ch. 7 and 8. 
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appeared even more constraining to male defendants who may not have been subject to 

the sarne harassrnent by their peers. 

Sodomy as an offence was taken very seriously in the courts however, and the 

infamy of their appearance at quarter sessions would have been spread by those bound to 

give evidence against them, such as the two soldiers who entered into recognizances as 

witnesses to the sodomy charges brought against "gentleman" Cuthbert C~rnforth.'~ 

Even the first half of the century saw wider social anxieties surrounding homosexual 

conduct, as Tnunbach noted in the activities of the Societies for the Reforrnation of 

Manners.'" A 1739 account of "an Action of Scandai, brought by one [footrnan] against 

the other, for calling him Molly, ... the words tending to defame the PIaintiff s Character," 

offers a rare insight into men's perceived vulnerability to the slightest allusion to 

buggery? 1n an interesting twist on fernale defendants' tactic of alleging sexual 

victimization to gain acquittais, Stephen Margrove and John Wood argued that their 

prosecutor had approached one of them when they were "making Water, and took hold of 

his Yard, using some unseemly Expressions, whereupon wargrove or Wood] called out a 

Sodomite; ... then the Prosecutor felI on his knees, and begg'd them not to expose him, 

and ...g ave them a guinea and some silver" which he later claimed they had stolen fkom 

'' MI/SR2300, unnumbered, 10 Dec. 17 17. Prosecutors and witnesses were more Iikely to be bound over 
in felony cases. 

Trurnbach, "Sex, Gender and Sexual Identity," 189. n i e  Society's role in policing male heterosexuality 
is discussed below. 
'' Bermw 's Worcester Journal, 23 Feb.-2 Mar. 1739. 1 am grateful to Nicholas Rogers for this reference. 
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Although they were found guilty, their attempt to vindicate themselves offers an 

image of a man full of fear and desperation when faced with exposure as a sodomite. It is 

also interesting to note that, unlike those acquitted after claiming to have been falsely 

charged with heterosexuai rape, men who succeeded in proving that the buggery charge 

against them was fictitious quite often brought a suit against their former prosecutor for 

malicious prosecution.'7 Charges of sodomy were taken quite seriously indeed. Though 

the lines of conduct were even more strictly drawn by mid-century, the men of London 

between 1680 and 1720 were nevertheless subject to close scrutiny by the courts and 

were vulnerable to prosecution, and possibly infamy, if they indulged in homosexual acts. 

Sexual insults of men were not confined to the insinuations of homosexuaiity 

represented by 'molly' or 'sodomite', and defamation suits brought by men to the Bishop 

of London's Consistory Court reveal more of the boundaries surrounding heterosexual 

masculinity in this period. Thomas Richardson must have felt a lawsuit was merited 

against Elizabeth Aborne, when she allegedly told him that "what he had"--a phrase 

witnesses identified as "meaning ... his privy members," were "rotten with the p~x . "~ '  

Thomas Wickham was also eager to prove false allegations that he had slept with his 

brother's wife, producing a witness who would describe him as "a Modest Civil1 man." 79 

Though Laura Gowing focused on the centrality of sexual respectability in insults to 

women, the minority of cases where men initiated defamation prosecutions reveal their 

76 OBSP, 14- 16 May 17 19 (London, printed for J. Phiilips by M. Jenour), 6. 
77 Simpson, "The 'Blackmail Myth'," 123. 

7g DL/C/243 f 250, Richardson c. Aborne, 28 Oct. 1690. 



own potential for discornfort and concem for respectability when faced with criticism of 

their sexual behaviour." Steve Hindle noted the potential for gossip to smear men's 

reputations as well as women's, when rumors of a married servant bedding the local 

preacher ran through Nantwich in the seventeenth century8' The woman fared very il1 

fiom the story, but the preacher also did not emerge wiscathed. and even his "patrons on 

the county Bench" were considered nothing "but drunkards and whores" for associating 

with himSg2 Bernard Capp's investigation of defamation records concluded that 

"respectable men, like respectable women, valued sexual 'honesty' as an intrinsic part of 

[their] 'good narne'," and Elizabeth Foyster's book-length examination of early modem 

masculinity reinforced this con~lusion.~~ 

Men found allegations of promiscuity sufficiently hwniliating to merit a lengthy 

and expensive lawsuit. Richard Batson was not even present when he was reportedly 

called an "old whoring Rogue," but his fiends must have judged this insult detrimental 

enough to alert him of it and test@ that he had been "hurt in his good narne & reputation 

- 

'' DL/C/239 f 3 16. Wickham c. Thompson, 20 Jan. 1679180. 
80 L. Gowing, "Gender and the Language of Insult in Early Modem London," Hisrory Workshop Journal 

3 5 ( 1 993 ), 1 -2 1 and idem. Domestic Dangers: Women, Wordr and Sex in Early Modern London (Oxford: 
Clarendon P ,  1996). 
" S. Hindle, "The shaming of Margaret Knowsley: gossip, gender and the experience of authority in early 
modern England," Conrinuity and Change 9, no. 3 (1 994). 39 1-4 19. 
'' Ibid., 403. Hindle also noted the ease of the community's ability to believe "that [the man invoIved] 
could display the hypocrisy of the 'censorious', 'godly' preacher who was actually anything but," 40 1. 
83 B. Capp, "The Double Standard Revisited: Plebeian Women and Male Sexual Reputation in EarIy 
Modem England" Past and Present no. 162 (1 999), 72, and E. Foyster, Manhood in Eariy Modern 
England: Honour, Sex and Martiage (New York: Longman, 1 999). Tmmbach, Sex and the Gender 
Rmolution, pages 23-68, over-emphasized the separation between male and female honour, connecting the 
latter much more closely with sexual chastity and marital fidelity than the former. One review stated that 
Tmmbach's "vision of  the period's gender politics is surely too polarized to cany conviction." J. Andrews, 
rev. of  Sex and the Gender Revolution by R. Trumbach, Journal of Family History, 25, no. 3 (SOOO), 389. 
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by reason of the...defamatory words."" Unlike many litigants before the Bishop of 

London's Consistory court, Richard Batson vehemently pursued his case through to the 

end, and was rewarded with a favourable j ~ d ~ m e n t . ~ '  Mary Clements prosecuted Mary 

Austin for defamation, but the true motivation behind the suit was more likely fiom her 

husband, Thomas Clements, who had been cailed "Cuckoldy Rogue and Homyfyed 

beast" by ~ u s t i n . ' ~  Accusations of cuckoldry--a fairly prevalent issue before the courts in 

early modem England--were necessarïly prosecuted by wives, because the offence under 

ecclesiastical law was against wives (as they had been indirectly accused of adultery), but 

the insult also cnticized men's ability to sexually satisQ their ~ i v e s . ' ~  Jane Bentley 

accused another married woman of being bachelor Thomas Eardiswick's "whore in the 

Garrett," and bystanders agreed that Bentley "meant that ~ardiswick]  had comrnitted the 

act of fornication adultury or incontinency" with the wornan, and that such accusations 

had "hurt ...[ Eardiswick's] good name."8' Like Batson, Eardiswick also followed his case 

through to a victorious concl~sion.'~ The men involved as litigants before the Bishop of 

London's Consistory court reveal the importance of self-control to men's honour in their 

sexual relationships with women, and their potential to prosecute those who cast 

aspersion upon their sexual behaviour. 

DLfCf63 1 f 283, Batson c. Buckingham, 17 Dec. 1700. 
" Allegation, Libel and Sentence Book DLK1149 f 18 1, Batson c. Buckingham. Laura Gowing, Dornerric 
Dangers, 6 1-2, found that it was much more common for men to foliow their case through to  sentencing, 
and to gain verdicts in their favour. 
86 DL/C/248 f 446, Clements c. Austin, 7 Nov. 1705. 
87 Gowing, Domesric Dangers, 60. 

DL/C/248 f 14241, Eardiswick c. Bentley, 15 Aug. 1705. 
89 Allegation. Libel and Sentence Book DL/C/IS 1 f 60, Eardiswick c. Bentley. 



Moral Panics 

The Mohocks 

The Mohocks were a group of aristocratic rakes who were said to have bcen 

terrorizing the city of London over a period of several months in 17 12. The most recent 

works on the subject have concluded, afier thorough research, that the Mohock stories 

were largely fabrications, and thus more useful to historians as a broader study of the 

violent element in rake culture than as an isolated set of events? In a footnote comment, 

Daniel Statt recognized the potential to view the Mohocks as a moral p a n i ~ . ~ '  This 

section seeks to bring his peripheral argument to the fore, and show the ways in which 

legal officiais, the press, and al1 Londoners acted upon each other in equating upper-class 

masculinity with danger. By analyzing the openly-expressed doubts about the tmth of the 

Mohock stories alongside the descriptions woven about them in literature and, to a lesser 

extent, before the courts, this section argues that ideas of Whig conspiracies and the 

power of the press in manufactunng stories actually helped to fuel disapproval of the 

excesses of upper cIass youths. Even surrounded by skepticism of the tmth of their 

existence, the Mohocks evoked very real fear in their contemporaries, indicating that the 

public was ready to condernn rakery and see it punished. Previous historians have been 

unable to statisticdly analyze the impact of the Mohocks, but the Westminster 

recognizances offer perhaps the most telling evidence of the existence of a moral panic in 

-- 

'O N. Guthrie, "'No Tmth or very Iittle in the whole Story'?--A Reassessment of the Mohock Scare of 
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the London of 1712. By perpetuating an image of upper-chss males as dninken, 

anarchical, and violent, the Mohock panic reveals another avenue for the policing of 

eighteenth-century masculinity. 

Both popular broadsides and court records dternately reinforced and questioned 

the tmth of the Mohocks' atîacks. Queen Anne issued a proclamation, which appeared in 

a broadside of 17 March, 171 1/2. Asking for vigilance, and offenng a £100 reward to 

anyone who notified JPs of possible Mohocks, the proclamation alluded to "great and 

Unusual Riots and Barbarities, which have lately been committed in the night time in the 

open ~treets."~' One publication reportedly offered A True List of Names of rhe 

Muhoch ... who were Apprehended and Taken on Monday Night, Tuesday and fhis 

morning, with more than seventy narnes--many of titled gentry.93 A draft report by legal 

officiais on "the assaults and injuries on Citizens by the Mohocks" recounted several 

beatings, a riot on a constable, and an additional fifieen victims whose assailants had not 

been f ~ u n d . ~ '  Constables' searches of their wards for Mohocks or their victims, however, 

were largely hitless. Asked to "rnake diligent inquiry ... of any ...p ersons that have been 

assaulted beaten wounded bruised mairned or evill intreated by any ...p ersons called 

mohawks, or suspected to be such ... since the first day of Feb last," the constables of the 

'' Statt, 197, n.86. 
'' A proclamarion for the Suppressing ofRiots. and rhe Discoveiy ofsuch as have been guilty oflare 
Barbaritics within the Cities of London and Westminster and Parts adjacent, 1 7 Mar. 1 7 1 1 /2, in Houghton 
fMS Eng 1039. 
93 A True List of Names ofthe Mohocks or Hawkubites who were Apprehendedand Taken on Monday 
Nighr. Tuesday and this morning, 171 1 ,  in Houghton fMS Eng 1039. Guthrie, 38, points out that the Iist 
must be fabricated, as none o f  the narnes correspond with the men arrested in the legal records. 
94 Original Dra) Report ly a Commission ro Enquire inro the assaults and injuries on Citizens by the 
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various wards filed reports, 22 of which are available among the Middlesex Sessions' 

paper~.~ '  Rather than the seventy arrests and the rash of slashings and riots alluded to in 

the popular press, nine of the 22 ward reports listed no violence of any kind, such as 

David Edwards, constable of St. James Market ward, who said "everything was Quiet 

with his The ones that do list violence mainiy depict nin-of-the-rnill incidents: 

a military officer wounded in a sword fight with another oficer, a man and his wife 

"beaten & bruised" in the early evening, and a vague reference to "one person ... wounded 

several places in the Back.'"' 

Awareness of the lack of an unusual expansion in real violence on the streets 

seems to have percolated into the press. One pamphlet, picking up on the rumors that the 

Mohocks were part of a Whig plot, referred skeptically to "the mischeif said to be 

done ... iftrue" by the ~ o h o c k s . ~ ~  John Gay satirized the inventions of press about the 

Mohocks, promising that his broadside on the connection between the Mohocks and "the 

Gog and Magog mention'd in the Revelations" would prove "not only the things that are, 

but also the things that are n ~ t . " ~ ~  Even in the eighteenth century, contemporaries 

expressed misgivings over the tendency of the press to sensationaiize or deliberately 

Mohock since / Feb. 171 1, 17 12, in Houghton fMS Eng 1039. 
9s  MSP 17 12 APQ, Drafi o f  Warrant for Petty Constables within Westminster Holboume & Finsbury 
Divisions to rnake a return of persons Assaulted by Mohawks, 28 Feb. 171 1i2. 
% MSP 1712 AP/9,3 APT. 1712. 
'' MSP 17 12 AP/18, APIS, and AP/16, 1 Apr. 17 12 respectiveIy. 
9s Who Plot Besr; The Whigs or the Tories. Being a Briefuccount ofall the Plots that have huppen 'd withtn 

these Thirw years ... (London: A. Baldwin, 17 12), 14, my emphasis. 
99 J. Gay, An Argument provingfrom History, Reason and Scripture, that the Present Mohocks and 
Hawkubttes are the Gog and Magog mention 'd in the Revelutiom, and rherefore that this vain and 
transitory world will shortly be broughr ro ils ftnal Dissolurion, (17 12). 
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concoct a story to attract readers. According to one of the parnphleteers, the stones 

surrounding the Mohocks were written by a "Gmb Street Hdf-penny scribler ... set a t  work 

by an empty Pocket and sharp Stomack."lw A poem on the Mohocks recognized that, 

even if they had been captured, their "growing fame" would "stand unt~uched."'~' 

Jonathan Swift recognized that, though "Grubstreet Papers about them fly like 

Lightning," the list printed of those arrested was "al1 a Lye; and I begin to think there is 

no Truth or very Iittle in the whole Story."'"' Historians have since reinforced such 

conclusions, asserting that the Mohock scare was far more a literary creation than an 

historical reality.'03 The Mohocks' contemporaries were skeptical of their real existence, 

and discussions of the rakes coincided with awareness of the power of the popular press 

to manufacture stones. 

In light of this popular skepticism, the commonly expressed fear of the Mohocks 

becomes even more interesting. Swift had voiced strong doubts about their existence, but 

he nevertheless continued to "forbear walking late .... for fear of the Mohocks," and 

subsequent entries in his journal mentioned curbing his routine to avoid a Mohock attack, 

declarîng, at the same time, "th0 1 believe nothing of Daniel Defoe, arguably the 

most likely to doubt the m o r s  about the Mohocks--being himseIf painted as their co- 

conspirator--still treated their danger as genuine, and recornmended the "Protestant F M "  

'00 Who Plor Best, 16. 
'O' The Mohockr: A Poern, in Milronic Verse: Address 'd to the Specraror (London, 1 7 1 2). 
'O' J .  Swift, Journal to Stella, v. I I ,  Harold WiIliams, ed. (Oxford: Clarendon P, 1948), 5 1 1 .  
'O3 Neil Guthrie, 33: "the tendency o f  modern scholars ... has been to assume that the Mohocks were a 
figrnent o f  the eighteenth-century imagination, with no basis whatsoever in fact." 



as the best weapon of defence against them.Io5 By April of 1712, Budgell adrnitted in n e  

Specrator "that very many begin to doubt whether there were ever any such Society of 

Men" as the Mohocks, but he still confessed to a persistent belief in the tnith of the "great 

Alarm the whole City has been in."'" Conspiracy theones abounded, linking the 

Mohocks with both pro- and anti-govemment factions, which served simultaneously to 

assist the notion that stories of the Mohocks could not be taken at face value, and M e r  

foment the terror that the Mohocks represented much more than small-scale rake~y.'~' 

The people of London were left unsure of the tnith; a lack of certainty which did little to 

allay their fears, making the danger instead appear far worse. 

The Mohock scare was fueled by detailed descriptions of the men and the types of 

violence they had allegedly perpetrated. Due to the very possibility that they were 

invented, these descriptions are valuable to historians as evidence of wider social 

anxieties surrounding certain upper-class youth activities. The Gentleman 5 Library saw 

the rake as "a Man always to be pitied ... for his faults proceed not fiom choice ... but fiom 

strong Passions and Appetifes, which are in Youth too violent for the Curb of Reason, 

good sense, good Manners, and good Nature," but the rakery depictions surrounding the 

'OJ Swift, 51 1-12. See also 515-16. 
' O 5  The Review v. VIII, No. 153, 15 Mar. 17 12 in W. L. Payne, ed. The Best of Defoe f Rwiew (New York: 
Columbia UP, 195 1 ), 2 14- 18. For more on Defoe's aIleged connection with the Mohocks, see Guthrie, 

note 14, referring to a publication "which identifies Defoe as the instigator of a Whig-Presbyterian-Mohock 
plot, in spite of the Review's pro-Govemment b i s "  

no. 347. 8 Apr. 1712, in The Specrator v. III, ed. D. F. Bond (Oxford: Clarendon P, 1965)' 292-3. 
'O7 Both Statt, 182-3 and Guthrie, 36-7, discuss the close political connection of rnuch of the Iiterature on 
the Mohocks. 
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Mohock scare reveal a much less sympathetic attitude.'08 Contemporaries were very 

aware of the Mohocks' identity with the aristocracy. Swift noted that "the B[isho]p of 

Salsbry's son is s[ai]d to be of the Gang," and later that "one of those that are taken is a 

Baronet," and Defoe celebrated using the Protestant flail against the Mohocks because it 

would punish indiscriminately, "though he were my Lord ---'s eldest son, or Sir Tho--4  

younger brother, or J---ge---A nephew."lw Lady Stafford wrote to a &end about her fear 

of the Mohocks, adding that "the town says Lord Hinchingbrock [sic] is among those that 

goes about doing rnischeife," and the JP's report confirmed his arrest, aIong with severai 

other members of the elite male s~c ie ty . "~  Libertinism has been traditionally understood 

to indicate a relatively benign masculine culture, espousing maie sexual freedom, above 

all, and occasionally including religious fieedom as ~ e l l . ~ ~  l By exarnining the Mohocks' 

association with dnrnkenness, nighttime, whoring, aggressiveness, and dishonour, a 

broader picture emerges--one of contemporary animosity toward the eighteenth-century 

rake, rather than tolerance and sympathy. 

The Mohocks were ofien imbued with a propensity to drink. According to one 

doubting writer, the Mohocks actually constituted "a Parce1 of Wild young fellows 

frequenting a Tavem in Fleet Street," and the ballad entitled The Mohocks Revel depicted 

'O8 The Gentleman S Libra ty... Wrirfen by a Gentleman, 2nd edn. (1 722), 128-9, emphasis in original. 
'O9 Swift, 509, 5 16 and The Review v. VIII, No. 153, 15 Mar. 17 12,2 17, respectively. 
' 'O Letter of 14 Mar. 1 7 12, in J. J. Cartwright, ed. The Wentworth Pupers, 1705-/ 709, (London: Wyman, 
1882). 277 and Original Drafi Reporr by a Commission to Enquire info the.., Mohocks (1 7 12) in Houghton 
fMS Eng 1039, respectively. 
" 'See, for example, R. Trumbach, Sex and the Gender Revolufion, ch 3,69- 1 1 1 .  
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the group in a "constant Toast" to one another's health."* Legal officiais seem to have 

internalized this, as the few records of prosecutions for dxunkenness c m  be found among 

those suspected of being ~ohocks . ' "  The Song the Mohocks sang in Gay's play left no 

question of his perception of the Mohocks' love of drink: "'Tis Wine and a Whore,/That 

we Mohocks adore,/We'll drink 'till our senses we quench;/When the Liquor is idWe're 

heighten'd for Sin.""' The Spectator reported that Mohocks "take care to drink 

themselves to a Pitch, that is, beyond the Possibility of attending to any Motions of 

Reason or Hu~nanit~.""~ Drunkenness played 2 fairly central role in much of the 

literature on the Mohocks, and was a significant source of the contempt with which they 

were publicly viewed. 

They were also very closely associated with nighttime.'I6 The official response 

ordered that the watch be doubled and that the watchmen "corne to their severall stands at 

nine ... at night and stay till six in the rnorning in order to supress the Disorders of the 

night," and Defoe noted that the "bullies range our streets in arms by night," and only "in 

print by day.""' An account of recent attacks in the London Gazette listed only those 

which occurred afier dark, taking care to list the time in twelve of thirteen c a ~ e s . " ~  The 

' " Who Plot Best, 14- 15 and The Mohoch Revel ( 17 12), verse 8, respectively. 
I l 3  Among the manuscript papers o f  Houghton fMS Eng 1039 are records of fines for Richard Buckland, 
Richard Gifford (both 13 Mar. 17 12), and John Williams (14 Mar. 17 12) "for being dmnk." 
'14 J. Gay, The Mohocks: A Tragi-Comical Farce As it was acted near the Warch-house in Covent Garden 
(London, 17 12). 8. 
I l 5  The Spectator no. 324, 12 Mar. 17 12, 187. 
I l 6  For a broader discussion of  night in the context of assault and gender, see ch. 5. 
I l 7  Order from the Justices of Middiesex and Westminster to the High Constables, undated, Houghton fMS 
Eng 1039, and The Review v. VIII, no. 153, 15 Mar. 17 12,2 17. 
' '' The London Guzerte, 1 7- 19 Apr. 17 12. 
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ballad made the point more forcefully, saying that the Mohocks "Rule the World by 

Night,/Tho' others Rule by ~ a y . " " ~  Swift walked about the city fieely during the day, 

but made sure he "came home early to avoid the ~ohaks[sic] ." '~~ Gay depicted a 

fictitious former victim as saying "Good Lord deliver me" fiom the Mohocks "Who 

wander through the streets by night, cornmitting ~ruelty." '~'  In a broader work 

describing London, Gay chose to include the Mohocks in his section on nighttime in 

London: "Now is the Time that Rakes their Revells Keep/Kindlers of Riot, Enemies of 

Sleep .... /Who has not trembled at the Mohock's ~a rne?""~  The fear in which the 

Mohocks were held was partially due to their depiction as noctunial in both IegaI and 

popular literature. 

The rake image of the Mohocks had a sexual element in the literature, though the 

official records of their offences do not bear this out in reality. Though there were many 

women attacked, there were no prosecutions that mentioned atternpted rape, or any other 

violence of a sexual nature. In contrast, one fictitious treatrnent of the Mohocks remarked 

that "if they ravish not our Wives, We have good luck withal," because the opposite was 

more ofien the case. Another pamphlet accused them of a tendency to "set ... Women on 

their Heads, misusing them in a barbarous manner," and another of "tuming 

up[sidedown] ... of modest Gentle~omen." '~~ The sexual aspect of such attacks becomes 

I l 9  The Mohocks Revel, verse 1. 
''O Swift, 509. 
'" Gay, An Argument fiom Histoty. 
'" J .  Gay, Trivia. or the art of Walking the streets of London ( 1  7 16), 74. 
'" The Town-Rakes: or, The Frolicks ofthe Mohocks or Hawkubires (London, 17 12), and A true lisr ofthe 
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abundantly clear when it is remembered that "drawers or underpants" did not corne into 

vogue for the general female population until the nineteenth ~ e n t u r y . ' ~ ~  The Mohocks 

were also altemately labeled the allies and enemies of prostitutes. A Song, said to be "of 

the Mohocks," promised "never [to] forsake" the so-called "Brisk Girl" (which the 

Oxford English Dictionary defines as "a lively, forward woman, a wanton"), and John 

Gay's play on the Mohocks depicted prostitutes as their CO-cons pi rat or^.^^^ The literature 

which presented animosity between Mohock and harlot does not necessarily confiict with 

the image of unnily masculinity, however. Accounts such as the poem which made 

Mohocks "Dire foes to Brothels" corresponds with the attacks on bawdy houes  

characteristic of London apprentices in previous de cade^.'*^ The press moved farthest 

fiom the legal record in its desire to depict Mohock attacks as sexually motivated, which 

further illustrates the way in which the public needed to see a solid comection between 

rakery and the Mohock violence. 

Even the accounts of slashings and horrible mutilations were not characteristic of 

the official record. Of dozens of prosecutions, only five offer descriptions which 

Names ofthe Mohocks, respectively. 
"' S .  M. Grieco. "The Body, Appearance, and Sexuality" A History of Women in the West, Volume 3: 
Renaissance and Enlightenmenr Paradoxes, eds. N. 2. Davis and A. Farge, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
UP, 1993), 3 1 1 - 12. Being tumed upside-down constituted a severe violation of feminine delicacy, seen in 
the mortification expressed by Fielding's Sophia after a tumble fiom a horse, where "the greatest 
inju y... was a violent Shock given to her Modesty" in H. Fielding, Tom Jones, (1 749, reprinted New York: 
Norton Critical edition, 1995), Book XI, Ch. II, 37 1. 

l 3  The Hc-a ,  on the "Leaf of an old Songbook containing the Song of the Mohocks" (1 7 1 1) in the 
Houghton fMS Eng 1039, and Gay, The Mohoch: A Tragi-Comical Farce, 8-2 1 ,  respectively. 
'" "On Shrove Tuesday it was customary for the apprentices to rise and puIl down brothels." T. Harris, 
London Crowak in the Reign of Charles II: Propaganda and Politics from the Restoration unril the 
Exclusion Crisis (Cambridge, Cambridge UP, 1987), 22. 
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approach the level of savagery seen in the popular press. Lucy Goddard was said to have 

been "assaulted" by a man "as she stopped to give him the way, who also held up his 

caine & swore he would b o c k  out her braines," but neither Goddard nor any of the other 

prosecutors in the Commission's report mention stabbings.I2' A ward constable for St. 

Anne's parish reported a man wounded "with a pennknife in four ...places."'28 The most 

grisly accounts are in two informations taken for the Middlesex Quarter Sessions. In one, 

"two persons like Gentlemen" were said to have "with a violent force t h s t  a penknife or 

some other instnimt through the lower part of [Mary AM Kilby's] face at some small 

distance fiom her lower lip into ber] r n ~ u t h . " ' ~ ~  The other described a woman who "was 

cot s h o w  [sic] hear lower lip had a blow on the side of her head and had a blow in hear 

bak." and added that the perpetrators "as they weer going ... laft mitly and thay aber 

[appeared]. . .like gentelmen very well drest."13" The London Gazette's request for 

information on the identity of the Mohocks included an attack on Grace Joyce, who was 

"much Wounded in her Head and Face," but she was the only victim other than Mary 

Ann Kilby listed with slash wounds."' The penny pamphleteers seem to have capitalized 

on this grisly minority of incidents, broadcasting the Mohocks as prone to vile 

mutilations, especially nose slitting, which is mentioned in almost every literary account. 

John Gay parodied their exaggerations in a scene in his play, depicting constables 

Original Drafr Report by a Commission to Enquire in20 the... Mohocks (1 7 12) in Houghton fMS Eng 
1039. 
Iz8 MSP 1712 AP42, 1 Apr. 1712. 
'" MSP 171 2 AP/27, The Informacon of Mary Ann Kilby Spinster servant to Arthur Painter liveing at the 
sign of the Castle in the Butcher Row in the Paris of St. Clement Danes, dated 5 Apr. 17 12. 



conversing about their encounters with the legendary Mohocks. As one constable 

averred, "1 saw them ... hook a man...cut off his ears, and eat them up," and another 

constable said he saw "all the Ground covered with Noses--as thick as 'tis with Hail- 

Stones afier a s to r~n . " '~~  The press reproduced the few real assaults as a highly-distorted 

picture of serialized violence, and eagerly grasped at hints of gentry assailants as 

evidence of the dangerous excesses of rakery. This tendency in the literature attests to its 

readers' appetite for negative accounts of elite masculinity. 

The Mohocks' reputation for physical brutaiity was combined with a complete 

disregard for social and politicai mores, tuming Londoners' fear to loathing. As the 

broadsheet purporting to be their ballad asserted "we Govem in our Way .... /For Crowns 

and Scepters we decry ... /'Gainst Monarchy, we do declareJin Lucifer's dread Narne."13' 

Another poem satirically referred to the Mohocks as the "Great Reforrners, whose exalted 

souls Despise stiff formal Rules, and Knots of Law."lY They were ~ O ~ O ~ O U S  for 

attacking the watch, though almost dl of the records of prosecution were for one attack 

on a single watchman, John  ouc ch.'^' One broadsheet also considered a popular target of 

MSP 1 71 2 AP/28, Informacon of Christian Jones, dated 3 1 Mar. 17 12. 
" ' London Gazerre, 17- 19 Apr. 1 7 12. 
13' Gay, The Mohoch, 6. 
"' The Mohocks Revel, verses 1,2, and 7. 
""The Mohocks: A h e m  in Milronic Verse. 
'" Original Minutes of cornmitta1 of Diverse Persons concerned in the Mohock disorders, (Mach 1 7 12) 
included 10 prosecutions for the assault on John Bouch, and 2 for "assaulting John Hamway Esquire, 
off~cer of her majesties Justices of the Peace," out of a total of 16 reported incidents-none of the rest of 
which were for assaults on constables or watchmen. The Original Drufl Report by a Commission to 
Enquire inro the ... Mohocks (1 7 12) had only 6 of a total of 27 prosecutions, but al1 6 were for the single riot 
and assault on John Bouch. Records of the Middlesex Quarter Sessions, MJlSR2 188, include 
Recognizances no. 1 - 10, dated 14 Mar. 17 1 1 ; 9 of which were also for the riot and assault on John Bouch. 
One man in the calendar of prisoners, MUSR2 189, was also charged with the same; the onty other possible 
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the Mohocks to be "particularly ... cheif ~ a ~ i s t r a t e s . " ' ~ ~  Much of the literature focused 

upon their complete lack of human decency, the indiscriminacy of their attacks, and the 

fact that their violence was always without provocation.'37 Their actions were described 

as "Barbarities" perpetrated on "innocent Persans," and the same broadsheet added, with 

palpable sarcasm, that "when any Watchmen presumes to demand where they are going, 

they generally misuse" him."' Characterized by a general disregard for d e s ,  both formal 

and informal. the Mohocks were called "mean and vulgar," and were said to perform 

"barbarass tricks, without any provo~ation."'~~ Defoe wondered, with conternpt, "what 

humour it gratifies to murder or wound an unconcemed stranger who has not given the 

least affront," and placed the Mohocks only a slight "degree above the ~ e v i l . " " ~  For 

their reputation as dishonourable, the Mohocks drew the hatred of London society. 

Public fear and abhorrence of the Mohocks resulted in the suppression of rake 

tendencies in elite masculinity . The press took the tenuous connection between genteei 

attackers and a relatively minor spate of assaults, and transformed them into a very 

marketable narrative, ridden with hints of conspiracy. According to one disgruntled 

observer, the literature on the Mohocks "is what the rabble hear daily bawl'd about the 

Street, and greedily they suck in the poison."'4' By perceiving the Mohocks as fearsome 

Mohock was charged with assaulting and wounding a man "& on suspicion o f  being Mohocks & refusing 
to find sureties." (entry 25,4 Apr. 17 12). 
'36 W h o  Plot Best, 14. 
13' See ch. 2 for a brief discussion on the legaI role o f  provocation in assault. 

The Town-Rakes. 
IJ9 Ibid., and Letter from Lady Wentworth, 14 Mar. 1712 in Cartwright, 277. 
''O The Review v. VIII, no. 153, 15 Mar. 17 12, 2 15. 
1 4 '  Who PIot Best. 16. 



and powerful, the public wanted to see them controlled. Though much of the literature on 

the Mohocks over-stated the level and fiequency of violence, added lewd acts where none 

were actually prosecuted, and projected the arrest of a few aristocrats ont0 an elite 

culture. the exaggerations met with a credulous audience. The moral panic was felt by al1 

layers of society, and Londoners responded en masse with a desire to curb the notonous 

excesses of elite youth. Defoe wished that "the gallows, the army, or the navy 

would ... soon rid us of such a set of bloodh~unds.""~ Lady Wentworth was even more 

disgusted, averring that "instead of setting fifty pound upon the head of a 

highwayman, ... they would doe much better to sett a hundred upon the ... heads" of the 

~ o h o c k s . ' ~ '  More sympathetic, though no less cntical, the Spectator believed a 

substantial proportion of the Mohocks to be "some thoughtless youngsters," who, "out of 

... an imrnoderate fondness to be distinguished for Fellows of Fire, are insensibly hurried 

into this senseless scandalous Project" and must "stand corrected by ... ~eproofs."'" The 

violence in the Mohock stories coincided with a growing distaste for the practice of 

duelling, and the other aspects of libertinism--1ewd behaviour and disrespect for 

authority--were also receiving increased attention fiom the middling  sort^.''^ The moral 

panic created by the Mohock scare thus represents the power of a bnef event to align 

popular opinion in condemnation of genteel maIe excesses. 

'"' The Rwiew v. VIII. no. 153, 15 Mar. 17 12,215. 
14' Letter fiom Lady Wentwonh, 14 Mar. 17 12 in Cartwright, 277-8. 
'" The Spectator no. 324, 12 Mar. I7 12, 188. 
"'On DuellIng, see especially D. Andrews, "The code of  honour and its critics: the opposition to duelling 
in England, 1700- 1850" Social Hisfory 5, no. 3 (1 980), 409-34. On middling moral concerns in general, 



This power is most visible in subsequent prosecutions of elite men. The data from 

the assault recognizances for Westminster suggest that the Mohock scare did cause 

Londoners to consider upper-class men more dangerous than they had before. In the four 

years following the stories about Mohock violence, the proportion of upper class men 

bound over for assault was four per cent higher than it had been in the preceding four 

years.''16 This increase was not only due to the sudden influx of prosecutions at the time 

of the scare itself, either, as the proportion of gentlemen prosecuted was higher in eight of 

the fourteen subsequent sessions."' Recognizances are the most reliable measure of this 

phenornenon, as Robert Shoemaker has found their information on the identity and 

location of the defendants (which includes their occupation or status) to be more accurate 

than indictrnents."* Fluctuations in numbers of prosecutions, of course, are not a window 

into true levels of violence, but legal records can at least reveal popular attitudes to crime. 

Though the numbers of recognizances binding gentry are small, these few prosecutions 

may reveal a wider aversion to certain aspects of elite male behaviour. The informal 

- - p p p p p  

see Hunt, especially Ch. 2. 
146 A look at al1 of the recognizances taken from the sessions of 7 April, 1708 up to and including the 
sessions of 7 January, 17 12, shows 62 cases with gentlemen or aristocratie defendants, and 278 cases 
where occupations were listed orher than gentleman or arktocrat (upper class men were 18% of the total 
where status or occupation was known). From the sessions of 23 April, 17 12 until5 October, 171 5, there 
were 94 cases involving upper class men and 325 with defendants of known, non-genteel status or 
occupation (upper class men comprising 22% of the total). 

Though MJ/SR 2 187 (the April sessions where rnost of the suspected Mohocks would have been 
prosecuted) had 18% gentlemen of the total defendants in recognizances where a status was Iisted, the 
subsequent sessions with higher proportions of genteel defendants are: MJlSR2207 8 Apr. 17 13.32%; 
MJ/SR22 1 1 2 Jul. l713,36%; MJ/SR2216 Oct. 1713,20%; MJlSR2230 24 Jun. 1714.26%; MJlSR2235 6 
Oct. 17 14.24%; MJ/SR2240 IO Jan. 17 1415.32%; MJfSR2245 20 Apr. 171 5,24%; MJlSR2250 8 Jul. 
1715.31%. 
Ia8R. Shoernaker, "Using Quarter Sessions Records as Evidence for the Study of Crime and Criminal 
Justice" Archives XX, no. 90 (1993), 15 1. 
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policing, in other words, was likely even greater than the formal policing of genteel 

masculinity constituted by the growth in recognizances. Whether gentlemen were 

genuinely becoming more violent or not, the rise in prosecutions indicates that they were 

more often perceived as a danger. 

England had been treated to stories of youth gangs in previous generations, and 

the organized rake violence of the Mohocks was not the first of its kind to find its way 

into the popular press, or the courts. Neil Guthne opened his article on the Mohocks by 

citing references to "the heyday of the Roaring Boys in the reign of Elizabeth 1," and "the 

ancient Mohocks" fiom the time of King ~ h a r l e s . " ~  An account in the Proceedings of 

the Old Bailey descnbed "one Mr. Gerard, Nephew.. .to My Lord Gerard," along with a 

group of "several other young Gentlemen," becoming fi-ustrated when they found a 

victualling-house closed late at night.lsO According to the victualler, "they knocked hard 

at the door, and bid him open it, the which he refusing, one or more of them began to 

break the windows, and.. . [then] they threw up lighted Links," setting a srnaIl fire in an 

upstairs r00rn.'~' This account appeared in 1695, more than a decade before the 

Mohocks, and is another example of the existence of rakery pnor to the events of 1712. 

Generally, the attitudes toward earlier rakes tended to be fairly indulgent, in stark contrast 

to the moral panic surrounding the Mohocks. Anna Bryson discerned a dramatic decline 

in public toleration of libertinism, especially in the decades following the restoration. 

- - -- - - 

'"' Guthrie, 33. 
I5O OBSP, 1 7- 1 8 Jan. I 6 W S  (London, s.n.), 2, 
15' Ibid. 



Even though there was elite violence before 1 7 1 2 she argued, the "Murderous Mohock 

outrages against Londoners" constituted a "peak" in rake violence, which provoked a 

greater public r e ~ ~ 0 n s e . I ~ ~  The "gallant libertine figure" which had emerged by the early 

eighteenth century was, according to Bryson "radically uncivil in a way unknown" to 

previous generations.15' The Mohocks can thus be seen as the source of a moral panic, 

drawing public animosity and fear in a way never before elicited by rake excesses. 

The moral panic seems to have been effective in increasing public prosecution for 

years afierward. In the decade following the explosion of press on the Mohocks, there 

was a perceptible increase in the prosecution of similar forms of rakety. The assault 

recognizances exhibit the persistence, in the public mind, of the key characteristics of the 

Mohock stories. David Bowen had John Bentley, a bLgentleman" bound "for saying 

whenever he met him he would cut his Nose off' two years after the Mohock scare.lS4 

Victims went before sympathetic Iaw officiais with tales of gentlemen assaulting and 

"affronting them in the ~treet."'~' The account of a gentleman bound over for assaulting 

a woman adds sufficient description to leave little doubt of his reputation for rakery. Said 

to be "a person of an infamous character and a cornmon disturber of the peace," he was 

also accused of "assaulting the Drawers of the Vine Tavern at Chairing cross and bilking 

the house of the Reckoning and ... swearing he would Ki11 Englishmen, Frenchmen, and 

germans saying he was sorry his sword was not sharp enough to kill al1 the Rogues in 

'" Bryson, 249. 
15' Ibid.. 249. 
"' MJISR2235 R95,4 Sept. 17 14. 



Charing Cross."'" Similar aggression was present in the recognizance for Daniel 

Langthorne, another gentleman, said to have been "a nightly Comrnon disturber" of 

Elizabeth Gray, "at her door and windowes ... swearing, cursing and threatning her in most 

sad prophane words, for putting her in great terror and fear ... & for threatning to cane her 

& much more."'si Elite males had a reputation for behaving aggressively, and flouting 

the law as well as the rules of common decency, and they may have actually been more 

Iimited as a result. In other words, public fears of the Mohocks as dangerous libertines 

paradoxically created an environment that was less Iiberating for genteel masculinity. 

The Societies for the Refonnation of Manners' Carnvaign against Bawdv Houses 

The Societies for the Reformation of Manners began their carnpaign in 1691, in 

response to a suspected decline in morality, and targeted a number of vices, ranging from 

profaning the Sabbath to fornication. The societies operated with volunteers who would 

report an offence to a Justice of the Peace, secure a signed warrant and deliver it to a 

constable, who would then arrest the offender.'" Scholarly interest in the societies has 

ranged from investigating their religious roots to their interaction with the established 

church, or with legal ~fficials.' '~ Histonans who have examined the societies' activities 

in the brothels, have tended to focus upon their suppression of prostitutes and 

' 5 5  MJ/SR2353 R 1 13,30 Sept. 1720. 
15' MJISRî348 R98 ,27  [month illegible] 1720. 
15' MJISR2250 R l 7 8 , 7  June 17 15. 
"' Brisfow, 17-8. 
159 T.C. Curtis and W. A. Speck, "The Societies for the Reformation o f  Manners: A Case Study in the 
Theory and Practice of Moral Reform," Lirerature and History 3 (March, 1976), 45-64; Tina Isaacs, "The 
Anglican Hierarchy and the Reformation o f  Manners, 1688- 1738," Journal o/Ecclesiastical History 
XXXI I I ,  no. 3 ( 1 982), 3 9 1 -4 1 1 ; R. B. S hoemaker, Prosecution and Punishment: Petty crime and the law 
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sodomites.160 Though men were also arrested for heterosexual activities at the societies' 

behest, they have been dismissed in subsequent histories due to their much smaller 

n~rnbers. '~ '  This section will argue that the very fact that men were prosecuted for being 

"with a lewd woman," or "in a reputed bawdy house," is significant in ihstrating the 

ways in which masculine sexuality was limited in Augustan London. The detailed 

descriptions in some of the recognizances reveal the extent to which the societies invaded 

men's pnvacy as much as that of the prostitute with whom they were caught. Men bound 

for violently resisting arrest indicate that the societies posed enough of a threat to ment a 

strong attempt at avoiding their prosecution. Using contemporary literature in support of 

the societies, dong with recognizances brought by men claiming to be victims of 

seduction, this section will atso explore the ways in which men constructed their own 

sexual suppression, painting brothels as evil and negotiating around notions of sexual 

respectability in a manner not completely different fiom that expected of eighteenth- 

century femininity. 

A cursory examination of the 3 1 sessions fiom October 1700 to October 1709 

reveals at least 234 recognizances binding men for heterosexual offences such as lewd 

behaviour and/or presence in a brothel. As part of the total of 1 1,893 prosecutions 

initiated by the societies in London during this period-which probably was largely 

in London and rural Middlesex, c. 1660-1 725 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 199 1 ) .  ch. 9, respectively. 
I6'0n regulating prostitutes, see, Shoernaker, Prosecufion and Punishmenr, ch. 9, and for sodomites, see 
Trumbach, "Sex, Gender, and Sexual Identity." 



composed of prostitutes sent to houses of correction-these records are minuscule, but 

this sampling of male defendants is significant enough to show that men must not have 

escaped completely in the societies' war on bawdy houses.'" These numbers are also 

minimums-a search of recognizances going back to the 1690s and forward to the 1730s, 

and also of indictments over the longer penod, would only add to the total of male 

defen~iants. '~~ Aside fiom the men bound, however, the recognizances for women 

suspected of prostitution can also offer insight into the restraints the Reformation of 

Mamers campaign placed on men. Mary Butler was bound to appear at the October 

quarter sessions, and William Paulett and Joseph Whittaker, two bakers, came forward as 

her sureties.'" AM Robinson, taken by the constables for being a "lewd woman," had 

Richard Meers and Richard Holland, gentlemen, guarantee her appearan~e.'~' Another 

gentleman, William Roberts, was a surety for Sarah Roberts in her recognizance to 

answer for prostitution.'66 Again and again, throughout the period, men listed as artisans 

or gentlemen appear as sureties for women bound for prostituting thernsetves. Whether 

lovers, pimps, or clients, these men were--at the very least-4nconvenienced by the 

Societies' actions against brothels. This is most obvious in the recognizance binding 

'"Bristow, 24 and R. B. Shoemaker, "Reforming the City," 106-7. Tmmbach, Sex and the Gender 
Revolution, 90- 1 1 1, makes a linle more of the numbers of the men arrested, but he is more interested in the 
Iegal records as evidence of the sexual acts themselves. 
162 Shoemaker, "Reforming the City," 105, table 6.1 ., gives numbers From the societies* own records of 
their total prosecutions, including 7,344 for "Lewd & disorderly practices" from 1700-2 and 1704-9. 
I6'Robert Shoemaker notes that the societies prosecuted by indictment Iess and less as time went on 
because "the reformers soon realized that such prosecutions threatened to bankrupt the campaign." Ibid., 
106. See also Prosecution and Punishment, 246. 
'64MJ/SR1 955 unnumbered, 7 July 1700. 
'6SMJISR20 18 R49,21 Aug. 1703. 



Thomas Davis for "Going ab[ou]t for bail for comon Lewd ~omen." '~ '  Davis aiso 

allegedly tried to bribe the constable "to conceal his name fiom the ~ust ice." '~~ As 

sureties for suspected whores, or as defendants themselves, the men in the Westminster 

recognizances reveal the restrictions placed upon them as an indirect result of the 

Societies for the Reforrnation of Manners. 

Robert Shoemaker and Edward Bristow have focused on the movement as an 

attempt to police the p ~ o r . ' ~ ~  This is not the entire picture, however. In the recognizances 

binding men for fiequenting brothels or being taken with a whore, 49 (one third) of the 

147 defendants of known occupation were gentlemen. An additional 2 1 were described 

as merchants or artisans in the Iuxury trades. Of the remaining half, onIy three were 

designated as labourers; the rest were artisans such as bakers, grocers, tailors, and 

victuallers. Most labouring men arrested would not have had the funds or contacts to 

enter into a recognizance, and would have been sent immediately to a house of correction. 

Nevertheless, the recognizances show that the Societies for the Refonnation of Manners 

did riot completely ignore the transgressions of well-to-do men; a significant minority 

found themselves before a justice of the peace, charged with lewdness. The Gentleman S 

Library instructed gentlemen to avoid sexual "Adventures," or they would "render 

thernselves more vile and despicable than any innocent man can be, whatever F i s ]  low 

- -  - 

'66MJ/SR3037 R40, 25 Sept. 1704. 
'67MJ/SR2078 R?, 1 8 July 1706. 
"%id. 
'69Bristo~, 19,23; Shoemaker, "Reforming the City," 107; and idem, Prosecution and Punishmenr, 250. 
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station ... or Birth."lTO Gentleman Graves Pack was bound by a constable because he was 

standing outside a tavem late at night. and believed to be trying to entice women '40 go 

into the Tavem ... in order ... to commit some obseane thing.""' niornas Cowper, also 

listed as a gentleman in his recognizance, was accused of "picking up a woman in the 

streete, and goeing dong with her.""' He appears to have resisted arrest for this offence, 

because he was also bound for "assaulting, striking, kicking and very much abuseing" the 

constable and his a~sistants."~ Even men of genteel birth might potentially find 

themselves the target of the moral reformers. 

In the recognizances for men of al1 classes, a substantial nurnber bore descriptions 

to indicate that, rather than simply stopping men in the streets, oficials had invaded the 

brothels and interrupted men in the very act of intercourse. Robert Shoemaker noted that 

the men pursued by the Societies for the Reformation of Mamers were more Iikely to be 

arrested for multiple offences, and took this to indicate the reluctance of the reformers to 

harnper masculine sexual activity unless it was also associated with other crimes, such as 

assault or thefi.174 Isaac Heycock, bound for "being taken with comon Whonsh women" 

but also "striping [sic] Margaret Boreman Naked and assaulting and beating her in a 

violent manner with his drawne sword" wouid fa11 into this ~ategory.~" Similariy, it is 

difficult to know if Michael Gillingham's arrest was prompted more because of his 

- - 

"'The Gentleman S Librury, 1 25. 
"'MJ/SR2250 R102.30 June 17 15. 
'r-MJ/SR23 I O  R8,20 June 17 18. 
'731bid. 
'74~hoemaker, "Reforming the City," 107. 



"receiving and entertainhg ... lewd & disorderly women ... in his house at unseasonable 

hours in the night," or because two of his guests "did Pick the pocket of the [plainant] ... of 

twelve guineas & one half Guinea in Gold & seven shiIlings in ~ilver.""~ There are many 

recognizances which do not mention additional offences however, and several show 

efforts to include details which stress the sole importance of the sexual nature of the 

offence. John Walker was bound "for being ... in a Notorious house with a woman of 

known il1 farne and Reputation she standing between his Leggs and him ... having his 

briches [sic] down and his Privy parts  are."'^^ Robert Lewis was taken "in bed" with a 

woman, and Richard Lary was taken "with 2 Lewd women in an obscene post~re.""~ 

Samuel Homby was found "in Bedd with a whore bigg with ~ h i l d . " ' ~ ~  Thomas Horler 

and Elizabeth Pointon were both bound for being "taken together in a private r o ~ r n . " ' ~ ~  

Walker, Lewis, Lary, Homby, Horler, and other men like them, were clearly prosecuted 

for their sexual behaviour. Justice of the peace John Sully arrested a whore "Having my 

Selfe taken my sunn in Bed with her.""' Though not himself arrested, Sully's son must 

at least have experienced discornfort and embarassment by being caught enflagrafite by 

his own father, who considered the prostitute to have "Ruened" his son.''' The societies 

and their various agents intruded into the heart of the brothels, stopping men in the very 

I7'MJ/SR2 123 RI 5, 16 Dec. 1708. 
'76M~/SR1 860 R29, 12 July 16%. 
'"MJ/SR2275 R22,5 July 17 16. 
I7'MJ/SR2 1 18 R45, 13 July 1708 and MJ/SR2083 R22,  9 Dec. 1706 respectively. 
t79MJ/SR2098 R 14 1, 18 Sept. 1 707. 
'80MJ/SR2002 R23, 1 1 Nov. 1702. 
"' MJISR 1979 Calendar of Prisoners, 8 Jan. 170 1/2. 
18' Ibid. 



act of intercourse, and launching prosecutions which described the situation in detail. 

It is not surprising, then, that many recognizances also include evidence of the 

defendants' displeasure at their amest. Captain Francis Piercy was "taken with a Lewd 

woman" and additionally charged with "assaulting the Constable in the execution of his 

" Druggist" Thomas Owen was taken "in Company with Lewd women" and 

also bound for "assaulting & Insulting the Constable" and "ferryman" John Seddon was 

"taken with one Martha ... Kempe with Her Coates up" and also accused by a constable of 

"assaulting him in the Execution of his office."'" Constable John Slaughter brought three 

men before Justice Saunders in September of 1719. Two were "taken out of a notonous 

and reputed house of Bawdry in Company with Lewd women," and had allegedly 

assaulted him in their anger at being stopped in their acti~ities.'~' The third also appears 

to have "rais[ed] a riot" after assaulting the constable "& several of his watch," creating 

an image of the great hstration displayed by male clients when they faced arrest for their 

presence in a b r ~ t h e l . ' ~ ~  Previous histonans have treated the assaults on officiais 

connected with the Societies for the Reformation of Mamers as evidence only of 

widespread opposition to the societies in general, but the descriptions in the 

recognizances also reveal male defendants who saw the societies as a very real threat to 

their own liberty.'" Recognizances such as that binding labourers Thomas Morgan and 

lB3MJ/SR2 IO3 R120, 14 Dec, 1707. 
lg4MJ/SR23 10 RI 53,30 May 171 8 and MJ/SR2353 RI t7,26 Aug. 1720 respectively. 
18'MJ/SR2334 RI46 and R42,22 Sept. 1719 respectively. 
'86MJ/S~2334 R36-4 Sept. 17 19. 
'*'Bristow, 25 and Shoemaker, Prosecution and Punishment, 26 1. 



Thomas Goggen for "a Ryott made upon the Jury of annoyances," or that against 

gentleman William Burrows for "assaulting ... stricking ... and threatning" constables as 

they executed "a search Warrant for lewd disorderly persons" do not just illustrate the 

Societies' lack of a broad base of support.'88 When viewed fiom the perspective of the 

men prosecuted, they indicate an attempt at limiting masculine sexuality which was 

sufficiently effective to elicit their angry resistance. 

In the light of this resistance, recognizances where men describe their own sexual 

victimization take on new significance. Diana Laughlin allegedly had been "inticeing 

and persuading James Lewis ... to be Lewd with her And threatening to Ki11 him with a 

knife she then had in her hand, unless he was Lewd with her."Is9 John Allen and two 

male cornpanions claimed to have been victimized by John Dautrey, when he 

"scandalously and unlawfuIly sen[t] for loose lewd women for them, causing his owne 

house to become a place of bawdrey, and also ... assaulting tl~ern."'~' Francis Culsomy was 

prosecuted "for enticeing and bringing young Gentlemen into Lewd women7s company," 

and Anne Vaughan was bound for "Inticeing, seducing and deluding James Howgill ... to 

purloine his fathers Goods ... causing him too spend his money on her and other Lew'd 

women she brought him."'9' The stories of men assaulting constables show that some of 

the men arrested for lewdness chose to resist, but a nurnber of other men seem to have 

favoured the tactic of complicity. By claiming to have been forced into lewd acts, men 

IB8MJ/SR 192 1 RI 1 1 ,  17 Oct. 1698 and MJ/SR22 1 1 RI 1,25 Apr. 17 13 respectively. 
189M~/SR1 883 R73.30 Dec. 1696. 
'90MJ/SR2230 RI 6 , 3 0  Apr. 17 14. 



may have escaped punishment, but such narratives also implicitly accepted the Societies' 

stance against ext ram~ta l  sex. 

The courtroorn rhetoric and literahire in support of the Societies for the 

Reformation of Mannes, with their strong message of the dangers of lewd behaviour, 

closeIy c o ~ e c t e d  masculinity with victirnhood. Men were seen to be seduced into their 

transactions with London's prostitutes. A London Grand Jury Presentment of 1699 

described young men, "especially Apprentices," as "compted and enticed to 

wickedness ... by meeting and conversing with many Lewd persons that boldly attend 

those places."'9' The Rev. Josiah Woodward, a great proponent for the societies until his 

death in 1 7 12, described London prostitutes as "lewd wretches, who openly lay Snares 

and Enticements" for the young men.'93 Two interesting entries in the Westminster 

sessions papers show mothers as the victims of their daughters' inherent wickedness, one 

daughter being accused of "being a Loose Idle person and ... abusing her [mother] v e ~ y  

Barbarously thou an ould woman," and the other simply of being "an idle disorderly 

person."'" More often, however, it was men who came fonvard to accuse 'disorderly' 

women of trapping them, and leading them to their 'min'. One Westminster JP had 

Hannah Howard and Elizabeth Pigg committed to a house of correction, each "for being a 

''' MJ/SR23 10 R4,6 May 17 18. 
19' 24 May 1699, quoted in Bristow, 27. 
t93 J. Woodward, A rebuke to the sin ofuncleanliness. By a Minister ofthe Church ofEng1and (London, 
1740). 17. 
'% MJlSRI997 Calendar o f  Prisoners, 7 Oct 1702. 
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Nortoriouse Idle Lewd woman having ... Ruened Severall young Gent men ."19' Thus, 

when men like William Perry brought a plaint against Katherine Sheppard and Susannah 

Thomson "for being loose idle Disorderly persons cornmon night walkers & Deluding 

him into a reputed house of Bawdry," they were embracing the notion that the brothel 

was a dangerous area, and that lewd women were unacceptable cornpanions for any 

man.'96 

The reverse could also be m e :  promiscuous men could be considered a bad 

influence on eighteenth-century women. One of the qualities vital for a Justice of the 

Peace, according to one handbook, was chastity. A JP might sometimes have "to 

examine an unfortunate Woman about the Father of a base Child bastard]," and he was 

expected to refrain fiom asking "minute" questions, and behaving "so Extravagantly.. .as 

if Fe]  took much pleasure in the inq~iry."'~' The JP's job in such situations was to 

encourage the woman's "Natural Modesty;" otherwise, he wouId "effectually teach 

instead of Correcting the Crime" of which she was g ~ i l t y . ' ~ ~  The men of Augustan 

London had to observe a certain level of decorum in order to maintain their respectability, 

and the legal records suggest that it was not uncornmon to find men going to fairly great 

lengths to mask their sexual indiscretions. John Ben was bound to answer a watchman 

for having "Brought & Procur'd a Lewd wom an... at two o'clock in the moming 

19' MJ/SR 1979 Calendar o f  Prisoners, 8 Jan 170 1/2. 
'%MI/SR2280 R173, 10 Nov. 1716. 
Iq7 Edmund Bohun, The Justice of Peace his CaIling and Qualificatiom (London: Printed for T. Salusbury, 
1693). 46-7. 

19' Ibid. 
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alleadging she was an Honest ~ o r n a n . " ' ~ ~  Mary Lefountaine and her male cornpanion 

seem to have found a similar subterfuge necessary, apparently "pretending she was his 

wife" when the watch questioned thern?' The Old Bailey Sessions Proceedings give an 

account of Philip Johnson, who entered a public house and wanted to drink brandy "in a 

private Room with one he called his Wife.'720' The landlady suspected his deception, and 

refised to allow extramarital relations in her establishment. Johnson was so angered by 

this, that "he fell to raling and abusing her after a gross rate, but in the end she got him 

out of the  dore^."'^' This event, which occurred a decade before the first of the Societies 

for the Reformation of Mamers was formed, shows that men, as well as women, were 

expected to adhere to certain rules of sexual respectability. When they did not, they faced 

policing in the form of night watchmen and constables, but also of ordinary people, like 

the public house landlady described above. Each of these stones reveal men attempting 

to employ falsehoods in order to continue their liaisons with prostitutes. 

Conclusion 

Though not as strict nor as visible as those placed on women in early modem 

London, this chapter has shown some of the restrictions placed upon masculine 

behaviour. In order to be acquitted of rape, men employed defence strategies which 

reinforced the heinousness of the a rape charge, and offered an image of a weakened 

male, vulnerable to a woman's malicious prosecution, who would do anything to avoid a 

twMJ/SR2300 R198, 10 Dec. 1717. 
200MJ/SR20 18 R4 1, 1 1 Aug. 1703. 
"'OBSP, 18- 19 Apr. 1683 (London, printed for George Croom), 2. 



trial. Though most men escaped the gallows, their acquittais mask a complex process of 

negotiation which reveals subtle limits on male sexuality. In non-capital sexuai offences, 

the confines to masculine behaviour are more visible. Women's charges of attempted 

rape had a much better chance of being believed than their charges of rape, and women 

charged with thefi might obtain an acquitta1 by depicting their male prosecutor as a sexual 

predator. Male sexuality was also clearly policed in cases of sodomy or when narned as 

the father of a bastard. Men also depicted thernselves as vulnerable to sexual insult in 

defamation suits. 

Drives for moral reform were not new in the eighteenth century, and the episodes 

discussed in the second half of the chapter were just another surge in the constant ebb and 

flow of social anxieties. Similar instances of heightened tension about morality have 

received the attention of historians in other periods. This chapter has shown that, in the 

moral panics constituted by the fear of the Mohocks in 17 12 and the perceived moral 

decline which brought the rise of the Societies for the Reformation of Mamers, aspects of 

male behaviour were targeted as a source of social evil. The dnuikenness and 

licentiousness of rakery bore a sinister edge in the many press accounts of the Mohocks' 

attacks, and there was a quantifiable increase in public fear and distrust of elite males in 

the following decade. Though the animosity toward the male patrons of bawdy houses 

was probably not as widespread, the mere fact that the Societies for the Reformation of 

- - -  - - - - - . 

'O' Ibid., (London, printed for Langly Curtis), 3. 
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Mamers did not focus their reforms solely on the prostitutes themselves shows that 

masculine behaviour might be limited in the name of social morality. 

Moral panics, dong with rape and sexual assault prosecutions, reveal the diverse 

and subtIe ways in which eighteenth-century men met with legal and ideologicd barriers 

to their activities. 



Chapter Five: Gendenng Interpersonai Violence: Languages and Environrnents of 
Assault 

There is no question that men were violent in England at the end of the 17th and 

beginning of the 18th centuy. Susan Amussen and John Beattie have both done work on 

violence in early modem England. While not denying the possibility that women could 

be violent. they focus upon the constrauits upon women, and how female violence was 

less fiequent than male violence.' This focus tends to mask the fact that women did 

exhibit physical aggression, and relegates its description to the background. Lawrence 

Stone and James Sharpe engaged in a heated debate over the level of violence in early 

modem England, but they concentrated on homicides, rather than assaults (disputing the 

reliability of homicide stati~tics).~ They thus put forth only a very vague perception of 

violence, rather than considenng its diverse and complex forms. James Sharpe concluded 

his critique of Stone with an insightful wish that historians would focus their 

investigation on three ''fundamental questions," the first being "what was the early 

modem man or wornan's perception of violence?" In exploring gender and assault 

- 

' See J. Beattie, "Violence and Society in Early Modem England," in A. Doob and E. Greenspan, eds., 
Perspectives in Criminal Law (Aurora, On: Canada Law Book inc., 1985); S. Amussen, "Punishment, 
Discipline & Power: The Social Meaning of Violence in Early Modem England," Journal of British 
Studies 34 (Jan 1995); idem, "The Gendering of Popular Culture," in T. Harris, ed., Popular Culture in 
England, c. 1500-1850 (New York: St. Martin's P, 1995); and idem, "'Being Stirred to Much 
Unquietness': Violence and Domestic Violence in Early Modern England," Journal of Women 's History 6,  
no. 2 (1 994), where on page 75 she States that "Since women in early modem society rarely carried 
weapons that caused death, their brawls, though fiequent, were rarely recorded." On the culture of 
violence in early modem Europe, see, for example, J. R. Far, Han& ofHonour: Artisans and Their World 
in Dijan, 1550-1650 (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1988) and J. Pitt-Rivers, "Honour and Social Status," in J.G. 
Peristian y, ed., Honor and Shome: The Values ofMediterranean Society (London: Nicholson, 1 965). 
2 L. Stone, "Interpersonal Violence in English Society, 1300- 1980," Paz and Present 10 1 (Nov. 1983), 22- 

33; J. A. Sharpe, "Debate: The History of Violence in England: Some Observations," P m  and Present 
108 (Aug. 1985), 206-1 5; and L. Stone, "A Rejoinder," Past and Presenr 108 (Aug. 1985), 216-24. 
Sharpe, 2 15. 



through recognizances, this chapter sheds some light on this question for the London of 

1080-1 720. 

It is not possible to uncover the tnie levels of violence within a given society fkom 

court records. From these, we can only discover those assaults that were prosecuted. 

However. recouse to the law was most likely to occur in cases where violence was 

considered unacceptable, but aiso most typical. In other words, though prosecutors 

brought cases wishing to correct unacceptable behaviour in others, they also would have 

recognized the importance of having aplausible case, so the historian c m  discover their 

perceptions of violence using these records. For example, 1 found oniy two 

recognizances for assault where a husband accused his wife, probably because most 

husbands knew they had a lesser chance of being believed than their wives bringing a 

similar tale of spousal abuse. Laws reinforced noms of misbehaviour as well as 

behaviour. 

This analysis recognizes that the language of the recognizance is the product of a 

compromise between the legal official, in the form of the JP and/or his clerk, and the 

plainant. The JP and clerk were informed by their knowledge of the law, had the final 

choice over what went down on the page, and subconsciously or consciously helped to 

control the type of information given by asking certain questions of the plainant. The 

plainant, in turn, was the original source of information on the form and circurnstance of 

the assault and, by volunteering descriptive information, had a possible--if less obvious-- 

impact upon the record. Whether the recognizance was a mirroring accurate account of 



events is imrnatenal. Because the purpose of legal prosecutions is to construct a 

believable account of events, the records will almost always reflect popular notions of 

gender noms. Recogizances, though by no means every assault case prosecuted, provide 

the most descriptive account we have. Unlike indictments, they did not have to adhere to 

a strict wording, and the recognizances which offer a more expansive portrayal of the 

assault can be quantified, and thus provide broader illumination for historians of 

interpersonai violence. 

Using the descriptions of assaults in the Westminster Quarter Sessions 

recognizances from 1685-1 720, this chapter will gauge the n o m  of masculine as 

compared with ferninine misbehaviour in London. The first section will anaiyze these 

descriptions as Zanguages of assault.' The majority of assaults desctibed in the 

recognizances appear to fa11 into two distinct categories: those which appear to have the 

intent only of physically harming the victim, and those with the main purpose of 

humiliating the victim. AssauIts alleged to have been perpetrated by women were 

generaily descnbed similarly--in terms of violence and damage to their victims-to those 

by men, but the choice of weapon and gender of victim appear to have more distinct 

masculine and feminine forms. Humiliation tactics in assaults seem to have been 

indulged in equally by both men and women. The variety of techniques employed in 

shameing are more interesting in relation to the gender of the subject of the attack, rather 

than its perpetrator. The second section will look at the various environrnents of assault; 

- -- 

4 - language" here refers to physical more than verbal language. 



reconstructing, where possible, the locations, events, and circurnstances surrounding the 

assaults (with the help of more descriptive accounts of interpersonal violence heard in 

other courts). When mentioned, the tirne and place in which an assault occurred reveai 

anxieties associated with certain spaces. Assaults occuming in spaces associated with 

sex, danger, reIigion, commerce, and privacy were judged of sufficient importance to be 

noted in some recognizances. Plainants and defendants appear to have been subject to a 

number of temporal and geographic constraints when the space in which the attack 

occurred found its way into the legal record. The incidents or situations which gave rise 

to attacks can also be aiigned in certain interesting patterns. Dninkenness, but also 

tensions surrounding proximity, financial dealings, or perceived lawlessness seem to have 

provoked Londoners into violence. Men issued macho challenges more often than 

women, and women were more likely to mobilize the crowd in their battles. The many 

and varied languages and environrnents of assault revealed by the recognizances provide 

insight into the noms of misbehaviour, and the ways in which gender divisions were 

either blurred or upperrnost in early eighteenth-century interpersonal violence. 

Languages of Assaulr 

Assault to Phvsicallv H a m  

The majority of recognizances are vague, containing terms such as "assaulting," 

"beating," or "abuseing," but in the cases where the record included more description, a 

gender analysis of the language of violence becomes a more plausible exercise. 

Recognizances sometimes bear adjectives that appear to characterize the assault as more 



serious, and occasionally have additional verbs to specify the type of attack. The 

appearance of tenns such as "violently," and descriptors such as "kicking," "striking," 

"scratch&" "punching" (or ahsions to the use of fists), "biting," or "stamping7'--though 

rnediated by legai record-keepers--allows the possibility of analyzing masculine versus 

feminine behaviour. In addition, investigation of the types of weapons or threats 

purported to have corne fiom women versus those fiom men can also yield some 

interesting insights into the constructions of gender in the early eighteenth-century 

Westminster Quarter Sessions. 

Though the Iegal definition of assault included verbal aggression, the descriptions 

in the recognizances make it clear that physical aggression was definitely within the 

range of feminine action. Frorn 1685- 1720, the number of women accused of assault of 

any kind in the recognizances is roughly one third of the total.(Tab. 5.1 ) The proportion 

women dropped by ten percent between 1696 and 1700. The anxiety surrounding an 

Table 5.1: 
Total Nurnber of Assailants: Breakdown of  Defendants by Gender over Timet 

influx of unemployed soldiers with the end of the Nine Years War in 1697 may have 

'Recognizances to prosccutc assault have not bcen includcd. 
This  column is broken down into scvcn pcriods o f  exactly 20 sessions cach; this roughly corresponds with evcry 5 years. Note thaf 
rather than four. therc are only two extant sessions for 1689 (27 Jun and 2 Oct) and thrcc for 1693 (9 Jan. 19 Apr. and 40ct ) .  

Male Defendants 
617 
525 
720 
564 
560 
837 
1232 

Timea 
Apr 1685-Jul 1690 

Oct 1690-0ct 1695 

Jan 1696-0~1 1700 
 an 1701-0ct 1705 

Jan 1706-0ct 1710 

Jan 17II-Oct 1715 
Jm 1 7 16-0ct 1 720 

Total (n=) 
909 
806 
962 
817 
825 
1217 
193 8 

Female Defendants 
292 
28 1 
242 
253 
265 
380 
706 

Fernale as % of n 
32 
35 
25 
3 1 
32 
3 1 
36 



caused the disproportionately high nurnber of men to be brought before the courts for 

assault during this time, but by the end of our penod the proportion of women accused of 

assault had climbed to even more than one third.' In some cases, the description of the 

assault was broadened, for example, "for violently assaulting and wounding him/hery' or 

"assaulting, beating and bruising hirdher'' etc. Of those accused of "violently" 

assaulting, the proportion of female defendants is only four per cent lower than that of the 

male defendants.(Tab. 5.2) There is no specific legal definition for "violent assault" in the 

legal literature, and "maiming9'-arguably the most serious type of assault (a  felony 

Table 5.2: 
Those Accused of Assaulting "Violently": Breakdown of Defendants by Gendert 

without benefit of clergy)--was mentioned in only six recognizances-not even as often 

Vlnt Fernale DeP 

200 

as would seem appropriate, given the description in some other r e~o~nizances .~  It is 

impossible to tell why the description was sometimes enlarged-reasons could range 

'Recognizances to prosecutc iusault have not been includcd. 
'Assault recognizances where the= wcre multiple defendants both maic AND fernale have not becn includcd. 

Total Female* 
203 8 

from a JP having more time in some cases to a prosecutor waxing more eloquently in 

hisher description of events. It seems most likely that the appearance of a prosecutor 

Yo 
10 

visibly wounded and shaken by events would have influenced the recording of the 

assault. 

Vint Male DcP 

650 

On the effects of demobilization on property crime. see D. Hay, "War, Dearth and Theft in the Eighteenth 
Century: The Record of the English Courts," P m  and Presenf 95 (May 1982), 1 17- 160. 

The statutes which defined maiming as an offence were 5 Hen IV c. 5; 37 Hen VII c. 6; and 22 & 23 Cm. 
II c. I (also known as the Coventry Act). Summarized in the Coventry Act, maiming was "any 
person.. . who shaIl unlawfully cutt out, or disable the Tongue, put out an Eye, slitt the Nose, cutt off a Nose 
or Lipp, or disable any Limbe or Member.. .with intention so doing to maime or disfigure." Interestingly, 

Total Male* 
4683 

Y0 
14 



There was a certain amount of anxiety surrounding female violence in the 

contemporary literature. The Female Tatler referred to "Miss Jemy ... a girl of quick 

Parts," to illustrate the aggressive tendencies which could emerge by poor parental 

instruction: "One moment she's a straddle upon a five Bar Gate--her father is ready to 

die with laughing--the next, fighting amongst the Boys-he comrnends her courage .... and 

the product of her education is this, that when she marries, she'll certainly beat her 

husband."' The court officiais of Augustan London may have also been more anxious 

about female violence--using different standards to measure female acts in comparison to 

male acts. They may have characterized separate prosecutions for similar attacks as 

"violently assaulting" when perpetrated by a female defendant, and as a more mainstrearn 

and simple "assaulting" if the defendant was male. This seems udikely, however, 

because other more suggestively evaluative words, like "barbarous" or "inhuman" 

appeared on very few recognizances. When such words did appear, they were more often 

attributed to male defendants, in comparison to the gender proportions of  assaults 

overall.' There is no evidence in the additional descriptions in recognizances bearing 

these adjectives to suggest that an attack by a woman could have been appraised in terms 

stronger than those used for similar assaults allegedly perpetrated by men. Even the 

account of Miss Jenny in the T'cler was likely a satirical attempt to ridicule the same 

some of the recognizances which fell under the definition of this offence, describing assaults with damage 
to eyes, or slit noses (discussed in the next section), did not use the word "maiming". 
' The Female Tatler, 15- 18 July, 1709. There were many portrayals of wives beating husbands in the 
literature of early modern England, though the reverse was likely rnuch more often the reality. 



anxieties it pretended to share, as the publication's editor, Mary Delariviere Manley, was 

vehemently opposed to the double standard and the many constraints of ferni~~inity.~ 

Novelist Henry Fielding, a Westminster JP shortly afier this period, appears to have 

accepted violence as a femaie characteristic, judging the only gender differences to be in 

tactic, rather than propensity to fight. According to Fielding, "It is lucky for the Wornen, 

that the Seat of the Fistycuff War is not the sarne for them as among Men; ... when they go 

forth to Battle, ... they never so far forget, as to assai1 the Bosorns of each other; where a 

few Blows would be fatal to most of them," concentrating instead, he avers, on punching 

their opponents in the nose.'' If women's actions had been measured in vastly different 

ways by court officiais, the descriptive language surrounding them would probably have 

been more gendered as well, and words like "violently" and "barbarously" would have 

appeared in much more gender-specific contexts. 

Ferninine assaults could also be seen to damage the victim only ten percent less 

than masculine assaults, according to the recognizances.(Tab. 5.3) If  the recognizance 

Table 5.3: 

*AssauIt recognizanccs whcrc there were multiple defendans both male AND fernale have not bccn included. 

Those Accused of Inflicting Damage: Breakdown of Defendants by Genderr 

Throughotit the period, 25 women and 80 men were bound for "barbarously" assaulting, and five women 
and 19 men were bound for "inhumady" assaulting-fernale defendants were thus described these ways in 
slightly less than one quarter of the total 129 cases. 

See the entry by Josephine Donovan in K. Wilson, ed., Encyclopedia ofContinental Women Writers, Vol. 
1 (1991), 270-1. 
IO Henry Fielding, Tom Jones (1749, reprinted New York: Norton Critical edition, 1995), Book IV, Ch. 

VIII, 1 19. 

Dmg b~ Fm1 Def. 1 Total Fernale* 
420 1 203 8 

'Recognizanccs to prosccute assault have not bccn includcd. 

Yo 
2 1 

Yo 
3 1 

Dmg by MI D@ 

1435 
Total Male* 

4683 



recognizance bore added significance. When one individual had another bound over to 

keep the peace, he/she was açked to "swear that you are in Fear of your life, or of some 

bodily Hurt to be done, or to be procured to be done to you by [the defendant]."" As 

noted in Chapter Two, the existence of recognizances mentioning danger or physical 

h m  which bind only to appear, not to keep the peace, suggest that court officiais would 

be more likely to add details on physical damage if the assault appeared to be more 

serious than ordinary. An assault that caused damage was Iikely a harsher attack. The 

word "violent" did not always occur in assaults where the victim received damage, as is 

most obvious in the recognizance binding Anne, Mary and Thomas Hill "for assaulting 

and woundinp Edward Griffith in a Riotous maMer of which wounds he is since dead."I2 

Though more men were bound over to answer claims of assaults causing damage, there 

were still a significant number of women accused of inflicting damage in assault 

recognizances. 

Though the fiequency of mention of violence and injury in masculine and 

feminine forms of attack diverged only slightly, stronger gender divisions appear in their 

choice of victim. Analysis of the gender of plaintiffs in relation to that of the defendant 

in assault recognizances reveals a distinct tendency on the part of both men and women to 

assault victims of their own gender.(Tab. 5.4) According to the records of prosecutions at 

'O Henry Fielding, Tom Jones (1749, reprinted New York: Norton Criticai edition, 1995), Book IV, Ch. 
vw, 1 19. 
I I  James Harvey, A Collection of Precedents Relating to the 0Bce ofa Justice of Peace (London, l73O), 
189-90. 
l2 MUS R 1 992 R25,24 May 1 702, 



Table 5.4: 
Gender of Defendant vs. Gender of Plainant-Victim: Number of Recomizances+ 

least, women tended to assault other women, and men tended to assault other men only 

Y 

marginally less. Some recognizances bear extra information that explicitly distinguishes 

Fernale Asslnts** 
Male Asstnts** 

the man's behaviour from his female counterpart. Interestingly, in one example a man 

and a woman had Thomas, Am, and Mary Smith bound for assaulting them, and Thomas 

'Recognimccs to prosecute assault have not been includcd. The figures show ihc nurnber of  recognizances. not the numbcr of 
plainants; the totals woufd be slightly higher because sornc rccognizances namcd more than one plainant. 
*Cases where the recognizance was clearly brought by the plainant on bchalf of another individual who was the actual victim have 
bcen cxcludcd. 
**Assault recognizances where thcre were multiple defendants both maIe AND fernaie have been cxcludcd. 

Female Victim* 
1492 
1387 

and his wife Ann were clearly named as the woman's assailants, while Mary was 

designated as "assaulting and beating" the man." Thus, though assailants were usually 

% 
78 
34 

represented as attacking victirns of their own gender in the assault recognizances, this was 

not invariably the case. 

Male Victim* 
372 

2453 

While those recognizances with multiple defendants of both genders have been 

excluded from most of the quantitative portion of this study, representing only five per 

cent of the total number of assault recognizances (Tab. 5 . 3 ,  some bear suff~cient 

Total (n=) 
1926 
4043 

% 
19 
61 

Table 5.5: 

Ml &Fm1 Vctms* 
62 

203 

I I 1 

'Recognizances to prosecutc assault have not becn includcd. 
*note this numbcr is rccognizanccs rathcr than defendants- this number is srnallcr than the total defendants in Tab 1 because 
recognizanccs sometimes bound more than one defendant. 

O h  

3 
5 

Assaults Prosecuted Against a Group Containing Both Men and WomenT 

description to yield interesting insights on the ways in which feminine misbehavior could 

# Mixed Assaults 
39 1 

surpass masculine in joint attacks. Even some recognizances binding single defendants 

l3 MJ/SR1798 R241,20 June 1692. 

Total Assault Recogs* 
7236 

Mixed as % of total 
5 



for assault were connected, with several defendants bound to answer the same plaintiffs, 

on the same day and before the same JP,  but with different sureties. Women were 

occasionally singled out as idicting more damage and constituting a greater danger to 

the prosecuting victim than a male co-defendant. John Ross was bound only for 

"assaulting," but Christian Ross (Iikely his wife, though she isn't explicitly identified as 

such) was bound for "assaulting ... & dragging [the victim] by the hair of her head out of 

her own habitacon."" William Parsely was bound only for "ayding and assisting" 

Elizabeth Eason, who was accused of "assaulting and breaking [her victim's] arms with a 

fire~hovel."'~ A few prosecutions identified one of the multiple defendants as having the 

more passive role of simply not preventing the attack, as when, for example, James 

Sirnms was bound for "holding the Door" while a woman was beaten.16 When the 

passive partner was male and the person identified as doing the actual beating was 

female, the recognizances again underscore the potential for violence in Augustan 

femininity. Henry Lanster faced assault charges for "holding [a woman] whilst Jane 

Evans did beat and bruise her," and Robert Saint John was similarly bound for "standing 

by and fiequently suffering Anne ... his wife to assault beate and bruise" their apprentice." 

In other cases, the defendants were described as actively instigating the assault. Women 

were present among such defendants, which suggests that--in the eyes of the law, at least- 

-they were quite capable of leadership and control over men, even their own husbands. 

l4 MJlSR2235 R208-5 Aug. 17 14 and MJlSR2235 Rî09, 5 Aug. 1714 respectively. 
l5 MJISR 1 836 R l4O,2 1 June 1694 and MJISR 1836 R 143-2 1 June 1694 respectiveIy. 
I b  MJlSR2265 R9, 13 Jan. 171516. 
'' MJISRI 878 R63,23 Sept. 1696 and MJ/SR2128 Rî5 ,24  Feb. 1709 respectively. 



Elizabeth York was charged with "Encouraging and comforting one Joseph Silver at the 

same time that the sd Silver was assaulting cutting and wounding [the victim] with a 

naked sword," and Elizabeth Emmes was bound for "occasioning & provoking of her 

husband Richard Emmes to assault & wound [the victim] with his drawne sword on the 

head."18 Another recognizance bore even stronger imagery. William Burley, a bailiff, 

had Thornasine Windnun bound for "assaulting him by pulling hirn Backwards by the 

haire of his head, crying out to her husband stabb the Rogue, which he Endeavoured to 

doe, and swearing she wou'd cutt his ~hroate ." '~  Wives and other women perpetrating 

assaults with men were often represented as more violent in their attacks, or as the 

controlling agents behind them, revealing the breadth of ferninine misbehaviour in 

Augustan London. 

Though a substantial number of assault recognizances recorded simply that 

"beating" or "abusing" had occurred and/or characterized the assault as violent or 

damaging, the next largest portion are those that descnbe "striking" or "kicking." 

According to the Oxford English Dicfionary (OED), striking appears to have had the 

same rneaning as it does today, usually implying blows using the arms or hand, and the 

rneaning of kicking has always indicated assaults by the feet. Interestingly, face slapping, 

a recognized form of insult in early modem Europe, does not appear to be a popular 

practice in England, being entirely absent fiom the descriptions in the assault 

'' MJ/SR2255 R8 I ,23  July 17 15 and MUSR1 855 R4 1, 15 May 1695 respectively. 
l 9  MJ/SR-221 RIO, 2 Jan. 1714. 



re~o~nizances. '~ Almost a quarter of al1 of the recognizances which mention striking had 

female defendants2' In contrast, men were much more fiequently accused of kicking 

than women. Of the seventy-six recognizances for assaults involving kicking, only ten 

(one eighth) bound women. Women may have been less inclined to use their legs 

because they were trapped under layers of petticoats, and actions which might expose the 

leg to view were much less appropnate to ferninine behaviour than to masculine, though 

like most forms of etiquette, this social dictum was more easily indulged by gentry 

women." Invariably involving the use of one's foot, kicking seems to have shown more 

contempt on the part of the assailant for his or her victim. A gentleman was b o n d  by 

Francis Key, a clerk, "for assaulting and kicking him in the Queenes highway, saying that 

hee was a popish prie~t."'~ Though depicted as kicking less often, women also must have 

kicked to show contempt in some circumstances. Ann Clond was a1Ieged to have kicked 

John Foresight dong with "spitting in his face & also for scandalizeing & aspersing false 

things of him the said John Foresight." 24 Elizabeth Henly kicked Mary Lithgol "in the 

face & other parts whereby she is very much disabled."" Kicking, though occasionally 

an assault tactic of wornen, was reported more frequently for male assailants, while the 

proportion of women allegedly "striking" their victims is much higher. It seems likely 

- -- - - 

'O On the significance of face slapping in early modem Europe, see Farr, 183 and Pitt-Rivers, 25. 
" The raw numbers are: 203 recognizances binding only fernales for striking and 656 binding only males, 
o f  a total o f  859. 
" Costume historian Alison Sente described "caricatures o f  Georgian days [where] 'peepers' in Bond 
Street were shown gazing through quizzing glasses at the female ankle, displayed as a lady stepped into her 
carriage," in English Fashion (London: Collins, 1948) 46. 
LI MJ/SR2073 R64.9 lune 1706. 
'* MJ/SR2353 R69,9 Aug. 1720. 
'' MJSR1964 R82,24 Jan. l7OQ/l. 



that assaulting with the upper body was considered a more appropnate form for ferninine 

violence. 

A small number of recognizances explicitly described the assailants' use of m s  

and hands. Scratching was not exclusively a female form of assault, just as fists were not 

only used by male assailants in Augustan London. Of the few recognizances describing 

assaults that appear to have involved punching, women are Iisted as defendants almost as 

often as men. Mary Aniston, a baker's wife, reportedly stmck another woman "with a 

pump handle and then with her fist," and a spinster narned Catherine Fraklin was 

described as striking Mary Hams "in the face with a bIow of her fi~t."'~ Another artisan's 

wife allegedly hit a woman with "two blows in the Face and one on the stomack with her 

hand with such violence that ...[ her victim] fell to the gro~nd."~' More women than men 

were accused of using their nails in an attack, yet scratching was not beyond the realm of 

masculine activity. Six recognizances bound women for "scratching," and Alice 

Ludwidg was accused of "nuining her nailes into" the arm of another ~ o m a n . ' ~  

Significantly, the recognizance accusing a male assailant of using his nails bears the term 

"scratching" rather than the alternative description used for Ludwidg. Painter Issack (sic) 

Collivaux, was said to have assaulted a gentleman by "scratching him in the fa~e."'~ The 

Ianguage of these recognizances reveal scratching and punching as both masculine and 

feminine forrns of violence. 

-- - - 

'6 MJISR 1 873 R40, 1 1 June 1696 and MJlSR2300 ffI25.5 Nov. 17 17, respectively. 
" MJ/SR2027 R2, 7 Mar. 1704. 

MJlSR2325 RI 1 1.27 Feb 1719. 
'' MJISR 1878 R13,24 Sept. 1696. 



In addition to nails, teeth seem to have been another resort of both male and 

female assailants. When biting is mentioned in a recognizance, ofien the target was the 

victim's thumb. John Eaton, Thomas King, and Joseph Dawson were al1 bound at diverse 

times for biting the plainants' thumbs." In Elizabethan England, one could bite one's 

own thumb at another as an insult, seen in Rorneo and Juliet, Act 1, Scene 1, where 

Sampson vowed to "bite [his] thumb at [the Montagues]; which is a disgrace to them, if 

they bear it." In these recognizances however, the victims list damage to their thumbs, so 

it seems likely that the intent was to inflict real damage upon the plaintiffs, as thumbs 

were a vital appendage to the livelihood of the vast majority . Thumbs were not the only 

target of biting assailants however. James Kelly reportedly assaulted Richard St. John's 

[sic] by "biteing out a peece of his Ear," and another man was accused of "biteing of his 

[victim's] lipp ~ f l f l . " ~ '  Of a total of 14 recognizances where the gender of the defendant 

can be determined, four were clearly binding women for biting-a fair portion when 

women were responsible for only one third of al1 assaults. Alice Stedman was charged 

with "making a Rout & Disturbance" at a man's house and "assaulting him and biting his 

thumb."" One woman assaulted another by "biteing her by the f i ~ ~ ~ e r . " ) ~  Elizabeth 

French was recorded as "assaulting, beating, bruising and biting" and Elizabeth Rawlings 

of "assauiting and biteing [Mary Rawlings'] arme, whereof she is disabled to follow her 

'O MJlSR2295 R6,22 July 1717; MJlSR2270 R2 13, 10 May 1716; and MJ/SR1969 R25, 16 May 1701 
respectively. 
" MJlSR1930 R16,2 May t 699 and MJ/SR1902 R109, 15 Dec. 1697 respectively. 
" MJiSR2334 R8 1,7 July 17 19. 
'' MJISR1 826 R124, 15 Dec. 1693. 



business."" Two other women, Kathenne and Elizabeth Birt, were bound with Nicholas 

Palmyre for "assaulting & beating [Wm Griff'ith] in a Riotous Manner and biteing hirn by 

the Legg."35 ~ i t i n g  appears to have been a conceivable tactic in both masculine and 

feminine forms of assault. 

Stepping on toes was also named specifically in some assault cases, and again was 

not exclusive to either gender. Two men had Thomas Sadler bound to answer "for 

assaulting them by starnping upon their feet," and Jane McCncket also allegedly 

assaulted a woman by "treading on Her Toes."" It is likely that, similar to thurnb-biting, 

assailants focused upon injuring the victims' feet to hamper their ability to move around 

and thus earn their livelihoods. The damage sustained by stepping on toes was 

considered serious in rnany cases. The recognizance for Thomas Aldridge to appear "for 

assaulting and beating [a woman] & treading on her toes, she being with child caus'd her 

to miscany" is one example of the extreme effects perceived in this form of assault." 

Another purpose of stepping on the victims' toes may have been humiliation, as the 

purposeful hard starnping of shoes or pattens around someone's feet would force hirn or 

her to dance about in a potentially embarrassing display, in order to avoid injury. A 

victualler reportedly assaulted a gentleman by "stamping on his feet, stricking hirn in the 

stornach with his Elbow Kicking Dirt in his Face and throing [sic] a Brick case at l ~ i m . " ~ ~  

'' MJlSR1907 R43, 1 1 Mar. 1698 and MJlSR2197 RI 75, 17 Sept. 17 12 respectively. 
'' MJISR2275 R16, 7 July 17 16, emphasis mine. 
36 MJ/SR1878 R14.23 Sept. 1696 and MJlSR2280 R76,4 Jan. 171 617, 
" MUSR2353 R98,20 Sept. 1720. For a discussion of the contemporary medical theories surroundhg 
miscarriage and its causes, see Ch 3. 
'' M.JlSR2023 R2, 16 Dec. 1703. 



The plainant's higher social position and the dirt kicked in his face make this instance of 

toe-treading appear to have the goal of degrading the victirn. The larger category of 

"starnping" could also be both a masculine or feminine action and may sometimes have 

involved humiliation. According to a female plainant, John Haydan was supposed to 

have "violent1 y assault [ed] her B y Beating kicking Throweing Downe Stamping upon her 

and Spitting in her ~ a c e . " ) ~  Another recognizance bound alleged victims to give evidence 

against a husband and wife for assaulting thern, and the female defendant was charged 

with "assaulting ... Elizabeth Smith, throwing her Down, Beateing and Stamping upon her, 

and swearing that she would murther ber."' In contrast, the male defendant was only 

accused of the more formulaic "assaulting and beating" of the male prosecutor." Thus, 

stepping, treading or stamping--either on toes or with unspecified targets-were well 

within the range of both masculine and feminine violence. 

When a weapon has been mentioned in an assault recognizance, clear patterns 

emerge depending on the gender of the defendant. The significance here is in the slightly 

srnaller likelihood of women to be depicted with a weapon in cornparison with men.(Tab. 

5.6) Prosecutors and the Justices must have considered a weaponless woman a worthy 

Table 5.6: 

- 
*Assault recognizances whcrc t h m  wcre multiple defendants boui male AND fcmaie have not been includcd. 

Total Weapons Named in Assault: Breakdown of Defendants by Genderr 

l9 MJ/SR2 162 R82,S Jan. 17 10A. 
'O MJlSR2353 unnumbered, 22 July 1720. 
'' Ibid. 

Fernale Def /w weapon* 
80 

'Recoanizancts to Drosecutc assault have not bcen included. 

Total Female* 
2038 

Male Def Iw weapon 
327 

O h  

4 
Total Male* 

4683 
O h  

7 



opponent, sufficiently strong and menacing to ment an assault charge. Greater gender 

differences emerge when the data are broken down into types of weapons. In contrat  to 

female defendants, almost 60 percent of the men accused of assault with a weapon used 

traditional arms.(Tab. 5.7) 

Table 5.7: 

Type of Weapons Named in Assault: Breakdown of Defendants by Gendert 

brolling pin. pot(pint/quan/pewter). dishlrnuglearthcnware. fork, ladle. clcaver. 
Csmoothing iron. broorn/rnop/broornsticl;/mopstaff. water tubb. 
%pit. fireshovel. belIows. poker. shovelfull of coal. 
'saw. mallet, hammer. trowel. chislc, adze. 
'whip. pole/coachpole/chairpole. vchicle (coachkart). 
* clog or overshoe to kcep the wearer out of the mud. 
"objects namcd in only nvo or less recognizances for both male and female categorics: pail. baskeL pair of shears/scissors. 
stooI/chair. iron pin. pump handle, pncking inswrnent handbrush. church kcys. poncr's b o t ,  brick case. whalcbone. shovel. 
pitchfork. chambcr pot. bar of a door, nine pin. 
'Recognizances to prosecutc assault have not been included. 
+Assault recognizances whcrc thcrc wcrc multiple defendants bath male AND fcrnale have not been included. 
''These totrils are of ALL types of wcapons uscd. Totals will bc largcr than the surn of t.hc figures in Table 7 because sorne 
defendants were listed as wing more than one wcapon. 

Male Def.* 
20 1 
20 
15 
6 
3 
4 
9 
9 
13 
18 
O 
16 
5 
4 
20 
343 

t c m  for broken 

Type of Weapon 
traditional armsJ 

knife 
food prep'n tooIsb 

candlestick &/or candIe 
cleaning toolsc 

stone(s) 
firetending toolsd 

building toolse 
driving toolsf 

stick/club/stake 
pattensg 

cane 
tobacco pipe 

g l a s  bottle 
miscellaneoush 

Total (n=)** 
'sword. gun/pistol/muskct, bayonet, 

%n Female 
8 

22 
15 
11 
8 
5 
5 
4 
O 
4 
4 
1 
O 
O 
14 

pieces of brick uscd 

Female Def.* 
7 
19 
13 
9 
7 
4 
4 
3 
O 
3 
3 
1 
O 
O 
12 
8 5 

cudgcl. brickbat(contcmporary 

%n Male 
59 
6 
4 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
4 
5 
O 
5 
1 
1 
6 

as projectiles). 



Of those men, 9 1 percent were using swords. The sword was a masculine weapon of the 

gentry, though not exclusively. Elizabeth Collings was accused of assaulting William 

Chandler "& drawing a sword on hirn," and Frances, the wife of John Hodgson, appears 

to have drawn Michael Lee's own sword and assaulted him with it!" M e n  sadler 

George Freeman and his wife Sarah were bound for assaulting a gentleman, it was Sarah 

specifically who was claimed to have broken his swordm4' The seven women in contrast 

to the 183 men recorded as attacking with a sword is probably due to the formal 

restrictions disallowing anyone other than gentry to possess a sword." These principles 

were not always followed in practice. Thomas Muckloe, though designated "labourer" in 

his recognizance, was described as assaulting "with his drawn sword in his hand in the 

streete? Walter Hardy, Thomas Bruff. and Elizabeth Scartell were depicted as using 

"unlawfull ~ e a ~ o n s . ' " ~  Along with the seven women with swords, these records clearly 

show that, when necessary, prescribed class and gender expectations could be 

disregarded. 

It is, however, important to note that women largely avoided traditional weapons. 

Only eight percent of the women using weapons were described with conventional arms. 

Women appear more inclined to have utilized whatever they could get their hands on. In 

- - 

'" MJfSR23 15 R278-22 Sept. 1718 and MJ/SR1798 R216-25 May 1692 respectively. 
43 MJISR 1 878 R70, 1 Oct. 1696. 

"No servant in husbandry, artiticer, victualler, or labourer, shall Wear sword or dagger." The Compleat 
Justice (London: l656), 17. 
45 MJISRI 902 R4 1-23 Nov. 1697. Legally, servants could bear a sword if "they be travelling with their 
Master, or in their Masters message" [Michael Dalton, The Countrey Justice (London: 1655). 38.1, but as a 
labourer, Muckloe was unlikely to have fallen in this category. 
46 MJ/SR2330 R17,26 June 1719; MJ/SR2348 R16,21 May 1720; and MUSR2343 R68,4 Dec. 1719 
respectively. 



17 16, Rachel1 Bliss was described as stabbing with scissors, a chisel, and a knife; and 

hitting with a quart pot, a hand brush, and an iron poker." Elizabeth Burn was accused of 

using the "iron pinn of a window," and Catherine Bach the "Barr of a D ~ o r e . ~ '  Not 

surprisingly perhaps, women were proportionately far more likely than men to use objects 

associated with food preparation and cleaning, like pots, dishes, and brooms.(Tab. 5.7) 

Even in the general category of knives, some recognizances bear additional description to 

place the weapon in the kitchen or scullery. One woman was described with a "chopping 

knife," and another with a "cheese k~~ife. '"~ Anne Quinton was accused of striking her 

male victim with "a Ladle full of Scalding gree~e."*~ This may overemphasize the 

comection between women and domesticity however. In early modem London, 

workshop was intertwined with home, and completely separate spheres were largely 

unserviceable for most of the middling and lower classes." Gabriel Pilkington, a pastry 

cook, allegedly used his rolling pin, "striking F i s  victim] on the face and neck ... so that he 

went in danger of his life."s2 John Richards had his male assailant b o n d  for "assaulting 

of him by pushing a broorne in his face," while Susan Robertson's recognizance listed a 

"harnrner" as her weapon." In the language of the recognizances, resort to a weapon was 

- - -  

" MJlSR.2255 R43, 16 Sept. 1715. 
MJlSR23 15 R204, 15 July 17 18 and MJlSR2300 R203,26 Oct. 17 17 respectively. 

49 MJlSR1955 R38, 19 Sept. 1700 and MJlSR2275 R59, 7 Sept. 17 16 respectively. 
MJlSR2260 R237, 10 Oct. 17 15. 

'' This does not mean that there was Iittle sexual division of labour; Amanda Vickery argues vexy 
effectively that separate spheres as an informa1 ideology is an historical continuity, traceable at least fiom 
the middle ages and before. A. Vickery, "Golden Age to Separate Spheres? A Review of the Categories 
and Chronology of EngIish Wornen's History," The Historical Journal 36, no. 2 (1993)- 383-4 14. 
'' MJISR2 152 R15,S May 17 10. Note that this recognizance did not contain the word "assault" so it was 
not included in the quantitative analysis. 
" MJlSR2255 R54, 16 Aug. 17 15 and MJISR2353 R139, 1 1 Sept. 1720 respectively. 



more a masculine action, and women tended to use domestic objects. However, swords 

or hammers were not beyond their grasp, nor were brooms and rolling pins inconceivable 

objects to be wielded by male assailants. 

Assault recognizances present a litany of threats by both men and women for this 

period.(Tab. 5.8) Had these been recognizances for defamation, women's significant 

Table 5.8: 
Total Assaults with Threats: Breakdown of Defendants bv Genderv 

participation in making threats could be explained as a propensity to choose verbal over 

physical forms of conflict. These threats were not merely insults however, but rather 

nr tng  hl def* 
192 

explicit promises of M e r  violence occurring in tandem with an assault. Thus, the fact 

'Recognizances to prosecute assault havc not been inciuded. 
'Assault ~cognizances where cherc were multiple defendants both male AND femdc havc not bcen included. 

Total Female* 
203 8 

% 
9 

that the proportion of women listed as making threats was almost the same as that of men 

has as much to Say about the similarities in the physical elements of eighteenth-century 

Thrtng ml def* 
371 

masculinity and femininity as the verbal. In other words, by making threats which were 

virtually predictions of future violence-and adding impact to their words with a 

Total Male* 
4683 

simultaneous assault-these men and women can be seen as physically, more than simply 

YO 
8 

verbally, aggressive. Bravado and aggression were not limited to masculine assailants. 

According to a recognizance brought by Dorothy Parker, two women promised that "if 

she did go up into her Roome she shd not corne Downe againe," causing her to profess 

herself in fear of future h m  from the defendants.'" h o t h e r  cornplaint recorded a 

" MJ/SR2133 R51, 19 May 1709. 



woman vowing to "pull down" the shop belonging to the vi~tirn. '~ These threats of future 

action by wornen must have been believable to the plainants, and were considered of 

sufficient weight to be added to the charge of assault by the Justice of the Peace or his 

clerk. Menacing promises of vengeance seem to have been characteristic of both men 

and women who felt themselves to be wronged. According to his recognizance, 

Alexander Macdonel vowed "he would be revenged on" his victims, but Prudence 

Woodriff was also described as threatening "to be revenged," thus her words must have 

been considered equally genuine and feasible as threat~.'~ In the context of assault, men 

practiced verbal intimidation almost as often as women in this penod. Thomas BayIey 

waç bound for an assault, but his recognizance Iisted more words promising violence than 

actual deeds. Accused of "assaulting [and] strikeing" the plaintiff, his added threats to 

"raise the mobb on [the plainant] ... shoot him through the head, and to pull down his 

house or sett it on fire" were of greater magnitude than his actions." Resort to verbal 

aggression in an assault was a plausible fonn of rnasculinity, and the women's ttireats 

recorded in the Westminster recognizances showed as much strength as those of the men. 

Similarly, bloodthirst appears to have been equally a ferninine and masculine trait. 

Threats against the victim's life, or of bodily harm appeared in similar proportions for 

both male and female defendants, and both were far less likely to resort to the more 

innocuous threat of property damage.(Tab. 5.9) 

55  MJiSR1902 R135, 15 Oct. 1697. 
56 MJiSR2240 R14,6 Nov. 1714 and MJlSR1969 R132, 12 May 1701 respectively. 
" MJISRI 960 R9, 8 Nov. 1700. 



Table 5.9: 
Type of Threat with Assault: Breakdown of Defendants by Genderr - .  

I Shoot 1 - 

O I 8 I O I 2 l 

Cut Throat 
Have Blood 

StabbIStick with a Sword 

Type of Threatœ* 
Life 

Murther 

By Male D e T  
99 
71 

By Fcmalc DcP 
3 9 
30 
2 
3 
3 

Injury to Brains 
Further bodily harmlmischief 

Damage to property 
Unspecified* ** 

Men were more likely to threaten to "stabb," "stick with a sword" or shoot their victims 

Misc. 
Total (n=) 

than women, but this is probably the result of weapons such as swords and pistols being 

% of n Female 
20 
16 

3 
2 
14 

6 
33 
4 

48 

gendered male. Katherine Kensbury and Anne Clare allegedly threatened to "stamp out" 

% of n Male 
27 
19 

'Rccognizances to prosecute assault have not becn included. 
*Assault recognizances w h e ~  there were multiple defendants both male AND fernale have not been included. 
**Includcs threats 10 victirns AND associates (ic. relatives or employen) of victirns 
***Rcfcrs to recognizances listing only that the assailant "threatened." 

24 
1 92 

their victims' "gutts," and Elizabeth Elius promised to "butcher" her ~ictirn. '~ Plainants 

- - 

1 
1 

2 
- 3 

6 
44 
5 

97 

accused male assailants of issuing grisly threats, such as one man reportedly waming his 

1 
1 
4 

22 
37 1 

victim that he would "stick her to the wall with his sword" or another "swearing he would 

3 
17 
2 

25 

have b i s  victim's] ~ o u l e . " ~ ~  However, these records coexist with similar accounts of 

2 
12 
1 

26 - 
13 

bloodthirst attributed to women. One woman was said to have assured the plainant she 

6 

would "pull out her eyes," another threatened to "nui a knife down Fer  victim's] 

throate," and two other recognizances recorded female defendants as each desiring "tc 

MJ/SR 1974 RI 18, 19 Aug. 170 1 ; MJlSR2295 R248, 13 Sept. 17 17; and MJ/SRS023 R5, 1 1 Oct. 1703 
respectively. 
59 MJ/SR2 177 R2 1, 17 July 17 I 1 and MJ/SR2286 R98, 1 I Feb. 17 17 respectively. 



wash her hands in her [victim's] harts b1ood.'- Twelve recognizances at diverse times 

for threats involving bashing, dashing, or beating out their victims' brains were equally 

divided between six female and six male defendants, though such Ianguage was favoured 

in a slightly greater proportion of the female threats as a whole.(Tab. 5.9) Elizabeth 

Furnell reportedly assaulted a man and threatened to "have bis blood," and a man who 

had Elizabeth Taylor bound for striking him on his head also accused her of pledging "to 

doe the same to his wife? Threats were similarly bloodthirsty and aggressive for male 

and female defendants, and assault charges which included a verbal element varied little 

depending on the gender of the alleged assailant. 

Assault to Humiliate 

A small but significant number of the assaults described in the recognizances 

appear to have the intent to humiliate the victirn more than (or in addition to) physically 

injuring him or her. Women constituted an overwhelming rnajority in these cases, both 

as defendants and as plaintiffs. Eighteenth-century London women have been 

characterized as verbally attacking their neighbours' reputations; this evidence shows that 

feminine moral policing included a strong physical element as well." Shaming rituals in 

assaults seem to have taken several distinct forms. In many of these recognizances, 

assailants seem to have focused upon the clothes of the plainant, tearing or removing 

them. By the end of the period, a statute had corne into existence which made felonious 

MJlSRî255 R343,3 Aug. 17 15; MJ/SR2300 R203,29 Oct. 1717; and MJISR2325 RI5 and R14,20 Feb. 
17 19, respectively. 
'' MUSR2078 ffI37,24 Sept. 1706 and MJlSR2353 ffi38, 14 Sept. 1720 respectively. 



any assault which occurred "with an intent to tear, spoil, cut, bum, or deface.. .the 

garments or cloaths" of any individual "in the public streets or highways," but it was 

prompted by very specific types of attacks and served the economic interests of a specific 

group of ~ e a v e r s . ~ ~  For the vast majority of our period under study, assaults involving 

damage to clothing were prosecuted far more by female plainants, though men were 

occasionally shamed in this way and were not invulnerable to public censure. When 

these articles of dress invoIved canes or periwigs--distinguishing accessories of 

gentlemen--assaults to humiliate again bore a gender dimension. The perpetrators of 

these assaults most likely sought to erode the victim's masculinity, which was as tightly 

connected to his social status and profession as a woman's femininity was connected to 

her sexuality. Wornen were also more often perpetrators and prosecutors in assaults 

involving spitting, or those which had in some way caused the victim to become wet or 

dirty. Such forms of assault darnaged victims' pride more than their bodies, but even 

some more physical attacks seem to have had a significant goal of humiliation. The nose 

was occasionally a target in violent conflict due to its potential association with syphilis 

and certain felonies in its mutilated state. 

Recognizances which mention damage to clothing were fairly numerous, a total 

of 225 in this period. Certainly, in a time when people of lower and middling classes 

- -- - - . -. - -- 

a TT. Meldmrn, "A Woman's Court in London: Defarnation at the Bishop o f  London's Consistory Court, 
1700-1 745" London Journal 19, no. 1 (1994), 1-20. 
63 St. 6 Geo. I c. 23. E. H. East, A Trearise of the PIeas ofthe Crown, Vol. 1 (London: A. Strahan, 1803), 
424, said that "this statute was occasioned by the insolence o f  certain weavers and others, who upon the 
introduction of  sorne tndian fashions prejudicial to their own manufactures made it a practice to deface 
them." However, Hale was careh1 to stipulate that "The assault must be made with the intention described 



owned few changes of clothes, their damage would bear mentioning to show the 

economic loss that may have helped prompt the prosecution. Also, in a pitched battle it 

would be natural for clothing to become ripped and headgear to be thrown off. However, 

a significant number of recognizances where property damage was reported appear to 

have been brought by women, and perpetrated by women.(Tab. 5.10) In addition, sorne 

Table 5.10: 

of the descriptions seem to indicate that the Ioss of clothing was not an inadvertent 

Assaults with LosslDarnage to Clothing: Gender of Plainants vs, Gender of Defendants' 

outcome of the assault. For example, a bricklayer was bound for "assaulting and 

Female Asslnts* 
MaIe Asslnts** 

wounding [Am Child] striping [sic] her stark naked and swearing he would rip her belly 

up.'" Andrew Clark's recognizance "vehemently suspected" him of "endeavouring to 

'Rccognizances to prosecute assault have not becn included. 
*Cases where the recognizance was cfearly brought by the plainant on behaifof another individual who was the actud victim have 
been excluded. 
**AssauIt recognimces where thcre wcre multiple defendants both male AND femaie have been excluded. 

FemaIe Victh* 
1 03 
65 

stripp" his victim." James Sims was bound for "beating wa ry  Gibson], throwing her in 

the Kennel [gutter] and tearing her ~lothes.'*~ Two defendants, designated "Mrs Tudman 

Male Victim* 
15 
36 

the wife of. ..Benjamin Tudman" and "Mrs MacManus sister to the said Tudman," were 

Ml &Fm1 Vctms* 
2 
4 

prosecuted by "Mrs Sydney Colhone single woman of good repute," for "assaulting, 

beating, and Tearing her cloaths, calling her Bitch and whore, etc, to the loss of her 

in the act, therefore where the direct intention of the party assaulting was to wound the wearer, akhough in 
so doing the cloaths.. .were.. .cut, it is no offence within this statute." 

MUSR2353 U 100, 1 1 July 1720. 
O5 MJlSR1845 R101.2 Jan. 169415. 
66 MJlSR2 177 R70, 9 Sept. 17 1 1 .  Note that this recognizance did not contain the word "assault" so it was 
not included in the quantitative analysis. 



Reputation, etc.'" Clearly, the ritual of tearing clothing played a role in the humiliation. 

Ann Barber was supposed to have assaulted and beat Sarah Mathews but was also 

charged with "throwing her Coats over her head.'"' It is difficult to see any other reason 

for Barber to have exposed Mathews' lower body than to embarrass her--by displaying 

parts which respectable women kept hidden fiom view, Barber was symbolically 

questioning Mathews' respectability. Elizabeth Willins, a widow, and her unrnarried 

daughter Mary bound John Couvill for "assaulting them on the high road beyond knights 

bridge, tearing their head cloths, calling them Bitch Baw'd and many other vile na me^.'"^ 

Removing women's headcoverings or other clothing seems to have been related to an 

attack on their sexuality in these cases. Tearned with the vast majox-ity of plaintiffs in 

recognizances reporting such property damage being fernale, this type of assault appears 

to have constituted sorne forrn of comment on the woman's sexual misconduct, often by 

other women. 

When men were attacked in this fonn, the sexual element is not as clear. 

Elizabeth Butler was accused of "assisting with severall others [sic] women to tare [a 

man's] cloathes."" Two other women were prosecuted by a Westminster bailiff, for 

"'assaulting him Beating him & tearing his Cloaths in executing his office ... & alsoe for 

raising a mobb & tumult of people about him."" Steven Davdale brought charges for an 

67 MJ/SRî280 RI 79, 15 Oct. 17 16. 
MJISRîS95 R298, 1 Aug. 17 17. 

69 MJ/SRî286 unnurnbered, 3 1 Mar. 17 17. 
'O MJlSR1703 R29, 1 1 Mar. 1687. 
" MJISR2260 R122 8 Nov. 171 5.  



assault where "his waste coat & shirt [were] tom fiom his ba~k."'~ John Wooldridge 

allegedly assaulted a man "in the street ... tearing his cloathes in a violent m u e r ,  and 

crying out stop thkf Raishg a Turnult and Mobb upon him."" Jenkin Cutbertson's male 

assailant was supposed to have assaulted him "in the open street," and tore "his wastcoat 

[sic] and Cravett."" From the information recorded, it is more difficult to see whether the 

tearing of male clothes was related to attacks on male sexuality. Where fernale plainants 

describe being stripped or having their dresses lifted, there are no recognizances where a 

man was stripped below the waist, or had his breeches tom. Nevertheless, in these 

examples, the men's waistcoats, shirts and cravats were described as tom in a similarly 

deliberate and public manner, rather than simply as a penpheral result of the attack. A 

Gentleman S Magazine account of a man pilloned for a homosexual cnme in Cheapside 

described the crowd tearing "off his waistcoat, shirt hat wig and breeches," so that he 

"stood in that naked condition, covered with mud, till the hour was out."75 There were 

unwritten boundaries to appropriate masculine conduct as well as ferninine, and men, too, 

were vulnerable to public humiliation if their assailant believed they had transgressed 

those boundaries. Again, these types of attacks were more ofien by women, though not 

exclusively--perhaps explained by women's greater likelihood to police sexualities, seen 

" MJfSR2343 RI24 29 Mar. 1720. 
" MJ/SR2225 R30,21 Jan. 1714/5. 
'' MJ/SR2073 R8 1 ,  1 1 Apr. 1706. 
75 Gentleman's Magazine 32 (1762), 549, quoted in J. Beattie, Crime and the Courts in England 1660-1800 
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 1986)- 467. 



in their high level of participation in sexual defamation suits." On the streets of 

Augustan London, women and a few men seem to have occasionally stripped their 

victims, or purposefully tom their clothing, using shame as part of their arsenal in 

assaults. 

Several assaults appear to have targeted members of London's elite, often through 

the very accouterments of their higher social statu. Jane Rogers was charged with 

assaulting a gentleman with his own cane--after she had broken it--and "beating him upon 

the head with the one End thereof."" One titled gentleman accused Thomas Read of 

%ssaulting hirn and breaking of his Coach g l a s  as it was standing in the street."" 

Perukes and periwigs, ranging tiom three guineas for a bob peruke to f 10 for a short full- 

bottomed wig in 1735, were a mark of social class, and this may explain their prominence 

in several a~saults.'~ One woman was accused of "pulling off [the plainant's] crevate & 

pemwigge in a violent manner," another woman allegedly attacked two men and took 

"away their Hatts and perruques," and a man was bound by a mercer for assaulting hirn 

"in the Street in the night, whereby he lost his hatt and p e r i ~ i g g . " ~ ~  Attacks involving 

hair-pulling may actually have been attempts to remove a wig. Officiais stand out as the 

plainants in the few recognizances that mention hair-pulling. Rebecca Marson was 

prosecuted for "assaulting & puIling by the hair one Edward Channel1 one of the 

'' Women comprised 95 per cent of slander Iitigants in the Bishop of  London's Consistory Court. 
Meldrum, 5-6. 

MJ/SR2 128 R95 20 Apr. 1709. 
MJ/SR2353 R47.20 Aug. 1720. 

79 Prices taken fiorn Janet Arnold, Perukes & Periwigs (London: Her Majesty's Stationary Office, 1 WO), 
23. 



collectors for the highwayes in the execution of his office," and Mary Austin was alleged 

to have assaulted a watchman in the execution of his duty, and pulled his hair." 

A periwig or penike could have been pulled fiom its owner7s head to reduce his 

composure in an assault. While their value wodd make them a prime target in assauits 

for thefi, the descriptions in some recognizances indicate that this was not always the 

goal. John Buriously bound Mary Houghor, a spinster, and Jane Pollard for "assaulting 

of him & taking away fiom hirn in the scuffle his hatt and pemwig and throwing of them 

into the   ire."" There couid be no other benefit served to the defendants than the 

satisfaction of destroying Buriously's expensive property and seeing him hat-less and 

wig-less. As art historian Marcia Pointon has shown, to remove a man's head-covering 

was to remove his dignity and masculiniq. Wearing a wig usually necessitated shaving 

one's head, and Pointon discusses the way in which bald heads in portraiture bore a 

special symb~ l i sm .~~  In one painting depicting a wife discovering her husband asleep 

with her maid after an obvious infidelity, the husband was s h o w  bald to demonstrate his 

exposure and humiliati~n.~' Pointon's contentions were further supported by James F m ,  

who argued fiom his study of conflict in artisan culture that "in early modem France, 

innumerable gestures of deference relating to the head (bowed, bared, touched, or cut 

- 

'O MJlSR1698 R18,27 Nov. 1686; MJISRI 9 17 R97, 15 Aug. 1698; and MJISR2083 R30.30 Dec. 1706 
respectively. 
" MJlSRI693 unnumbered, 13 July 1686 and MJISR2 I O3 RI 3O,22 Nov. 1707 respectively. For more 
discussion of assaults on oficials, see Chs. 6 and 7. 
'' MJlSR1868 R129, I Apr. 1696. 

Marc ia Po in ton, Hanging the head: Portraiture and Social Formation in Eighteen th-Cenrury England 
(London: Yale UP, 1993), ch. 4. 

Ibid.. 1 19-20. 



off). . . involved notions of h~nor."'~ It seems likely that some assaults involving the 

removal of a gentleman's wig intended to humiliate him. A recognizance binding 

Theophilus Parsons for "assaulting & striking" another man also added "& tairing his haïr 

oK"g6 Two coffeesellers, Ely Tyson and his wife Mary, were bound in two separate 

recognizances for assaulting an aristocrat, "scalding his face with hott coffee or water and 

for tearing his new pemwig and giving him scurrilous and opprobrious language."" In a 

dispute which must have occurred while they were plying their trade, the Tysons were 

both described as targeting the elite man's wig. For both men and women it appears, 

removing the wig from their male victim removed his self-assurance, destroying the 

emblem of his social position and thus, to a certain extent, his masculinity. 

Water seems to have played a significant role in some assaults. John Gay's 171 6 

treatise instnicting pedestrians how to survive in London fiequently expressed concem 

over staying dry. He warned his readers to pay attention, lest "Water, dash'd from fishy 

Stalls, shall staid His hapless Coat with Spirts of Scaly Rain? Drenched, with clothes 

clinging in a bedraggled fashion, victims of such assaults would have felt the injury to 

their dignity far more keenly than anything water could do to the body. Eighteenth- 

century assailants appear to have appreciated this. A coachrnan was bound by A m  

Brumfleet "for assaulting her & throwing two quarterns of water upon her," and, in 

another recognizance, the entire assault comprised "flinging water on [the victim] twice 

Fan; 183. 
86 MJ/SR1826 R50, 13 Nov. 1693. 
*' MJ/SR 1868 RI 92 & R19 1 ,  10 Mar. 1696 respectively. 
John Gay, Trivia, or the Art of Walking the Streets of London, (London, 1 7 1 6) ,  60. 



calling her bitch and other opprobnous na~nes."'~ When John Maddox allegedly raised a 

mob upon Hannah Bowers in the street, to shame her publicly, he was also supposed to 

have been "fiinging water on ber."* In this instance, water is very clearly connected with 

humiliation. Again, women were not the only targets of this rnethod of assault. Samuel1 

Jones had water flung "twice in his face in the Streete," according to his recognizance, 

and Thomas Edwards was allegedly "willfully" pushed into the Thames river by a male 

a~sailant.~' In the latter case, Edwards was supposed to have "almost Lost his hearing" 

fiom the "surprize & lyeing in the water," and in another case one woman reportedly 

threw "hott water" upon another, which suggest that water could sometimes be less 

benignS9' More ofien however, water seems to have had onty symbolic significance. 

Two female plainants bound another woman for "assaulting them ... & raising a mob about 

them" and the recognizance added that one of the women would have "been drawn 

through a horsepond if she had not been rescued by three persons ~nknown.'"~ Another 

recognizance was for a man's "assaulting and beating [of] Elizabeth WorsIy wif of Robert 

Worsly & endeavoring to throw her into a horse pond."94 The horsepond, as the name 

suggests, was a pond from which horses could drink, but it has other connotations which 

make it significant to these assaults. The OED describes it as a "proverbial.. .ducking- 

place for obnoxious persons." Scolding was punishable by ducking, or "cucking" and the 

- - 

89 MJlSR2353 RI3 1 ,  12 Aug. 1720 and MJISR2 138 R66,20 July 1709 respectively. 
MJlSR2353 R97, 19 Sept. 1720. 

9' MJlSR2343 R72, 1 1 Feb. 17 19/20 and MJlSR2290 R66, 15 June 17 17. 
92 Ibid. and MJISW 128 RI 35, 9 Apr. 1709 respectively. 
93 MJ/SR2348 R74.4 May 1720. 

MJ/SR 1798 R7,22 Apr. 1692. 



buoyancy test was a notorious method of discovering a ~ i t c h . ~ '  A volume of 

miscellaneous poems published in Northarnptonshire in 1780 boasted of the power of 

water in humiliating women: ''NO brawling wives, no fùrious wenchesNo fire so hot, but 

water quen~hes ."~~ Men, too, could be punished with dunking. Tom Taylor, caught 

pickpocketing, was turned over to the mob who "unmercifully purnped him and ducked 

him in a h~rsepond."~' According to John Gay, when a thief was captured by a London 

crowd, he could be "dragg'd amid the Rout/ And stretched beneath the Pump's incessant 

spout;/ Or plung'd in miry Ponds."98 As plaintiffs and defendants, both men and women 

of Augustan London appear to have recognized the humiliating potential of water in an 

assault. 

Soiiing the victim was another way in which an assault could damage the victim 

without affecting his or her real physical health. Alice May considered herself to be 

assaulted when a couple threw "the Mud and Filth of the cornon shore on her, and 

sw[ore] they would throw her into the said ~ h o r e . " ~  John Gay instructed Londoners on 

foot to beware of impending rain, when "Kennels [gutters] break their Bounds/ 

Ungratefùl Odors Cornmon-Shores difise,/ and dropping Vaults distil unwholesorn 

95 On ducking scolds, see the debate between D. Underdown, "The Taming of the Scold; the enforcement 
of patriarchal authority in early modern England," in A. J. Fletcher and J. Stevenson, eds., Order and 
Disorder in Early Modern England (Cam bridge: Cam bridge UP, 1 985)- 1 1 6-36 and M. Ingram, 
"'Scolding women cucked or washed': a crisis in gender relations in early modem England?" in J. 
Kermonde and G. Walker, eds., Women, Crime and the Courts in Eurfy Modern England (London: UCL 
Press, 1994)' 48-80. 
% Quoted in W. Andrews, Old-Time Punishments (HaIl: William Andrews & Co., 1890), 14. 
97 G. T. Crook, ed., The Compleie Newgate Calendar V .  2 (London: Navarre Soc. Itd., l926), 78. Taylor 
was later convicted of housebreaking and executed in 169 1. 
98 Gay, Trivia, 58. 

MJ/SR2270 R169,24 Apr. 17 16. 



~ e w s . " ' ~  The London streets at this time ran with human and animai waste, and most 

contact with the ground would have been unpleasant indeed. Though the early modern 

period is notorious for its aversion to bathing, historian Sara Matthews Gneco stresses 

that this was not synonymous with an aversion to cleanliness. In fact, she argues, even 

before bathing came back into vogue in the mid eighteenth-century, "a clean âppearance 

was a guarantee of moral probity and social standing."lO' Prosecutors before the 

Westminster Quarter Sessions sought retribution for attacks that had made them appear 

unclean, both physically and morally. Dorothy Lines bound Rachel Brown for 

"assaulting her with others ... and by having her down under them abus'd her very much in 

a dirty yeard and made her in a nasty c~ndition." '~~ A gardener's wife reported herself to 

be assaulted when a plaister "seis[ed] her and push[ed] her into the mud."lo3 Josia Blake, 

a baker, was bound for "throwing dirt" at his victim, and John Beavane prosecuted 

Priscilla Mortimer for a simi1a.r offence.lo4 

Women's role as empty-ers of the night's excretions gave them an extra weapon 

in the arsenal of humiliation. James Farr suggested that people probably hurled such 

missiles at their enemies because "the very uselessness of garbage and household 

wastes.. .symbolically reinforced the association of the valueless with the 

'00 Gay, Trivia, 1 2- 13. 
' O '  S .  M. Grieco. "The Body, Appearance, and Sexuality," in N. 2. Davis and A. Farge, eds., A History of 
Wornen in rhe West. k l u m e  3: Renaissance and Enlightenmenr Paradoxes (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
UP, 1993), 5 1 .  
'O2 MJlSR2245 W50,22 Jan. 17 I M .  
'O3 MJ/SR2348 RI06, 5 Jun. 1720. 

MJfSR1665 RI 8 ,23  Mar. 1685 and MJlSR1964 R93, 15 Mar. 1701 respectively. 



dish~norable."'~~ Elizabeth Wells assaulted another woman and threw "a pisspott upon 

ber & salt in her eyes & sprat] in her face," and another woman allegedly assaulted, beat, 

and tore the clothes of her victim while "flinging a Charnber pott and water in it on 

her."Io6 A surgeon's wife was bound for "tearing fier victim's] hood, assaulting & 

throwing of fowle water upon her."'O' Unpleasant missiles bore speciai meaning in 

London public life. London crowds demonstrated their scorn for and disapproval of 

convicted prisoners by pelting them with rubbish. John Gay described a culprit in the 

pillory "elevated o'er the gaping croud" who was hit with "tumips, and haif-hatch'd Eggs 

(a mingled ~how'r)." '~~ John Beattie refers to accounts of Southwark men in the pillory 

being bombarded with sticks, Stones, and dirt by the derisive crowd.'" People seem to 

have been more sympathetic to convicts on their long procession to Tybum, but when 

they were to be hanged for the more despicable crimes, crowds were known to throw mud 

and  tone es."^ These actions seem to have been played out in smaller theatres of 

interpersonal conflict--as when three women were bound for "riotously assaulting beating 

and bruising [another woman], flinging dirt upon her in the public market, and raiseing a 

great tumoult of people about her whereby she was in danger of her life."'" After she had 

stolen Abram Edwards' breeches and stolen money from them, Sarah Squibb alIegedly 

' O 5  Farr, 183-4. 
'O6 MJ/SR2300 R87, 7 Nov. 17 17 and MJ/SR2250 R115,7 May 17 15 respectively. 
'O7  MJiSR2027 R24,7 Feb. 1703/4. 
' O 8  Gay, Trivia, 27-8. 
'O9 Beattie, 467. 
' ' O  L. Radzinowicz, A Hisrory ofEnglish Criminal L a w  and ifs Administration from 1750, v .  1 (London: 
Stevens & Sons Itd., 1948), 185. 
"' MJ/SRl897 R99, 12 July 1697. 



"threw them into [his] room again with a surreverence in the pocket."'12 A surreverence, 

according to the OED, was human feces. Squibb's actions resonate with the tactics of 

humiliation used by London crowds against compt bailiffs. According to one pamphlet, 

bailiffs were forced to kiss "a Brick-bat, daubed over with a Sir-reverence; this they rub 

about his face and sometimes in his mouth.""' Human waste and filth fiom the city's 

streets were symbolic weapons in assaults meant to shame the victim. 

Spitting has long been a well-understood form of insult in western culture. The 

OED defines spitting as "ejecting saliva on (a person) as a sign of contempt" and gave 

exarnples of medieval biblical translations to show the strong historical roots of this 

meaning. Of the thirty recognizances where spitting was mentioned, only eight--twenty- 

seven percent--are for male defendants. Compared to their overall participation in 

assaults, women were much more likely to be recorded as spitting at their victim than 

men. John Camden and his wife Dinah were bound to answer an assault on Jane Garten, 

and it was Dinah specifically who was described as "spitting in her face, beating upon her 

head & tearing her head cloths in pieces Calling her Theife, throwing water upon her and 

threatning to teare her up in pieces.""* Interestingly, here spitting occurred in tandem 

with two other sharning rituals: tearing clothes and throwing water--not to mention the 

defamatory "Calling her Theife". Mary Maccommow was accused of assaulting another 

I l 2  MJ/SR1860 RI 17, 12 Sept. 1695. 
"' A T'rue description ofthe Minr (London: Printed by A. Baldwin, 17 IO), 22. See Ch. 6 for further 
discussion of assauIts on bailiffs. 
"' MJISR2103 R I 3  1 ,  13 Dec. 1707. 



wornan, "spining in her face and putting her fingers in her eyes.''"5 Margaret Wilden, a 

coffeehouse keeper, allegedly spit upon Judith Gyles as she was raising the mob on her.'I6 

"Wm Groome & Mary Groome his wife" prosecuted a sheriff s officer for "a Riot & 

assault and spitting in the face of Mary Groome & Braking the goods of the said Wm 

Gro~me.""~ 

Some assailants focused on their victims' noses."' It is not surprising that the 

recognizances specifically mention these acts, because "if any person.. .maiitiously.. .slit 

or cut off the Nose,. . .with intent to disfigure him, that Fact is Felony without Clergy, and 

the Offender shall suffer the pain of death."'" According to one recognizance, two men 

"did grievously assault and wound Joseph Bayley and cutt a piece of his nose off," and in 

another, a carpenter was bound for "assaulting and wounding [a woman] by cutting of her 

nose & ruming of her into the ~r rne . ""~  One alleged assailant was prosecuted for 

threatening to "pull off' his victim's nose, and Robert Gilbert was accused of actually 

"pulling" his victim "by the N~se." '~ '  Ann Jones brought a recognizance against Mary 

Morgan "for assaulting and wounding her nose with a ~ a t t e n . " ' ~  Audrian Scroop 

"caught [a man] by the nose with his teeth" in a tavem brawl? Noses were undoubtedly 

I l 5  MJ/SR2225 R47, 26 Feb. 17 14. 
'16 MJSRî280 RI 28 3 1 Oct. 17 16. 
I l 7  MJ/SR2290 R113,27 May 17 17. 
I l g  Slitting noses was also a tradernark tactic of the Mohocks in popular literature, discussed in Ch. 4. 
"9 W .  T., The Oflce of the Clerk of Assize ... Together with the OBce of the C k k  of the Peace ... 2nd Edn. 
(London: Printed for Henry Twyford, 1682), 127-8. See also , J. Bond, A Cornplear Guide for Justices of 
the Peace (London, 1707), 97. 
''O MJ/SR 2300 R34,3 Jan. 17 17/18 and MJISR19 17 R3,9 Sept. 1698 respectively. 
12' MNSR1 897 RI 13, 13 Aug. 1697 and MJlSR2348 RI, 10 June 1720 respectively. 

MJISR1955 R38, 19 Sept. 1700. 
'" OBSP, 15- 16 Jan. 1679/80, (London, m . ) ,  1 .  



imbued with special meaning in English culture. According to a treatise on the Star 

Charnber by Hudon in the 1630s, "branding in the face and slitting the nose is infIicted 

upon forgers of false deeds, conspirators to take away the life of innocents, false scandals 

upon the great judges, and justices of the realm.'y'24 In 1628, Dr. Leighton, a Scottish 

preacher who published religious and politically subversive material, was put in the 

pillory and had both nostrils slit, among other mutilations.'** As late as 173 1 , Fog 5 

Weekly Journal described an execution for forgery where "the hangman ... with a pair of 

scissors. slit both nostrils" of a convict in the p i l l~ry ."~  Having one's nose dit meant 

permanent deformity and most likely, infamy. Multiple witnesses to a riot prosecuted at 

the Old Bailey identified one participant from the "Black Patch upon his Nose," and one 

witness in particular was reported as saying "that he took particular Notice of him, and 

that he had a great black square Patch upon his   ose.""' It seems likely that it was 

construed as showing his criminal past, for the prisoner made great effort in his defence 

to cal1 a witness who testified to giving him a "Blow on the Face which occasioned the 

Patch," and another who "put the patch upon his   ose."'^* Syphilis was also popularly 

known to cause nasal disfigurement. In 1 7 16 John Gay described the afiermath of a 

"hapless Swain's" visit to a London whore and made special note of his telltale nose: 

"" Quoted in L. A. Parry, The History of Torture in England (London: Sampson Low, Marston & Co,. 
1933). 9. 
'" G. R. Scott, The Hisrory ofTorrure Throughour rhe Ages (London: Luxor Press, 1959). 2 10. Leighton 
was also branded on both cheeks and had his ears cut off. 
Iz6 Fog S Weekly Journal* 12 Jun. 173 1, quoted in Andrews, 823. 
"' OBSP, 10- 1 1 Oct. 17 16 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 1-3. 
'2S Ibid., 3.  



"When ...Thy ruin'd Nose falls level with thy Face J Then shall thy Wife thy loathsome 

Kiss disdain,/ And wholesome Neighbours fiom thy Mug refrain."lL9 

Nasal injuries would have been virtually impossible to hide, because noses were 

one of the most exposed parts of the body, giving them great power to humiliate. It is 

clear in the language of some of the assault recognizances that damage to the nose was a 

part of the shaming. Susannah Hayes bound a gentleman for "assaulting her in a violent 

manner ... & slin her nose & calling her Low Church Presbiterian Bitch & raising a mobb 

upon her he being a noduring n ers on."'^' Even recognizances for offences other than 

assault bore evidence that the wounded nose was an object of derision. Ann Murkott was 

bound for rïdiculing the King, by predicting that his "head & nose will corne off."I3' At a 

trial in the OId Bailey, John Francis prosecuted Michael Dobson for an attack that bore 

many of the elernents of humiliation seen in the assault recognizances, including nasal 

injury. According to Francis' testimony, Dobson "came with a drawn sword and...cut 

him on the Nose, took his Wig, and tum'd him out" of his home. Though it later 

appeared that Francis may have simply hidden his wig and trumped up the charge to 

increase the gravity of his prosecution, this case nevertheless underscores the linkage 

between slit noses and dishonor.13' Whether for its association with illicit sex or 

convicted felons, the injured nose symbolized humiliation, and seems to have been used 

in several assaults for such a purpose. 

Iz9 Gay, Trivia, 73. 
' 3 0  MJ/sR2270 R 137, 14 June 17 16. 
'" MJISR175 1 R55,8 Jan. 1689190. 
"' OBSP, 8- 1 1 Apr. 17 19 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 6-7. 



Spaces of Assault 

In recent decades, historians have become fascinated with the idea of intemd 

notions of temporal and geographic space. Rather than simply representing the backdrop 

for the more prominent histoncal 'event', space has taken on a significance of its own. 

Judith Walkowitz and Mary Ryan have analyzed the effects of space on the way wornen 

acted, and were perceived, by the nineteenth-century society of England and the United 

States, r e s p e ~ t i v e l ~ . ' ~ ~  James Epstein analyzed the histoncal significance of the coffee 

house, courtroom, and Amencan back-country, as spaces involved in late eighteenth and 

nineteenth-cenniry political d e b a t e ~ . ' ~ ~  Focusing on the eighteenth-century, Miles 

Ogbom has selected "the prostitutes penitentiary, the newly-paved street, the pleasure 

garden, the bureaucratie network, and the Universal Register office's web of commercial 

transactions" as specific areas which were different and new, in order to show the roots of 

modemity in   on don. '" Robert S hoernaker investigated records of defamation, murder, 

not and other forms of public conflict, to chart a change in popular notions of 'public' 

and 'pnvate' s ~ a c e . ' ~ ~  Closely connected with discourse on modernity, these analyses 

33 J. Wal kow itz, Ci@ of Dreadjul Delighr: Narratives of Sexual Danger in Lare- Vicrorian London 
(Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1992) and M. P. Ryan, Women in Public: Between Banners and Ballots. 1825- 
1880 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1990). 
13' J. Epstein, "Spatial practices/dernocratic vistas" Social Hisfory 24, no. 3 (October, 1999), 294-3 10. 
13' M. Ogborn, Spaces ojModernity: London's Geographies, 1680-1780 (London: Guilford P, 1998), 27- 
8. 
'16 R. Shoernaker, "Public Spaces, Private Disputes? Conflict on London's Streets, 1660-1 800," in T. 
Hitchcock and H. Shore, eds., The Sfreets of London 1660-1 780 (forthcoming, Rivers Oram Press), 1 am 
gratefül to Dr. Shoemaker for allowing me to read and cite this. 



link urban spaces with gender and class, showing how, as modem institutions developed, 

an ideology of subtle self-constraint developed simultaneously and jointly. 

The early eighteenth-century recognizances for assault may shed some light upon 

pre-modem conceptions of space however. Space appears to have played a role in the 

recording of assault, as the place of the assault was mentioned in 41 5 recognizances, and 

the time in which it occurred in 1 15. Because they involve such a concise encapsulation 

of the offence, recognizances can offer interesting insights when recorders have chosen to 

mention the space of an assault. This section will examine the explicit mention of space 

in a nurnber of categories. A few recognizances described assaults in areas associated 

with sex and danger, and some allegedly took pIace in religiously significant space. 

Several made mention of attacks in the workshop or the market. A number of 

recognizances for assault noted the plaintiff s door as a significant presence in the assault. 

Throughout this discussion of the role of place, a notion of the inappropriateness of the 

time will be shown to have conîributed to the perception of assault in many cases. Each 

of these spatial categones will be analyzed, using additional evidence fiom contemporary 

travel accounts, the Old Bailey Sessions Proceedings, and defamation cases fiom the 

Bishop of London's Consistory Court. Supported by these records, the recognizances 

reveal that Londoners anticipated danger in both masculine or ferninine forms, 

depending on the space where it was encountered, and violence could bear special 

significance when it was connected with religious place or tirne. Concern over nocturnal 

activity did not focus solely on women; male action could be perceived more harshly 



when it occwred at night. When comected with assault, London spaces were perceived 

in a wide variety of ways. 

Not surprisingIy, the metropolis had distinct regions that were associated with sex 

and danger in popular mentalité. These perceptions were reinforced by various laws 

which made place and time a significant factor in certain crimes.'" Londoners reading 

the OBSP were very aware of the ever-present danger of violent robbery for travelers of 

"the king's highway." A 1634 publication by a convicted highwayman 'hos t  necessary 

for al1 honest Travellers to peruse, observe and practise" warned of the dangers of the 

"greatest roades" and advised instead "petty By-roads, where scarce any are wont to 

tra~ell.""~ JPs and their clerks taking recognizances also seemed to imbue the highway 

with a sense of danger. Though a 'house' or 'street' was the location most often recorded 

in the assault recognizances, the highway was mentioned more often than any other 

specific location, such as a market, park, or workshop.(Tab. 5.1 1) 

13' For example, Blackstone emphasized, in the defmition of burglary, that "the time" and "the place7* must 
be considered: "The rime must be by night," because night provided thieves with anonymity, and made 
their crime more reprehensible, and the place "must be.. . in a mamion-house." Thus, homicide was 
justifiabie against "any person [who] attempts a robber or murder of  another ... in the nighttime." Similarly, 
place was a factor in larceny above the value of twelvepence. If the larceny occurred "in a church or 
chapel. .. booth or tent..,market or fair ...[ or] dweliing-house," it was considered a felony without benefit of 
clergy. Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws ofEngiand in Four Books, Book Four (reprint, 
PhiIadelphia: Geo. T. Bise1 Co., 1922). 224, 180- 1,240, respectively. Emphasis in original. 

John Clavell, "A Recantation of an 111 Led Life, 1634," in J.H.P. Pafford, John Ciaveii 1601-43: 
Highwayman, Author, L v e r ,  Docror (Oxford: Leopard's Head Press, 1993), frontispiece and 29 
respectively. 



Table 5.1 1 : 

Richard Peake and George Parker accused Noah Tuer of "violently assaulting and 

Place of Assaults: Gender of ~lainants-• vs. Gender of Defendants7 

striking [them] on the king's highway in a mutinous and violent manner."'39 Though 

'Private' Home' 
Street 
S hop/Wkshp 
Market 
Highway 
PaMField 
Outside Door" 
Misc.' 

women were victims of assault on the highways, they were almost never the perpetrators, 

according to the Westminster recognizances.(Tab. 5.1 1) Sarah Brett, a cordwainer's 

'Where "quarters" or a "house" belonging to a particulru individual have been specified. 
bWhere recognizance describes assault as occuring "outside" or "about" an individual's "house" or -door." 
CRecognizance just gives the name of the parish, or vague descriptions (such as 'ncar" particular places)-anything that cannot 
easily be categorized as one of the above. 
'Recognizanccs to prosecute assauIt have not been includcd. 
'Assault recognizances where there were multiple defendants both male AND femalc have not becn included. 
**note cases where the recognizance was clcariy bmught by the plainant on behalf of another individual who was the actual victim 
have been excluded. 

wife, deposed that she was assaulted and robbed "on the highway at the upper end of the 

Fernafe Def* 

Hay Markett" by two men "between the howers of six & seaven att night"'" Accounts of 

Male Def* 

highwaymen were popuiar among eighteenth-century readers, and they tend to measure 

Mixed 
4 
4 
O 
1 
1 
O 
3 
O 

Fml Plt 
15 
19 
6 
4 
O 
1 
6 
4 

Fm1 Plt 
37 
40 
4 
2 
5 
2 
6 
1 

the highwayman against an ideal of the genteel rogue, as in an Old Bailey trial report 

MI Plt 
11 
8 
1 
2 
O 
O 
6 
6 

which decried the baseness of a highway robber who deserted his wounded accomplice, 

Ml PIt 
51 
73 
6 
7 
14 
5 
8 
18 

saying that usually "there is a kind of Gailantry even amongst some villa in^."'^' The 

Mixed 
14 
12 
2 
O 
3 
O 
3 
2 

accomplice of the infamous Dick Turpin was portrayed as refusing to rob "two young 

- - - 

'" MJISRI 907 R 172 and R 173, 8 Feb. 1697/8 respectively. 
' 'O MSPI699, Feb/47, 14 Feb. 1698/9. 
OBSP, 1-2 June 1677, (London, printed for D. M.), 3. 



market-women" on the highway in Suffolk because "they were two pretty girls," and he 

was credited with similar chivalry when he retunied a mourning ring of sentimental value 

to its owner, saying that he and Turpin "were more of Gentlemen than to take anything a 

Gentleman valued so rn~ch."'~* The attacks recorded in the Westminster recognizances 

seem to express an awareness of this masculine ideal of criminality. Eliza Phillips was 

allegedly "assault[ed] and uncivilly treat[ed] ... on her maDes] ties high way" by John 

Axton, who then "set upon" and assaulted her husband when he tried to rescue hedJ3  

Though women used the highway, the menacing presence of the highway assailant was 

almost invariably male, and the dangers increased with his deviation fiom genteel forms 

of masculinity. 

There were also parts of the metropolis where the danger bore a distinctly 

feminine tinge. The most illustrative example is an account in the OBSP where a man 

was robbed by a gang of women. The account places him in "Church Lane (a most 

notoriousplace)," where a woman "invited him to take a Glass of Rum at the House 

where he was robb'd before, [and he], being a very stupid fellow ... consented to it."'" She 

then got her female accomplices "and told them there was their Cully ... then they ... fell 

upon him, robb'd him of his Gold, and...had almost fiighted hirn out of his ~ i t s . " ' ~ '  To 

place the finishing touch on his emasculation, he was depicted as eventually being 

rescued by his wife. Church Lane, in this trial record, was clearly associatzd with 

"" The Genuine History of the Lge ofRichard Turpin, the noted highwayrnan ... (London. I738), 1 1. 
'43 MJlSR2098 R 1 1 l ,27 Aug. 1707. 
'" OBSP, 6-8, 10 Sept. 1716, (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 6, ernphasis mine. 



dangerous ferninine criminality. In a different way, the parts of the city associated with 

prostitution also reveal the relationship between women and danger in popular mentality. 

Here, women were dangerous because of their seductive powers; male clients felt 

vulnerable to venereai disease or robbery when they had transactions with London 

whores. In the context of assault, prostitutes were not threatening for their own violence 

as much as for the potential violence of the many lascivious men they attracted. The 

most infamous streets of London were those trodden by prostitutes. John Gay's 

instructions to pedestrians warned "Of Drury's mazy Courts, and dark Abodes,/ The 

Harlots' guilefûl f aths, who nightly stand J Where Katherine-Street descends into the 

Strand."'" The evidence from the recognizances demonstrates an awareness of this. 

Westminster JPs bound six men and two women for assaults that were specified as taking 

place in Dniry Lane, and six men for assaults in the Strand. Only two of the victims were 

women in these recognizances; the rest were men. Because the recognizances represent 

predominantly the middling sort of people, it is Iikely that middling women would not be 

found as frequently in these areas.'" The theater was another area associated with 

debauchery, and two women were involved among the four assaults alleged to have taken 

place near a theater. Mary Stonewood alias Perry was bound for "making a violent 

assauit and dangerously wounding [a] ... serjeant to a foot Company of his Majesties 

'" lbid. "Cully" was a common terrn in the seventeenth century, meaning "one who is cheated or irnposed 
upon (e.g. by a sharper, srrumpet, etc.); ... one easily deceived or taken in," according to the OED. 

Gay, Trivia, 70, emphasis his. 
"' It is difficult to find information on the way middling women perceived these parts of the city, and how 
much they avoided them. Robert Shoemaker has examined some of the rare evidence in "Gendered 
Spaces: Patterns of Mobility and Perceptions of London's Geography, 1660-1 750," in J. Memtt, ed., 



Guards; & for raising a Tumult in his Majties Theatre Royall."l4' In a "mobb neare the 

Playhouse in Dniry Lane," Ann Uttim accused Walter Watkins of assaulting her and 

tearing her headclothes, and she herself was bound on the same day by John Robinson for 

"assaulting and stabbing him in the shoulder neare the Playhouse." From the thieves' 

den of Church Lane to the fleshpots of the theatre district, femininity and danger could 

sometimes become linked in popular perception. 

Even religious space could be stained by association with sex and danger. Time 

played a vital role in the significance of religious places. Afier dark, quiet walled 

churchyards could become scenes of violence or illicit sex. A satirical pamphlet which 

purported to advertise prostitutes was descriptively entitled A Catalogue O$.. Prostitutes. 

Night-walkers, Whores ... and others of the Linen-lifring Tribe, who are tu be seen every 

Night in the Cloysters of Srnithfield, fiom the hours of Eight to Eleven. during the tirne of 

the fair.'50 In previous centuries, the liberty of the Bishop of Winchester was infamous 

for its "stews" just south of the Thames. The Bishop's Southwark residence was 

immediately adjacent to the brothels, perhaps motivating his legislation that banned 

prostitutes from the liberty on religious holiday~. '~'  A churchyard also seems to have 

been the carefully selected setting for a duel. An Old Bailey account of a sword fight 

Irnagining Early Modern London: Perceptions and Portrayals of the Ciwfiom Stow to Strype, 1598- 1720 
(forthcoming, Cambridge UP). 1 am grateful tu Dr. Shoemaker for allowing me to read and cite this. 
IJ8 MJISRI 679 Ri O6,9 Nov. 1685. 
Id' MJ/SR2 128 RI 8 and R i  7, 8 Apr. 1709, respectively. 
''O A Catalogue of Jilts. Crack, Prostitutes, Night-walkers, Whores.. . , (London: 1 6 9  1). 
1 5 '  R. M. Karras, "The Regulation of Brothels in Later Medieval England," Signs 14, no. 2 (1989), p.416. 



described the combatants as drinking "very lovingly together" in a public house. Is2  Later, 

however, "when they were out of doors the Deceased said he must fight" and, most 

significantly, "when they came into the Church yard the Deceased said damn you 

Draw."ls3 Assaults within church grounds were singled out as especiaily reprehensible 

under the law. As one handbook said, "If any Person shall be convicted in Sessions of 

striking another in the Church, or drawing a Weapon with an Intent to strike Lm, he shall 

have Judgernent to lose one of his Ears," and if the party should have no ears, "he shall be 

stigmatized in the right Cheek, by a hot Iron, with the Letter F, in token of a Fray- 

maker.""' Despite the serious penalties involved, a nocturnal violent episode in a 

religious building appears in the quarter sessions records. Two recognizances were 

generated at the plaint of "Mr. Thomas French" in 17 17 against David Wilson and John 

Reed for "forceably Entring the Cloysters of Westminster Abbey at 12 oclock at Night 

and violently assaulting and wounding him in the head with a...~ayonet."'~' Even the 

importance of the Christian ceremony of burial was derided, seen in the two assaults that 

had occurred "at the Funerale of Madam Peasly at Westmr," and one in which a Mr 

Russell had accused his assailants of also "stealing fiom him a velvett Pa~le.""~ The 

15' OBSP, 8- 1 1 Apr. 17 19 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 7. 
Is3 Ibid 
'" Giles Jacob, The Modern Justice. .. (London, l72O), 397; and W. T., The 0A;ce of the Clerk ofAssize, 
12 1-2, respectively. See aIso Joseph Shaw, Parish Law (London, 1733), 10 1, 1 12, and Bond, 73. "Fray" 
referred to "affray," which was a more serious assault, defined in Giles Jacob's law dictionary as "a 
skirmish or fighting between two or more, and there must be a stroke given, or offered, or a Weapon 
drawn.. . .And it diffen from AssauIt, in that it is a Wrong to the Public; whereas Assault is of a private 
Nature." G. Jacob, A New Law Dictionary ... (London: E gi R. Nutt, 1729). 
Is5 MJlSR2295 RI 77 and R178,26 Aug. 1717, respectively. 
Is6 MJlSR19 17 R6 1,2 1 Sept. 1698; R62,4 Sept. 1698; R63,8 Sept. 1698; and MJISRI 75 1 R154,SO Nov. 
1689 respectively. 



latter offence could have been noted because of the obvious value of the object, but it aiso 

indicates that those accused had disrupted the fimeral of a very well-placed individ~al."~ 

Henry Fielding was probably satirizing a sirnilar lack of respect for religious space in a 

memorable scene fiom Tom Jones when "the Church-yard was the Field of Battle, where 

there was to be a Funeral that very Evening," and the combatants were depicted "catching 

up a Skull which lay on the Side of the Grave" and later wielding a "Thighbone."i58 The 

laws encouraged quarter sessions JPs to regard religious space as a factor in an assault, 

worth mentioning in the official record. 

Though only seven recognizances mention that an attack occurred on the Sabbath, 

the religious meaning of the day clearly had an impact in their wording.(Tab. 5.12) 

Table 5.12: 
Time of Assaults: Gender of Plainants" vs. Gender of Defendants' 

1 Fernale Def* 1 Male Def* 1 

"Night" 
Early Moming' 
Late Evening' 

1 1 t 1 I - I 
- 

1 1 
'Recognizances which lista spccific tirne. - 
bRecognizruiccs which do not list a specific tinte. but instead cmploy evaluativc terrninology, such as "very carlyAate." "in the dead 
of night" "unreasonable haur." etc. 
'Recognizances to prosecute assault have not bccn included. 
*Assault recognizances where &erc werc multiple defendants both male AND female have not been included. 
*'note cases where thc rccognimce was clevly brought by the plainant on behalf of another individual who was the actual victim 
have been cxcluded 

- 

"' Research on early eighteenth-century tiinerals indicates that the fabric of the palls was significant in 
detemining the status of the deceased, with black baize palls at the lower end of the scale, and black velvet 
at the top. See J. Litten, "The Funeral Trade in Hanoverian England 17 14-1760," in P. Jupp and G. 
Howarth, eds., The Changing Face ofDeath: Historical Accounts ofDeoth and Disposai (London: 
Macmillian Press, 1997), 49. The velvet pal1 itself may have sparked tension, as "to be buried in anything 
other than a woolen shroud at this time was as ostentatious a mark of conspicuous consumption as could be 
imagined." R. Paley, ed., Justice in Eighteenth-Centus) Hackney: The Justicing Norebook ofHenry Norris 
and the Hackney Pets, Sessions Book (London: London Record Society, 199 1), xxi-xxii. 
Is8 Fielding, 1 17. 
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Joseph Kemp was bound for "riotously wounding and assaulting ... And raising a Tumolt 

in the streets upon the Lord's Day," and a constable brought a complaint against a man 

who allegedly assaulted him while "commiting a Riott and Disorder ... att two of the Clock 

in the moming being the Lords ~ a y . " ' ~ ~  A recognizance binding John Roberts for 

"violently assaulting" a man and his wife, added the allegation that the assault had 

occurred "on a Sunday r n ~ m i n ~ . " ' ~ ~  Anxiety about Sabbath observance can be seen in 

the 1677 Act for the Berrer Observarion of rhe Lord S Duy, as  well as in the contemporary 

literature. The Act stipulated that "noe person or persons whatsoever shall publically cry 

shew forth or expose to sale any wares ... whatsoever upon the Lord's day," yet a satire on 

Sabbath observance several years later larnented the consistent Sunday practice of 

"Apple-women, and Shoe Blackers repairing to their respective  stand^."'^' The fact that 

only seven recognizances mentioned the Sabbath attests to the probability that the courts 

may have paid only superficial homage to the importance of observing the Sabbath as 

well. It is likely that there were more than seven assaults on the Lord's Day that were 

prosecuted by recognizance. Nevertheless, where they indicate additional facts about the 

religious space of assauIt, both physical and temporal, the Westminster recognizances 

reflect the anxieties surrounding the use of religious space in the metropolis. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the night figured fairly prominently in the assault 

prosecutions that recorded any time at d l .  Night in London was very dark, and Gay 

- - 

Is9 MJlSR1734 R135, 13 Aug. 1688 and MJfSR1888 R69,7 Feb. 1697 respectively. 
'* MJlSRI987 R38 27 Jan. 1701/2. 
16' 29 Car. II C. 7, and Hell upon Earth, or the town in an uproar (London, 1729)' 3 respectively. Gay also 
noted that "Ev'n Sundays are prophan'd by Mackrell Cries." 40. 



wamed of the extra caution required d e r  sunset in the streets: "there oft' is found the 

lurking Thie f... /Though thou art tempted by the Link-man's l ighflet trust him not ... In 

the Mid-way he'll quench the flaming b r a n d h d  share the Booty with the pilf ring 

~ ~ d . - 1 6 2  Quarter sessions' oficials mentioned the night in 66 assault recognizances-- 

well over half of the total of those which mentioned any time at all.(Tab. 5.12) In these 

recognizances, the defendants were ovenwhelmingly male, as were a majority of the 

plaintiffs. The legislation for "nightwalking" targeted those who "sleep in the day and 

walk in the night, ... and such as might h a u t  any house suspected of bawdery, or use 

suspicious Company, or cornmitt other outrages or rnisdemeano~rs."'~~ In practice, this 

legislation tended to confine women much more than men, and assumed that their very 

presence out-of-doors at night made them prostitutes. The record of a thirteen-year-old 

girl's charge of rape against James Peirson in 1707 reveals the situation facing women 

d e r  dark: 

about the hours of twelve and one in this morning a stranger who calld his name 
James Peirson came to this Informant she sitting upon a pair of staires and being 
afiaid of the watch being a late hour the said James Peirson told her he wouid take 
Care of her and secure her from the watch [if] she would suffer him to lay upon 
her ... 164 

Though the many women stopped for nightwalking and similar offences were too poor to 

find their way into the Westminster recognizances, there are many men that were bound 

for assaults where a time was mentioned. Robert Plucknet, for example, was bound for 

'" Gay, Trivia, 62. 
163 CompIeat Justice, 3 3 9. 

MSPlïO7 Jy/8 1. 



assaulting a constable, and for simply "strolling about the streets late at n i g h ~ " ' ~ ~  The 

court's disapproval is most obvious in those recognizances which are evaluative.(Tab. 

5.12) Joseph Powell was accused of "being a Loose Idle disorderly person taken at an 

unseasonabIe time of night" in his recognizance for assault-the same wording as 

recognizances for night~a1king.I~~ A constable of St. Margaret's Parish brought one man 

before a Westminster JP for an assault "in the dead time of the night," and Isaac Green 

was bound for assaulting a man "at an undue time of night."16' One assault, descnbed as 

"barbarous," appears to have involved five Frenchmen and was recorded as occurring at 

"an unseasonable time in the m~rning."'~' The business of the Justices of the Peace 

certainly included disciplining women who were out at night, but men were not exempt 

from censure.'69 The Middlesex Sessions papers recount an event after an "Outcry" and a 

"hubub" in James Street Covent Garden "about tenn of the Clock," when the parish 

Constable felt it his duty to search and examine al1 of the men he found in the dark 

street."' He "seized" Richard Jenkins, and Samuel1 Eades, who refused to sign 

statements about what they were doing in Covent Garden at nîght."' Eades and Jenkins 

reveal the way in which men could face official intervention when they moved about the 

streets at night. Though lower-class women out after dark probably tended to be more 

- 

lb5 MJ/SR2235 RI 15, 1 1 Sept. 1714. 
'66 MJlSR23 15 RI l4 ,23  Aug. 1718. 
'" MJ/SR2052, 14 Jun. 17 15 and MJlSR.2300 R226 12 Oct. 17 17 respectively. 

MJiSR2255 R9 1,27 July 17 15. The surnames of the defendants were recorded as 'DelamiIliam', 
'Dejean', 'DeClapiesl, and 'Dejennes'. 
'@ For a more detailed discussion of  the policing o f  masculinity, see Ch. 4. 
''O MSP 1694 Aug/29. 
17' MSP 1694, Augl30. 



often suspect, the use of evaluative language in the recognizances for assault shows that 

rniddling men were also not impervious to temporal constraint. 

The commercial areas, the workshops, market-places, and taverns of the 

metropolis, were also sites of violence. Along with churches, streets, and highways, 

commercial space would seern to be public space. This was not necessarily true in the 

minds of Augustan Londoners however. Many shop- or public house-keepers may have 

lived and run their business under the sarne roof."' The line between shop and private 

dwelling in early eighteenth-century London was not as finn as it later became, seen in 

the 17 16 recognizance for an assault which describes the defendant "comeing to her 

house" where she claimed to have "her customers," who were assaulted along with 

her~e1f.I'~ Nevertheless, many assaults occurring in Westminster tavems and markets 

may have been motivated by a desire to publicly air grievances. Many disputes between 

men began over an insult shouted in the tavern. John Wincles was allegedly "violently 

assault[ed]" and "knockEed] downe twice at the Crowne Ale house," a Westminster 

constable accused three men of "assaulting him ... and cornmitting a Riott and Disorder att 

the Dogg Ta~ern.""~ The London markets were mentioned even more often as the place 

of assault. Three women were bound for "riotously assaulting beating and bruising" 

another wornan "in the public market, and raiseing a great tumoult of people about her 

"' Shomaker noted that "eighteenth-century houses were fiequently public spaces, in which a number of 
people unrelated, and perhaps even unknown, to each other could be found as lodgers, servants, coworkers 
and visitors." He went on to say that private space was not limited to the confines of a dwelling house, and 
could encompass an entire court, alley, or yard, where passers-by were al1 known to each other. 
Shoemaker, "Public Spaces, Private Disputes?" 2. 

MJ/SR2270 R112, 12 May 1716. 



wereby she was in danger of her life."L7S Two gentleman and a tailor allegediy assaulted 

a shopkeeper "in a notous manner entring into his booth at May fair & throwing about his 

meat and Provisions," and a "market woman" was accused of "disturbing [the] business'' 

of a fellow retailer by "Raiseing a mobb about her ... in Covent Garden Market.'76 Francis 

Roche may have chosen to assault Mathew Fury "while he was working in his shop 

window" because of the visibility such space allowed, which would have enabled Roche 

to "rais[e] a mob" on Fury, "so that he went in danger of his life."'77 Market Stalls and 

shops were the scene of heated exchanges at the base of several defamation suits. One 

woman was standing in her husband's shop door when a neighbouring shopkeeper "took 

an occasion to fa11 out with" her, calling her "a Dirty Bitch" and accusing her of adultery 

before several ~ i tnesses ."~  Thirty years Iater, the Bishop of London's Consistory Court 

was still hearing cases of defarnation which had occurred between neighbouring 

s h ~ ~ k e e ~ e r s . ' ~ ~  As a form of public conflict, the scenes depicted in defamation cases 

resonate closely with the assaults described in the Westminster Quarters Sessions 

recognizances where a tavem, shop or market was narned as the location. 

Though public and private had not become ideologically separate and gendered in 

the way they were by the nineteenth century, the recognizances which mention the place 

of an assault nevertheless reveal an anxiety when the public intrudes into the private, and 

17' MJISR2 138 R86, I Sept. 1709 and MJISR1888 R67, R68 and R69,7 Feb. 1696/7, respectively. 
' 75  MJlSR1897 R99, 12 July 1697. 
'7b MJISRI 873 R96, 12 May 1696 and MJ/SR2343 R135,26 Jan, 17 19/20. 
l n  MJlSR2330 R26,5 June 1719. 
17* DLlCl239 f 3 15, Wickham c. Thompson, 20 Jan. 1679180. 
'79 See, for exarnple, DLlCl153 f 358, Bartlett c. Culpepper, 13 May 17 10. 



vice versa. The threshold of a dweliing as the border between home and street--between 

public and private property-seems to play a key role in some violent incidents. Laura 

Gowing discemed the significance of doorsteps in defamation suits. She described 

wornen standing on the doorsteps to conduct arguments with one another. This location, 

she argued, "reinforced their position in the households fiom which stemmed their 

standing in the ~ornrnunity."'~~ At the Middlesex Sessions, a spinster who was alone in 

her brother's house deposed that she "lifted the Latch of the Doore" to two thieves who 

"flung her downe crosse the threshold of the door and kneeld upon her brest to keep her 

downe."'" According to one recognizance, John Pittman was "assault[ed] & 

sqeaz[ed] ... twice between the posts & Door of his  ous se."'^^ Plaintiffs seem to have 

been anxious about being denied the protection of their own four walis, seen in several 

recognizances where the assault involved a forced exit. William Dawson brought a plaint 

before the JPs when three men "pulled him out of his house" during a riot and assault, 

and Rice Owens assaulted Jane Ross "by Kicking & pushing her Downe the Stepts [sic] 

at his Master's ~oo re . " "~  Similarly, Margarett Dyer was reportedly assaulted by two 

men who "violently t h s t  ... her ont0 the street," and Christian Ross was "dragg[ed] by the 

hair of her head out of her own habita~on."'~ Even the threat of removal fiom private to 

public seems to have been sociaily and legally significant in alleged victims' complaints. 

180 L. Gow ing, Domestic Dangers: Wornen, Words. and Sex in Euriy Modern London (Oxford: Clarendon 
P, 1996), 98. 
18' MSP1698 Jan./64. 
18' MJ/SR 1845 R83, 16 Nov. 1694. 
18' MI/SFU290 R69,2 June 17 17 and MJ/SR2 148 R127, 16 Mar. 17 10 respectively. 
'" MJ/SR2255 RI 3, 13 Sept. 17 15 and MJ/SR2235 R209,5 Aug, 17 14 respectively. 



Anne S taples was supposed to have been "push[ed] ... downe in b e r  assailant's] house and 

draggred]" through the house by a man who "Intend[ed] as she beleeveth to throw her 

into the ~treet.""~ Ferdinand0 Callahan was bound to answer Mary Messenger for 

assaulting her in her house, "pulling her out of her chair" and threatning he would "stamp 

her in ye Kenneil [gutter]."'" Augustan householders were aware of their nght to their 

own private space, and prosecuted those who crossed their thresholds uninvited. JPs' 

handbooks reflected and reinforced this perception, stating that "every mans house is (to 

himself, his farnily, and his goods) as his Castle, as well for his defence against injury and 

violence, as also for his repose and rest. And therefore the law doth give to dwelling 

places diverse privileges.""' John Stockwell, a bailiff, was asked to answer charges of 

"attempting to forceably Enter'' the home of John Fran~es."~ Even women protected 

their right to control the space within their homes. Mary Davis went before a JP and 

caused him to bind John Dubain "for assaulting her and forcing himself into her 

apartment."'8g The threshold played an important role in the recording of some assaults, 

and movement across it in either direction was of interest to the Westminster recording 

offkial. 

Though not the majority, a distinct number of recognizances for assault were 

alleged to have been directed at victims fiom outside their homes or the homes of their 

relatives ("about" their houses).(Tab. 5.1 1) Several assaults clearly darnaged the houses 

Is5 MJ/SR2 1 18 RI 3 1.3 Sept. 1708. 
IB6 MNSR2300 R166, 17 Dec. 1717. 
'" Dalton, 265. 

MJ/SR2320 R153,20 Nov. 17 18. 



themselves, such as the alleged assault prosecuted by Catherine Warrman against k e  

men for "breaking her windows in the night time," or the "ryott in St. James Square 

where his grace the duke of Norfolks windows were b r ~ k e n . " ' ~ ~  Targeting the victirn's 

home as another way of openly publicizing his or her perceived disgrace appears to have 

been fairly effective, generating a number of prosecutions. Mary Lemon jr was bound for 

"assaulting [a woman] & her dau[ghte]r & raising a Turnult & mobb about her house soo 

that she cannot live with peace & quiet in her neighbourhood."'91 James Calowne was 

accused of "raising the mobb abt" a woman's door during his assault on her, and Mary 

Coleman allegedly assaulted Anne Davison "about her ~ h o ~ . " ' ~ *  Another woman was 

prosecuted for assaulting her "with al1 rnanner of abusefull and approbrious Language" 

and "causing a great disturbance about her house in breach of the ~ e a c e . " ' ~ ~  Attacks 

against Londoners through their dwelling-place could provide a public forum for the 

alleged assailant, and this appears to have been part of their attraction for defendants. 

Several cases show men shouting from the street at the victims' doors, issuing challenges 

to fight.19" Masculine as well as feminine violence could take place on the streets in fiont 

of the intended victim's home, rnaking use of spatial customs that appear to have been 

widely used and clearly-understood. 

Situation and Circumstances Behind Assault 

-- - p p  

18' MJISR2325 RlO8, 1 1 Feb. 1 71 9. 
MJ/SR23 15 R143, R144 and R145,23 Sept. 1718 and MJfSR1670 R14, 15 May 1685 respectively. 

19'  MJ/SR2032 R87,30 May 1704. 
19' MJ/SR2 128 R94,23 Apr. 1709 and MJlSR2057 R34-6 Aug. 1705 respectively. 
l Q 3  MJ/SR22 16 R129,30 July 1713. 

See, for example, MJISEU 108 R75,3 1 Jan. 170718 and MJ/SR22 1 1 R77, 15 June 17 13. 



The fragments of additional description that appear in some of the recognizances 

can also provide some illumination of the various situations and circumstances that give 

rise to violence. A cursory examination of criminologists' findings on the factors behind 

modem violence reveals many key issues that are absent in the Westminster assault 

recognizances. Modem anxieties about violence in America focus mainly on race, 

poverty, alcoholism, urban over-crowding, youth gangs, and narcotic~.*~' Poverty and 

racial tensions were definitely present in eighteenth-century London, but are largely 

missing fiom the assault recognizances. Though it is likely that these social problems 

played a role in past violent events, assailants driven by poverty would have been too 

poor to enter into recognizances. Equally, if their victims were poor, they may never 

have been prosecuted, and thus would never have appeared in the court records. 

Nevertheless, the additional detail in the Westminster recognizances, teamed with 

accounts of felony-related assaults in the OBSP, portray conflicts resulting fiom 

neighbourhood tensions, economic disputes, early-modem vigilantisrn (or its 

appearance), and alcohol-related violence. Encounters which were more obviously 

formalized and orchestrated were more visibly gendered. Distinctly masculine 

circumstances for assault appear in the ritual combat of duels and similar challenges to 

fight, where assaults sternming fiom riots seem to have a more ferninine tinge. There are 

many other situations behind assaults that occurred in significant numbers of 

19' See, for example, the three volume study A. J. Reiss, Jr., and J. A. Roth, eds., Understanding and 
Preventing Violence (Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1993). 



recognizances and yield additionai insight. Domestic violence, rape, rescues, and assaults 

upon oEcials are dealt with in other chapters. 

Not surprisingly, many of the violent episodes that came before the Westminster 

justices had occurred between neighbours and individuals well-known to one another. 

Living in close proximity, tenants would be ail too aware of one another's distastehl 

habits. Witnesses to one defamation case speculated that the insults were sparked by a 

woman sweeping dirt ont0 her neighbour's front step, and in another case, the argument 

was suspected to be due to a neighbour's mastiff dog bz~rking.'~~ As the body which 

enforced the peace in the city, the Westminster Sessions saw many accusations between 

neighbours. Of al1 the recognizances listing sureties for both the prosecutor and 

defendant, more than half (sixty per cent) appear to have been fkom the same p a r i ~ h . ' ~ ~  

Riggs was taken before the JP by her neighbours for "being an infamous Woman that 

keeps a Bawdy house in Sea Alley where she ... is a Disturber of the Neighbourhood by 

keeping Bad hours & by Railling & curseing at those that Reprove her."'98 The day 

before, a recognizance had been drawn up binding her neighbours to answer Riggs for 

- 

'% DL/C/251 f 438, Clarke c. Barnes, 16 June 1710 and f 442 and DL/C/241 f 253, Jackson c. Villiers, 23 
Nov. 1685 respectively. 

19' There were 257 recognizances where sureties were listed for both the plaintiffs and defendants. This 
was either because the prosecutor was also bound to appear, or a plaintiff was later bound by the same 
defendant for an assault (see ch. 2). Of these recognizances, 154 (59.9%) listed at least one surety that was 
fiom the same parish as the plaintiff s sureties, 62 (24%) listed al1 three sureties corn parishes other than 
those for the plaintiff, and 4 1 (1 5.9%) did not narne parishes for the sureties, or were illegible. 
'" MJ/SR2113 R96, 16 June 1708. 



"assalting her by Cdling her Bawde Whore & such Like approbrious Narnes & for 

stricking her Upon the side of her head with a Roaling Pin?"' 

Disorderly houses figured prominently as a source of neighbourhood animosity, 

but disputes among acquaintances could arise fiom a variety of events. On 15 August, 

1709, Mary Taylor brought a plaint before a Justice, accusing James Thatcher of 

"assaulting [her] Children Till they were forced to cry out Murther" and it appears that a 

family member subsequently took revenge, because John Taylor "did ... assalt James 

Thatcher ... & broke his head," according to a later rec~gnizance.~" This resonates with a 

case heard in the church courts. Mary Sumers' child "told her that Jane Bentley had 

taken her into the yard and had beaten her upon which ... Sumers went to ... Bently who was 

in the Shope of her house ... next door to Sumers and asked her the reason of her beating 

her ~hild."'~' The resulting argument led to a defamation suit. Robert uid Sarah Burges 

brought a plaint against William Beach for Wounding and Blooding their Child Robt 

Burges," and they were bound the next day for "Attempting to assalt" Phillis ~ e a c h . " ~  

There is insufficient information to form a clear picture of whether the assaults stemmed 

from the unauthorized discipline of an errant child, and subsequent retaliation fiom the 

usurped parents, or whether Thatcher, Bentley, and Beach may have targeted the children 

as part of a deeply-rooted animosity against their families, and the recognizances 

represent a long-standing feud. Inter-familial disputes were at issue in another 

MJlSR2 1 13 R97, IS June 1708. 
'O0 MJ/SR2 138 RI 12, 15 Aug. 1709 and RI 13, 17 Aug. 1709 respectively. 
'O' DL/C/248 f 425, Eardiswick c. Bentley, 15 Aug. 1705. 
'O' MJ/SR2 133 R54, 16 June 1709 and R55, 17 June 1709 respectively. 



recognizance which secured the appearance of "John f itman, Grace Pitrnan & Miles 

Pitman their son" to answer "Martha Lucas for that the said John Pitman did grossly 

abuse Her ... and Grace his wife did assault Her in a barbarous manner ... and Miles the son 

assaulted Her child."'" Tension built up visibly within the neighbourhoods of the 

metropolis, arid a wide variety of kinship ties could be involved, both in its formation and 

its resolution. 

As the root of al1 evil, money also appears to have been the cause of several 

assaults. Though many thefis involved the use of violence, this section will focus on the 

assaults involving money which were clearly not thefts. Such an examination will 

highlight the tensions which lay at the heart of even the rnos? conventional economic 

relations. Barthia Gotherid reported a violent assault and "Barbarous" beating when she 

came "to demand money of the said Robert Reed which hee owed her," and Elizabeth 

Battersby brought a plaint of being met with violence fiom tenant Isabella Mirnroe "when 

she came to demant her ~ent ." '~  Early eighteenth-century Londoners exhibited intense 

anger against customers and CO-workers in some cases. A bricklayer was bound by a 

labourer for assaulting him with a trowel, the tool of his trade, and William Arther, a 

tailor, allegedly assauited and beat another man "with a pair of sheers" while "cailing him 

sevll uprobrious narne~."~~' The latter incident resonates with an account in the OBSP of 

an irate customer indicted for murdering a tailor's assistant with "a pair of sheer~."~" 

'O3 MJ/SR2334 R38,7 Sept. 17 19. 
'M MUSR1 974 R77,26 Sept. 170 1 and MJ/SR1836 R153.27 Apr. 1694, respectively. 
'OS MJISR2295 R45, 14 Sept. 17 17 and R64,29 July 17 17 respectively. 
'" OBSP, 14 Oct. 1680, (London, printed for T. Davies), 2. 



Gentlemen appear to have had their own form of monetary dispute. Lieutenant William 

West allegedly violently "demand[ed] mony of' Charles Le Bass Esqr, "using many 

threatning words, & chdlenging him to take his sword and go out and fight."207 He later 

reportedly sent "a letter to the sd Charles Le Basse to envite hirn to meet in the Privy 

Garden to end the affair."208 Similarly, William Brown was bound for "assaulting, and 

strikeing" another man "and threatning to run hirn through the Body, for not lending hirn 

fifty p o ~ n d s . " ~ ~ ~  William Wamer was brought before a Justice of the Peace for 

"assaulting, beating and bruising" another man "and cheating him of money at ~ards. '" '~ 

Elizabeth Appric, a spinster, illustrates a financially-motivated assault that uniquely 

targeted women. Robert Tench, a gentleman, allegedly "violently assaulted & forced 

[her] away ... Being an unmarried person of good fortune & Heiress to her father with an 

intent to many her against her will contrary to the  la^."^" As loan and rent collectors, 

tradespeople, gentlemen, cardplayers, and eligibie heiresses, the men and women 

initiating recognizances reveal the multivariate financial relationships at the base of 

several assaults. 

Alcohol probably played as prominent a role in assaults in the early eighteenth- 

century as it does today. Henry Fielding observed in Tom Jones that "no Nation produces 

so many drunken quarrels, especially arnong the lower People, as England (for, indeed, 

' O 7  MJ/SR2192 R107, 14 M a y  1712. 
'O8 Ibid. 
'O9 MJ/SR2295 RI35,22 July 1717. 
"O MJISR 1865 R lO7,8 Jan. 169516. 

MJlSR.2 162 R73,30 Dec. 1710. 



with them, to drink and to f'ght together, are almost synonymous Te rm~) . "~ '~  The 

Gentleman 's Librury sardonically deemed it necessary for a "man of GaZZanhy to get 

immoderatly Drunk, and break a Drawer's Head," and, in an Old Bailey trial for murder, 

"Al1 witnesses agreed, that the Deceas'd was a person of very il1 Behaviour when in 

Wine, and much disposed to quarrel.""3 The courts recognized this, as JPs were wamed 

that "The English Blood is very easily Imtated.. . .Especially if it be inflarned with 

Drink.""' Several recognizances indicate that beer or other intoxicants were involved in 

the attack. William Playdell allegedly assaulted Peter Taylor by "throwing Beer in his 

face," and another recognizance explained parenthetically that the defendants were 

"Drinking strong Edward Ambler was accused of "spurting Ale fiom his 

mouth" into a man's face? The Old Bailey also heard many cases of insults exchanged 

over drinks which had resulted in manslaughter. Women are rarely rnentioned in these 

felony cases, and this may explain Susan Amussen's focus upon tavem brawls as 

distinctly masculine fonns of violence, but in the misdemeanours that came before the 

Westminster Quarter Sessions, women were sometimes involved, both as victims and 

agpressors.'" Damarass Buss asked that Jane Bond be bound for "Assaulting her and 

throwing a Glass of some Sort of Liquor in her Face," and Dorothy Porter accused Eliza 

"' Fielding, Book V, Ch. IX, 165. 
"' The Gentleman's Libra ry... Written by a Gentleman, 2nd edn. (1722)- 127 (emphasis his), and OBSP, 1 1 -  
13 Apr. 17 16 (London, printed for J.  Phillips by M. Jenour), 4. 
= 1 4  Edmund Bohun, The Justice ofpeuce his CuIfing and Qualr~cations (London: for T. Salusbury, l693), 
72. 
"' MJ/SRlS 12 R30, 13 Feb. 1692/3 and MJ/SR2083 R75, 1 Nov. 1706 respectively. 

MJ/SRS295 R146,7 Aug. 17 17. 
"' Amussen, "Punishrnent, Discipline, and Power," 23-27, looks mainly at homicide cases. 



Phillips of "being an Idle Drunken women [sic] who has assaulted her."2'8 Mary Neugen 

accused Elizabeth FutrelI of throwing "Drink upon her" and Margarett Anderson 

reportedly had "drinke" flung in her face by a man?'g Grace Dean brought a plaint before 

the Westminster JFs of Joan Reading "throwing a Pint of Drink at her head.""' Women's 

presence in tavems at this time is discemible in Consistory Court records.221 Anne 

Fletcher was "in a publick house knowne by the signe of the Catt" when she was 

defamed, and Mary Cope was sitting with her husband "by the fire side" of "a publick 

house" when another woman entered and uttered the insults which brought them before 

the church courts."' Both women and men could be involved in rising tensions in the 

tavem, and both were susceptible to increased aggressiveness as they imbibed. 

In early eighteenth-century England, where any man was expected to answer the 

hue and cry and any male ratepayers or householders of a parish could be asked to serve 

as constable, a form of vigilantism existed which was both legitimate and necessary."' 

The formal administration of punishment depended upon public cooperation and 

participation. especially in shaming punishrnents like the pillory. Without a professional 

MJISR2270 RI 77,22 Jun. 17 16, and MJ/SR2 144 R50, 19 May 1709 respectively. 
'19 MJISR-3 10 R 160.2 Jun. 17 18, and MJ/SR2 1 18 R36-3 1 Jul. 1708 respectively. 

MJISR2270 RI 11,8 May 1716. 
"' Alehouse historian Peter Clark notes women's presence in alehouses "regulated by sociaI convention," 
rneaning that women could go with their husbands, or in a group of married women (especialIy to celebrate 
christenings and churchings). Any other circumstances were "IikeIy to provoke loud comment from 
neighbours." P. Clarke, The English Alehouse: A social hisrory 1200-1830 (London: Longman, 1983), 
131. 
'" DL/C/255 f 452, Fletcher c. Kitson, 30 Dec. 17 15 and DLJC163 1 f 286, Cope c. Wiâty, 14 Nov. 1700 
respectively. 

E. A. Reynolds, Before the Bobbies: The Nighr Warch and Police Reform in Metropolitan London. 
1720-1830 (Stanford, California: Stanford UP, 1998), 9; R. Shoemaker, "The London 'Mob' in the Early 
Eighteenth Century," Journal ofBritish Srudies 26 (July 1987), 287; and J. M .  Beattie, Policing and 



police force, Londoners depended upon one another to actively express their contempt for 

suspected criminals. Women as well as men recognized their public responsibility to see 

law-breakers brought to justice. Both men and women made use of the well-understood 

Ianguage of policing, which could quickly mobilize passers-by into a vigilante band. 

This is visible in the recognizances. Abigail Dyervell reportedly roused a group of 

people in St. James Park against two men by "crying out Pickpockets, so that the [two 

men] were in danger of their li~es.""~ Dyerville is representative of a group of 

defendants throughout the period, who were accused of using this vigilante power in 

illegitimate ways. A nurnber of assaults seem to have been caused by the attacker stirring 

others to assault a persona1 enemy by labeling hirn or her as a public enemy, using the 

explicit language of policing. John Wooldridge was bound for "crying out stop thief 

Raising a Tumult and Mobb upon him ... which put him in bodily fear."u5 According to 

his recognizance, George Cooke also allegedly cried out "stop thief so that the Life of 

[Thomas] Moor was endangered thereby."226 Even when accusations failed in gaining 

outside assistance in the attack, victims still appeared to find this form of assault hannfùl. 

Jane Hall had reportedly injured Captain Robert Browen by "forcing open the Door of the 

British Coffee house upon hirn and assaulting and Scandalizing him in saying that he 

took a Ring ofIf] From her finger to the value of Twenty shillings thirteen years ago at 

- -  - -- - - -- - 

Punishment in the City of London. 1660- / 750: Urban Crime and the Litnits of Terror, forthcoming, Ch. 3. 
i am grateful to Dr Beattie for letting me read and cite this. 
"' MJ/SR2 177 P.63, 3 Jul. 17 1 1. Note that this recognizance did not include the word "assault" so it was 
not included in the quantitative analysis. 
'25 MJISR2225 R30,21 Jan. 171314. 
226 MJlSR.2240 R67,27 Nov. 1714. 



Edinburgh in Scotland and following him throu the streets repeating the s[ai]d scandalous 

words.""' At the Old Bailey, Richard Morgan tried to defend himself by claiming that he 

had killed Hurnphry Wild after seeing hirn "pick a Gentlemans Pocket," but the court 

found hirn guilty of murder and gave hirn sentence of death.228 'Stop thief!', or 

'Pickpockets! '--the words of popular policing, were seen by prosecutors and quater 

sessions officiais as vulnerable to misuse by both male and female assailants. 

Certain circumstances behind assault were more distinctly gendered. There is a 

strong element of machismo in some of the accounts involving both a male defendant and 

a male plaintiff. John Camden was reported to have threatened and assaulted Captain 

William Courtnay in St. James Park and then "com[e] to his Doore in Crowne court and 

Challeng[ed] him to fight hirn and that he would have satisfaction out of his fatt si de^."^^ 

William Lee prosecuted Thomas Guinton for "giving hirn abusive language and thereby 

provoked him to fight."230 Similady, John Headon accused Elisha Lines of "challenging 

hirn to corne out of his house and fight hirn," and William Haddbeke was bound for 

"challenging people to fight and threatning Fathaniel11 Greene in an insolent manner."3' 

When women were involved in these sorts of battles, it was usually in a more passive 

manner in the recognizances, such as  the case where Ferdinand0 Cummerford had to 

'" MJlSR23 15 R53,27 Aug. 17 18. 
"' OBSP, 5-6, 8 Dec. 17 18 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 2. 
"9 MJlSR2 108 R75,3 1 Jan. 1 170718. 
xo MNSR2295 R307,8 Oct. 17 17. 
"' MJlSR22 1 1 R77, 15 Jun. 17 13 and MJ/SR2343 R70-29  Feb. 17 f 9/20 respectively. 



answer Mary Roberts "for assaulting and challenging Edward Roberts out to fight?' 

Occasionally, however, women acted with similar aggression. In one case heard before 

the Bishop of London's Consistory Court, Katherine Sanderson reportedly challenged 

Joan Phillips fiorn the street to "corne out [of her house] and fight me if you dare;" a 

challenge which Phillips accepted, and the two grappled in the street until they were 

pulled apart."' Nevertheless, men seem to have goaded one another much more ofien, 

and made violent engagement a proof of masculinity. In one of many fatal tavern 

encounters, a man drew his sword, "and said to [another man] D--n p u ,  are you a Man? 

Ifyou are. draw, and shew yourselfso Thomas Miller was killed after "he resolved 

to take satisfaction" for "scurrilous words" William Tindall had spoken of him and he 

"bid him draw."'" A group of artisans fell to fighting after one faction accused another 

of cheating at cards in a Harnrnersmith "Victualling  ous se."'^^ Defence of supposed 

afionts to male honour was a very prevaient circumstance behind masculine violence for 

men of a11 classes. 

A shouted code phrase, or an invitation to join an impromptu football match was 

another catalyst for male violence. Testimony in an Old Bailey trial reveals that, when in 

groups, men could utilize certain phrases in order to act as one body in violent attacks. 

Two gentlemen of St. Martin's in the Fields began a skirmish in Dniry Lane afier having 

3' MJlSR.2255 R 4  1 ,  9 Jul. 17 15. Edward Roberts, presumably a relative, was most likely not Iisted as the 
plainant because he was simply too il1 to go before the JP. 
2~' DL/CL244 f 283, Phillips c. Sanderson, 3 Apr. 1695. 
"' OBSP, 1-4 May 17 17, (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 8, ernphasis theirs. 
"' OBSP, 24-3 1 May 1683 (London, printed for L. Curtis), 3. 
"6 OBSP, 6-7 Sept. 1682 (London, s.n.), 2-3. 



reportedly "cry'd out Go it (a Term which they make use of upon such occasions) 

and. ..drew their sw~rds."~ '  Rough street football, another opportunity for masculine 

disorder, had an element of tenor for those caught in the fiay. Richard Ellis and Jacob 

NevilI apparently assaulted a woman while "w[i]th many others to the number of near an 

hundred persons Royetously & Tumultuously gathered together at football wch Ba11 they 

kick'd agrainsjt the kitching [sic] Windows of Mrs Askews house in Vine Street and 

broake them and also at the same tyme by throwing a stick at broak the saçh windows one 

Story high of the said h o ~ s e . " ~ '  Though not exclusively, this sort of violence was 

distinctiy masculine.'39 John Gay recounted a spontaneous match as he crossed the 

square in Covent Garden: 

I spy the Furies of the Foot-bal1 war: 
The 'Prentice quits his shop, to join the crew, 
Increasing crowds the flying Game pursue. 
Thus, as you roll the Ball o'er snowy Ground, 
The gath'ring Globe augments with ev'ry Round; 
but wither shall 1 run? the Throng draws nigh, 
The Ball now Skims the street, now soars on high; 
The dextrous Glazier strong retums the bound, 
and gingling sashes on the Pent-house ~ound."~  

Apprentices and other male artisans could be drawn into a raucous garne of football, and 

its masculine ferocity probably made more observers than Gay anxious when "the 

throng" drew "nigh." The potential danger of men mobilized in a football match can also 

be seen when "a Mach of Futtball was Cned at Ketring of five Hundred Men of a side, 

237 OBSP, 1-4 May 17 17, (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 7, emphasis theirs. 
MJ/SR2260 R 14 1 and R140.2 1 Dec. 17 15 respectively. 

'39 Note that one woman, Mary Ellis (a spinster-presumably a relative of Richard's), was bound (RI42 for 
the sarne date) for being invoIved in the football match, though not for assault. 



but the desighn was to Pull Down Lady Betey Jesamine's Mill~."~" Rough street sport 

and shouted cornmands of 'Go it!' to comrades were situations for distinctly masculine 

group violence. 

Most forms of mob violence appear to have been ferninine environments for 

assault however. Though women made up the standard one third of al1 assaults with a 

riot, they formed a much higher proportion when the recognizance descnbed the assault 

as including "raising a r n ~ b . " ~ ' ~  Women were bound for more thai halfof al1 of these 

a s s a ~ l t s . ' ~ ~  The term implies more of a leadership role, and prosecutors and recording 

officiais appear to have had no qualms suspecting female defendants of having mobilized 

their fellow Londoners in attacks. Jane Gibson was b o n d  "for an assault and breading a 

Riot of near 100 persons abouti" her v i ~ t i m . ' ~  Two women allegedly "Gather[ed] the 

Mobb" around their victim, "swearing they would Tear her heart out & pull her out of her 

house insomuch that she was forced to Leave her house shop & buissiness [sic] & is 

affiaid of further Disturbance.""* Clearly, as raisers of mobs, these female defendants 

evoked images of power. While Sarah Ceake assaulted and beat Thomas Rack, she 

"O Gay, 35. 
'" PRO, SP 36/50. quoted in E. P. Thompson, "The Mora1 Economy of the English Crowd in the 
Eighteenth Cenmry," Pasr and Present 50 (197 l), 1 16. For more on football as a f o m  of protest, see R. 
Malcolrnson, Popular Recrearions in English Society, 1700-1 850 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1973)- 39- 
40, 
"' There rnay have been even more women bound for riots if JPs were not constrained by the rules 
regarding "What persons may commit a Ryot" which prohibits punishment for riot "if a nurnber o f  
women ... doe flock together for their own cause ... unless a man of discretion moved them to assemble for 
the doing of some unIawful1 act." Dalton, 282. 

Of the 150 assault recognizances for "raising a mob," 84, or 56% named female defendants. 
(Recognizances binding both male and femaie defendants were not included). 
'" MJ/SR2295 R122, 15 Aug. 171 7. 
'" MJ/SR2113 R94, 17 Jun. 1708. 



"scandalize[d]" Hannah his wife by shouting "that she had two Bastards and that she 

knocked them on the head in her Masters Garrett," but the arsenal of effective words at 

women's disposa1 was not limited to sexual i n s ~ d t . ~ ~ ~  The "Mobb and Tumoult of people" 

Mary Bissett was accused of raising around Mr. John Jullion came because of her 

"assaulting and Strikeing him in the Face, ... calling hirn French Rascall and other 

opprobrious na~nes.'"~' Alice Freelove raised "a mobb & Tumult of people" around 

Daniel Langhom, and compounded the damage by allegedly "persuading, abetting & 

encorageing Mr Allen a Trooper to assault him with his drawn ~word . "~~ '  Though 

disproportionately lower in its fiequency, male mob-raising bore a similar style. John 

Lomax, Robert Parrot, and Henry Harrïdge were bound to answer Benjamin Thornaily 

"For assaulting hirn & Raising a Tumult & Mobb upon him in the streets Encourageing 

them to cast Stones & Dirt at hirn Whereby he goeth in Danger of his ~ i f e . " ~ ~ ~  However, 

as part of the arsenal in persona1 conflict, raising the mob was clearly strongly--though 

not exclusively--a feminine resort. Much has been written about women's participation 

in political or economically-motivated not, but the Westminster Quarter Sessions 

recognizances reveal the contemporary perception of early eighteenth-century women as 

leaders in assaults involving London c r o w d ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Conclusion 

*'" MJ/SR2305 R59,25 Feb., 171 8. 
'" MJ/SR2300 R36, 7 Dec. 17 17. 
'" MJ/SR2265 R52, 1 Mar. 17 IY6. 
*" MJ/SR2 143 R40, R4 1 and R42, 15 Oct. 1709 respectively. 
' 5 0  For women in riots in the English context, see J. Bohstedt, "Gender, Household and Cornmunity 
Politics: Women in Engtish Riots 1790- 18 10," fast and Present 120 (1 988), 88- 122; Thompson, 1 15-20, 



In the languages and environrnents of assault, gender divisions are as significant 

and illuminating for their absences as when they were present. Women figure in a fair 

number of assaults, and appear to have involved themselves in interpersonal violence 

with a similar amount of intensity and force to men. When described in any detail, the 

form the attacks took also did not Vary too strongly along gendered lines. Similarly, both 

women and men were prosecuted for assaults that appear to have done more damage to 

victims' dignity than their bodies. However, the form of most assaults with the goal of 

humiliation depended on the gender of the prosecutor rather than the defendant. Many of 

the shaming rituals reflect those used when the public played a role in the theater of state 

punishments, such as the pillory or ducking. 

Londoners were wary of highways, the red-light districts, and the churchyards, 

and placed special significance upon violent events that occurred in those areas, 

especially at night. Attempts were made to curb unlawfûl activity on the Sabbath and at 

night, and the many shops and streets of the metropolis seem to have been chosen as the 

sites of assault for their very public nature. Conversely, the enclosed space of the home 

was sacred to prosecutors and legal officiais as private, and attacks which breached the 

threshold also seem to have been treated with special concem. Assaults evolved fiom a 

variety of situations and circumstances, many of them possible for both male and female 

assailants, though women were more involved in raising mobs and male violence 

stemmed more often fiom macho challenges. 

and Shoemaker, 284-6. Shoemaker recognized the significant participation o f  women in riots in London 
and the non-political character when women raised the mob. 



The assault recognizances, teamed with evidence fiom contemporary literature 

and testimony before the Bishop of London's Consistory Court or the Old Bailey, offer a 

complex view of the construction of masculinity and femininity in Augustan London. 

The high participation of women in defamation cases has allowed bistonans to see 

women as verbally aggressive, but they also had the potential to be physically aggressive. 

It was not impossible for assault prosecutors and quarter sessions' officids to charactenze 

violence by women--even weaponless attacks--as dangerous and damaging. They 

vehemently humiliated their enemies, making use of popular syrnbolism associated with 

shame, and their presence in London's cnminal underworld, as prostitutes and thieves, 

struck fear in the hearts of plainants and recording officiais. Women sometimes emerged 

as leaders of large groups that included men; their power in motivating the mob was both 

recognized and prosecuted. 

Just as femininity cannot be exclusively equated with weakness, so Augustan 

masculinity cannot be seen as all-powerfùl. Though ofien allowed more fieedoms than 

women, eighteenth-century men were limited in significant ways. They were vulnerable 

to hurniliating assaults, and élite men were inclined to prosecute assaults where their 

pemwig was removed. Men could be subject to questioning when they were out at night, 

and even as highwaymen, they were judged more harshly if they not did operate 

chivalrously. In pitched battles, if they did not rise to a challenge, they risked being 

considered less manly; if they did. they risked prosecution or injury. 



The Westminster Quarter Sessions recognizances present an image of a city fùll of 

people who were well aware of their role in the state's criminal punishments and the 

importance of their homes in guaranteeing safety from trespassers. They reveal wornen7s 

perceived potential for aggression and men's vulnerability to certain types of attacks, but 

they also allow us to blur the line between masculinity and fernininity, and show the ways 

in which the men and women of Augustan London did not always constrain themselves 

to act in gendered ways. Similarly, in their recording of assaults, the quarter sessions 

officiais did not always have gendered expectations of their defendants. In both 

instances, we are lefi with a much more nuanced picture of the forms of violent behaviour 

prevalent in the metropolis, 1 680- 1 720. 



Chapter Six: Attacking the Law: Resistance to Arrest and Judgement 

The portion of assault recognizances that dealt with physical or verbal attacks on 

constables, watchrnen, P s ,  bailiffs, and marshai's men reveal much about the possible 

roots of public opposition within London's legal system. Often, of course, assaults on 

law oficials stemrned fiom the tensions of the moment, but occasionally deeper 

hostilities about the unfairness of certain laws, and the ignorance and low social status of 

its enforcers, sparked the aggression visible in these recognizances. It is possible that 

these prosecutions represent a fairly comprehensive picture of the resistance to the law in 

the metropolis at this time. Norma Landau described a group of Dartford peasants who 

assembled before a JP's house in 1736, and threatened "to pull it down," and it is likely 

that constables and watchrnen faced even more such resistance than JPs.' Reporting 

would have been slightly higher in the cases of assaults upon officiais than in regular 

cases. Equally, these prosecutions would probably have had a better chance of being 

recorded, as cases of insolence to justices and constables were less likely to be settled by 

informa1 mediation.* Thus, recognizances for these types of assaults rnay be more 

numerous than "generai" assaults. It does not necessarily follow, however, that the 

punishment for such assaults was greater. 

One justicing handbook stated that, "if one do make an A f h y  upon a Justice of 

the Peace, Constable, or such other Officer, he may not only defend himself, but may also 

1 N. Landau, The Justices ofrhe Peace, 1679-1 760 (Berkeley: U of California P, 1984), 29 1, 
' T.C. Curtis. "Quarter Sessions Appearances and their Background: A Seventeenth-Cen~ry Regional 
Study," in J.S. Cockburn, ed., Crime in England 1550-1800 (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1977), 142-4. 



apprehend the Offender, and send him to Goal till he will find Sureties of the ~ e a c e . " ~  

The 343 constables and watchmen who had their assailants bound over dunng this period 

show that they took this law very seriously, but only 29 of these recognizances went on to 

indictment-one percent less than that for assault recognizances as a w h o ~ e . ~  This 

observation is further illuminated by Peter King's findings in his study of assault 

indictments from the Essex Quarter Sessions, 1 748- 1 82 1 .' It was not until the end of the 

eighteenth century, King found, that assailants who had targeted officiais began to be 

treated more harshly than those who assaulted private individuak6 The lack of 

indictrnents for this penod may be partially explained by the possibility of venality 

arnong JPs and other law officers. Constables, watchmen, bailiffs, marshal's men, or JP's 

may have brought false actions against Londoners, generating recognizances and forcing 

payments from the innocent parties in order to drop the assault charge. This suspicion 

may lie behind the constables' manual that counselled the constable "never.. .to make 

hirnself a party in a cornplaint, udess he is called on by a rnagistrate."' The many 

recognizances to answer constables show that this advice was rarely followed, and 

increases the possibility that corruption motivated some of the officers' prosecutions. 

Such corrupt practices would create the appearance of a high number of assault 

prosecutions fiom law offficials without indictments, as found for Westminster at this 

' Joseph Keble, An Assistance to Jusrices of the Peace for the Eerier Per$ormance ofrheir Duty (London: 
printed for W. Rawlins, etc. 1683), 223. An "affi-ay" could include an assault, but it was more serious, as it 
was disruptive to the whole community. See Ch. 5 notes for the full defrnition. 
' 8.4% of recognizances for assaults on constables or watchmen bear clencal annotations to indicate that 
the prosecution also generated an ïndictment, in contrast to 9.5% for recognizances as a whole (679 of 
7,129 recognizances to answer for an assault), exarnined in Ch. 1 .  

P. King, "Punishing Assault: The Transformation of Attitudes in the English Coum" Journai of 
Interdiscipiinary History XXVII, no. 1 (Summer, 1 W6), 43-74. 



tirne. Several studies have illuminated the potential for corruption within the eighteenth- 

century legal system. Douglas Hay examined the ways that eighteenth-century 

prosecutors could bring false actions against their enemies, and use the courts to pursue 

private feuds? Ruth Paley described the way in which crirninal gangs acted in a secret 

conspiracy as 'victims', thief-takers, and prosecutors, accusing an innocent or petty 

criminal of a robbery in order to obtain the rewards, which could be quite s~bstantial .~ 

The web of corruption exposed by such activity could include 'official' participants, 

ranging fiom a prison turnkey to a JP, or even the Recorder of London.'' According to 

Sir Leon Radzinowicz, "these nefarious transactions" were also "carried out with the 

active participation of the constables."" Another source of venality for constables seems 

to have been in the running of aiehouses. Though authorities tried to prevent it, some 

eighteenth-century victuallers sought a constableship, which would allow them to run 

roughshod over their cornpetitors, as constables were responsible for ensuring that public 

house keepers followed the terms of their licenses.12 The underlying thrust of these 

histories is that the eighteenth-century legal system could be a tool for its less scrupulous 

Ibid.. Tables 2 and 3,50-5 1. 
7 John Paul, The Compleat Constable (London: Printed for John Fielding, 1785)- 98. 
8 D. Hay, "Prosecution and Power: Malicious Prosecution in the English Courts, 1750-1 850," in D. Hay 
and F. Sn yder, eds., Policing and Prosecution in Britain. 1 750- 1850 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1 9 89)- 
343-396. See also Ch. 2 on the assault recognizances that may represent vexatious prosecutions. 

R. PaIey, "Thief-takers in London in the Age of the McDaniel Gang, c. 1745- 1754," in Policing a n d  
Prosecution, 30 1-342. See also J. H. Langbein, "Shaping the Eighteenth-Century Criminal Trial: A View 
From the Ryder Sources," The University of Chicago L a w  Review 50, no. 1 (1 983), especially pages 105- 14. 
10 See Paley, pages 308.3 14-5, and 32 1-2, respectively. 
" Sir L. Radzinowicz, A History of English Criminal Law, VoIume Two: The CIash Benveen Private 
Initiative and Public Interest in the Enforcement ofthe Law (London: Stevens and Sons, 1 956), 23. 
'' J.M. Beattie, Policing and Punishment in the Ciry of London, 1660-1 750: Wban Crime and the Limits of 
Terror, forthcoming, 2 18-9, said that victuallers serving as constables were held with spccial suspicion, "no 
doubt because one of the constable's tasks was to ensure that [drinking establishments] were licensed and 
that they obeyed the laws governing drinking hours." 1 am gratefid to Dr. Beattie for allowing me to read 



participants (including officials) to pursue persona1 and financial gains. Thus, it is not 

entirely preposterous to assume that as much as fi@ per cent of the 343 recognizances to 

answer for assaulting constables and watchmen were false-created by a compt  officer 

swearing that an assault had occurred, having the alleged assailant bound over to show 

his sincerity, and then dropping the charges in exchange for payment afier the 

recognizance had been issued. It may be that the number of genuine prosecutions that 

went to indictment was actually proporîionately higher than the totals for assaults as a 

whole.13 

While it is important to keep in mind the possibility that compt practices may 

mean that there were less instances of actual violence against officials than the number of 

recognizances indicate, these records can still provide valuable insights. Those with 

descriptive detail generally retain their histoncal impact as evidence of the types of 

assaults directed at officials, and the assailants' possible motivations. The inclusion of 

detail in a recognizance would suggest that the assault prosecution was more likely 

genuine, or at least that the prosecuting officer was concemed about its appearing 

plausible. For example, Michael Gaffney had his recognizance "respited" when he 

appeared at quarter sessions for "swearing he would make the sun shine through the body 

of.. .Justice crake."14 Crake would probably not have created such a specific insult from 

his own mind, unless Gaffhey had used those words, or Crake had at least heard similar 

words used before, against him or his colleagues. The detail seems to increase the 

- -- 

and cite this. See aIso M. D. George, London Lve in the Eighteenth C e n t ~ ~  (New York: Capricorn 
Books, 1965), 33-4. 
l3 The 8.4% calculated above would then be doubled to 16.8%. more than 7% higher than the total for 
assaults as a whole. 



likelihood that Crake made his accusation with some foundation. The following pages 

recount many similarly detailed recognizances for assaults on constables, watchmen, 

bailiffs, and rnarshal's men. 

This chapter explores the specific instances of physical and verbal violence 

against constables, JPs, bailiffs, and marshal's men. The first section examines 

Londoners' resistance to constables and watchmen. These oficers were mainly involved 

in arrests-they were not really investigators like our modem police, so antagonisms 

around them focussed on their duties at this initial stage, arresting, searching for or 

imprisoning cri min al^.'^ The records of assaults on constables and watchmen reflect this 

fact. The antagonisms that occurred during the actual prosecution tended to be more 

against the plaintiff, as he or she was the key investigator and motivator of prosecution. 

As one constables' handbook illustrated, "If any do suspect any of murder of felony, he 

ought to bring him to the constable, that he [the constable] may have him before a Justice, 

with him [the plaintifTl that suspects hirn.l6 Occasionally, however, the constables and 

watchmen launched their own prosecutions for assault, and this section shows the 

circumstances or issues that tended to spark the violence against them. The 

recognizances for rescues are also very interesting, and form the topic of the subsequent 

section. Women appear to have been much more prominent in rescues than in any other 

form of resistance to the law. The reasons behind this evidence, as well as the accounts 

of the more dramatic rescues, will be explored in this section. 

'" MJ/SR2290 R44,Z July 17 19. 
I s  Beattie, 203. States that "there was no expectation that a constable would investigate crime. discover the 
perpetrator, formulate and b ~ g  the charges ....[ this] was still thought to be the victim's work." 
l6 E. W., The Erocr Conrzable (London: Rinted for H. Brome, 1660). 23-4. 



Occasionally, tensions could spiIl over to the JPs themselves. This is the subject 

of the third section, which investigates the specific ways that JPs were resisted. Again, 

the recognizances fa11 into certain patterns that reveal the broader social source of 

antipathies to London JPs. Londoners resisted judgement by physically and verbally 

attacking the JPs who exarnined them, and the bailiffs and marshal's men who 

represented pxticular courts in the meîropolis. The final section investigates the 

hostilities directed at bailiffs and marshal's men for their special role as peacekeepers. 

Unlike constables, bailiffs and marshal's men were paid for their duties, and their 

reputation for venality seems likely to have been at the base of many of the attacks upon 

them. Middlesex shared the City's two sheriffs, who appointed the High Bailiffs, along 

with "an indefinite number of underlings, called 'foot' bailiffs, [and] 'bound bailiffs'," 

who "served both to carry messages and to execute the processes of justice."" Though 

constables had the most central role at quarter sessions, considered "the proper officer to 

a Justice of the Peace, and bound to execute his warrants," bailiffs were ako expected to 

be present at quarter  session^.'^ Along with the sheriff, the bailiffs had to "be in 

attendance" at quarter sessions, "with the obligation of reporting such offences or 

derelictions of duty as had occurred within their respective jurisdictions," and marshal's 

men also seem to have resorted to quarter sessions with complaints of violence against 

them.I9 

- - - 

17 B. and S. Webb, English Local Government. Volume 2: The Parish and the Couniy (London: Franck 
Cass and Col, 1906, reprinted 1963), 287-9. 
18 Paul, 13. 
I9 Webb. 296. 



The marshal's men performed similar functions for the courts of the verge. It is 

difficult to determine, from the records, which of the four courts a "marshal's man" 

served, as contemporaries enoneously referred to al1 of them as either "the Marshalsea 

court," "the Palace court," or the "Marshall's court" in thk time period.20 These courts 

had jurisdiction over a twelve-mile radius surrounding the royal household (the verge), 

and their authority was a bone of contention to the Londoners who found themselves 

before any of them, as this section will show. The "marshal's men" referred to here must 

not be confused with the assistants to the county marshaf, who were also known by the 

same narne. The principal hinction of the latter was to arrest prostitutes and vagrants, 

and control crowds during public events like hangings and r i ~ t s . ~ '  In contrast, the 

marshal's men serving the Marshalsea court dealt with people involved in litigation over 

"debts, contracts, and c~venan t s . "~  The Ancient ... Constitution of the Pallace Court or 

Marshalsea stated that it was responsible for "al1 contracts..which should arise in 

~ont rovers ie ."~~ In fact, Douglas Greene has found that, by the seventeenth century, "the 

Court of the Verge.. . became a tribunal for the recovery of small c~ai rns ."~~ The officers 

of these courts, rather than the assistants to the county marshal, are examined in the 

following pages, because the context in which the term "marshal's men" appears in the 

'O D. C. Greene, "The Court of the Marshalsea in Late Tudor and Stuart England," American Journal of 
Legaf Hisroty XX, ( 1  976), 280; Sir William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws ofEngland in Four 
Books, Book Three (reprint, Philadelphia: Geo. T. Bise1 Co., 1922), 75; and W. Holdsworth, A Histury of 
English Law Vol. 1, 7h edn., A. Goodhart and H. Hanbury (eds.), (London: Methuen & Co., 1956), 208-9. 
" For more on rnarshals and their assistants for the city of London, see Beattie, 238-4. 
" Blackstone, 75. 

The Ancient Legal Course and Fundamental Constitution ofthe Pallace Court or Marshalsea (London: 
Printed for Robert Crofts, 1663). 2. Blackstone, 76, referred to "lettm-patent" of "Charles 1, in the sixth 
year of his reign," making the Palace Court available to "any parties within twelve miles of his rnajesty's 

alace at Whitehall." 
Greene. 278. 



assault recognizances suggests that they were the same "marshals men" referred to in The 

Ancient . . . Constitution of the Pallace Court or Marshalsea or the pamphlet entitled A 

Whip for the Marshalls Court, and their o f l~er s .~ '  In various patterns and for various 

reasons, Londoners resisted judgement by acts of hostility toward JPs, and the bailiffs 

and marshal's men who attempted to brhg them before the courts. 

Resisting Arrest 

Assauits on Constables 

Not surprisingly, the law gave constables special authority in situations where 

people attempted to resist them with violence. The Guide for Constables stated that "if 

an.. .assault be made upon the Constable himself, he may not only defend himself, but 

also put the parties offending in the stocks, till such tirne as he can carry them to a Justice 

of Peace, or to the Goal," if they have no s~ret ies .*~ This section looks at the 

recognizances generated by constables' and watchmen's prosecutions of assaults on 

them, and attempts to discern patterns in the behaviour and motivations of the assailants. 

Interestingly, women were not as significant among the participants in assaults on 

constables or watchmen as they were in assaults in general. Many of the assaults on 

these officials came out of the struggle during capture and arrest, and the public nature of 

these confrontations is explored fkom recognizances and defamation depositions fiom the 

Bishop of London's Consistory Court. Some recognizances, however, show Londoners 

resisting the very laws that constables were trying to enforce, or directly questioning their 

?5 The A ncient Legaf Course, 52 and Robert Robins, A Wh@ for the Marshaffs Court, and their Oficers 
(London, 1648), respectively. 
'6 George Meriton, A Guidefor Consla6les. Churchwardens, Overseers of lhe Poor, 8" edn. (London: 
Printed by Richard and Edward Atkins, I68S), 12. 



authority. This resistance may stem from the temporary and voiuntary nature of the 

constabulary at this time, and the low social origins of constables and the watch in 

London can be seen in the recognizances binding them as defendants. The poor image of 

constables that emerged occasionally in the contemporary literature may reflect the 

motivation behind some of the attacks, and a few recognizances bound Londoners for 

disrespecting the staff-the syrnbolic tool of the constable's office. 

There were 343 recognizances to appear and answer assauIts upon constables or 

watchmen at the Westminster Quarter Sessions between 1685 and 1720, constituting five 

per cent of al1 the recognizances to answer an assault. Of the 388 people bound in these 

recognizances, seventeen per cent were ~ o m e n . ~ '  Though constables' prosecutions for 

assaults by women fluctuated throughout the penod (Tab. 6.1), they were consistently 

lower than the nineteen percent of female defendants accused of assaulting males (Tab. 

5.4). 

" There were 42 women bound for assaulting on their own or with other women, and an additional 17 
women bound in recognizances which also mentioned men. Conversely, there were 3 13 men bound for 
assaulting on their own or with other men, and 16 for assaulting in mixed groups. 



Table 6. I : 

The proportion of women was especially low in the five year periods of 1696- 1 700 and 

Reco izances for Assaults on Constables and Watchmen: Breakdown of Defendants by Gender over gn Time 

170 1-5 (Tab. 6.1). These periods cover the end of the Nine Years War (1 697) and the 

beginning of the War of Spanish Succession (1 702). It is likely that the influx of newly 

Times 

Apr 1685-Jul 1690 

Oct 1690-0ct 1695 

Jan 1696-0ct 1700 

Jan 1701-0ct 1705 

Jan 1706-0ct 17 10 

Jan 171 1-0ct 1715 

fan 1716-0a 1720 

unemployed men in the capital with demobilization, and the rise in irnpressments 

'Rccognizances to prosecutc assault have not been included. 
T h i s  column is brokcn down into scven pcriods of cxactly 20 scssions each; rhis roughfy corresponds with evcry 5 years. Note that. 
n ther  than four. thcre arc only two cxtant sessions for 1689 (27 Jun and 2 Oa) and three for 1693 (9 Jan. 19 Apr, and 40ct). 
*Assault recognimces whcre thcrc werc multiple defendants both male AND femaie have not bccn includcd.. and the numbers rcflect 
recognimces. rather than defcndmts. Thus. the numbcr of defendants rnay be slightly higher. because somc recognizanccs named 
more than one defendant 

Total Asslts on 
officals (n=)* 

39 
34 
44 
32 
53 
59 
60 

Female 
Defendantse 

6 
4 
2 
2 
IO 
6 
1 1  

following close on its heels at the start of a new war, caused a corresponding proportional 

increase in clashes between authorities and male Londoners. Though slightly higher in 

Female as % of 
n 
15 
12 
5 
6 
19 
10 
18 

other decades, women's involvement in assauhs on officiais was still consistently lower 

than their participation in one third of ai1 assaults discussed in Chapter Five, which 

Male 
Defendants* 

33 
30 
42 
30 
43 
53 
49 

suggests that assaulting constables or watchmen was much less "feminine" (or, 

Male as % of n 

85 
88 
95 
94 
8 1 
90 
82 

conversely, more a "masculine" form of behaviour) than assaulting in generd. 

Not surprisingly, many of the assaults upon constables and watchmen seem to 

have been the result of heightened tensions during an arrest, such as the recognizance 

binding Charles Ewers to answer two beadles and five watchmen "of the same parish for 



assaulting and obstructing them in the execution of their A chairman was 

accused of "being in a Riott where the head Constable of Westrn[inste]r and several 

others were wounded," and a baker was bound "to answer for endeavouring to shoot John 

Mathews Constable for executing [a] warrant."29 Indeed, the violence directed at 

constables and watchmen could be quite senous. This is seen in the recognizance where 

a constable and his assistants vowed that "they go in danger of their Iives" £iom one 

rnal~ontent .~~ A sirnilar disposition to violence was echoed in the recognizance to answer 

constable Thomas Addison, who professed himself "in danger of his life" after an assault 

by Roger Mackrnanus, a gentleman.3' Two constables were murdered in Tuniham 

Green, when they stopped a peer's coach and asked the occupants to identiS themselves. 

The aristocrats' widely publicized response was 'God Damn um, ... ihey would make [the 

Constables] know who they were," and the constables were stabbed in the resulting 

me~ee. '~ Many assaults upon watchmen and constables seem to have corne out of the 

heat of an arrest or a similar conflict relating to their policing duties, and sometimes their 

injuries could be quite serious. 

Given the nature of the constables' duties in the early eighteenth century, it is not 

surprising that they faced some violent confrontations. The tensions behind arrests gave 

rise to several defamation cases at the Bishop of London's Consistory court, and, in the 

absence of quarter sessions depositions for this period, these church court depositions 

'' MJlSR2353 R79, 7 Nov. 1720. 
29 MJlSRl9 17 Rî 1.2 Sept. 1698 and MJlSR2353 R84. 19 Iuly 1720, respectively. 
30 MJlSR2325 R2-22 Jan. 171819. For the particular Iegal consequences of the words "in danger of  life" on 
an assault recognizance, see Ch. 2 and Ch. 5. 
3 '  MJlSR2330 RS 1,21 Apr. 1719. 



offer a rare view of the anger and public attention involved with law enforcers' activities. 

Mary Pettyfer deposed that she was with her sister and her nieces "in the parlour" of her 

sister's house, when "an officer br[o]ke open the door upon them on pretence of arresting 

[her ~ i s t e r ] . "~~  Pettyfer's sister did not go willingly, however, and "many words arose 

between" the officer and Pettyfer's sister, following which "a great mob was soon 

gathered ab[ou]t the d ~ o r e . " ~ ~  Even more public was me scene when William Wiltshire 

came "to arrest Joseph Fletcher,. , .then sitting in a roorne below staires in a publick 

house," surrounded by its many patrons.35 Wiltshire entered the room with the man at 

whose suit Fletcher was to be arrested, and "presently aflerwards some bot] words arose 

between" the parties.36 Two recognizances tell a similar story. Constable Thomas 

Shepard bound three people (including one woman) in two separate recognizances, when 

he was assaulted trying to extricate patrons who had overstayed their welcome in a public 

house. Al1 three defendants were said to have been "found in the Publick house of Simon 

and Jane Pichard of Drury Lane.. .at an unseasonable time of night."" Again, tensions 

ran high, and the unwelcome guests at the alehouse "instead of going assaulted and 

beat.. .Shepard.. .and his assistant with a Red hot Poker and Tongs causeing a Great 

Disturbance so their lives were in danger Thereby."38 In the normal execution of their 

32 A True and Sad Relation of Two Wicked and Bloody Murrhers ... (London: Printed for J. Clarke, l68O), 1. 
See also Grear and Bfoody News from Turnham Green (London: Printed for D.M., 1 680). 
33 DL/C/255 f 386, Hamersley c. Franks, 26 Oct. 17 15. 
" Ibid. 
3s DL/C/255 f 45 1, Fletcher c. Kitson, 30 Dec. 1715. 
I6 Ibid. 
" MlISR2286 RI 69 and Rl89, 12 Mar. 17 17. 

Ibid., R 169. 



duties as arresting oficers, constables faced the constant threat of violent resistance, and 

their activities were often carried out in the public eye. 

Indeed, the publicity of constables7 and watchmen7s work seems to have 

encouraged a sense of popular vigilance, and Londoners do not seem to have been afraid 

to alert law oficers when they overstepped their authority. One woman, charged with 

"raiseing a mob, and making a Riot in St. James Park," had also allegedly opposed "two 

constables in the doing of their duty, sayïng, the constables had no power in the 

Similarly, a constable deposed before the Old Bailey that rioters threw rocks at him and 

told him "that he had nothing to do there, not being a constable of that ~ard. '** John 

Bowden was bound for "abusing" the High Constable "in the execution of his office & 

conternning his authority.'*' Londoners were well aware of the limits of the various 

goveming bodies in the metropolis. Buildings along parish boundaries were marked with 

lead plates, "so that the limits of a parish's responsibility could be clearly defined."42 A 

constable was prohibited fiom arresting a felon outside the county, urrless he was "in 

fresh [purlsuit," ie., o d y  if the felon fled over the county boundary while the constable 

was chasing him.43 Justices were told that their "first care," when a case was brought 

before them, "must be to consider diligently, whether the Case be within [their] 

~ur isd ic t ion . '~~ A combination of factors, not the least of which being poverty and filth, 

made certain districts in London able to openly defi Iegal authonty, and serve as a shelter 

39 MJiSR.2177 R63,3 Jul. 171 1. 
" OBSP. 10- 1 1 Oct. 171 6, (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 3.  
4 '  MJiSR1779 R198,23 Apr. 1691. 
" N. Johnson. Eighmnth-Centwy London (London: HMSO, 199 l), 24. 
'' E. W., 22, and Paul, 75. See also Meriton, 33. 
44 Edmund Bohun. The Justice offeace his Calling, (London: for T. Salusbury, l693), 149. 



for al1 sorts of law-breal~ers.~~ Each year, hundreds of couples took advantage of the 

liberty of the Fleet to marry without a ~ i c e n s e . ~ ~  shilarly, the area within the "Rules" of 

King's Bench was known to be the site of gambling, coining, prostitution, smuggling, 

and various other illegal activities." Joanna Innes has descnbed the way in which the 

prison was run as its own jurisdiction, headed by the prison marshal (acting as a sort of 

magistrate), assisted by the tumkeys, who "played a part within the prison similar to that 

of the constable on the street.'*' Thus, Londoners were probably farniliar with the areas 

where certain legal officials had no authority over them, and this seerns to have motivated 

their resistance in some cases. 

Clearly, some resistance was beyond mere fhstration at being arrested, stemrning 

more fiom a specific anger against the purposes of the policing itself. This can also be 

seen in the recognizance binding David Sympson, a victualler, for "abusing" a constable 

and "refusing to Quarter.. .a soldier Billeteci upon l~im.''~' Another victualler had 

allegedly assaulted two constables in the process of "refusing to Quarter a soldier" in the 

previous month." Edward Dolton was accused of assaulting a constable along with two 

4s George, 8 1-5. 
46 R. B. Outhwaite, CIandestine Marriage in England lSOO-f8jO (Rio Grande: Hambleton Press, 1995), 
45-7. 
47 The '4Rules" referred to the areas of several square miles surrounding prisons such as King's Bench and 
the Fleet, usually inhabited by debtors who had found "fi-iends to stand surety for their debts," and were 
thus offered the privilege of living in the Rules. Such residents were virtually exempt fiom the law, as they 
were already technicaIly imprisoned, and if they were taken and gaoled elsewhere for some other offence, 
they could obtain a writ of Habeas Corpus and be removed to King's Bench or the Fleet prison again. See 
J. Innes, "The King's Bench prison in the Later Eighteenth Century: Law, Authority and Order in a 
London Debtor's Prison," in J. Brewer and S. Styles, eds., An Ungovernable People: The English and their 
Law in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (London: Hutchinson, 1980), 250-298, quotation from - 
page 256. 
'* Ibid., 272. 
49 MJ/SR2 103 R16,25 Oct. 1707. Note that refusal to quarter soldiers was a distinct offence, with specific 
fines assigned as penalty. Giles Jacob, The Modern Justice ... (London, 1 72O), 45. 

MJlSR2098 R24,S Aug. 1707. 



men who had "Endeavoured to Inforime [sic] the watch of the greate Disturbance in the 

neighbourhood after midnight"-perhaps as much because he felt that the riot was 

legitimate. as for his own self-preservation fiom arrest." Similady, when Thomas 

Rottenbury came to Allice Lancaster's houe  "late in the Night and assault[ed] her for 

denying him a whore," his abuse of "the watchmen that came to quiet the Disturbance he 

made" might have stemmed fiom anger that his whoring was being policed at dl, and 

when bawdy house-keeper Robert Jackson abused the constables during their search of 

"disorderly" houses, he may also have been partly motivated by the feeling that his 

activity was not i l ~ e ~ a l . ~ *  Indeed, the slightly higher proportion of assaults on oficials 

for 1 706- 1 7 10 (Tab. 6.1) may have been due to popular opposition to the prosecutions of 

the Societies for the Reformation of ~ a n n e r s . ~ ~  Daniel Nunelly was bound "for 

harbouring cheaters and sweetners," along with "violently assaulting" a constable, but his 

alleged assault could have, in his view, been an heroic attempt to protect his fnends fiom 

wrongfûl arre~t.~' Four constables were allegedly assaulted by a woman who made "a 

great ryott and disorder white they were searching her house for disaffected and 

dangerous persons against the govemrnent."55 The descriptions in some of the 

recognizances binding people to answer constables and watchmen for assault suggest that 

- - -- 

S I  MJlSR2083 R73,4 Nov. 1706. 
" MJ/SRZ250 Rl85, 27 May 17 15 and MJlSR1940, 1 Jan. l69WI 700 respectively. 
'' The Societies* prosecutions seem to have been at the maximum frequency in 1708 and 1709, according 
to the Societies' own figures, cited in R. B. Shoemaker, "Reforming the City: The Reformation of Mamers 
Carnpaign in London, 1690- 1738," in L. Davison et al., eds., Stilling the Grumbling HNe: The Response to 
Social and Economic Problems in England, 1689-1 750 (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1 992), 1 05, Table 
6.1. There were 57 recognizances (53 + 4 with both male and female defendants) for assaults on watchmen 
in this period, or 7 percent of the total 797, in contrast to 4 percent (33 of 791) in the preceding period, and 
5 percent (60 of 1 157) in the following period. For more on police raids on bawdy houses, and the 
opposition they faced, see Ch. 4. 
'' MJlSR2008 R2 1,6 Mar. 17023. 



Londoners occasionally acted from a sense of the illegitimacy of constables' actions, and 

their resistance was more complex than an imrnediate anger at being arrested. 

This resistance to constables must be understood in the context of the volux1tary 

nature of the office in early modem England. As a private citizen temporarily holding the 

office, the eighteenth-century constable may have faced more public defiance than would 

a professional police force. The armament of constables and watchxnen was probably not 

intimidating, nor, probably, were their numbers? It is likely that diere were a few 

'professional', full-time constables in London at this time, because the constables' 

handbooks allowed a constable to "make a Deputy," whom, "if me] be a fit person and 

swom into the place, shall answer for him~elf."~' In London, it is more likely that the 

men eligible to serve would find it worthwhile to simply pay a deputy to take over their 

constableship, resulting in a number of constables who had served many consecutive 

terms, and had essentially adopted policing as a profession.58 However, even in the city 

many constables would have had their own trade, entirely separate fiom their law- 

enforcement duties. This is most obvious in the recognizance binding constable Gabriel 

Pilkington, who, when brought a warrant by Dorothy HaIl and asked to serve it, "& bnng 

the offender to Justice," refused, and "bidd her go some where else, he could nor would 

not serve it (was then rnaking  es)."'^ Pilkington was, of course, a pastry cook along 

- - - - -- -- - - - -  

55 MJ/SRI 873 R99, 14 May 1696. 
56 R. Ingleton, Arrning the British Police: The Great Debate (London: Frank Cass & Co., 1997), 5-6, 
depicted the cities' watchmen as "usuaIly armed with a cutIass," and-while some City wards had eighteen 
or nineteen constables-Beattie, 18 1 ,  gave the example of Cripplegate Without, "in which four constables" 
served a ward of "close to two thousand houses." 
57 E. W., 13-4. 
58 See Beattie, 2 15-38. 
59 MJ/SR2290 R205,8 May 17 17. 



with his office as a constable. Unlike the many recognizances prosecuted by constables 

or watchmen, the few where they are named as defendants often mentioned their other 

trades. A JP's handbook gave an exarnple of a warrant "to apprehend the Petty Constable 

for Breach of Peace" and listed him as a " ~ a ~ l o r . " ~ ~  A senes of recognizances binding 

watchmen for various derelictions of duty show that fishmongers, tailors, distillers, or 

labourers could be arnong those to serve on the watche6' Watchmen and constables came 

from al1 walks of life, and, in most cases, had to continue their other employments while 

they held their official position. 

Sometimes, the perceived lower social status of London police was used to justify 

the attacks on them. A constables' handbook cautioned that "it wouid il1 become a Peace 

oficer.. .acting in the King's name to quel1 the intemperance of others, to be found under 

the same predicarnent," waming that "this conduct has often been found fatal to the 

persons who have adopted it." 62 Nevertheless, some constables appear to have spent a 

fair amount of time in the tavern rather than on their duties. The words recounted in the 

Old Bailey Proceedings, spoken by a "gentleman" to "the Watch," revealed his opinion 

of their corruption and low breeding: "you'll dance al1 Day long after a Gentleman to get 

a Pint of Dnnk of him."63 Sirnilarly, a constable described as a victualler was bound for 

being drunk in the performance of his office, and another constable was bound on the 

plaint of "Elizabeth King wife of John King for Enticeing of her into a tavem in the Time 

00 James Harvey, A Collection of Precedents Relating to the Once  ofa Justice of Peace (London, 1 73 O), 
162. 
'' See, for exarnple, MJ/SR1734 R5, R4 & R2,5 Oct. 1688 and MJiSRî138 RIO1 & R100,23 Juiy 1709 
respectively. 
62 Paul, 89. 
63 OBSP, 1 1-14 Jan. I7 16/17 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 3. 



of his constableship, he having taken her upp for a common Nightwalker and for offering 

to put his hands up her c ~ a t s . " ~  Legislators understood the problems constables with 

low social status could create. In principIe, a constable had to "be an honest, 

understanding and able Man, both in Body and estate, and not of the meaner sort," but in 

practice London had a reputation for the low social standing of its law of fi ci al^.^^ The 

low-bred nature of London constables was satirized in a seventeenth-century play, which 

included a Song describing the constable as resorting to the tavem, "Dnnking many a 

lusty health," and later arresting "a comely girle" for prostitution, and-"Though it may 

impaire his health, He sleeps with her for th' good 0th' cornmon-~ealth."~~ Though 

recognizances binding constables and watchmen for immoral behaviour were rare, the 

play suggests that constables and watchmen did not always enjoy high esteem in 

eighteenth-century society, which may have motivated some of the attacks on them. 

Animosity toward constables is evident in several calculated assaults on 

constables, some of which mocked the very symbols of their authority. In one 

recognizance, John Brewene's identity as a constable was probably what provoked his 

a MJISR2 1 O3 R7,2 1 Nov. 1707 and MJlSR2062 R100, 30 Oct. 1705 respectively. On the potential for 
corruption among victuallers serving as constables, see the reference to Beattie and George, above. 
65 W. Nelson, The Oflce and Authority ofa Justice of the Peace, sLh edn. (London, 1750), 176. Beattie, 
2 13, in his study of the City of London found that the wards "with a larger and more diverse population 
[had] more.. .constables...among the poorer householders." Though he took care to stress that it was "only 
a part of the picture," Clive Emstey stated that "the courts show that there were compt, ignorant and poor 
constables during the Tudor and Stuart periods." C. Emsley, The English Police: A Political andsocial 
History (London: Longman, 199 1 ), 1 1. 
"6 Henry Glapthorne, Wit in a Constable: A Cornedy wrirten in 1639 (London: Printed by JO. Okes, for 
F.C., 1640). Act 5, Scene 1. Though he quoted non literary sources which support this image, Emsley, 9- 
10, warned against making too much of the literary ridicule of constables: "Both Dogberry, the 
headborough in Much Ado about ffothing, and Elbow, the simple Constable from Memurefor Measure, 
tatk in malapropisms, but this is a comic fault allegedly found also in twentieth-century EngIish policemen, 
and none of the critics of Shakespeare's constables think of condemning twentieth-century policemen as 
comic and degraded characters for this reason." 



attacker-and the description suggests that the assault occurred solely due to his 

constableship. A man was bound for "making a ryot on John Brewene & assaulting & 

beating hirn ajler he had knowledge he was one of the Constubles of the p[arJsh of sr 

Mmtins in rhefie~ds."~' Such hostility towards constables is evident in several assaults 

that disparaged the symbol of their office. Richard Brothers, "one of the constables of 

the Parish of St. James Westmr," was allegedly confionted by a group of men, who "did 

in a riotous manner assault the said Richard Brothers and take fiom hirn his Constables 

staff& in a violent manner beat hirn t h e r e ~ i t h . " ~ ~  The staff, of course, was a special sign 

of authority, and the repeated requests of City officiais that London's constables attach 

their staff of office to the outside of their homes attest to the staffs importance as sign of 

c o n s t a b l e ~ h i ~ . ~ ~  The constable in a play enacted in Dniry Lane, 1639, vowed to make 

wrongdoers "stoope Under my stafTe of In one recognizance, Jacob Duharnill, 

Constable, was assaulted "in his house," by a man who "push[ed] hirn out of doores and 

t[ook] his staffe fiom hirn."" The Old Bailey heard a case in 1680 of a watchman who 

was "struck.. .with his own Watch-staff, giving hirn severe Blows and Bruises," fiom 

which he later died.72 The symbolism of using the oficers' staffs may have been the 

result of inadvertent, rather than calculated, attempts to humiliate, because the staff 

would have probably been the most obvious weapon at hand, seized during a struggle. 

Nevertheless, it seems likely that al1 of the defendants mentioned in these records would 

67 MJlSRI670 R88,S Jul. 1685, emphasis added. 
MJISR2334 R82.22 Sept. 1719. 

69 Beattie, 19 1 .  
70 Glapthome, Act 4, Scene 1 .  
" MJ/SR2295 R57,2  1 Aug. 171 7. 
OBSP, 14 Oct. 1680, (London, printed for T. Davies), 2. 



have found a certain satisfaction in assaulting law officers with their own symbol of 

off~ce. In a less severe incident, Constable Shenvin was hunted down in "his own 

house," and assaulted and threatened by John ~ e w m a n . ' ~  Clearly, Londoners were not 

necessarily intimidated by constables' official status, and diey could occasionally be 

attacked simply because they were constables, by assailants with a goal of specificaily 

degrading the office. 

Rescues and Escapes of Prisoners 

This section deals with the recognizances relating to escapes, almost al1 of which 

bound men and women for assisting prisoners to escape from the gaols of the metropolis. 

Rescues and escapes were taken very seriously under England's laws. An individual who 

had been imprisoned for a rnisdemeanour, but escaped, was then considered "a Felon," as 

one justicing handbook instructed JPS?~ This section will outline some of the rescues 

which occurred in London during this period, supplernenting the evidence h m  the 

Westminster recognizances with accounts from the Old Bailey Proceedings and an 

information taken for the Westminster Quarter Sessions. Constables had a vested interest 

in reporting escapes, and in detailing the violence perpetrated against them by rescuers, 

because they were vulnerable to prosecution themselves if their negligence had allowed 

the prisoner to escape. Constables' handbooks voiced strong warnings that, should the 

responsibility for an escape lie with them, "it may produce a prosecution against the 

constable that may end in his min."7s It was thus in the constable's best interest to 

73 MJ/SR2 1 18 R82,24 July 1708. 
'' Keble, 329. 
75 Paul, 95. See also, Meriton, 3 1-4; Eract Constable, 29; and Sheppard, Ch. 2, section 1 ,  no. 18. 



explain fully how he had been rendered helpless in the escape, making the prosecutions 

for rescues likely to be detailed and copious. Given the likelihood of their 

comprehensiveness, it is interesting to note women's significant role in the rescue 

attempts prosecuted by recognizance. The targets of women's rescues were fiequently 

their husbands or other farniIy members, but they may also have been motivated to rescue 

those with whom they had an economic relationship. The section will go on to look at 

some of the more sensational rescues, and will conclude with a look at cross-dressing 

rescuers. In these records, rescuing was definitely not beyond the bounds of femininity, 

and women seem to have been far more ofien the valiant liberators than the helpless 

objects of rescues. 

Constables who "voluntarily suffer a Felon to escape" were guilty of a felony 

themselves, if the individual had already been arrested, and were guilty of a 

misdemeanour if the escape occurred before "he was actually take~~."'~ Even when the 

escaped prisoner had only been guilty of a misdemeanour assault, if the victim of that 

assault "dieth.. .within the year and day," then the Constable who had let the assailant 

escape could be fined "to the value of his Goods, in the opinion of  orne."'^ Constable 

Ralph Harnbleton was bound for "suffering a prisoner to escape whom he had taken upon 

a private search," and William Hutchinson was accused of ''suffeiing severall women to 

escape who were taken up by.. . [the]  ons stable."^^ However, there are considerably 

fewer recognizances against constables for escapes than there are those to answer 

76 Nelson, 180. 
TI Keble, 223. 

MJlSR1822. R97.28 July 1693 and MJtSRîOl8 R128,30 Sept.1703 respectively. 



constables for escaping or rescuing. Indeed, given the serious repercussions, it is possible 

that the constables involved in this offénce would have taken great care to prosecute 

rescues or escapes, and that many of the recognizances would include descriptions 

showing the force used against the oEcers, and their helplessness-and innocence. This 

likelihood rnay have been even greater in London, because of the image of corruption 

that surrounded the constables there. 

In the cases where the corruption was genuine however, the escape may never 

even have been reported. Deveil's justicing handbook warned that "There is a great Evil 

carried on by the ConstabIes for the county of Middlesex, and the City and Liberty of 

Westminster: and that is, when they have Prisoners in custody, and sometimes for great 

Offences, they take the Liberty from their own Authority to set the Prisoner at large 

for.. .the sake of Lucre and Gain, which.. .well deserves the severest ~unishments."'~ 

Only one recognizance gave evidence of this type of corruption among the London 

police, binding "John Keelrnan for letting Ann Spikeman make her Escape after she was 

delivered into his custody.. .& takeing halfe a crowne of her."" Justices John 

Chamberlayne and Francis Negus were prominently mentioned in the recognizance, and 

another oficer bound for Spikeman's escape was also accused of "disobeying the 

Justices orders in not making a due ret~rn."~' Such judicial vigilance is absent in most of 

the recognizances however. There would be little incentive for an individual who had 

bought his or her fieedom from a corrupt official to then prosecute the escape, so unless a 

79 Sir Thomas Deveil, Observations on the practice o f a  Justice of the Peace: intended for such gentlemen 
as design to act /or Middlex [sic] or Westminster (London, 1 747), 1 8- 1 9. 
'O MJ/SR2083 R67.28 Nov. 1706. 
'' Ibid., and R10 1 ,  respectively. 



JP or other officer (such as the upper marshal) discovered the constables' venality, these 

escapes would go ~nrecorded .~~  Thus, those that appear in the recognizances were likely 

the result of genuine rescue atîempts. 

The records of female involvement in rescues reveal an interesting tendency for 

women to rescue prisoners with the same surname, presumably family rnembers. In 

many cases, their relationship to the escapee was explicitly stated in the recognizance. 

"Maria wife of William Ourd" was bound for "cruelly beating and abuseing William 

Gwatkins in the execution of his office having before arrested Wm Ourd whom she 

re~cued."'~ Kathenne Green and Alice Williams allegedly made "a Riott and assault 

upon" an officer while rescueing Nice's husband "after he was legally arrested," and 

Catherine Shepheard was bound "for rescuing her husband.. .&er he was ar re~ ted . "~~  

Shepheard was also said to have assaulted the arresting officer and set "mastiff Doggs 

upon him."85 Mary Luty accompanied her son in "rescueing one John Luty a prisoner," 

and "Anne the wife of Edward Oakley" and her son Joseph were bound separately for 

rescuing Edward "in a Riotous manner."86 In other cases, the existence of a relationship 

between the female rescuer and the prisoner was not stated, but was blatantly obvious. 

Katherine Proctor, senior, Katherine Proctor, junior, and Anne Proctor were bound jointly 

"for Rescuing . . .Francis Proctor.. .and riotously assaulting beating and bruiseing" the 

8' The upper marshal "was expected to exercise a general if vague supervision over night-time policing by 
riding around the City several times a week"-but the sheer volume of his task, coupled with the likelihood 
of his own corruption, meant that such supervision rareIy occurred in practice. Beattie, 239. 
83 MJ/SR2 1 18 R76.28 M y  1708. R77 bound John Parish for the sarne offence. 

MJ/SR1779 R46.29 Apr. 169 1 and MJ/SR20 13 RI 8.27 July, 1703 respectively. 
85 MJ/SR2013 RI 8, ibid. 
'' MNSR 19 12 R63, 1 May 1698 and MJ/SRî260 R192 (for Joseph) & RI 93 (for Anne), 21 Nov. 17 15, 
respectively. 



custodial officer, "in which affray he lost his Hatt and Cane, and Edward Price his 

assistan[t], his Hat and ~ i ~ ~ . " ~ '  Groups of women, on their own or with other men, 

seem to have participated significantly in this sort of rescue. Ann Lockett "with others" 

rescued her husband by "causing a Ryott and Assault when he was in custody," and Mary 

Shute "rais[ed] a Turnult and assault[ed]" a gaoler "whereby Michael Shute escaped out 

of his c u ~ t o d ~ . " ~ *  Rescuing appears to have been an area where resistance to law 

officials could have a distinctly feminine appearance. It may have been a more 

acceptable form of female misbehaviour because the women were acting within their role 

as their husbands' assistants, and as family nurturers. The aggression and defiance of 

women toward the men imprisoning their family member might constitute another 

example of the natural extension of female roles observed by Barbara Hams in early 

modem England. "Women moved unselfconsciously" into roles cornrnody considered 

masculine, "as they fùlfilled their responsibilities as wives, mothers and widows," Hamis 

o b s e r ~ e d . ~ ~  

Women were not always the rescuers, nor were their family members always the 

source of their rescue attempts. Men, too, performed rescues on their own, using similar 

techniques to the women. A coachman allegedly raised "a riot & Turnult," and beat the 

constable in order to help an unnarned individual escape in 1708.~~ Men might also have 

rescued family members on their own, a Iikely situation behind the recognizance binding 

Marmaduke Brown, a "gentleman," for "furthering the escapes of Joseph Brown" and his 

87 MYSR222 1 R25,23 Oct. 17 13. See Ch. 5 for the possible significance of removing a man's hat and wig 
in an assault. 

MJlSR1969 R33.27 May 1701 and MJ/SR2042 RI, 7 Oct. 1704 respectively. 
89 B. Harris, "Women and Politics in Early Tudor England," The Historical Journal 23, no. 2 (1990), 260. 



c ~ m ~ a n i o n . ~ '  Detecting family relationships is diEcult for women unless they were 

unrnarried, or rescuing sons or huçbands, because married women's surnames were 

different fiom brothers and parents. Similarly, women may have cohabitated with men in 

the equivalent of a modern-day common law mariage, and their bbofficial" sumame may 

then have been di~erent. '~ Cousinship, or an employer-employee reiationship might aiso 

be undetectable when one is forced to rely only upon comecting sumames. One of these 

types of relationships may have rnotivated Deborah Barnes (for whom no marital status 

was given) to rescue John Dobel from two officers, but the recognizance provides no 

information to clarifi Barnes and Dobel's c~nnec t i on .~~  Sirnilarly, it is unclear what 

caused Elizabeth Franklin, "wife of James Franklin," to allegedly "obstruct" an officer in 

his execution "of a warrant to Retake Hamngton Sheepay who made his escape.. .af?er 

[being] a r re~ ted . "~~  It seems fairly clear that "widow" Hester Stephens and "spinsters" 

Elizabeth Cobb and Jane Flitt bore no family relationship to Francis Roach, yet they were 

bound for "rescuing" him.9s These prisoners may have had an economic comection to 

the women-as their apprentices or masters, for exampie. There certainly was an 

econornic reIationship of sorts between Dorothy Hill and the "lewd wenches.. .which she 

MJ/SR2113 R33, 19 May 1708. 
9' MJ/SR23 10 R200, 15 May 1718. 
92 On the prevalence of uncontracted marriages in England, see A. Lawrence, Women in England 1500- 
1760: A Social Hisrory (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1994), 50-1 and Outhwaite, 45, who cited R. 
L. Brown's estimates on the number of  Fleet marriages. (In our period, there were 225 1 in 1700; 3,679 in 
17 10; and 4,02 1 in 1720). 
93 MJ/SR1960 RI28, 19 Oct. 1700. 
9j MUSR1 888 R42, 14 Jan 1697. 
95 MJISR192 1 R36,25 Oct. 1698. 



rescued from the constable that took tl~ern."'~ Hill was also charged with "keeping a 

Disorderly House suspected of Common ~ a w d e ~ y . " ~ '  

Though most of the recognizances give little detail of the escape, or suggest that 

the rescue had occurred while the prisoner was being conveyed to goal, some of the 

rescues required much more daring and ingenuity. Assisted by Jane Cox, one man had 

allegedly made "his Escape.. .by an chisel a mallet & a long ~ o ~ e . " ' ~  This is similar to 

an earlier incident described in the Old Bailey Proceedings where seven men were said to 

have "broke the Gode of ~ e w ~ a t e . " ' ~  According to the Keepers, "when they left [the 

prisoners], they were safely Fettered, but having two saw knives, two Plough-coulters, 

conveighed to them by their Confederates, they.. .were so dextrous, as to saw off al1 their 

Irons, and make a large breach in the Wall, and sliding down by a Rope, made their 

,7100 escapes. In another trial recounted in a pamphlet on the Kingston Assizes, Thomas 

BIiss aIIegedly "went to make his escape a second time by a Rope on the House" in the 

Marshalsea prison.l0' His wife was reportedly "kept.. .an hour. ..and threatn'd to @e 

9,102 taken] before Justice Ladd, for bringing her Husband the Rope. Theatrical rescues 

could take place outside the prisons as well. An information taken from William Rawley 

for the Westminster Quarter Sessions recounted his botched attempt to arrest Anne Tener 

- - 

96 MJ/SR20 13 R32.28 June 1703. Note that the recognizance indicates that Hill was only successfÙ1 in 
rescuing one of the "wenches." 
97 Ibid. 
98 MJlSR2295 R263, 14 Aug. 1 7 17. 
* OBSP, 26 Feb.-1 Mar. 1679/80, (London, printed by D. M.), 4. 
'00 Ibid. 
101 The Tryal of William Acron. Deputy-keeper and Turnkey (London: Printed for A. Moor, 1729). 
'O2  Ibid. 



331 O3 "at the suit of George Walingson esquire, for a Debt of 600 1. According to Rawley, 

"when he was in the room with my Lady.. . William Carman.. .came in with foure or five 

men with naked blades and pistols, and in the rescue of my lady.. .as they drove [the 

,9104 officers] downe staires they wounded this informant in the shoulder. Rawley's fellow 

oficer was also wounded, and a surgeon testified that he "was in danger [of] his life."los 

Marmaduke Brown was accused by the sheriff s officer of "aiding, abetting, & assisting 

in furthering the escapes of Joseph Brown and William Barnaby.. .by filing one of the 

99 1 O6 Iron Barn of the Room wherein they were confined. These recognizances suggest 

that some of the escapes involved substantiai, aimost theatrical, rescue efforts. 

Perhaps one of the most fascinating insights fiom the gender anaiysis of 

recognizances for rescues is the lack of recognizances binding men for rescuing women. 

Anne Sutton was rescued "by several others" fkom custody, and in the exarnples given 

above, Anne Tener and a "lewd wench" were rescued, but most of the recognizances 

were for the rescues of men.''' And frequently, as the examples have shown, these men 

were rescued by women. The 'damsel in distress' images of patriarchal society do not 

seem to have applied to the rescues carried out fiom the roundhouses, compters, and 

houses of correction in eighteenth-century London. In one case, a man had even 

disguised himself as a woman to rescue a male prisoner. "Mr. Anthony Church[,] Keper 

'O3 WSP 1690 Oct/2, 13 Sept. 1690. "The information o f  William Rawley agt Wm Carman Concerning a 
Rescue." Note that it was a felony to rescue a person who was arrested, "but if he was not arrested, then 
the opposing or hindering any Person CO apprehend him is a misdemeanour, but no Felony." Nelson, 503-4 

Ibid. 
10s Ibid., "The infomatim of  David Tymewell, surgian." 
'O6 MJ/SR23 10 R200, 15 May 17 1 8. 
'O7 MJ/SR2286 R43, 19 Apt. 171 7; WSP1690, OctQ, 13 Sept. 1690; and MJlSR2013 R32,28 June 1703 
respectively. 



of the Goal at Westminster" brought a plaint to the JP that Richard Vincent had been 

"drest up in wornen's cloaths & a Vizard Mask & atternpt[ed] to gett into the Goal to see 

Mr. St. Legar who was a Prisoner in the said Goal with an intent (as is supposed) to 

97 1 O8 endeavour the escape of Mr St. Legar. There are many reasons that may have been 

behind Vincent's decision to adopt female dress. Natalie Davis has pointed out that one 

of the reasons that men dressed as women in early modem France was because "the 

disguise.. .exploits the expected physical fiailty of women to prevent hami to the male or 

9 3  109 to disarm his victim. Such transvestism emerges a few times in the legd records of 

London over this period. John Ridgway was "taken up in womens apparel" in 170 1, and 

could give "no good account of himself," so he was bound over. The Old Bailey heard a 

trial in 17 17 of a man "indicted for assaulting and robbing" a woman, while he was 

wearing "a Ridinghood9'-a feminine item of dress. ' I o  His female victim said that she 

"took Fim] to be a Woman" and was not fXghtened until "the head of the Ridinghood 

fell off and a young Woman that was with her cry'd out.. . 'tis a Man, 'tis a  an."' l l The 

use of the clothing of the opposite sex for disguise was occasionally a tactic for female 

rescuers as well, and Richard Vincent was accompanied by Hannah Whiston and Sarah 

Brounchier. both spinsters, who were "drest up in mens cloths" to rescue Mr. St. 

- - 

'OS MJ/SR1826 R85,4 Nov. 1693. According to the O.E.D., a ~izard-mask was worn to conceal the face, 
and women who wore such masks were associated with prostitution-to the extent that prostitutes could be 
called "vizards." 
109 N. 2. Davis, "Women on Top," in Society and Culture in Eariy Modern France (Stanford: Stanford 
UO, 1965), 132. 
I  IO OBSP, 1-4 May, 17 17, (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 5-6. See also D. Cressy, 
Travesties and Transgressions in Tudor and Stuart England: tales ofdiscord and dissension (New York: 
Oxford UP, 2000), 109-10, and E. P. Thompson, "The Moral Economy o f  the EngIish Crowd in the 
Eighteenth Century," Pmt and Present 50 (1  97 1), 1 15-6. 
I I I  Ibid., emphasis in original. 



Legar. ' '* This seerns to have been part of an elaborate ruse, as John Webb was bound 

simply "for Introducing" Vincent and the two women to the gaoler in their cross- 

gendered disguises.' " Interestingly, women were more often in the role of the rescuers 

than the rescued, and in one rather sensational rescue attempt, they appear to have 

switched gender roles with their male counterpart. 

Resisting Judgerneni 

Insults to Justices of the Peace 

Insults to JPs also reveal some interesting patterns of misbehaviour. Women 

seem to have been less likely than men to insult JPs, but many of the recognizances bear 

insufficient description to determine whether gender bore a strong role in the type of 

insults that might be directed at Justices. Of those recognizances that do include any 

description, many reveal that P s  were resisted during the normal course of their 

magistenal duties-often while binding the insolent individual to answer another offence. 

Nevertheless, there were a few recognizances which reveal concerted attacks on JPs 

outside of their officia1 duties, and these-along with similar accounts in the 

contemporary Literature-reflect the potential for a more deeply-rooted animosity toward 

Justices in eighteenth-century London. In addition, there were several clear instances in 

the recognizances where Londoners insulted JPs by imbuing thern with the characteristics 

' '' MJ/SR 1 826 R90 & R89, 1 Oct. 1693 respectively. These recognizances are also interesting because the 
women, as their own sureties, were bound for £150-perhaps because (as their recognizances state) the 
focus of their rescue, Mr. Gibson St. Legar, was in gaol for "concealing and conveying away Esq teviston 
afier he had killed Mr Charles Howard." in other words, they were caught rescuing the rescuer of a 
murderer. N. Rogers, Crowds, Culture and Politics in Georgian Britain (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998), 
23 1, included an account of two '"wornen ringleaders' of the Stockton mob in 1740 [who] were called 
Admiral Vernon and Admiral Haddock respectively." 
' 1 3  MUSR1 826 R88, 1 Oct. 1693. 



of trading justices, showing that this infarnous image may have occasionally become real 

for some angry defendants. A few recognizances also suggested that the resentment 

expressed by these defendants toward the attending magistrate was grounded in a strong 

sense of injustice. Taken as a whole, the recognizances for insults or assaults on P s  

show Londoners' potential for highly principled resistance to magisterial authority. 

JPs, similar to constables. seem to have experienced proportionately less 

resistance from women than fiom men. In the 62 recognizances for insulting or 

assaulting JPs, almost three quarters bound men. ' l 4  In more than half of these, little 

description was given of the offending words or actions, beyond simply stating that the 

defendant had "affionted" the JP, or the like. These vague recognizances tended to be 

proportionately h igkr  among female defendants. Fifty-seven per cent of the 

recognizances binding women for resisting JPs had no description of the offending words 

or actions, in contrast to the forty-six percent of those binding men."' Nevertheless, men 

were certainly not absent fiom these less descriptive recognizances. Three men were 

bound "in particuler for behaving themselves Rudely before" their JP, and Thomas 

Suffolk, was described as "affronting and abusing" the Justice "in the execution of Fis] 

ofice," yet no additional description was given in either case.'I6 Certainiy, this is an 

omission more in the eyes of the historian than it was for the performance of justice in the 

eighteenth century. One justicing handbook recornmended that JPs bind "to the Good 

behaviour.. . .Such as manifest contempt of Magistrates," but did not delineate specifically 

"' There were 46 recognizances binding men for assaulting or insulting P s ,  14 binding women, and two 
which bound both men and women together. 

Eight recognizances bound wornen for resisting JPs with little other description, and 2 1 bound men. 
compared with the totals of  14 women and 46 men assaulting or insulting IPs. 



971 17 what would constitute "contempt. Another suggested that "to cd1 a Mayor Fool," 

was an example of "contemptuous Words of a Magistrate," but the range of offences 

were still left open to anyone who should "outrageously misbehave themselves in the 

presence of a ~ustice."'" With so much discretionary power in the hands of the JPs to 

determine such offences, it is not surprising that Justice Andrew Lawrence might have 

bound Dorothy Mural1 sirnply for "reviling & abuseing me in the due Execucon of my 

3,119 office. Similarly, the eight recognizances (binding four men and four women) for 

"affronti~g" JPs in the execution of their offrce contained dl the description necessary for 

their prosecution. I2O 

Though many of these recognizances offer little information about the words or 

actions that sparked the JPs' prosecutions, they occasionally bear enough detail to 

determine the circumstances surrounding the offence. Not surprisingly, many insults to 

Justices of the Peace occurred when the defendants were already before the JF to answer 

some other charge. George Wadman was in the process of being bound for "assaulting & 

scalding" a woman, and, "being brought before [the JP] for the same offence[,] did in a 

most rude manner abuse" him, so this crime was added to his re~o~nizance. '~ '  Similarly, 

Elizabeth Plunkett's alleged abuse of Justice Saunders "in the execution of his office as a 

- - -- 

Il6 MJlSRl802 R2, 18 Aug. 1692 and MJ/SRl822 R17, 18 July 1693 respectively. 
I l 7  W[illiam] S [hepard], A New Survey ofthe Justice ofPeace his O 'ce  (London: J.S., 1 659), 14. Note 
that on page 16, Shepard said that JPs could simply "bind ... over to the Sessions" those who ignored their 
authority, which explains the existence of several recognizances for resisting JPs which did not bind the 
offender to be of good behaviour. 
"* J.S. Bond, A Compleat Guidefor Justices of the Peace (London, 1707), 183-4. 
' 1 9  MJlSR1759 R18, 1 June 1690. 
'" See MJlSR1693 R29,20 Sept. 1686; MJlSR1774 RI 19, 16 Apr. 169 1 ; MJ/SR1779 R99.28 Apr. 1691; 
MJlSR1793 RIS, 16 Mar. 1692; MJISRl8 12 R8, 1 Mar. 1693; MJISRI 822 R17, 18 JuIy 1693; MJ/SW290 
R32, 19 June 1717; and MJlSR2330 R57,24 May 1719. 
12' MJlSR1693 R39, 10 Sept. 1686. 



Justice of the Peace" was simply one of a list of offences, which included "assaulting" 

one man, "making a Tumult and disturbance about the house of '  another man, and 

"threatening to kill" a third-presumably the reason she was before Saunders in the first 

place.122 A few episodes clearly took place at petty sessions. Daniel DeLavale was 

bound for, among other things, "behaveing himselfe insolently and sauecely to the [three] 

Justices then assembled in the.. .Vesûy Roome" of St. Martin's Parish, and John Forster 

was allegedly "being insolent" to two P s  "in the Execution of the commission of the 

peace at a petty sessions held this day in Covent Garden ~ e s t r y . " ' ~ ~  John Phipps was 

accused of "abusing his maljestiels Justices of the peace at their pnvat session in St. 

Martins Vestry," and John Wedington seems to have abused several justices "when 

assembled in quarter  session^."'^^ Insults could occur during JPs' business outside of 

petty or quarter sessions as well. Eighteenth-century JPs occasionally conducted their 

business in their homes, most likely the situation behind Robert Harvey's recognizance to 

answer "Francis Sorel1 Esqur one of his Maj'tys Justices of the peace.. .for assaulting and 

abusing hirn in his own h o ~ s e . " l ~ ~  When a Middlesex JP, out "in the street," told a 

coachman that -he should be sent to the stocks for swearing," the coachman 

"insult[ed]. . .hm. .  .raisCedl a mob about him & threatn[ed] him," according to his 

re~ognizance. '~~ This example represents a recognizance drawn up by a different JP to 

answer his colleague for disrespecting the authority of a Justice of the Peace. In many of 

these recognizances, however, it is clear that the routine execution of their duties made 

MJlSR2325 R132.26 Mar. 1719. 
MJlSR2073 R25, 16 May 1706 and MJ/SR2207 R23.24 Dec. 17 12 respectively. 

"' MJlSR1688 R7, 15 June 1686 and MJ/SR1784 RI 14 ,22  Sept. 169 1 respectively. 
'= MJlSR2330 R99.22 May 1719. 



Justices of the Peace vulnerable to insults from defendants already before them for other 

offences, and the JFs have simply added their disrespect to the other charges against 

them. 

The accounts of insults and assaults directed at JPs outside their officia1 activities, 

however, reveal the depths of animosity towards them. Nathaniel Firth was said to have 

insulted a Middlesex Justice "in a most gross manner in a public coffee h~use."'~' 

According to his recognizance, there were "a great number of people.. .presentW when 

,7128 Firth threatened "to spit in his face without any provocation given. Three men were 

tried before the Old Bailey for "setting upon the coach of Justice Northy.. . wherein was 

his Wife. son, and another ~ent lernan." '~~ The assault seems to have had more to do 

with Northy's wealth than his office, as the men took any valuables they could find, 

including Northy's son's "Pocket" and a pearl neck~ace . '~~  Another publicized episode 

of street violence against a former JP was more clearly connected to his official statu. 

John Arnold, recently relieved of his commission of the peace for Monmouth County, 

was assaulted near his home in London by several men, who gave "him many dreadful 

slashes," almost killing him."' The author of a pamphlet entitled The Cry of Blood 

connected the assault to his prosecution of papists during his time serving as a JP. His 

assailants had reportedly said "Darnn ye Dog," telling him to "pray for the soul" of a 

MJlSR2295, 3 1 Aug. 17 17. 
'" MJlSR2339 R87,2 Jan. 1719120. 
'" Ibid. 
'3 OBSP, 26 Feb.-1 Mar. 1679180, (London, printed by D. M.), 2. 

Ibid. 
131 The Cry ofBlood, (London, printed for R. Janeway, 1680), 3.  It is not clear why Arnold was removed 
from the Commission- JPs might be removed for a variety o f  reasons, including poor physical or mental 





"in a very gross manner calling him FelIow, [and] putting his hatt on several times when 

TY  137 before him. According to his recognizance, Isaac Gunn stressed a JP's commonness 

by saying that he "was a Covent Garden Bully," and George Watson reportedly called al1 

Westminster Justices &Rogues and ~iars.""' John Holoway also directed his remarks to 

Westminster JPs as a whole, allegedly "saying he did not care a Farte for them dl .  99139 

Colonel Wallis, a Justice of the Peace, seems to have been the mget of several aspersions 

on his social status. Wallis was the subject of two separate recognizances, the first one 

binding a butcher's apprentice who was accused of calling him "a Presbeterion Justice" 

7,140 who "might kiss his arse, for he card not a fart for him. In the second, Thomas 

Wright was heard to Say "Darnn Col1 Wallis, hee was but a serv't no more than" Wright 

himself.14' At petty sessions, an army captain said "that the Justices of the Peace.. might 

be Damned for a Parce11 of Pimps and might kiss his Arse" and when "William Laine an 

old offender" was arrested, he aiso reportedly "called the.. Justice Pimp, and swore if he 

[Laine] was noe better a capt'n than a Justice of Peace he deserv'd to be hang'd."'42 

Calling the Justices "pimps" was probably a marked reference to their reiiance upon their 

fees of offke for survival. Londoners appear to have mocked the .JPs7 cornrnon origins in 

some cases, by treating them with disrespect and using phrases to show that the JP was 

not worthy of the social gestures due to members of the elite. 

- - 

13' Ch. 1 and Ch. 2 also deal with this topic. 
'" MJfSR2353 R 124.23 Aug. 1720. 
13' MJISRI 7 18 R 137.9 Jan. 168718 and MJ/SR2348 R 1 17,27 May 1720 respectively. 
'39 MJfSR1759 R201,4 July 1690. 
''O MJlSR2280 R44.21 Nov. 1716. 
'" MJlSRî290 Rl98,3O Apr. 17 17. 
IJ2 MJlSR2068 R62,20 Feb. l7OY6 and MJ/SR2275 R198, 8 Sept. 17 16 respectively. 



Another of the infamous qualities of the trading justice used to ridicule JPs in the 

recognizances was his ignorance of the law. Rdph Acton was bound by Justice 

Carleston "for behaving Himself insolentiy to me.. .CaIling me Foole and.. .saying he did 

,r 143 not care for any of his Majesties Justices of the peace. Emery Arguis became angry 

during the St. Margaret's petty sessions when he was informed that the clerk required an 

additiona1 payment for his attendance there. Upon being told that the "Justices took for 

themselves" fees he thought were for the clerk, an infhriated Arguis was said to reply 

"that he would or could cutt as good Justices of the Peace as those were out of an 

7, 144 Hackney Turnup. John Matrevis echoed this disdain for JPs' abilities when he 

allegedly called "Thomas Butler Esq," a Westminster JP, "a Fool of a Justice, for he 

knew nothing of what he did, but what the Constable dictated to him."'45 Justice Henry 

Fielding used several JPs as characters in his books, including the London Justice 

Thrasher, who had "never read one syllable" of the law, and relied very heavily on his 

clerk to know his power as a JP, and the appropriate actions to take. 146 The 

recognizances reveal several instances where the JPs' knowledge was mocked or 

questioned. In the process of blatantIy ignoring the dictates of a JP, a cordwainer's wife 

was accused of telIing a constable that he should go back to his "good for nothing 

master"-rneaning, as the recognizance indicated, the Thomas Kettlewell and his 

"' MJ/SR1979 R87, 1 Nov. 170 1 .  
MJ/SR2295 R18 1 ,24  July 17 17. 

'" M.VSR2250 R 175.25 May 17 15. 
146 H. Fielding, Amelia (175 1 ,  reprinted Middletown, Connecticut: Wesleyan UP, 1983), Book 1, Chapter 
II,  2 1 .  See similar examples in idem, Joseph Andrews and Shamela ( 1  742 and 174 1 respectively, reprinted 
Oxford: Oxford UP, l98O), Book II, Chapter XI, 130-5; and Tom Jones (1 749, reprinted New York: 
Norton Cntical edition, 1995), Book VII, Ch. IX, 232. 
'*' MJlSR2295 R65, 13 Aug. 17 17. 



wife IsabeIla allegedly said that "their sew[an] t sh[oul]d not go before a Fooll meaning 

the said Justice ~ o f e l e r . " ' ~ ~  These acts of resistance were not always in the heat of legal 

battle either. Occasionally, these attacks on justices lasted over a period of time and were 

carefully planned, such as that of Elizabeth Abingdon. Abingdon was bound to answer a 

IP for "writing and establishing diverse fdse malitious.. .Libells against hirn reflecting 

upon his administration of Justice of the Peace and tending to Foment and create 

Differences between hirn and severall other persons, and charging him with betraying the 

trust in him reposed by his Maj[es]tie in the s[ai]d office."'49 On occasion, London JPs' 

intelligence was insuited, no doubt fuelled by the notorious ignorance associated with the 

trading justice in popular perception. 

A few recognizances for insults to P s  reved popular perceptions of justice--or, 

in these cases, justice denied. George Austin was apparently very angry when he was 

brought before Justice Conne, "saying he [Conne] had not Done hirn Justice. w 150 

Similarly, Robert Dobb, a servant, was charged with saying that the JP "did not value 

Justice, nor any other ~ower . " '~ '  Humphrey Vaughan was still more explicit in his 

disillusionment with the English Iegal system. Apparently angry over a cornplaint by his 

servant for not paying his wages, Vaughan nimed against the JP who presided over the 

case. Vaughan was accused, by the prosecuting Justice, of "raiseing a greate tumoult of 

people aboute my doore and appealing to them saying he could have noe redresse or 

Justice here, but would find Law in another place, where 1 could not be my owne 

'" MJ/SR2138 R121,27 Sept. 1709. 
IJ9 MJlSR2330 R105,30 Apr. 1719. 
''O MJ/SR2275 R6 1 ,  1 Sept. 17 16. 
'" MJISR23 15 R88, 16 Aug. 171 8. 
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~ud~e." '* '  According to the charges against hirn, Cornelius Soddington also was 

incensed by a magistrate's actions, allegedly "riotously with others comeing into his [the 

JP's] house & telling him he had not done Justice & demandïng satisfact~n." '~~ This sort 

of commentary was not only in the male realm either. Mary Howard was bound "for her 

conternpt and misbehaviour to Justice Butler when brought before him.. .and for saying 

the said Justice Butler had not done her ~us t ice ." '~~ Deeply-held perceptions of the deniai 

of justice appear to have underlain some of the recognizances brought by JPs against 

dissatisfied litigants. 

Attacks on Bailiffs and Marshall's Men 

There is a distinct group of recognizances where assailants have singled out 

bailiffs or rnarshal's men. The former refers to an office held in various courts. Bailiffs 

were mainiy responsible for serving writs and carrying out a r r e s t ~ . ' ~ ~  Marshal's men had 

similar responsibilities, but served only the Palace courts, which were known 

interchangeably to contemporaries as the Marshalsea Court, the Court of the Verge, or 

the Palace Court, among other titles. As officers of these courts, marshal's men were 

responsible for its jurisdiction of the area within twelve miles around the royal residence, 

and tended to be involved in actions against debtors. Mmhal's men and bailiffs had 

similar duties, and the recognizances for assaults on these officiais reved a similar sort of 

distaste for their violence and corruption, supported in contemporary pamphlet literature. 

Though constables were not exempt fiom ridicule-seen, for example, in the ballad 

'" MJISR 18% R25,S Apr. 1695. 
Is3 MJISR1784R16,27July 1691. 
"' MJISFU295 R145, 14 Aug. 1717. 
155 J.A. Sharpe, Crime in Eariy Modern Engfand, 1550-1 750 (London: Longman, 1 984), 3 1. 



mocking their stupidity, which hoped that "none shew himselfe an asse Like this 

Constablem-the animosity toward London's many bailiffs seems to have been much 

more virulent, as will be shown.'" 

Some of the disrespect for bailiffs and marshal's men is visible in the 

recognizances for assaulting them. Popular literature encouraged violence against these 

officers, with one bloodthirsty parnphleteer stating that compt bailiffs "comrnonly die 

with their Guts ript up, or are decently nui through the lungs; and as they liv'd hated, die 

~ n ~ i t i e d . " ' ~ ~  Another depicted a bailiff who was xightfùlly attacked by a mob who 

"wash'd" him under every pump in the vicinity, ducked hirn "Head over Ears thrice" in 

the ditch, and finally forced him to take an oath which stated "1.. .do confess my self a 

Rogue by my profession."'58 In the recognizances, assaults on bailiffs and marshal's men 

often came as part of their role in keeping prisoners. JP James Dewy's notebook 

recorded "the Riot & assaulting [ofJ Phi1 Brag a bailiff' by a joiner in the course of a 

rescue. '59 A group of male and female rescuers allegedly "riotously" assaulted John 

Brown in order to allow "one John Jangworth then his prisoner.. . by virtue of a writt out 

of the Marshall court" to escape.'60 "Marshall officer" Thomas Costar accused 

Williarnine Driscoll of "rescuing.. .Daniel Driscoll fis prisoner fiom hirn" and 

"assaulting him in the execution of is David Barny, a bailiff, cornplained that 

156 "A Jest, or Master Constable," (London: Printed for Francis Grove), in Roxburghe III, 208. 
157 Twelve lngenious Characlers: Or, pleasanr Descriptions ofthe Properfies ofsunds, Persons and 
Things (London: Printed for S. Noms, l68O), 12. 
158 A Tme description of the Mint (London: Printed by A. Baldwin, 17 1 O), 2 1-2. 
Is9 Hampshire Record Office, Coventry MSS IM5311374. An entry dated 30 Nov. 1698, in James Dewy's 
"Book of Examinacons 1685." 
''O MJBR1868 R207, 13 Apr. 1696. 
16' MJ/SR1960 R29,29 Oct. 1700. 



Hugh Hews had "assault[ed] him in the execution of his offrce & rescured] his prisoner 

from hirn."'62 In this case however, Hews had Barny bond  on the same day for 

assaulting him. 163 Even the court must have been skeptical of the bailiff s honesty, to 

allow Hews to prosecute the officer who accused him of taking his prisoner. Londoners 

rnight also express contempt for another of bailiffs' duties, as when Edward Cole was 

bound to answer "George Extone, one of the under Bailiffs of.. . ~esmi in s t e r . " ' ~~  Cole 

had allegedly made "a very grevious Riott in opposition to the Execution of his Majesties 

Laws," by "assaulting George Exton.. .in the Execution of his office at the Whipping of 

,9165 one Martha Jones dong Peter Street in the Parish of St. Margaret Westminster. As 

the takers of prisoners and the executors of punishrnents such as whipping, bailiffs and 

marshal's men could be faced with Londoners' anger and violence. 

The strength of the resistance beneath attacks on bailiffs and marshal's men is 

most evident in their substantial activity in arresting debtors. Though constables had the 

authority to sel1 a prisoner's goods to pay for the costs of keeping him or her in gaol, it 

appears that bailiffs were the officers responsible for arrests for debt.'66 Though studies 

of imprisonment for debt did not explicitly deny constables a role in such arrests, they 

mentioned only bailiffs, so it seems safe to assume that bailiffs were the most obvious, if 

not the only officers empowered to arrest those accused of debt in the early eighteenth 

"' MJ/SR2197 R70.6 Oct. 1712. 
16' MJ/SR2 197 R71.6 Oct. 1712. 

MJ/SR2330 R76, 1 1 Apr. 17 19. 
'65  Ibid. The public whipping of women was banned by 57 Geo 3, c. 75 in 18 17, but there is no evidence 
that it evoked significant popular resentment in this period. 
16" Meriton, 57-8, said that "Upon a warrant from a Justice of Peace, the constable ... rnay sel1 so rnany of 
the Parties Goods as in the discretion of the Justice shall be thought suEcient ... and if the offender have no 



century. 16' In arrests for debt, officers were constrained by several rules, which may 

have given Londoners more incentive for resistance and vigilance. Bailiffs "could not 

make arrests at night, nor on Sundays, nor could they break into a house in order to make 

an arrest, and if they did infringe any of these conditions then they were acting without 

9,168 legal authority and couid be resisted by force. Juiian Hoppit summarized the 

advantage accorded debtors: "if the debtor was obstinately strong willed, he could defeat 

al1 attempts to get at his property by keeping his front door firmly ~ h u t . " ' ~ ~  Despite these 

restrictions, arrests for debt took place frequently. Lord McGregor afirmed a nineteenth- 

century parliarnentary cornmittee's report that "in many cases the decision whether a 

debtor is actuaily conveyed to prison or not rests effectively not with the court but with 

the creditors and the bailiffs," and argued that it applied equally to the eighteenth 

centu~y."~ Indeed, after creditors had convinced a court to issue a writ for debtors' 

arrest, debtors could find themselves in prison if they were unable to put up bail. Not 

until the suits came to trial might debtors have a chance to speak in their own defence."' 

The Palace Court had the authority to try "Debt, Trespasse, Battery, Slander, Trover, and 

al1 other actions personal," according to its constitution, but it seems to have mostly dealt 

with minor debtors.In Both marshal's men and bailiffs in general therefore, were 

Goods .. .then the charge must be born by the Town where the offender was taken, which must be laid on by 
way of  Tax." 
167 Innes, 255-6; P. Haagen, "Eighteenth-century English Society and the Debt Law," in S. Cohen and A. 
Scull, eds., Social Control and the State: Historical and Comparative &says (Oxford: Martin Robertson, 
1983), 235-6; and O. R. McGregor, Social History and Law Reform @,ondin: Stevens and Sons, 198 l) ,  40. 
168 Innes, 255. 
169 J. Hoppit, Risk and Failure in English Business. 1700-1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1987), 33. 
170 McGregor, 40. 
171 See Innes, 252 and 258-9, and Haagan, 225, who stated that "ever creditor had the right to demand the 
arrest of almost any of his debtors without warning or proof." 
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especially associated with arrests for debt, and the combination of their restrictions and 

powers in this area probably evoked Londoners' resistance. 

Indeed, such arrests appear to have been deemed unjust in popuiar literature. 

Early modem sentiment seemed to hold debt apart fiom other crime. Debt was "an 

honest man's" offence, in the words of one pamphlet, and many felt debtors deserved 

better treatrnent than other pri~oners."~ AS another broadsheet stated "it would be very 

hard for [debtors,] when they are reduced to confinement and the misenes of a Goal, to 

77 1 74 be also made more miserable, by the cruelty of the Goder. It is likely that a sense of 

the injustice of the arrest and imprisonrnent of debtors underlie the actions of the 

Londoners who were bound for rescuing them. Kathryn Smith was bound to answer 

"John EarIe Bailiff, for rescueing fiom him David Anderson,. . . arrested by virtue of a 

writt issued out of his majesty's Palace Court at Westminster at the suit of Alexander 

Hamilton for seven Another marshal's man was assaulted, beaten, and 

wounded by a weaver, when he rescued James Winderham, who had been arrested on the 

'9 176 authonty of a similar writt "marked ten Pounds. Richard Green, "One of the officers 

& Bearers of His Majesties Palace Court" had two shoemakers bound for "rescuing [a 

man]. . .afier he had arrested him at the suit of Thomas Rawlins for ten ~ounds."'~' The 

account of a trial heard at the Old Bailey for the murder of a baiiiff s follower stated that 

- - 

'" Robins. 1. P. H. D u e ,  "English Bankrupts, 157 1 - 186 1" The American Journal of Legal Hisrory XXIV, 
(1980), 236, described sympathy for debtors as "common in the literature" of the early eighteenth century. 
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17' The T'al of Williorn Acton. 
17' MJ/SR2325 R144, 1 Apr. 17 19. 
176 MJ/SR2270 R70, 19 Apr. 17 16. Winderham's wife, Thornasine, was bound for the same offence in R69 
for the same date. 



the accused had been cailed upon to defend a man from "five or six Bailiff s and their 

r ~ t 7 8  followers" who were "waiting to arrest m m ]  for a debt of sixty pounds. Another 

murder of a bailiff s follower was tried before the same court the following year. In this 

case, the bailiff s follower was "attending a Marshall's court-oficer" in the arrest of a 

3,179 man on the authority of "two writs, amounting to £1 12. In a similar armed resistance, 

the bailiff s follower was killed. As custodians of debtors, bailiffs-especially those of 

the Palace Court-were assaulted by people trying to rescue or prevent the arrest of their 

fiiends and farnily. Such resistance seems to have been motivated by a popular sense of 

the illegitimacy of debt as a crime, voiced in the contemporary literature. 

Though the above examples have shown many instances of violence againsf 

bailiffs and marshal's men, much of it seems to have been justified by a public perception 

of these officers' as excessiveiy violent themselves. A pamphlet describing "the 

Barbarous Assault and illegall Arrest of Frederick Turvill, esq.," charactenzed the bailiffs 

as surrounding TurvilI "with swords drawn, hangers and other weapons, as if they 

wI80 intended a murder. When a marshal's man was tried at the Old Bailey for murdering 

a little girl because she had merely "cried out" as he arrested her father "for a Debt of 

seven shillings." the reporter attributed the officer's action "to the usual Cruelty and 

Barbarousness of those savage ~attle."l*' With palpable contempt, the author descnbed 

the way in which "this brutish fellow fiad] tum7d about and stmck the poor child a blow 

MJlSR2295 RI 55 and R 156,s  Sept. 17 17. 
178 OBSP, 15- 16 Jan. 1679180, (London, m.), 3. 
179 OBSP, 6 July 168 1 ,  (London, 1. Guilford), 1-2. 
180 An Epistle Narrative of the Barbarous Assault and Illegall Arrest of Freder. Tu~vill ,  Esg. (London, 
l66O), 2. 
181 OBSP, 26-28 May 1680, (London, m . ) ,  3. 



on the head with a great cudgel, so furiously, that a Gentleman that saw it, testified it was 

t, 182 enough to have knockt down the stoutest man. These images of bmtality may have 

helped the prosecutions of Christian Shears, when she had her bailiff husband bound "for 

assaulting her in a violent manner," or Hester Colliff, when a "marshall court officer" had 

to enter into a recognizance "for assaulting" her. Even constables launched assault 

prosecutions against bailiffs. One bailiff was said to have been "Riotously assaulting and 

stricking" a constable, and another allegedly assaulted Nicholas Freese "in the Execucon 

of his office," dong with another man whom he had "called to his assistance. r'184 These 

sort of prosecutions showing bailiffs disrespecting fellow officers coincide with the 

account of a bailiff about to be executed for murder. He reportedly admitted "that he had 

been.. .too much Guilty of that huffing pride and insolence, which is too common among 

men of their condition, [and] he exhorted therefore al1 those that had the same 

?Y 185 employment to take warning by him. The recognizances binding bailiffs and 

marshal's men for assault, along with publicized accounts refemng to their notonous 

aggressiveness, suggest that the violence against these ofTicers was motivated by a'desire 

for revenge over their many acts of bmtality. 

Their public image as excessively violent was closely matched by their reptation 

for corruption. According to James Sharpe, "cornplaints of bribery, corruption and 

extortion against bailiffs were al1 too widespread and too plausible," and marshal's men 

18' Ibid. 
Is3  MJ/SR2037 R12,26 Aug. 1704 and MJ/SR2260 R2 14.7 Oct. 1715, respectively. 
l m  MJ/SR 19 17 W 2 , 2  1 Sept. 1680 and MJlSR2042 R34, 19 Oct. 1704, respectively. 
ls5 NewsfrOm Tybourn: or the Confession and Execurion of Three Bayhfls ... (London: Printed for D.M., 
1675). 



appear to have shared this infamy.186 Bailiff Joseph Succliffe was bound to appear at the 

Westminster Quarter Sessions for "barretry, fomenting quarells and Lawsuits and 

arresting in sham actions."'a7 This is reflected in the pamphlet assuring readers that the 

bailiff s "first business is to bait you for rnoney.. .he advises you in revenge to arrest the 

Plaintiff, and offers to do it; with or without cause; 'tis al1 one to him, if he perceives you 

TI 188 have money. Similady, another account described "The Marshalls man" as "false, for 

no sooner is the Plaintiffe gone, but he goes and fetcheth the Defendant, and.. .the 

Marshall's man getteth money of him."'89 The Bishop of London's Consistory Court 

heard one defamation case where a bailiff was equally false. According to a witness, he 

had "called.. .Anne Anderson Nasty Comon Bawdy house whore & pretended" to the 

3, 190 court "that hee was drunk when he spoke the s[ai]d words. One published report of 

sixteen bailiffs arresting a gentleman described the bailiffs' picking the gentleman's 

pocket "under pretence of searching for pistols," which caused the writer to ask, "What 

homd abuse is this of the law.. .?"19' The printed Contssion and Execution of Three 

Bay[zXs depicted one oficer as confessing "that he had been a great oppressor of the poor 

in his office, whom he had very much wronged by ~x to r t i on . " ' ~~  Both bailiffs and 

marshal's men were generally considered to use their office for immoral financial gain. 

The marshal's men's reputation for corruption was aided by a long-standing 

dispute over the authority of their courts. Even a defender of the Palace Court was forced 

186 Sharpe, 32. 
'*' MJ/SR2280, R183, 3 Dec. 1716. 
18' Twelve Ingenious Characters, 10 
lS9 Robins. 
Ig0 DLJCJ255 f 186, Anderson c. Blew, 23 Mar. 1714/5. 
19' An Epistle Narrative, 4 .  



to admit to "the petty meane conceit and estimation people generaily have had" for the 

Palace Court, "though its Decrees are as valid and binding as any of the Benches of Law 

193 at Westminster. A gentleman imprisoned on its authority in the mid-seventeenth 

century was "very confident that b i s  readers] rnay be satisfied.. .that that court.. . is of no 

validity, nor hath any power or Jurisdiction to execute [its] authority.. .upon the ignorant 

9,194 people evexy day. The same man boasted that he had gone to the "Sessions of the 

peace for Westminster" and "indicted two of the Marshails men.. .for an assault and 

battexy made upon me" in the course of "one of their a r re~ts ." '~~ A similar episode may 

have occurred in the recognizance against Edward Phillips, a "messenger to the board of 

green cloth"-one of the four criminai courts of the verge, also known as the Court of the 

King's Counting  ous se.'^^ Phillips was bound to answer for assaulting a John Felton, 

but also, more significantly, "for a contempt in disputing the Constables authority in 

executing a warrant against him" for that a~sault . '~ '  It seems likely that Felton had been 

displeased with his treatrnent by Phillips in a palace court action, and had chosen to 

prosecute him beforr Westminster Quarter Sessions, similar to the pamphlet writer more 

than fifiy years before. Not surprisingly, Phillips was quick to contest the authority of the 

Westminster Quarter Sessions, personified by its constable. The author of the 

Constitution of the Palace Court warned that "there must be a special care used by the 

marshals men.. .that they passe not the Verge in doing or executing any Process or 

1% News from Tybourn. 
193 The Ancient Legal Course, 4 8-9. 
Iw Robins. 
19' Ibid. 
1% I am grateful to Matthew Szromba, who is writing a doctoral dissertation on this subject at Loyola 
University, for this information. 



~ u d ~ e r n e n t . ~ ~ ~  The palace courts had a long history of legal disputes because, as Douglas 

Green has concluded, "the superior courts at Westminster wanted to limit the 

' 7  199 Marshalsea's jurisdiction. The resulting uncertainty of the palace courts' authority 

only increased public contempt for their officers, and marshal's men, dong with bailiffs 

in general, had a reputation for deliberately ignoring the law, whenever it was profitable. 

Just as artisan's wives ofien worked alongside their husbands, it appears that 

bailiff s wives and families may have played a role in their nefarious activities. In a 

felony case reported in the Old Bailey Proceedings, Martha Doe deposed that the bailiff 

who arrested her used his authonty to rape her. Mrs. Bills, the wife of a fellow bailiff, 

was called as a defence witness, and her testimony revealed her active assistance with her 

husband's professional dealings. When Doe was arrested, she was carried to the Bills' 

house, and Mrs. Bills brought Doe, their prisoner, "a Pint of hot Ale and Geneva" when 

,7200 her husband "went out for a little while upon some Business. Interestingly, her 

testimony helped to acquit her husband's colleague. Another trial at the Old Bailey for 

infanticide included the statement fiom a "bailiff s Wife" that the accused "came to her 

about 4 Months since, giving her 3s 4d for a Writ to arrest one who said she was with 

Child by.'"O1 Clearly, bailiff s wives were integrally involved in the duties of their 

husband's office. It is possible that officia1 activity lay behind the recognizance binding 

a bailiff s wife for "assaulting and biteing [the] Arme" of Mary Thomas, and "assaulting 

19' MJ/SR2295 R128.28 Aug. 171 7. 
198 The Ancient Legal Course, 52-3. 
1 99 Green, 275. 
OBSP, 2 4  Mar. 171 9/20, (London, printed for E. Symon by M. Jenour), 8. 

20 1 OBSP, 1 1 - 14 Sept. 17 17 (London, printed for J. Phillips by M. Jenour), 7. 



and beating" Mary Acton "in a barbarous manner."202 Even if the defendant's violence 

did not stem fiom direct actions on her husband's behalf, such prosecutions against a 

bailiff s wife would have done little for the already sullied reputation of the office. Even 

the wives of marshal's men may have aided their husbands, suggested by the 

recognizance accusing a "marshall's court officer.. .and Elianor his wife" of together 

"assaulting beating and abusing" a man2*-' Sons aiso seem to have closely aided their 

fathers in their official duties. George Pye, the son of a bailiff and described as "a 

bailiff s follower," was tried before the Old Bailey for killing a butcher who resisted 

arrest.*04 He was acquitted of the murder charge by "the Writ being produced in court, 

and it appearing he was an Assistant to his Father in the Execution of his Office. ,9205 The 

close comection between bailiffs and their sons cm be seen in the recognizance binding 

three men "for making a Riot & assault in the night tyme upon7' thern.*O6 However, the 

existence of another recognizance on the same day binding the bailiff s son "for making a 

Riott & assault with others in the night tyme upon" two of the above defendants 

reinforces the poor reputation of the office, and again shows the way in which bailiffs' 

farnily rnernbers rnay have contributed or been further çullied by its negative image.'07 

Records of prosecution before the Westminster Quarter Sessions and the Old Bailey 

reveal the participation of bailiffs' wives and sons in their official duties, and suggest that 

- - -- - - - 
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they may have been unavoidably associated wîth the office's reptation for violence and 

corruption. 

Conclusion 

The analysis of the records of violence directed at legal officials in Augustan 

London reveals several patterns of resistance to arrest and judgment. Many attacks on 

the law resulted fiom the initial anger at being taken by a law official. In several cases, 

however, the hostility appears to have been much deeper than the situation warranted. 

Londoners seem to have acted out of opposition to laws like those that forced them to 

quarter soldiers, prohibited them fkom visiting prostitutes, or made debt a crime. 

Tensions were M e r  exacerbated by the perception that London's constables, JPs, 

bailiffs and marsha17s men had low social origins, and thus were more likely to be 

cormpt. This was probably more a misguided perception than a reality, yet there are 

numerous examples of resistance to officials on this basis. Early eighteenth-century 

resistance to arrest and judgment can be seen as gendered in certain ways as well. Men 

were accused far more often, yet women have a disproportionately high involvement in 

rescues. Along with the accounts of baiIiff s wives' involvement in their husbands' 

officia1 duties, the evidence fiom rescues presents an image of women as aggressive and 

resourceful, while simultaneously adhering to their appropriate roles as wives and 

mothers. In their attacks upon the officers of the law, Londoners acted from their own 

sense of justice, questioning the appropriateness of the laws being enforced, and the nght 

of their enforcers to hold office. 



Conclusion 

The preceding pages have attempted to portray the complexity of the relationship 

between early eighteenth-century men and women and the London courts. Men were not 

the only prosecutors. Women-traditionally viewed as burdened by the many constraints 

of patriarchal society-were often empowered as plaintiffs. Men, on the other hand- 

typically seen by historians as the oppressors-have been s h o m  to be subject to a range 

of constraints, often very subtle. This should not overshadow the undeniable fact that 

early modern English society was patriarchal, and women operated under far more 

constraints than men. Nevertheiess, it has hopefully broadened the picture, and shown 

that-at the level of everyday neighbourhood conflict depicted in many of the assault 

recognizances-men and women's power over one another was under constant 

negotiation. 

The thesis has built on the work of Norma Landau on the mechanics of 

recognizances and their value as a prosecution strategy.' It has also shared Robert 

Shoemaker's appreciation of recognizances as a source of broader social  historie^.^ Even 

more than previous work however, this dissertation imagines recognizances as an episode 

in the meeting of elite and popular culture. Upper-class JPs met with middling 

Londoners and embarked upon a joint exercise in describing rnisbehaviour and 

establishing victimhood. It is important to remember that the records they produced-the 

recognizances-were not meant for the general public, in contrast to documents like the 

' N. Landau, "Appearance at the Quarter Sessions of Eighteenth-Century Middlesex," London Journal 23, 
no. 2 (1998). 30-52. 
2 R. B. Shoemaker, "The London 'Mob' in the Early Eighteenth Century," Journal ofBritish Studies 26 
(July 1987), 273-304.. 



Old Bailey Proceedings. First and foremost, the Westminster assault recognizances were 

legal documents, and were informed by the law of assadt, and the many rules governing 

JPs, clerks, and constables. The words found on the slip of parchment were not primarily 

intended for a mass audience, but rather for the legal bureaucracy that oversaw Quarter 

Sessions in the metropolis. However, this dissertation has shown that the recognizance 

had a public nature as a prosecution tool. The alleged victims told their story to JPs, and 

had to persuade thern of its plausibility. If the plainants were successfid, the J P s  then 

summoned the accused assailants, and had them bound over. It is unknown exactly what 

transpired when these defendants later appeared at Quarter Sessions, but in order for the 

recognizances to have been so popular a method for eighteenth-centq prosecutors, the 

accused m u t  have been at least admonished before the court, and then (often) dismissed. 

Without their extra description of the offence, assault recognizances are significant only 

as a bureaucratic tool to guarantee appearance. However, the many and varied 

descriptions of assault in the recognizances studied here reveal them to be a useful 

instrument in the maintenance of order in the state. In other words, the descriptions 

probably served the interest of both prosecutors and law officiais, ensuring that the 

offender received an appropriate rebuke upon his or her appearance at Quarter Sessions, 

in accordance with the severity of the assault. 

Thus, behind the officiai voice of the court in the records of assault prosecution, 

the voices of litigation and the voices of resistance are also audible. The voices of 

litigation can be heard in the people reported as shouting "murther" or "beare witness" on 

the streets when they believed an offence had been comrnitted against them, or in the 



descriptions of assaults or defamatory words that found their way into the legal records. 

IPs may have been persuaded, by the persistence of some of the male and femde assault 

victims before hem, to add extra description in the recognizances, recounting the lack of 

provocation in the attack, or other flaws in the defendants' character. Occasionally, 

Londoners may have used quarter sessions' assault recognizances to prosecute offences 

that were far more civil than cnminal. Perhaps the most obvious evidence of the 

perceived advantages of litigation for rniddling prosecutors' are the significant portion of 

recognizances where men and women have launched prosecutions against one another- 

often simultaneously and for sirnilar wrongs--each being seen to have gained legitimacy 

for their plaints from the recognizance that described their victimhood. 

Women were sometimes described as c'litigious," a term intended as an insult but 

which may reveal their power as victims before the courts. Though they may have been 

assaulted, the recognizances reved many instances where women were able to use their 

victirnhood to gain satisfaction for the wrongs against them. JPs seem to have ignored 

the official laws of coverture in some cases, issuing recognizances that described married 

women having as equal a right to their dwelling as their husbands. This judicial attitude 

is further reinforced by the recognizances binding husbands for even relatively minor 

assaults on their wives. Like wifehood, motherhood was also protected by the courts. 

Pregnant women who were assaulted and went before the Westminster Quarter Sessions 

seem to have taken advantage of medical and conduct Iiterature on the special care 

required by expectant mothers, providing the courts with the opportunity to act as the 

avenging father. Servants who were assaulted by masters or mistresses did not receive 



the same protection. Though men would often have had the advantage in a patriarchal 

society, women, when they were before the courts as victirns, seem to have tried--with a 

fair arnount of success--to elicit judicial sympathy and draw strength fkom the appearance 

of weakness. 

FemaIe prosecutors of rape may appear to have been the least powerful of 

eighteenth-century prosecutors, yet they did have a subtle impact on male behaviour. 

Rape was a capital crime, and men had to constnict elaborate narratives of their own 

victirnhood in order to secure an acquittal. The prosecution of men for crimes like 

attempted rape was more obviously constraining, as the courts were much less reluctant 

to issue fines and other such punishrnents than they were the death sentences required in 

rape trials. Charges of malicious prosecution were bandied about, especially against the 

female prosecutors of rape, but male prosecutors might also find themselves accused of 

malicious prosecution by female defendants, with some apparent success. Offences such 

as sodomy and fathering a bastard could also place men under the uncornfortable scrutiny 

of officiais. Even élite males faced officia1 censure when the Mohocks' attacks took on 

the attributes of a moral panic in 17 12, which caused an increase in prosecutions of 

gentlemen in subsequent years. The Societies for the Reformation of Manners mainly 

targeted female prostitutes, but their male clients were also policed. The prosecutions of 

men and women, seen in the Proceedings and in the Westminster assault recognizances, 

placed subtle constraints on masculinity. 

The voices of resistance are even more mediated than the voices of litigation. 

Prosecutors and JPs or clerks interacted to create a plausible image of wrongdoing. From 



the recognizances for assault brought to the Westminster Quarter Sessions in this period, 

it is possible to compare masculine and feminine violent misbehaviour. Women were not 

insignificant as assailants, and many forms of interpersonal violence were ungendered. 

Both men and women punched, scratched, bit, and stamped on their victims. Wornen 

were also as likely as men to issue bloodthirsty threats. Many assaults are comparable to 

a sort of physical language that was understood and used fairly widely. When shaming 

was the goal of an assault, there were ofien specific ways to humiliate victims, depending 

on their gender. The location and circumstances of assaults could also be pattemed. 

Highways, red-light districts, and the night were equated with danger in assault cases, and 

both the laws and public opinion seem to have caused them to appear as a factor in the 

official record of the crime. Not surprisingly, drink, money, neighbourhood tensions or 

intra-farniliar feuds were ofien the source of assaults, but violence could also erupt fkom 

Street recreation, such as a sporting event. Women were not always obedient followers; 

in violent events, they might motivate a large group to not. The violence that was 

prosecuted in Augustan London was highly varied in its forms and causes, and women 

were significant participants among the defendants. 

Women were much less prominent in the cases of resistance to law oficials, 

except for rescues. When an attempt was made to assist husbands, sons, or other relatives 

to escape fiom custody, women seem ofien to have been among the prime suspects. Far 

from simply providing a rope or smuggling a file into the pnsoner, feminine rescuers can 

be seen to have participated in some of the most drarnatic rescues, dressing as men, or 

grappling with gaolers. Though men also assumed the role of rescuer, the rescued were 



drnost never feminine, according to the Westminster recognizances. Such feminine 

assertiveness was also visible in the ofTicial responsibilities carried out by the wives of 

bailiffs and marshal's men. Acting on their husbands' behalf in watching prisoners, and 

taking requests for writs, bailiffs' wives also seem to have been involved in violence. 

Though oniy visible on the peripheries of assaults on law officiais, these women were 

assertive and aggressive. 

Men figured far more ofien among the records of assaults on constables, JPs, and 

bailiffs however. Their resistance ranged from frustration in the heat of arrest to more 

conscience-dnven physical and verbal assaults on the officers in their homes or on the 

streets. Constables might be told they were acting beyond their jurisdiction, or they 

might be assaulted with the very symbol of their office as a speciai sign of disrespect. 

JPs sometimes had their knowledge or social statu questioned by angry defendants, or 

were accused of injustice. Bailiffs and marshal's men also comprised a specific group of 

assault victims in the Westminster recognizances. Set apart in popular literature as 

particularly corrupt and violent arnong law enforcers, bailiffs and marshal's men were 

attacked especially for their role in making arrests for debt. The records of assaults on 

law officers show that Londoners' could be aggressively resistant, ofien motivated by a 

sense of injustice. 

The dissertation is thus a history of some of the ways in which middling men and 

women dealt with conflict in everyday life. Since 1975, when John Beattie first focussed 

upon female criminality in the eighteenth century, much has been written on the 



relationship between women and the courts in ~ n ~ l a n d . ~  This thesis has sought to add 

another facet to these histones. Where historians such as Laurie Edelstein and Anna 

Clarke have illuminated the courts' iack of sympathy for rape victirns, for example, this 

study offers a broader picture to reveal the areas where greater satisfaction was available 

to fernale victims4 Similarly, Laura Gowing or Tim Meldnun's investigations of 

defamatory words, which emphasized the verbal nature of fernale resistance, can be seen 

to provide only half of the pictue.' n i e  Westminster assault records show that ferninine 

aggression could take very physical forms. The thesis also contributes to the scholarship 

on eighteenth-century masculinity, adding to the work of historians Iike Elizabeth Foyster 

and Bernard Capp, by showing that even in some of their most oppressive guises, as 

rapists, assailants, court officials, prosecutors, masters, and household heads, men were 

subject to subtle behavioural c~nstraints.~ In the preceding chapters, the records have 

been most informative in showing the empowement of women as prosecutors, the 

limitations the courts placed upon men, and the various similarities and differences in 

which men and women assaulted. 

- - 
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Afier summarizing the main contributions of this dissertation; it is also important 

to consider the areas where M e r  research is necessary. This study of assault needs to 

be extended to the end of the eighteenth century, enabling a stronger sense of the changes 

in violence, and its prosecution, over time. lnteresting insights might also emerge fiom a 

study of the changes in women's prosecution activity over tirne. More work also needs to 

be done to obtain a sense of the differences in experience of the poorer classes. Perhaps 

gaol records might yield more on the violence of those beneath the middling level of 

society, or perhaps the poor had alternative means to gain retribution for the assaults 

upon them. The history of assault recognizances might also benefit fiom a more 

thorough overview of the other types of recognizances-those binding only "for the 

peace," for example, might be linked with those to answer assaults, in a more systematic 

way than they have been here. The limits of space prevented the current study fiom 

testing the data for a variety of factors which rnight affect violence and its prosecution: 

the different seasons, for exarnple, or economic factors. Perhaps modem cnminological 

studies of interpersonal violence might shed light on some of the causes of assault in the 

early eighteenth century. This study has hopefully inspired as many questions as it has 

provided answers. 

The Westminster Quarter Sessions recognizances for assault, along with the Old 

Bailey Proceedings, the Consistory Court depositions for defamation, and a host of other 

early modem writings, give voice to the middling men and women of London, 1680- 

1720. Though their hands rarely p e ~ e d  the documents, their voices can be heard from 

within them, both as  strong prosecutors and as resistant defendants. 
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